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1. Introduction 
This report is intended to give a complete unified 
discussion of the electromagnetic response of a plane stratified 
structure. The geophysical literature is full of various bits 
and pieces of analysis. Most often these papers deal with very 
specific problems, i .e. vertical magnetic dipole over a 
conductive 2 layer earth. The objective of this report is 
two-fold. First a detailed and comprehens ive analysis of the 
theoretical parts of the electromagnetic response is given with 
the emphasis on the physical meaning of the somewhat messy 
mathematical expressions. An attempt is also made to use a 
meaningful notation, which, hopefully, is not too cluttered. 
With a clean compact development of the theory in hand, the 
more interesting and much more difficult problem of actually 
using it will be tackled . It is at this point where the 
particular problem at hand must be considered. The actual 
theoretical expressions for the fields in a stratified 
medium can be obtained in closed form and take the form of 
Hankel transforms or 2-dimensional Fourier transforms . The 
numerical problem of actually computing numbers for the 
electromagnetic field strengths is that of performing some 
type numerical or approximate quadrature technique to 
evaluate the integrals describing the fields. The particular 
context of most interest here is the response of low-loss 
dielectric media. Much of the numerical analysis is, therefore, 
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devoted to problemsin this area. The analysis of conductive 
media, while quite different in behaviour and geophysical 
interest, is not very far removed from the theoretical analysis 
and the nume r ical difficulties are not as accute as for the 
low-loss problem. While these problems will not be analysed 
in detail, a few side excursions into some interesting points 
will be made. 
2. Basic Physics & Mathematical Descriptions 
The basic physics of electromagnetic theory is totally 
wrapped up mathematically when Maxwell's equations and the 
constitive equations are written down. While the details from 
this point on are usually specific, a wide variety of interesting, 
and at first glance, unrelated phenomena pop out when these 
equations are manipulated about. It is the physical interpretation 
and understanding of the results obtained from the mathematically 
simple basic equations which •~~exciting. In fact, in the 
last eighty years, these basic equations have provided food for 
thought and controversy of some of the most brilliant minds. 
Even many of these people have missed the beauty of the analysis 
and have gotten too wrapped up in the details to appreciate the 
subtle unity of the various facets of Maxwell's mathematical 
description of basic electromagnetic phenomena. 
The analysis from here on will be conducted using the 
rationalized~ system of units. The time dependent form of 
Maxwell's equations is 
vxE = - aB" 
at 
~.D = q 
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( 2-1) 
{ 2-3) 
oxH = J + ao 
at 
v.B = o 
( 2-2) 
( 2-4) 
In order to completely define an electromagnetic problem 
(no-mechanical coupling here) the constitive equation 
introducing the electromagnetic properties of media when 
treated on the continuum scale are required. These equations are 
B" = lJ'H 
J = 
,_ 
OE 
D 
.__ 
= e:E 
+ 
+ 
+ 
llo Ms 
Js 
Ps 
{ 2-5) 
{2-6) 
( 2-7) 
E, D, B, H, J have their conventional meanings; q is the 
electric charge density; ll~ &1, a' are the permeability, 
permittivity and electrical conductivity subscripts o (i.e. 110 ) 
are used to indicate free space values ; Ms, Ps are impressed 
magnetic and electric dipole moment densities and Js is an 
impressed electric current density. 
For time-varying problemsit is convenient to define 
generalized electric and magnetic source current densities 
namely 
fs = Js + aPs { 2- 8) 
a t 
llo abis (2-9) 
at 
Now, combining Maxwell's equations with the linear isotropic 
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constitive equations (2-5,-6 and -7) one has 
, -
V .I{E = -')..l ()H + IJ'J?s (2-10) uxH = aE +£1dE + j s 
at at 
plus the continuity equations 
or 
~= 
at 
_n I 
v• .., s = -'V.:J s - cro.E- E.va' 
- - ,_ 
~~~ + l_~·llH = 0 
'Z>t 
ll 
0 
~. Ms + ~. JH = 0 
(2-11) 
( 2-12) 
( 2-13) 
For most applications, the response of sinusoidally time 
varying fields is of most interest. The individual sinusoidal 
responses can be built into transient responses with the aid of 
the Fourier integral. The following time-frequency Fourier 
transform pair is adopted for the rest of the analysis 
f (t) = 1 ( oo f (Ca>) e -jt-'t d~ (2-14) 
27T Loo 
f (u:>) = ( 2-15) 
Upon Fourier transformation, the frequency domain equations 
become 
'OxE = j t>'~H + ?i:; ( 2-16) oQxH = ({)~ j"£')E + 3s (2-17) 
q = + Q.~ + fi.JE (2-18) 
~ --w-
u.~s- jCtltl'.JH = o (2-19) 
For time-varying field analysis, it is convenient to lump 
electrical conduction and displacement currents into one term 
by defining the complex permittivity 
a' E = £'(1 + j -) (2-20) 
Cll£1 
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or the complex conductivity 
0 = (a'- j~e:') (2-21) 
In the following, the compl ex permittivity is adapted 
since the primary applications will be to low-loss dielectrics. 
The electric loss-tangent is defined as 
tano = 
e 
Therefore 
£ = e:'(l + j tanoe) 
(2-22) 
(2-23) 
In addition, time-varying magnetic losses are intro duced 
by defining a complex permeability with an analogous form 
to £, namely, 
l.1 = l (1 + j tan d m) ( 2- 2 4) 
With this formalism of getting notations clear, one can now 
get down to the business at hand. 
The frequency domain wave equations for the ~ and H field 
are obtained by taking the curl of equations (2-16) and (2-17) 
with the result. 
~\7XE - k 2E + jffiH X UlJ = jWlljs + 
" 
X t'J?s, (2-25) 
and 
'iJxv~H - k 2H - j"' E X 'Of; = -jWe:9JZs + DX '"' (2 - 26) J s 
where k = (A)J£1I is the propagation constant. The symmetrical 
form of equations 2-25 and 2-26 is a result of the careful choice 
of definitions developed above. 
The terms Hx';]J and Ex~E: enter since l.1 and e: may be functions 
of spatial position. In the following analysis 1J and E: will always 
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be taken as constant in various spatial regions with step 
discontinuities between the regions. The terms Hx9~ and 
EXV€ are dropped from the equations. These terms are 
essentially replaced by the usually boundary conditions at 
the interfaces between t h e two regions, namely, continuity 
of normal B, D, J and t a ngenti a l E and H fields. 
3. Hertz Potentials, Point Sources and Particular Solutions 
a) Hertz Vector Potentials 
At this point in the analysis i t is o f i nteres t to 
consider the case of a source in a whole-space of constant 
material properties. This leads immedi ately to the concept of 
Hertz-potentials. The natural manner to progress is to 
consider the electric field from electric currents and the 
magnetic fields for magnetic currents. 
vxo xE k 2E = +jW~Js (3-1) 
(3- 2) 
These equations are mathematically equivalent and are 
transverse vect or wave equations. 
Since a vector field can be split i nto transverse a nd 
longitudinal components, 
E = E t + Et (3-3) 
vx E t = 0 V• Et = 0 (3-4) 
one has 
0 X u XEt - k2Et = jw~!st (3-5) 
-
k2E t = j~~~St (3-6) 
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A similar decomposition of the H field and Ms can be written 
down. 
In this context, the transverse component of E satisfies 
the transverse vector wave equation while El and ·~ 
,1St. 
are linearly related. A much more expedient way of developing 
E is to define with its longitudinal and transverse components 
in terms of a single vector field, namely, 
"' 
where 
"' 
E = (I + 2£).IIe 
}<-:1. 
(Note: I is the unity dyadic or tensor) 
(3-7) 
( 3-8) 
(3-9) 
IIe is known as the electric Hertz potential and satisfies 
the total vector wave equation 
or 
(3-10) 
(3-11) 
where vf = - ;xQ x + vv i, H.~ Laplacian operator 
Thus Tie satisfies the vector Helmholtz equation (wave equation 
with time dependence transformed out). 
Similarly, H can be expressed in terms of a magnetic Hertz 
potential 
"' H = (I + -·-V'iJi • Tim (3-12) 
kZ 
and 
v2rrm k2 + rrm = j~~ ( 3-13) 
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The electric and magnetic fields associated with the magnetic 
and electric currents are obtained from the Hertz potentials 
as follows 
(3-14) 
and similarly 
EMs = uxH = vxifm (3-15) 
-j(.)e: -jC.UE: 
The total electric and magnetic fields are then given by 
E = (~ + ou> . ITe + vxrrm 
k7 - j ·we: 
(3-16) 
'\, 
=o;> Tim ox Tie H = (I + + 
k2 
-.---
Jc.>ll 
( 3-17) 
(b) Point Sources 
The development of the response of a system to an 
arbitrary excitation is most easily done using the Green's 
theory approach. In other words, the response of the system 
to excitation at a point is used to develop the solution for 
arbitrary excitation. In the electromagnetic context, the 
point excitation function are point electric and magnetic 
dipoles. 
Thus 
( 3-18) 
(3-19) 
where r'is the location of the point source,§ is the direction 
of the dipole moment and o is the three dimensional Dirac delta 
function. 
Examples: 
The point source are basic building blocks for analysing 
any other source configurations. 
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Electrical Current: 
A wire of infinitesimal cross section carrying I amps 
of current can be composed of point dipoles each representing 
an infinitesimal section of the wire 
~~~--r 
~ (3-20) 
Time Varying Electric Dipole Moment 
The electric dipole moment is 
P s = q d't o ( r - r 1 ) 
'Js = aPs = -jt.Jqdl o(r- r') 
at 
- I 
= Idl, 8 ( r - r ) (3-22) 
Time Varying Magnetic Dipole Moment 
0 dl\); b 
-q +q 
( 3-21) 
I = -~q ( 3-23) 
A point magnetic dipole can be visualized as an 
infinitesimally small loop of wire carrying I amps. 
The magnetic dipole moment density is 
defined as 
M = IdAo(r- r ' > 5 (3-24) s - uni t normal to dA 
where IdA remains finite as dA+ o i n the usually point source 
sense. 
The associated magnetic current is 
~ = -jfAI~o Ms 
\ /' 
= -jw~oidA o(r- r) s 
Particular Solutions 
(3-25) 
The first stage of analysis before continuing to more 
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complex problems is to find the solution for the electric and 
magnetic Hertz potentials for a point source excitation. These 
are denoted as the particular or inhomogeneous solution to 
the vector Helmholtz equation. The basic partial differential 
equation is 
- r') s (3-26) 02f~=~ 
It is obvious 
+ k 2 r ~= 1 = ~- ( ~ :~ ~ 0 ( r 
that the particular solution can be expressed as 
II = lip s 
and that lip satisfies the scalar Helmholtz e q uation 
~2rr + k 2 II = -c o(r- r 1 ) p p 
( 3-27) 
( 3-28) 
The particular solution is the well known spherical wave form 
II = c 
p 
e jk lr - r \ I 
4rr 1 r - r' 1 
4. Plane Wave Spectrum Representation 
( 3-29) 
In the analysis of plane stratified media, the plane wave 
spectrum approach is applied to obtain the solution of the boundary 
value. This is the physical interpretation of the mathemati cal 
manipulations. The mathematical basis for the development are the 
Fourier transform and Hankel transform integrals. 
The basic coordinate systems to be used in the later analysis 
are shown in figure 4-1. The Cartesian coordinates are denoted by 
A A A (xl x2 x3) and the associated unit vectors are (el e2 e3). The 
cylindrical coordinates are denoted by <f. ~ 1 Z) and the associate 
,. 0 -'\ 
unit vector <P, le , Z) • The coordinates are related by 
( 4-1) 
'!CI 
Fig. 4-1 
The plane wave spectrum is developed form the Fourier integral 
starting with the scalar Helmholtz equation of the last section 
and taking r 1 to be the origin, the 2-dimensional Fourier 
transform pair are oo 
j(.A1X1+.A2X2) 
= :n 2 l1 IT(.A1.A2X3)e d.A1d.A2 
00 
Tip (.A1.A2X3) = )) 
-oo 
-j (A1X1+.A2X2) 
(X1X2X3)e 
Combining 4-2 with 4-3, the p.d.e. reduces to the ordinary 
differential equation 
The homogeneous solutions to 4-5 have the form 
e±j(k2- >.2)1:1 x3 
while the particular solution to 4-5 is 
Defining 
Tip 
lr = 
. (k2 
Tip = eJ 
•2j(k2 
(k2-).2)1:! 
00 
(X1X2X3) = _1 ·~ 
4rr2 L 
).2)1:1 
, 4-3 can be written as 
e j (AlXl + .A2X2 +~I X31) 
-2jf e -jwt 
The rational for the plane wave spectrum terminology is 
( 4-3) 
( 4-4) 
( 4-5) 
(4-6) 
( 4-7) 
( 4-8) 
d.Ald.\2 
from the form of 4-8. The integrained is a plane wave ( the final 
factor in curly brackets is to emphasize the wave nature of the 
integrand) and the integral is over all possible wave numbers 
in the ~1 - e2 plane. In facbr_!_ is the spectral amplitude of ,, 
2j " 
Tip in Xl-X2 (X3=0)plane and the amplitude can be continued 
upward or downward in space by multiplication by the factor ej~ l x3 ! 
It is readily seen that\( is the vertical component of the 
propagation vector k = (A 1, A 2, ~ ) • 
The double Fourier transform 4-8 is the Fourier form of 
the well-known SOmmerfeld integral (1909, 1949), Watsou (1966). 
Since the so.nrnerfeld integral is most often given as a Hankel 
transform, 4-8 will be rewritten in this notation. 
Defining kin cylindrical coordinates (A,0, Y) ,4-8 become s 
00 ?II 
1 
4II 2 I 0 \) ej <A\ cos < ~-e> + ~ 1 z 1 > 2j ~ 0 AdAd0 
(4-9) 
Noting that the integral definition of Jn (Z) is 
7T2 
. -n 5 i z cos \:~. Jh ( Z) = l. cos n 'f e d '-<L 
7T -o 21T 
( iZ li( 
= (!l_-n \ cos~e cos d'-W.. (4-10) 
27T I 0 
4-9 can be rewritten as
00 
rrpcx1x 2x 3 )= .L ( Aej ·: 1z1 Jn{An dA (4-11) 
4II 'o j 6 
which is the Hankel transform representation of the Sommerfeld 
integral. The evaluation of 4-11 is given by Watson {1966) 
13.47.4, namely , 
00 
\ J (bt) 
0 
) 0 
2 2 L 
-a(t - y ) --:~ 
e tdt 
--~- --·-, 
= e+iy ) a2 + b2 
r~i·-~- -b·2.., 
v 
In the remaining discussions the Hankel transform 
( 4-12) 
notation is adopted since is the point dipole sources of interest 
have particularly simple angular symmetries. 
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5. Plane-Stratified Medium 
Much of the remaining discussions revolve around the 
response of point dipole sources in a plane stratified 
environment. At this point, the stratification, notation, 
and geometries will be briefly outlined in order that these 
details are available for use later. 
In the geophysical context, it is common to denote a 
structure as consisting of N plane layers. The N layer 
notation here is used to imply that there are N + 1 regions 
of different material properties with N-1 of these regions 
sandwiched between 2 half-spaces. Thus a whole-space is a 
0 layer structure, 2 adjoining halfspaces are a 1 layer 
structure and a thin strip between 2 halfspaces is a 2 layer 
structure. 
The general geometry is shown in Fig. 5-l. The planar 
symmetry is parallel to the x1 - X2 coordinates. The upper 
most region is denoted region 0 while the lowest layer 
(half-space bouding the structure on the bottom) is region N. 
The N-plane interfaces between the regions are located at 
depths Z = d;. Each layer is assigned a pair of constant 
complex material properties (permittivity and permeability) 
E; '~i . An additional parameter which is useful is the 
thickness of the individual layers t •• 
I 
The structure just 
described has cylindrical symmetry about the x 3 o~r axis 
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x2 Region 
x1 
0 
z = d1 E. A• 
t 
t1 £1~1 1 
z d2 + = 
t 
t2 £2~2 2 
+ 
3 
N-1 
N 
Layer thickness t; = I d i+, - d i I = di - d i+1 
----~ Layer propagation constant k· =1w £•''' I --· I I"' I 
Fig. 5-1 
since z upward. 
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6. Solution of Wave Equation in Plane-Stratified Medium; 
TE and TM Fields 
6-1 Hertz Potentials and TE-TM Fields 
The basic wave equations for the electric and magnetic fields 
in a whole-space were discussed in section 3. As was discussed 
in that section, it is most convenient to express the fields in 
terms of electric and magnetic Hertz potentials which satisfy the 
vector Helmholtz equations 
rsource term( 
o2 f::1 + k2 t::l =(o j (6-1) 
with the electric and magnetic fields given by 3-16 and -17. 
At this point it is best to get a subscript notation 
clarified in order that the region in question is contained 
in the equations. Thus, the Hertz potentials will be denoted 
(6-2) 
where the superscript denotes electric or magnetic and the 
subscript denotes the region i. Thus the homogeneous electric 
Hertz potential satisfies 
+ k~ rr~ 
l l 
= 0 (6-3) 
in regions. 
For the electromagnetic problem, the Hertz potentials have 
only ~ components. As a result one has to work with only 2 
scalar potentials rather than 2 vector potentials 
_JU 
rr . 
l 
= 
= 
A rr~ z 
l 
(6-4) 
(6-5) 
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and 6-3 reduces to the scalar Helmholtz equation. 
Examination of the electric and magnetic fields associated 
with the 2 components of the Hertz potentials shows physically 
A 
why the potentials with only Z components are appropriate. From 
3-16 and -17 the fields of rre are i 
rre Fields 
i A 
E. = z IT~ + \7 arr~ ~ ~ k? 
~ 
--
az ~ 
A 
H· = z X 0 IT~ ~ ~ 
-Jt.>lJ i 
ITI!l Fields A m {6-8)-~ iii arrl!l = ZITi + E· 
-:-2 ~ ~ 
k· az ~ 
Examination of 6-7 and 6-9 shows that 
{ 6-6) 
{ 6-7) 
A 
- m 
= z X o-rr. (6-9) ~ 
j<.u - • 
IT~ .;..~ generates an electro-~ 
magnetic field which always has its magnetic field in a plane 
A 
A -perpendicular to the Z axis. In other words Z.H is zero at all 
the planar interfaces in the structure. Similarly, IT~ generates 
~ 
the analogous electromagnetic field which has Z.E ~ 0. Referring 
back to section 4 and the description of fields as superpositions 
A 
of plane waves, the fact that IT~ and IT~ have only Z components 
~ ~ 
has a physical significance. From basic electromagnetic theory, 
a plane wave incident on a plane interface can be split into two 
components, one with E.u - 0 and one with H.u = 0 where u is the 
normal to the p!anar interface. The selection of the above 
description for the Hertz potentials yields the generalized form 
of this result. 
An alternate notation for the two types of fields is now 
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adopted. In accordance with waveguide analysis, the III f ields 
are denoted transverse magnetic (TM) fields while the nT f i elds 
are denoted transverse electric (TE) fields. In instance where 
the both types of field appear, the two components are denoted 
as 
(TE E, TM E) (6-10) 
(TE H TM H) 
' 
6-2 Gene~al Form of the Hertz Potentials 
The general,homogeneous solution of the Helmholtz equati on 
for the problem at hand can be written down immediately. Using 
the cylindrical symmetry of the boundaries, the potentials are 
e 
II~ 
l. 
· c e 
= c<;>s(ncp) ~ SAm 
s1.n t_n i 
( A ) e j (; i Z + ~ B~ ( A ) e- j ~ i Z .>.Jn ( A f ) 
n 1. , c 
+ Cn (A) Y n (A f) ·-:-:. 
The subscripts and superscripts should be self-explanatory. 
(6-11) 
For 
the problems at hand only waves propagating radially outward from 
a source at the center are excited and C~(A) = 0. In the above, 
A is the radial wavenumber as discussed briefly in section 4, 
while X = (k;2- A 2 )~ is the vertical wavenumber in the ith 
medium. 
The general solution will take the form, for example, 
rre = 2: 
i n 
00 
c~s (n<P) (sA. (;\)eJ '6 J + sB· (;\)e-J i ;\J J 
c e · z c e ' '!\ z 
s1.n n 1. n l. ) ~ <A f ) d;\ (6-12) 
which is remaniscent of the particular solution in the form of 
4-11. 
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7 Transmission Matrices and N-Layered Structure Reflection 
Coefficients 
7-1 General Boundary Conditions 
In the last section, the basic mathematical formalism 
for the fields in the layered structure. From 6-12, the problem 
~ ((, 
;,~\~ (~) r,."~ c m 
coefficients~S B ~ (A). Once at hand is that of finding the 
n J. 
these coefficients are determined the formal mathematical part 
of the analysis is complete. 
The exact form of the coefficients depends on the nature 
of the source. In this section, the relationships between the 
m m 
Ae and B~ in different regions are developed. The results of this 
i l. 
section then lead to the determination of particular form of the 
coefficients for different excitations which a~discussed in 
section 9. 
The boundary conditions on electromagnetic fields at the 
interface between any two regions are that the tangential 
components of the E and H fields must be continuous. Thus 
( 7-1) 
In terms of TE and TM fields, the tangential components o f 
the fields are 
TM Fields 
Transverse ( 7-2) 
Transverse T~. 1 ( 7-3) 
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TE Fields 
TEEi -m Transverse = ~ x viij 
I 
{ 7-3) 
TE-
JWE:i 
m 
-Transverse Hi = 1 t7t arr· ~kz az ~ {7-4) 
A I' where 
V't f d + l ~ ~ = ~ fo-~ 
7-2 TM Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions on the TM fields yield constraints 
on the rre which in turn relate the AI and Bi from one region to 
i 
another. Combining 7-1,2, and -3 one obtains the result that 
e e II· = IIi±l :.:J.. { 7-5) 
e:i e:i±l 
and 1 e e 
.an!. = 1 arri~l (7-6) 
e:i~i az e:;t., }J. az I ±.1 
when 
z = d~;; 
7-3 TE Boundary Conditi ons 
In the same manner as for the TM fields , the boundary 
conditions for the magnetic Hertz potential can be derived in 
the form 
1 
f or Z = d (~+l) 
~ 
m 
IIi = 
m 
IIi ±l 
~i ~i±l 
m 
ani 
az 
= 1 
(7-7) 
( 7-8) 
The symmetry of the two sets of boundary conditions is apparent. 
The material property factors e: . dnd ~· switch places. 
I I 
7-4 Transmission Matrices 
0 
The general solutions fo r rr.i and rf7 are of the form 6- 12. 
cos 
Since the sin (~~) 
factor which varies 
e ·~ 
Am (.A) eJ iz 
i 
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00 
and J J"' (.Af)d.Afactors are common, 
0 
from region to region is 
the only 
(7-9) 
Combining 7-9 with 7-5 through 7-8 it is possible to write 
e 
the relationship for AT BT in terms of the coefficients 
in the neighbouring region. In the following the TE fields 
are used to illustrate the analysis 
where 
TE J _ . u-jtidi+l 0 JEl 
· '+1 - £~ e + · 6idi+l 'fE ¥ £J.+l o e J T:i,i+l 
~+1 
TE 
R:i,i+l 
TE 
T¥+1 
1 
(7-11) 
l_u~I!1 J is the TE transfu~t~ioTki~~trix for the boundary at 
(7-12) 
z = d· 
1+1 
and relates the fields in region i to those in i + 1· 
Similarly, a matrix describing region i + 1 in terms of i can be 
written down and is 
(7-13) 
The coefficients RI~i+l and Tr~i+l are the Fresnal TE plane wave 
reflection and transmission coefficent. 
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TE lli+lii - llibi+l (7-14) Ri i+l = lli+l i~+ lli~i+l 
TE TE 2 lli+l i i (7-15) Ti i+l = l + Ri i+l = 11i+~i + 11D\i+l 
In a similar fashion the TM coefficients can be transmitted 
across an interface using the TM transmission matrix which 
takes the form 
where 
'I'M 
-l" 1 Rh.i+l 
· l \ -j '{. idi+l i T~. '1M tTM . e 0 1 \ 1) 1+l T. '+l i i+lJ = ~ l ) l \ 11i+l j ~di+l '. RTM 1 
o e .·' -- ---
- 'I'M 'I'M 
T. '+1 Tl. 1'+l l _\l \ 
(7-16) 
..,J· c~ .. .d . -
e .~, 1-1-1 
0 
(7-17) 
TM TM Ri i+l and Ti i+l are the Fresnel TM plane reflection and 
transmission coefficients which h ave the form 
'1M 
R. '+1 l) l = £i+l'bi - £i(i+l 
£i+l ~i + £i ti+l 
'1M 
= 1 + R. '+l 
l .> l 
= 2 £i+l ~i 
£i+l fi + £i6i+l 
(7-18) 
(7-19) 
--·' 
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The matrix notation can be extended to relate region i with 
region o or region N. 
[ :} 
c:t Ui , i-1 Ui-l~i-2 
~-1 N 
' 
(7-20) 
(7-21) 
Any other pair of layers can be related in a similar fashion. 
N-Layer Reflection Coefficient 
In the same manner as one expresses the response of a 
single interface by a Fresnal reflection coefficient, a more 
generalized reflection coefficient can be defined for a stack 
of an arbitrary number of layers. From examination 7-9 and 
6 12 · b d · 1 h h ffi ff · · - , ~t ecomes rea ~ y apparent t at t e Ai coe ~c1ents are 
the amplitudes of waves propagating in the positive z direction 
while the Bm are the amplitudes of waves propagating in the 
~ 
negative Z direction 
Region 
Now consider the simplest case of a wave incident on the stack 
N-layers from region o. Bo is the amplitude of the incident wave 
and Ao is the amplitude of the wave reflected from the stack 
Region 0 
Region N 
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A generalized reflection coefficient is defined as 
R = Ao (7-22) 
Bo 
It should be noted that in the wave number domain, a fixed 
A corresponds to a plane wave incident on the stack in the FT 
domain and a single cylindrical wave in the Henkel Transform 
domain. 
i.e. Bo(A) = 6 (A- AO) (7-23) 
A very useful representation for R is obtained from the 
transmission matrix formalism. For the example at hand one 
can write 
(7-24) 
(Note that the development is the same for both TE and TM 
type fields so no distinction is made here) • Thus the reflection 
coefficient becomes 
R = lv:J = 
1 
wll Al + wl2Bl 
Bo 
Al + w22Bl w21 
1 ' 1 wil) (7-25) = wll . wl2 -+ 
""T'" l w22 w21 w21 t + w~l ~~) ) 
w22 Bl 
Thus R = Ao/Bo is expressible in terms of (Al/Bl) plus some 
parameters depending on the electrical properties. Now the 
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same thing can be done to represent (A1/B1) in terms of (A2/B2 ) 
etc. down to region (A'jtf_1./BN =~) • Since there is no source in 
region N, only downward propagating waves can exist and 
(~/B~) = 0. Thus 
R = 
(7-26) 
which is known in mathematical a continued 
fraction expansion for R of length N with the member elements 
being independent of the excitation field and dependent only 
on the electrical properties and their distribution with depth 
in the stack. 
If,for example, a particular source distribution exists in 
region o, the fields to this source if the layered structure 
were not present would simply be of the form 
Be-j~oz (7-27) 
plus the appropriate integral over X1 the angular symmetry etc. 
The effect of the stack of layers can then be represented by 
RBej toz ( 7-2 8) 
and the total field by 
(7-29) 
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While the particular case of the source in region has been 
considered here, the source could actually exist in any layer 
and reflection from below and above would have to be considered. 
In the above, the problem of solving the response in a stack 
boils down to finding the particular excitation for the given 
source in a homogeneous wholespace. The layered structure 
appears as an additive homogeneous solution to the origin 
P.D.E. and is just a factor times the whole-space of particular 
solution. The application of these results to some particul ar 
cases is discussed in the next section where a number of 
examples are worked out. 
8. Point Dipole Sources over an N-Layered Earth 
The preceding sections give all the basic mathematical 
developments required for this particular problem. The 
analysis is in three stages; first the particular excitation 
field is developed, secondly, the reduction of the particular 
solution into electric and magnetic Hertz potentials which 
have only vertical components is made, finally each spectral 
component is reflected by its N-layer reflection coefficient. 
In the following, the first case of a vertical electric 
dipole is considered in some detail. The remaining examples 
are very similar and as much detail is omitted as is possible. 
8-1. Vertical Electric Dipole (VED) 
The electric dipole has moment Idl and is located at a 
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height h above the surface of 
-----------------
an N-layer earth. From 
Re~j io"' 
section three ~"' <::> 
2= d, 
6" ch_ 
(e-t) 
'13"' dOJ 
and the particular Hertz potential is an electric Hertz 
potential wit·h a component only in the z direction. 
j\rolV:-r'l 
::. j W)Ao I. .L.l e, 
~lr l~-V:'J 
In Hankel transform notation, using 4~11{ ~~ 
0 
2 
"' 
~ u 'lS'o :Z-N 
Tl p -:.. j (.u Mo i .L Jl ( J ~ e, .J o (A f)d A (8- 3) 
-4-'t\ J~ ~0 
From section 6, it is apparent that the only excitation in 
this problem is circularly symmetric and n = 0. In the region 
0 < z ~ h, the excitation 8-3 gives 
\ "(o h 
• A. <.J 
J- e ~0 
It is apparent from the source and structure symmetry that 
only TM waves are excited and the reflected wave is defined 
in region o by 
(s-s-) 
Table 8-l. TE and TM Field Components 
IE. TM 
0 
. 
JW.M. 
0 
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where R™ is the TM reflection coefficient for the N-layer 
stack. The total field in region o is describe~he electric 
Hertz potential 
j W,.Uo 1 JL 
41T 
The fields in other regions can be obtained using the 
transmission matrices of section 7 and continuing 0 A5 and 
oB~ downward. 
8-2. Horizontal Electric Dipole (HED) 
The other orientation for the electric dipole is in the 
horizontal plane. Combination of the VED and HED solutions 
yields the solution for an arbitrarily oriented dipole. For 
convenience in the following, the HED is assumed aligned 
in the e 1 or ¢ = 0 direction. The electric source current is 
___ t- -----~Y.'J. 
then 
..c. 
t~ d,., -----------
The particular solution for this current 
distribution is an electric Hertz potential 
aligned in the e. direction. 
j 'lto\r-~ 'I 
lT p ~ J W ..U.o .L Jl _e.. __ 
411 l?-iF 1/ 
(s -g) 
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Now the problem of solving for the effect of the layered 
stack requires reducing ITP into electric and/or magnetic Hertz 
potentials with only a vertical component. This is achieved 
by examiningthe TE and TM electric and magnetic fields in 
order to find IT~ and rr~ • 
From Table 8-1 it is readily apparent that the vertical 
electric field is associated with IT~ (since rrf generates a 
totally TE field) • Similarly the vertical magnetic field is 
totally associated with IT~ • 
how to break TIP into its IT~ 
This then gives the key as to 
m 
and IT0 components. 
From section 3, E
2 
and H
2 
associated with ITp are given by 
Using the sommerfeld integral discussed in section 4, 
- I Jl j 00 (t:~h/ 
'A2 e J1 (Af)dA 
(S- H) 
In order to obtain rre, E has to be regrouped to the form 0 z 
analogous to that in Table 8-1 namely 
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~- 12) 
Noting that ~2 = k 2 - A2 , 8-11 can be written as 
0o .)l'o.\~-~~ 
\ &-~<f"(~) (t- ~o!)'t)e J,(I\Y)oi.A 
lb n~ - J' WUO :r.Jl U\ __ c.os~ 
"""1r 
Cs-13) 
t. a.o j Yo\e- kl 
.1. ~ } <.oS~ ( Sipt(e-k) e, U,Chs:')J~ \(! ~C"L J~ I 
and rre is readily identified as p 
In a similar manner, H is given by 
z 
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The magnetic Hertz potential associated with TI is p 
readily identified as 
Analysis of rre and rrm shows that IT has b een split p p p 
(S-tG:,) 
into a TE field which has a sinusoidal variation with 
azimuth and a TM field which has a cosinusoidal angular 
variation. In order to find the total field in region 
o, the integrands of 8-16 and 8-14 must be multiplied 
by the TE and TM N-layer Fresnel coefficients and then 
added to the solution. The total solution is the 
1T¥o ·-
0 
IJL 
4lf' 
The fields in the other regions are obtained by the 
transmission matrix analysis of section 7. 
(S-17) 
(e-u~) 
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8-3. Vertical Magnetic Dipole {VMD) 
The vertical magnetic dipole problem is analogous 
to the vertical electric dipole problem and can be 
obtained directly by replacing jw~ by - j w£, Idl, by 
-jw~o IdA and R™ and RTE. From section 3, the fields 
can be expressed in terms of a magnetic Hertz potential 
N rrm is identical to rr and ow, p p 
j k.tr-r'\ 
e; 
A.lr 1"0-r'\ 
The response is purely one composed of TE waves as to be 
expected. 
8-4. Horizontal Magnetic Dipole {HMD) 
The last point source to be considered is the HMD. As 
with the VMD, the solution can be obtained by analogy with 
the HED result. The roles of IT~ and IT~ interchange with the 
r e sult that 
-j w u. IdA 
-41f 
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8-5. Sununary 
The last four subsections, completely cover most of the 
use geophysical source models. While it has not been discussed 
here, the addition of a stack of layers above the source can 
be accomplished in a similar manner to the above derivations. 
For earth bound applications this can be used to describe 
ionospheric effects. 
9. 1 and 2 Layer Earth Reflection Coefficients 
For the preliminary analysis of the SEP problem, the 
response of a half-space and of a 2-layer earth are discussed 
in detail since these special cases contain all the particular 
features of a general N layer system. The reflection 
coefficient for a 2-layer earth are obtained from the continued 
fraction expansion of section 7. The physical interpretation 
of the mathematical form of the reflection coefficients are 
discussed. 
The 2-layer earth is sketched below. The stack TE 
reflection coefficient is 
"' a: At) 
1!:: d.,~ 0 
tt: A7' ""' t, R TE=- ( ~-t) 8, I 5: c::. c:!z,::. -i' 
\II\ ~:- r3a. 
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The transmission matrix for the z = d interface is 
and 
+ 
( R:~ - ff~,E) 
( + ~:!:£ (:,') (5-.3) 
The z = d 2 = -t 1 transmission matrix becomes 
j (~\-<s"'&)t, ~e j(~\-+rl.)-tl 
[ (, e R,z. e uH] _!_ - (9-+) - ().. -TE lil. \ \;1. 1"6 -jCY,~l'J,)tt -j C r, --r 1.) i \ 
~~~ e e 
Now since A2/B2 - o, 
AI ~~ J 2.1S",t, 
-::. R,2 e (Cj -~-) 
13, 
and 
R'e. I + 
( r?~ 
- 'fR!~) (c;-b) -1£. 
. 2 t:y R ()I ( ( + 1( <:>t ·~,,__ e;l 'lf\ I 
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The TM reflection coefficient for the 2-layer earth 
is obtained in a similar manner and is identical to (9-6) 
with the TE superscripts replaced by TM. 
The most important part of 9-6 is the denominator of 
the second term. Taking 
TE 
o{ ::. - ¥?o, 
The multiple reflection back and forth between d = 0 and 
d = -t 1 in region 1 appear by expanding 
{- uL 
in a geometric series. Each term of the series represents 
an additional reflection at the two boundaries with 
I 
appropriate reflection ampf>.i.tude change plus a "phase" change 
2~, t 1 corresponding to the two way path through the layer 1 
as sketched below. 
a 
The half space teflection coefficient can be obtained 
in three manners, in the limits as R12 + 0 (i. e . ~ l + ~ 2 , 
£ 1 + £ 2 ) t 1 + oo and t 1 + 0. 
Case 1: When R12 = 0 
(_ <3 -<j) 
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as expected. 
Case 2: When t 1 ~ oo, any infinitesimal loss in region 1 will 
cause 
and 
jl',t=, 
e -:>o 
olE. 
n..o1 (9- 11) 
Case 3: In the limit as t 1 ~ 0, one obtains a half spa ce with 
material properties £2 1 ~2· 
Using the fact that Aj 'l'i - .-4; "lS'j 
_M.J 'lS' i + ...t.li 'r ~ 
one can show that 
Note: 
:: 
:: 
:::. 
( M~ l"• -,...&.4()l,) (.L<.a,'b\ -t--.M, Y1.) - (41"fo't.LCo'lf,)().(2..IS\-.u,'fa.) 
(..tlt"(o +~'(,) (.ua.-r, +-..u., 'rl.<) r(.L!.,"lr•--<Aol",)(~:a.n-..u,r'l.) 
J..{z. "ro - Ao l'l. 
~.1. "Co +~.~'2. 
(9-14) 
In the above the emphasis has been placed on the TE reflection 
coefficient only as far as it illustrates the nature of the stack 
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reflection coefficient. All the analysis also holds for the 
TM reflection coefficients. 
One other important feature of the 2-layer reflection 
coefficient is the resonant wave numbers for the waveguide 
formed by the slab placed between two media of differing 
properties. In most instances, the guide is leaky. These 
resonances occur when 
3 21\ tl 
- ~to R 11. e =- c 
which is the general form of the normal mode equation. 
Solution of 9-15 plays an important role in the analysis of 
the 2-layer earth response. This will be discussed in detail 
later. 
10 - Normalization and Tabulation of HED Fields for SEP Application 
In this section, the formal mathematical solution for the 
HED derived in section 8 is rewritten in a normalized format 
which facilitates computation aspects of the evaluation of 
the fields numerically. Since the primary source of interest 
for the SEP application is the HED, it is used as the 
example in the following sections. The other dipole sources 
can be treated in exactly the same manner so there is no 
real -~;rs~, of generality. 
In the M~S system of units, the electric and magnetic 
fields have units of volt/m. and amp/m.; the spatial 
dimensions are in m. and wavenurnbers in m-1 • For computation 
Table 10-1 
Normalized Field and Parameter Definitions 
H 
E 
w ':. t-re«-- s r .c.._ \AI 8\Jel 4:-""f)"'"" 'C. 21r' ~0 
:::. 'A .. Y\.orW\.a I i o-eJ V'Qct\a-\ w oVe\'\u.-'lo c.-r 
~0 
T'· I -::::. '6 ; YIOV'~ e.\ i eeJ v~+t c,a,l w&seM.u~\o~,... 
1'\o 
p ::: Wo f ::. ~lt' ..t - V\OY''VI\&1\ &eel v~dla.\ dl~o+-.v..c.e 
w 
E ~ ~~ '1::. 21t'~ - \\o~r •al\ ~ vc. +t<.a( c:lls-+a..,.c..e 'vJ 
1-\ ::. k. '-' ':;.. 2.tr.h.. t\tH" ~ e.l \ ~eJ I+E.o ~lev aft~"' 
'W 
Oi ':. \e., ~; -:::. ztr cl ; - ~O~~""'f'll.a,l i ._ec.l I ";\-e• ~Q..(.t- ol.~~ w 
Table 10-2 
Normalized HED TE Field Components 
. 
j 
r 0 
~~ 0<> t j I'. -!--Ill -r-E. j ~'() c~~ )S - (..OS <f S - s1~~ ( 6--~) e +- R e. J", (A~) J t.\.. 
p 0 
00 'flo l &- H\ + F[!i. .,_ j ih<.tH+) ~ J, (A.?) d. A. #e - ~\'1(.4> f~ -A<. [ e_,J J __ T'b 
-l 
0 
::: 
Table 10-3 
Normalized HED TM Field Components 
- (0$ ((> 
00 
t 
· T'olz-HI ~ 
e... 
j Po le- HI 
(~;3"'(7.-~) e. 
j Tlo(~+t-1)\ ~· M e ) .::r, (.At') d .t\.. 
Table 10-4 
Normalized HED Radiation Fields 
TE. 
.::. 
(? (9 - Cl/,_ ;: 0 
'r ·- c. 6 - ~ 
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purposes it is convenient if all these quantities are 
normalized in such a manner as to make them dimensionless. 
Examination of the HED electric and magnetic Hertz potentials 
of section 8 yields a convenient set of factors for 
normalizing the E and H fields. The wavenumbers are 
normalized w.r.t. the freespace wavenumber and spatial 
dimensions are normalized w.r.t. to the freespace wavelength. 
A summary of the normalization procedure is given 
in Table 10-1. Combining the definitions of Table 10-1 
with expressions for the fields in Table 8-1 and the forms 
of the electric and magnetic Hertz potentials 8-17 and 
8-18, one obtains the normalized expressions for the TE and 
TM fields given in Table 10-2 and 10-3. For analysis of 
fields at large distances from the source, the fields take 
a simpler form since only the radiation fields have to be 
considered. The radiation fields are summarized in Table 10-4. 
11 - Radiation Patterns of a HED on the Surface of a 
Half-Space 
11-1. Basic Formalism for Radiation Fields 
One of the more important aspects of SEP method is the 
manner in which the presence of a nearby halfspace modifies 
the energy radiated by the dipole. In this section, a 
general discussion of radiated power is followed and it is 
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applied to the particular case of a HED on a loss-free 
halfspace. 
In the discussion o f 
energy radiation and radiation 
patterns,it is most conveni ent 
to adopt a spherical polar 
coordinate system as sketched 
to the right. For any finite 
/ 
',f / 
" / 
'' I ' 
... - - --:."' size source, the fields at 
large distances from the source 
are the radiation fields and 
the fields are of the form 
( l!- 1) 
All higher order terms in 1/r become negligible as far as 
radiated power is concerned where r + 00 • 
For the layered earth problem at hand, it was discussed 
in section 6, that the fields can be split into two independent 
types namely the TE and TM fields. This convention is 
continued here in order to fac i litate later analysis. At 
very large distances one has the fields 
E T'E. (11-.Z) 
H \E. 
(_u- 3) 
:. 
r 
i:= T"\ -
c -
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" ~--'(' 
+-~3 ~c-Ce~~) ) e 
'("" 
(lt-4) 
(II-~) 
E e and H(Q as well as E(Q and H0 are simply related by Maxwell's 
equations 
-IE H 
::: 
61- <D) 
" It should be noted that to remain consistent with the concept 
of radiation fields, higher order terms in 1/r must be 
neglected. Hence in all operations of the form 11-6, the 
-- 1 ~kr · h f · ld · v operator acts on y on e term 1n t e 1e as wr1tten 
in 11-7. 
Further 
" " 
A 
j\(v- '(" V'~ rs:.AE~4> A I \JX<R e ~ 
';) 
"0 rt\•~e '0 ~ 
"be ~<p 
0 
.)\tv-
0 r£< ... & ~ (11- 9) 
1\ ~ .... .,. j \cr 
'::: 
"t r ~ 1\ t.l'll.&e. • e ~ re \"~il\& 'be 7 'Or 
. ~ j'u· A -~ -J e e 
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Once again only 1/r terms may be retained for the radiation 
field analysis and it is perm1ssible to write 
(11-~) 
although this is not mathematically correct. In a similar 
manner 
" 
j\u· 
" 
- j\-tv-
uxae. -"-> -e x tr e 61-10) 
'k. j}tl("' 
- "' - -~ J e 
With these basic formalities settled one has 
E~ ( Q~(Q) • '1\11"' HTE. ( ,._ ) J 
- -au~ e 
- jw..u.f" 
(11-, r) 
j~lr 
"JT E<q Lfj (Q) ~ : -e .u. -.=-
~~~is identified as the intrinsic admittance of the medium 
in which the waves are propagating and is denoted by Y • The 
intrinsic impedance is given by 
In free space z = 120IT ohms. Thus 11-11 gives 
In a similar manner, analysis of TM fields yields 
(lt-14) 
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and 
11-2. Poynting Theorem 
For a general distribution of electric and magnetic 
currents, Poynting theorem summarizes the energy balance 
of the electromagnetic system. For continuity, the general 
form of Poynting's theorem will be reviewed. The power 
supplied by the source is given by 
f/ ~ jfj (~/'· E -~ -) ((( /;.;"' - --- ) - ?JtJ · ~ d V ::. )J} (~.s · E -9Jt'J· i=i d\/ (t l-Ie..) 
Voe, II 
where V is the volume containing the electric and magnetic 
current systems ~s and 'II(S. 
Now from Ampere's law 
~ .. -~ .s • E 
and Faraday's law 
Using the vector identity 
one obtains 
( 11-17) 
(11-1&) 
(II -11) 
Now 
and 
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-~ - . 
- -" -¥ - - ( If) ' .. - -· j~ . E. . ~-H
-+ H . '/){,s - JW).A. - o. e,;.t+ -J wr. E·E 
(II -~l.) 
'iii/·H ~-E:~ + ~~- ~ ~ -., at----; :. -j(.)(. +-~·(t)(H- tjw~ ~- ~ 
5t£ -ifi</·H = -("5~·E..ll-91<.;· fi~'-) +jw (t: E·E-.1/- -r:~c-ts.t.) 
(11-J.l) 
~j c..., (.u ~- H~ -.,u...Jk ~- H*) -0 ·( E -t~~ t- €"")(. H) 
Thus one obtains 
and 
Real P = ~H - wt' +cwSe.. \S-E.~ - w~' 4o-~- H· H"~ -Re O·(E'Jt.if~)JV 
\/co 
R~l f) ( ~t 1-+~). ~ ol S 
!oc 
( ,_ -* ) 
- w C. E.· E. :t w,.v..' ~-Q ~ c(V 
-I-. ~J (e.,_H~)-~ J.s 
Ci...,. 
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It is not difficult to show that if tan oe and tan om are 
not identically zero, the surface integrals over the infinite 
sphere will vanish identically since the fields will be of 
the form 
for large r and go to zero exponentially with r ~ oo. Thus 
for a finite loss in the media 
Real P = 
w S~) (- (I ts·E .. +AA 1 t=f·H*) c.iV 
Vc0 
For loss-free media 
Real P = 
,.. 
· Y\ cls 
w HJ (- c 'E·6 ~ -r..u.' H· H" ~) dv 
vcP 
One minor point to note is the rational for retention 
of one field of the order 1/r in the radiation analysis. 
This is readily obtained by examination of the real power 
dissipated in a loss free medium. It has the form 
Real P = (\ 
·Y\ 
(II- 'lo) 
(_11-ll) 
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If lEI ~ 1/rn and IHI ~ 1/rm' on the infinite sphere so 
Real P = 
li"" ..,._.,- (11-12.) 
-? 0 
Thus n and m equal 1 and higher order values yield no 
radiated power. Higher powers of n and m describe the 
energy stored in the reactive inductive and capacitive 
fields. 
11-3. TE and TM Radiated Power 
The energy radiated in TE and TM fields is now 
formulated in terms of the field components which are 
transverse into the planar surfaces of the system. The 
radiated TE power takes the form 
pre. :: - JJ ( 6 ~I+*')-~ d.s 
s~ 
"2. 
\ E~ cs.<~) 1 ~~de ~4> 
The TM radiated power is expressed in the same manner and 
takes the form 
11-4. TE and TM Power Radiated in A Whole-Space by a HED 
The power radiated by a HED is readily expressed by 
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combining the results of 11-3 and section 10. The E~ 
TE electric field has the form 
oo. ~\lo(~-t-tl 
• ) ).;').. v ec, ~ -~ 4> ~ 0 J"'o (.I.~ f) J.J.\.. 
C> i'o 
Thus 
and 
fTf;::. .2lf" 1T' 
- Y f~ J, ~;). <f ~e J~clep 
The true power in watts must be obtained by multiplying 
the above pTE for the normalized fields by the scaling 
factors for the E and H fields of Table 10-1. For the 
following discussions, only the relative power is of interest. 
The TM power is determined from the H~ TM field 
oo J"fl•l ~ -KI ~(e ' c.~s (p fto A ~~~"' (a-t·O e. J'~ (Ar) d. A 
and therefore 
( ll- l:) 
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The TM power is then expressed by 
pr11:. 
As for the TE power, the true power 11-40 is obtained 
by multiplication by the normalizing factor for the fields. 
The true total power radiated by the HED is then 
P:. pTE W '1. ,£(0 E 'J('- Jto '-
ho,_ ( 4 rr) t. 
The addition 1/~~ factors appear since the normalized 
fields are given as 1/R while the integrals 11-33 and 11-34 
are cased on the use of 1/r hence a difference of 
in the magnitude. Regrouping 11-41 yields 
where Ke = £/£o and Km = ~~~o. 
11-5. Radiation Pattersn for a HED on the Surface of a 
Half-Space 
The radiation patterns for a HED on the surface of a 
halfspace are obtained from H™ and ETE by finding the 
angular dependence of the 1/r term fields. The 
(II- 4-t) 
general picture is sketched at r4t.C) \o"' 
the right. The radiation pattern 0 
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in region o will be derived. The pattern in region 1 is 
obtained by the fact the solution is the same as for 
region o with material properties interchanged Eo ~ ~~ 
From Table 10-4 
t ,... - ~\ \1\<e ~ 
The exact analytical evaluation of these Hankel transforms 
({ 1-47) 
is not possible. For the analysis of the radiation patterns, 
however, an exact form for the integral can be obtained by 
obtaining an asymptotic expansion for the fields. This 
requires that P and Z be large. This is a compatible 
condition since analysis of radiation patterns and power 
radiated is carried out at "infinite" distances from the 
source. 
The first step in reducing 11-43 and -44 is to note 
that 
(It~ liS) 
,.~ ..,...., .... 
1-l\'ot ~ 't~ (II- 4~) 
Next the integral from 0 to oo is transformed into an 
integral from - oo to oo. This can be done for all order Hankel 
transforms with the aid of the identities in Table 11-1. Thus 
00 ~<e ~ - ~~<4> ) (11- 4 7) 
-o=-
coS'f 
~ 
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r 
-~ 
To this point, no approximations have been made. 
At this point the contour of integration will be changed 
and the asymptotic form of the Hankel function introduced. 
Thus 
'11 U>s q f4!C> _ ,.~ j ('il~e+AP) _ Jtt7tt r:;' IV~ :: ~ A \ tb e. e (.};A,, Jtl ( 11-~) 
-~ 
Examination of 11-50 and -51 are in the form which admits 
evaluation in terms of an asymptotic series by the saddle 
point method. The contour C is the saddle point contour in 
the complex L~ • In changing the integration path from along 
the real axis to C, the effect of any singularities lying 
between the real axis and C must be considered. Fortunately, 
the integrands in 11-49 and -50 have only branch point 
singularities but no poles. The effect of the branch point 
singularities is the generation of second order effects. 
These effects will be discussed later. For radiation patterns, 
the branch points may be safely ignored. The rational for 
this will be seen in a moment. 
-so-
The exponential in the integrand 
jC1lo~ +A P) 
e 
and the definition of the saddle point and saddle point 
contour are dealt with in detail in Appendix 1. Transforming 
from the f\. plane to the '1..1 plane 11-49 and -so take the form 
J. (R-IT4) r ~ ect -:: - ~ ~" <~ ~ e. - (..\ .. 
- .. r F, ( (A) e. d. U. ( ( 1- ~ l.) 
-~>~:> 
where 
\=. (,u..) ::. . A''~. (.u.) J - - - --
T\ (M.) 
( f(-f"4) 
and 
Now in the vicinity of A p , the saddle point of the exponent, 
where c c;l. 1/R. In the limit as R -+ ()0, ./:\. -+ A r • Since 
the integrands of 11-52 and -53 are exponential integral s, 
an asymptotic series can be developed by expanding Fl and 
F2 in Taylor series. For present purposes, only t he o order 
term of the series will be retai ned and 
F Cvt) 
( 
(n-s1) 
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and 
-F\(o) j_ 
S? ~Co) 
If higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion of 
F1 were required then terms of d 2nF in the Taylor series 
d)J2n 
would be required. It is not difficult to show that terms 
of d 2nF will contain factors of c2n since 
d)J2n 
( 11-s~) 
since d1 A ~ o In the limit as R + ~, all these J""'U 1. 
relations become exact and the asymptotic series is in 
powers (1/R)n. At the branch points of F, the function 
derivation become singular. Since this only affects terms 
in & and 1/ of higher order than 1/R, the branch point 
effects may be safely ignored in radiation pattern analysis. 
Putting all the pieces together one obtains 
~~ 
"TE ( o) e. 
- \\\4 cp To \ ~ R 
Thus the radiation pattern is just that of the whole-space 
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modified by a Fresnal transmission coefficient. The 
radiation patterns for a dielectric half-space with 
dielectric constant Ke take the form 
z > 0 
z < 0 
--~ 
( (l - c.~-) 
a< -:: ~os ~ n ~ ~ ~ ..-~+.ro.t.+i"t \ .... cl~'IC. ~ +l~ ee'W"~ . 
The resulting radiation patterns are plotted in Fig. 11-1, 
through 12 for various value s of dielectric constant for the 
halfspace. 
The particular feature to note is the strong directionality 
of the TE pattern into the earth. This peak in the pattern 
occurs in the direction of the criti cal angle o f the air-ear th 
interface. 
' ~I \ ~'"" -V\ 
The TM pattern exhibits a null i n the 8, dire ction but shows 
Table 11 - 1 
Useful Bessel & Hankel Function Identities & Properties 
Asymptotic Forms 
TE K=lDOEO 
I 
TM K=laOEO 
TE K=la5EO 
I 
TM K=la5EO 
TE K=2aOEO 
r 
·~"'i:::::---j_ _ __J_ _ __l _ __ _j 
1 2 
TM K=2aOEO 
TE K=2a2EO 
,.. 
l 
·~--~~~~~-·~ J 
1 2 
TM K=2a2EO 
l 
TE K=3aOEO 
Tl'1 K= 3 a OEO 
[ 
TE K= 3a 2EO 
TM K= 3a 2EO 
TE K=l±aOEO 
I . J ~. ~____.__.__1_'-----j 
2 
TM K=L±aOElJ 
L 
TE K=5aOEO 
r 
! 
~ ··j_~-~J_ ___ _l___j 
' ~~ .... 
1 2 
TM K=5aOEO 
TE K=8oOFO 
I 
Ttvl K= 8 o OEO 
TE K=lO a OE O 
I 
L----L- -l--~-~~....l---L--__L__j 
2 
l 
TM K=lO a OEO 
[ 
F\~. U-to 
TE K= 8a lEl 
I . .J......-,.....J 
2 
T tvl K= 8a lEl 
-.:.· 
115;. u-ti· . 
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a lobe of increasing strength at angles of 
for increasing Ke· 
12. Surface Fields about a HED on the Surface of a Half-space 
In the previous section the radiation patterns for the 
HED on the surface of a half-space were developed. Examination 
of the pattern in the plane of the interface shows that 
both the TE and TM patterns have a null in this direction. 
be 
The fields in this direction must~of second order at large 
distances from the source. 
In the SEP experiments, the fields about a HED are 
measured on the earth or lunar surface. It is therefore 
r:\c •J <~ \,, t' 
instructive and useful toAexpressions for the fields 
near the interface. For these applications distances of 
1 to 20 wavelengths from the source are most interesting 
and use asymptotic expansions to estimate the second order 
fields is feasible. The general nature of the fields is 
discussed by Annan (1973) and is sketched in Figure 12-1. 
Near the interface the fields are composed of two parts, one 
which propagates outward with the phase velocity of the air 
and one which has the phase velocity of the earth. 
In this section the asymptotic expressions for these 
second order fields are developed for the case of a half-
space with free space magnetic properties, but arbitrary 
l 
\ 
' 
·' 
' 
.-
TJC --. 
(-
; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
; 
Radiation or 1/R fields 
Second order or l/R2 fields 
Fig. 12-1 
', 1 
--
- - - -
- -
-Ji<l -1..0 - U1..o \.....) llK!..,. 
- - -
-
- - --
'''''''' Branch-cut 
~ Branch point 
--- Original Hankel trans form path 
Saddle point contour 
Fig. 12-2 
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dielectric constant and loss tangent. The expansions 
are obtained by analysis of the limiting case of the 
saddlepoint expansion of the last section in the limit 
as Z/P ~ o. This limiting case of the saddlepoint curve 
is sketched in Fig. 12-2 and is essentially two integrals 
about the branchlines from the branch points at the right 
of the imaginary ..~.\axis. The branch point at / \. == 1 and 
the saddlepoint merge as Z/P ~ o. 
As an example of how the solutions are developed, 
the TE Hz component will be analysed in detail. The other 
solutions are developed in like manner and the results will 
be tabulated. For the development Z will be taken to be 
finite, but such that (Z)/P <<< 1. The Hz field is then 
expressed as 
Regrouping the integrand and deforming the contour o f 
integration to that of the limiting steepest descent form, 
12-1 becomes 
+ 
J"ic. +.)-oo . _[\... f 
~ f= , ( L\.) e J o(. .L~ 
~· 
where 
:. F ~0 ( t\.) (l:t-3) 
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where FR. is the value of the integrand at the right o f 
I 
the branch line and FLi is the value it takes at the left 
of the branch line. Defining 
the first integral of 12-2 becomes 
·r 
J e.. J 
p 
Similarly letting 
j L~P:: j~ p- (.!> 
the second term of 12-2 has the form 
(IA.-7) 
The basic wave nature of the t wo branch-cut integrals is 
now apparent. It only remains to evaluate the wave amplitudes. 
The steepest descent technique is now applied to obtain the 
asymptotic series expansion of the integrals in p1 and the 
+he.. 
first non-zero term in the expansions yieldsAamplitudes 
required here. Higher order terms may be retained; however, 
thei r contributions are not significant for SEP applications. 
To obtain the asymptotic expansion, P is assumed >> 1 
and non-exponent part of the integrand is expanded in!Taylor 
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series about ~ and 8 = o. In the vicinity of the 
branch points, F1 and F 2 take the form 
u (. ~(c..A') 1':1. <.A~ ( <;) (o) + en I (o} .<A + ~"Co) ,u.:t...- . .. G_.2- s) 
.iii-
where the function g is expanded into a Taylor series 
about ~ = o. Thus the integrals in 12-2 take the form 
.::. ( 1.2. -9) 
where T (x) is the gamma function. For the present purposes 
only the first non-vanishing term is retained in order to 
obtain the second order fields. In order to obtain the 
amplitudes of gn(o), it is necessary to examine the 
behaviour F0 and F1 near 1t = 1 andl\ = JK.:' respectively. 
The :!:. superscripts denote the ( ;~:~t ) s i de value of the 
radical near branch line 
-:~+ 
- I ::> 
Since 
TH. :: 
b l 
(l.l. - I t:::> J 
( 12- 11) 
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12-10 becomes 
Fo :. 
1/l. + 
-4 i .L\. 71) 
T\ t - Tl.:~'t 
and the first term of 12-8 is obtained by noting that 
with result 
and C = 1/2 
~ 
-
Similarly about A= R_, F 1 becomes 
which yields 
- ( r.< \ - \) lit. r; 
(12- t<..) 
c.c (o) .,.. e ~· \.-<. 1 _e.-__ _ 
.; ) ( 1.:1.- I{) f~ (L{\-1 
and C = 1/2. J-;-Since T(3/2) = 2 , the resulting expression 
for the H field becomes 
The approximate forms for the HED on a half-space second 
order fields are listed in Table 12-1. Before leaving this 
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section it is important to note some mathematical 
and intrinsic physical points in the development of the 
TM response. The applicability of the TM expressions 
in Table 12-1 is highly dependent on K, not being 
extremely large. 
While the difficulties cannot be dealt with in 
detail here, the basic mathematical problem stems from 
the Taylor series expansion 12-8. For the TM reflection 
coefficient, a pole located on the lower Rieman surface 
of the reflection coefficient approaches ~~= 1 as K1 + oo. 
This limits the radius of convergence of the 12-8 Taylor 
series. This pole may be handled by application of the 
modified saddle point or steepest descent method (van der 
Waerden (1950)) in which the effect of the pole is 
subtracted from the integrand and evaluated separately 
while the remaining portion of the integrand is evaluated 
as above. ForK, in the range of SEP applications 
(1 < ~~ ~ 15). There is no need to go through this extra 
step. The role of this pole and its effect on e valuation 
the integrals has been a source of controversy since 
Sommerfeld's original discussion of the problem in (1909). 
A good discussion of this problem is given by Banos (1966) . 
Table 12-1 
Asymptotic Form of Second Order Fields about a HED on the 
Surface of a Half-space 
TE 
glf : - :1j Sil'\1.(> [ e.j f' ~ 
~JVif- (I(,- c)"~., J 
( ~~<,- 1) p,_ 
l -~ F. ·~ ] ~ ~ - ~j ~'-' eJ +j R eJ P- (1.(,-1) i!, ) ( IJ.., -1)"'1.. .,,_ 
[ -~ . ~ "• ] a si"'l.P ej J p - ( \.(,- •) Co J.t~ ::: K, e 
( 1(,- 1) f?.. 
II-\ 
Nc, - ;2 j C. cO~ <.p ( ~ , ·e . j .Ji4P- (<,-c)"'~ 1 J + J-e... :::: e 
( lo(,- 1) 'h. p z ~ 
t ·r 
j <fcC;' p- ( 1.< ,-c)"\~] 
er ::. 2 Ce.s <..p e.J 1' 
':\)~ R 
L 1(, .,) p "• 1 !e z. co.s·c.p e,j ~ p -(I.<,- c) c ::. t- J (1(,-t)''"J fl. 
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13 HED on the Surface of a 2-Layer Earth 
13-1 Introduction 
One of the first objectives of the SEP experiment was 
the detection and delineation of a planar reflector 
buried at depth in a low-loss dielectric earth. The fields 
at the surface of the earth should be those generated 
by energy transmitted parallel to 
the earth's surface plus energy 
reflected from the underlying 
interface. As it turns out, 
the reflected signal, in many 
instances, is stronger than 
the direct one. For some 
field components, the 
reflected signals are weak and the direct signal dominates. 
There are two techniques for obtaining mathematically 
useful expressions for the fields in the vicinity of the 
region o•region 1 interface. The one technique is known as 
the geometrical optics solution while the other is the 
normal mode solution. The two solutions for the fields in 
region of (Z)~ o will be developed here. The two techniques 
are based on the properties of the 2-layer earth reflection 
coefficient discussed in section 9. In particular, the two 
types of solutions are contingent on the applicability of 
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equation 9-8, the geometrical series expansion of the 
denominator of the reflection coefficient. The effect of 
magnetic properties will not be considered here and the 
permeability of each region is taken to be the freespace 
value. 
13-2 Geometrical Qptics Solution 
Examination of the HED radiation fields in Table 10-4 
shows all the TE fields contain the factor (H ~ o) 
I+ R T~ 
while the TM fields contain the factor 
\- v:t'""" ( 11-.2) 
Upon substitution of the 2-layer earth TE reflection 
coefficient given by equation 9-6 and the equivalent TM 
coefficient, equations 13-1 and 2 become 
Tt:t'\ (l- -R~"'@) 
( l- r<~: '((.,:t'\ ~) 
(tJ-3) 
(n-t~-) 
where B = ej 2~1t1 is the phase shift (and attenuation) for 
a 2 way pass through region 1. If the interfaces are poor 
reflectors and region 1 has a finite loss then the terms 
RTE RTE B and R™ R™ B have amplitudes less than unity. 10 12 10 12 
When this condition is satisfied 13-3 and -4 can be written 
with the aid of 9-8 as 
T "'tE. ()I 
- "T, 
I IO 
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1'r'\ 
Tot 
(\ 'l- :.-) 
( !1-C..) 
The nth term in the series represents a wave which has 
made (n+l) 2 way passes through region 1 before being 
detected at the receiver. For example, a TE wave for 
n = C and n = 1 is sketched below 
~: 0 
The final step in the geometrical optics analysis is 
the evaluation of t he Hankel transform integral. The solution 
is obtaine d by saddle-poi nt contour integration on each t erm 
of the above series and retention of the first orde r term. 
The half-space solution which is the term independe nt o f the 
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series in 17-5 and -6 is obtained by retention of the 
second order terms. The field expressions are those 
developed in section 12 and given in Table 12-1. As an 
example, the H TE field will be derived here. 
z 
)((& c (~. >.) (1 1-7) 
where Hz (H.S.) indicates the half-space solution and 
) ""l~ if: TE)"' TE "'+t J i\i:l (. T,o To, (~1 .., (~1?. ~) e .JJAf').JA 
is the nth multiple reflection in the layer. 
n The individual terms H are evaluated as follows. 
z 
<n-s) 
The Bessel function is replaced by the appropriate Hankel 
function (see section 11) and the asymptotic form of the 
Hankel function is inserted into 13-10. The integrand 
then contains an exponential form 
e j ~(v-..jff, -t, +~ Af' (tJ6\e: .e ~<< f~ vd:.~ (}s-q) 
which is identical in form to that of the integrals discussed 
in section 11 and the saddlepoint contour developed in 
appendix 1. 
Defining R~ = (P 2 + 4(n+l) 2 t 1 2 ) l/2 the saddle point 
of the exponent in 13-14 occurs at 
A"' :. p 
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where K is the complex dielectric constant of region 1. 
Thus 
The Fn (0) is given by setting A =A~ in remaining portion 
of the integrand of 13-16 
and with 
Hn is given by 
z 
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Hn appears as if generated by a spherical wave radiated 
z 
from a source at a depth 
({"")-I<.) 
which has the radiation pattern of the half-space interface 
modified by the angular dependence of the nth and n+lth 
power of R 1Jo<.,.) and R..h'-.), the interface Fresnel coefficients 
at the geometrical angle between the receiver and the n 
image source. This is sketched in Fig. 1~-1. 
The evaluation of each image contribution by the 
saddle point method invokes the usual assumptions that R 
is large and the R10 R01 S product is considerably less than 
unity. The series 13-4 is rapidly convergent in this case. 
As in the radiation pattern development, second order effects 
waves 
which are additio!lllhead and unhomogeneous,ttied to the inter-
faces are ignored . When the geometric optics expansions are 
reasonably valid, neglect of these and higher order terms can 
be made with reasonable justification. The most important 
second order terms are retained in Hz (H.S.). 
When R10R12s approaches unity, as it does f or loss 
free media when .t\exceeds the critical horizontal wave 
numbers for the two interfaces, the above expansion falls 
apart . In a geometrical ~e~s~ this occurs when 
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or 
for a large number of n. 
The geometrical optics series terms for each of the 
TE and TM fields generated by the HED are summarized in 
Table 13-1. The expressions given are for the amplitude 
of the nth multiple. Thus, the total field at a height h 
(small w.r.t. P,t1 , etc.) is given by 
with An0n) being the quantity listed in Table 13-1. 
Fig. 1.3-1 
Table 13-1 
nth Term of the Geometrical Optics Series for Fields about 
a HED 
TE 
Co-t•"'c""t A"' 
eLf 1l T,li.- T£ ,.~ \<\ n+ I ~\11\tp R T. to I 01 ~.. f(',"L 
11, 
!lr j ra Tli:. i'- R,c~ ~ 11+1 ~~ Tto To, I<) r< ... 
~~ J1J ~;a. re . :Ts;"' T&:"•' ~q, 
-lD("' 17o IU TO\ e,o f(>,"" 
~ 
(OWO.fOl'\e 1\t- A.., 
'k'f •"'jl -T"" _,. ... ~""""' ~~+I Col<p -J j I \o I Ot ·~ ~.~. 
1'1o 1'11 "''~ 1f1 ""' .._ .,..,_"'~I e, tOlCf Ttl> Te, ~""" !'?," 
~.c - o("" 71 'li"\ Tll"'f -rv-."' .,. .... "'"'' c..e.s<p -j It T";c. To, f?t..,. E\~ 
The Fresnel coefficients have the argument d.. n as defined by 
13- \£' 
I' I 
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13-3 Normal Mode Solution 
The geometrical optics solution discussed in the 
last section required three major assumptions. First, 
the expansions 13-5 and 13-6 must be valid; second, 
the evaluation of the integral for each term in the 
series was obtained by retaining only the first term 
of an asymptotic expansion; third, second order waves 
were totally neglected in all but the half-space 
portion of the solution. While many situations 
warrant these approximations, some of the most 
interesting geological environments may not meet 
criteria for this type of solution. 
An alternate form of solution is the normal 
mode solution; this solution complements the 
geometrical optics solution since it is most useful 
in problems where the geometrical optics solution 
fails. The normal mode solution is applied primarily 
in situations where the layer thickness is small, 
usually on the order of the medium wavelength or 
less, the interfaces are highly reflective and the 
layer is almost loss-free. The normal mode solution 
can be applied in situations where the geometrical 
optics solution is adequate but computational efficiency 
is usually quite a bit less when the 
applied. 
solution is 
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The basis for the normal mode solution lies in 
manipulation of the contour of integration in the 
,,.c.. 
complex~' Analysis of each term in the geometrical 
optics solutions and the associated saddle point 
contour shows that the limiting contour for P/Z >> 1 
is as sketched in Fig. 13-2. This limiting case 
P/Z + ~ is defined as the normal mode integration 
contour. The original contour along the real A axis 
is deformed to this contour. In the process of 
performing this deformation, 11 singularities of 
the integrand must be accounted for. The singularities 
of the integrand are just the poles associated with 
the zeros 
(TE or TM superscripts implied). As an example of 
how the procedure goes, the Hz TE field will be used 
as an example 
First 
(t 'l-,;u) 
+- f + ) 
\3-. o' e.,. 
The second line is the formfthe integrand after 
taking the integration path along the real~ path 
from -~ to +~ and moving it to the limiting P/Z + ~ 
case shown in Fig. 13-2. The residue sum takes into 
Figure 13-2 
f/e:::.-
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account the poles of the integrands crossed in 
deformi ng the contour and integrals are contours 
around the branch cuts associated with radicals 
(Ki -~ 2 ) 112 • Thus $ 1 implies 
JIZi 
:::.. ) r~. ~A. 
~ +-) t:I'C 
Jl(? +j .0 
~~3-
+ J F~cJ~ 
J b(i 
~ ( F ~- F2/ d "~ 
~ 
where FR and FL denote the values F takes on the 
right and left side of the branch cut. The other Bi 
contours have the same form as 13-22. 
~ode. 
13-3 (i) NormalAwavenumberr!\..n 
At this point it is informative to examine the 
singularities of the integrand. Inspection shows that 
the only singularities besidesthe branch-points are 
the poles associated with the solution of 13-20. The 
nature of the solution of 13-20 is most easily under-
s t ood by considering special cases first and then 
working toward more complicated situations. The 
simplest of all models is the one used in electrical 
engineering waveguide analysis. Here R10 = R12 = + 1 
(i.e. the walls; regions 0 and 2)are perfect reflectors 
(i.e. perfect conductors) and region 1 is loss free. 
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Then 13-20 becomes 
j~(l, t 1 
tte. = c 
Taking the log of 13-23 yields 
and 
and 
or 
"<, - A! ccz ~+') Tr kt. sl 
( TT'""-/t;,)l. 
1-\."' - t ( I( \ ) ,, ( -n-~~) ~ "'-
(t:l-.13) 
The solutions)\_ n of 13-23 lie in the complex / \_ plane 
as sketched below 
~ 
... 
2 3 J 2 Ji<: 
- Si<; iqA 
«t 
,.. ,~ .. ~- l'l-.3 
For {2n+l)TI Tin < JKl' the root A Y\ lies on the 
ftl 
or 
tl 
real A axis while for values greater than Jl<1 the roots 
lie on the imaginary axis. If one returns to the plane 
wave spectrum notation, it is readily seen that the real 
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J\ corresponds to waves propagating in the radial 
n 
direction whereas the poles in the imaginary axis are 
evanescent waves decaying exponentially with the 
radial distance. There are a doubly infinite set of 
solutions 1\. n and in addition, there is a second set 
of roots on the other Riemann surface of the radial r 1 • 
The next step in the discussion is to consider 
the situation when region 1 has a finite loss. The 
solution for An is identical to 13-26 and -27 with 
K1 complex. The solutions 1\.. n are shown below 
:I"' .A 
I~ 1 
. ..., ·,.;: ' 
- . ' 
----------------r------------------ ~A 
The poles now lie on the dotted line which is the path 
in the complex plane where Im r 1 = 0. It is readily 
seen that the no-loss case is the limiting case of the 
one above with two non-intersecting branches. It is 
also apparent that there is no clear distinction 
between propagating and evanescent waves. The waves 
which formerly were unattenuated with radial distance 
have a small attenuation while those exponentially 
decayed with radial distance. When the loss is small, 
the dotted line lies c l ose to the real axis and bends 
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abruptly upwards near the imaginary axis so that the 
evanescent and propagating terminolgy can still be 
applied. 
The preceding example is of little interest to 
SEP applications, but it does show the basic effects 
of finite-loss and layer thickness t1. As t1 increases 
the /'J... n become more closely spaced and more and more 
move into the propagating regime. 
Two last examples of the behaviour of the J\ n 
solutions provide insight into the general case to be 
considered in a moment. First, the case of R10 = c a 
constant. If 1e1 < 1, the upper boundary is leaky and 
some energy leaks out of the layer with every reflection 
at the boundary. If lei > 1, the upper boundary is 
active or the region 0 is resonant in some way or 
another. In the following sketches, the f"\_ . n for the 
finite loss case are shown in the positions they would 
assumeif lei > 1, lei < 1 for ~ = 0 and finally ICI = 1 
a :f o. 
I c I> 1. 
Ls. :: b 
• 
- ~ 0· 4 
0 
0 
·~. 
•,. 0 
lei < 1 /5. = 0 
lei = 1 
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:t.-~ 
0 • 
I 
\ 
o__ 
0 
• 
' 0 o_ 
The interpretation of the behaviour is simple. For 
lei > 1, the radial r1 must have an imaginary component 
(1)-;2..8) 
such that 
1.. 
Hence S > 0 if lei > 0 and J\n is moved left and 
downwards from the dotted line along which 6 = 0. If 
I e I = 1 but e has an arbitrary phase, the 1\. n slide up 
or down the line S = 0 to yield the appropriate phas e 
shift. 
The preceding examples provide the insight as to 
how a real model might behave. The simplest geophysical 
model is the case retaining R12 = -1 but taking R10 as 
the boundary between two loss-free media. Thus 
j2.1\t-, 
+ ~,o e 0 (\3-Jo) 
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As a demonstration, the TE cas~ will be discussed in 
detail. The TE reflection coefficient has the form 
(ts-liJ 
and examination of the behaviour of R10 along the rea l 
~axis shows that \R10\ varies as shown below 
l~tol 
\ ... 
Jl<, 
The wavenumberJ~ = JK0 corresponds to a ray incident at 
at the 1-0 boundary at the critical angle; beyond the 
critical angle out to1~ = ~, the maximum allowable 
horizontal wavenumber the region 1 will permit to b e 
non-evanescent, the reflection coefficient has an amplitude 
of unity. The phase of R10 swings f orm 0 to 'I"( as A runs from tJ<'0 to JK; 
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or A< Fo, the reflection coefficient is less than 1 and 
has a phase of 0. The solution of 13-~~will yield the 
positions of _11. n to be sketched below. 
The positions of thel~n can be synthesized by combining 
Fig. 13-3, -6 and -7. For _A<~, IR10 1 < 1 and./Ln 
must be located up and to the right of the line Im r 1 = 0. 
For the region Ji<o < A < J K 1 , the ..il.. n lie on 
the real axis but shifted along due to the finite 
phase of R10 . In the above example,Jln,n = 1 and 
2 correspond to true guided waves while .J\_ n n = 
3 to oo are leaky modes of the layer. These leaky 
modes decay exponential with radial (horizontal) 
distance due to finite leakage of energy upwards 
into region 0. If region 1 is made lossy, the 
behaviour is similar to that sketched in Fig. 
13-4. 
The solution of 13-30 has the corresponding 
set ofiLn solutions not shown in Fig. 13-9 . In 
addition each Riemann sheet of which there are 
now four has its own set of solutions. Thus 
there are four doubly infinite sets of solutions IL~ 
The last case to be considered is the one where 
regions 0 and 2 are both dielectric media. Then one 
must consider the effect of R12 which has the form 
R,:z. ·- (11- 3.:1) 
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Along the real axis one has !R12 ! and jR10 ! being ~n~ 
~..,e 
ofAtwo forms as shown below 
f~,ol &(I(,'Z-1 
I·O 
--
..ri(, 
llo ( 1( 1 ( 1-<."t. 
--(r{,C)\ --
F ,·s. ' "l - 'o 
~~~ 
' / ' j '' ) 
' . ,. . 
i' • 
For case 1, the product 
I')- \I C•)~t.'r.: l.(o ( l(a. < l(~ 
R12 ! < 1 except at 
]\. = JK1 while for case 2 the product jR10 R12 1 = 1 for 
r::- I\ r= ~ K
2 
< .J.. ~ < .J K1 . The two cases yield the schematic pole 
positions shown below 
- 1 
\ 
• 
• 1 "1 
• • 
... 
-
• 
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• • 1- ~ 
•' 
. 
~ 
. 
.(,. . 
r ~ 
• - .;. ) 
..... 
• 1 ?. ~A. 
- -
0 Ji(. ~ ~'&. ~~ 
- Fi-_,. l)-1.1. 
For case 1, no truly guided mode can exist. All 
J\ n are complex since there is noj\ for which ! R10 R12 ! 
= 1 . Energy is continually leaking into the upper and/or 
lower halfspace . 
For case 2, however, it is possible to generate 
unattenuated guided waves since jR10 R12 1 = 2 for an 
interval of _A.. In this case JKo and Jl<2 <A< JK1 and 
1~corresponds to rays incident at angles greater than 
the critical angle for the two interfaces. The slab 
then becomes a dielectric wave guide if the thickness 
is sufficiently great to move some of the An into 
this interval of the real axis. For finite loss in 
the media, the b. n are pushed up from the real j}.. axis. 
In this problem, the branch cuts generate an 8 sheeted 
Riemann surface each with its own set of/\. n . 
13-3 (ii} Normal Mode Amplitude 
In the preceding analysis, the normal mode wave-
numbers were discussed in relation to the physical 
parameters of the problem. Returning to equation 
13-21 , the residue series becomes a sum over the 
normal mode wavenumbers An. Each fl n corresponds to a 
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simple pole in the integrand. The amplitude of 
the residue at each pole then yields the excitation 
amplitude of the mode for the given source and layer 
geometry. 
The amplitude of a mode is obtained as follows 
where Hz is used to demonstrate the procedure. 
The integrand of Hz has the form 
In the vicinity of .b. n, 
The residue at the poleJi n is obtained by multiplying 
13-35 by (1\.-.L\.n) and taking the limit asfl.-J'l.n. Thus 
'f<.esic.l\41 "' :. (?..ttj) J A"' 
.( ~o(A"") 
where A·"' is the normal mode amplitude of excitation 
(11-lJ) 
(1)-14) 
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factor. The asymptotic form of Hi shows that the 
mode behaves as 
Thus all modes have a characteristic distance 
P~ in which they exponentially decay beyond detection 
unless they have Imi\. 1'\ ::: 0. In the case Im l~ ::: 0, 
" 
The H~ field may then be expressed as 
Examination of A shows that A . -+ joo as n -+ oo. 
1'\ 
Therefore, in any practical situation where P is 
finite, the series sum can be truncated without loss 
of accuracy. Thus 
where M is primarily determined by the geometry. 
In addition to the attenuati on truncation of the 
(n- )s) 
series, the re is another f actor which must b e considered 
as t 1 -+ 0. The number of A~· on the upper Riemann surface 
used earlier actually becomes finite and M -+ 0 as t 1 -+ 0. 
Pictorially the A ~ lie on lines determined by t 1 as 
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sketched in Fig. 13-12. As to t 1 + 0, pole n = 1 
moves up the contour and the contour wraps itself 
onto one of the lower Riemann surfaces. 
.-
• 
:t- ,A- • / 
\ t;. ... 4"\ 
\ 
, 
\ h.o\\ 1~ I • 
\ 
' 
' ' 
• t .-: •I • 
' 
' 
• 
' . ' I j. \ \ I 
' I ~ . \\ 
... ' \ \ 
..... ~ 
cJ'i"o ~' 
l6.'fpe"' ~ie-•'""" s ... .,.r-v.:• 
• 0 • -
~\ ~. I ")-I J 
The position of pole 1 is schematically indicated on 
the diagram. ~ IQ.e;, t'"' 4-W<..l."'•') a,u .. +'(f'i ,.,( u •'"'•' tov- &.(, =- '3 .. 
13-3(i) Branch Line Contributions 
The final stage of the analysis by the normal mode 
technique is the evaluation of the branch-line contributions. 
The analysis will not be carried out in detail since it is 
identical in form to that considered for the half-space 
solutions in section 12. The integra~s cannot be evaluated 
exactly but asymptotic forms obtained by steepest descent 
integration are quite often adequate. 
The first thing to be noted is that the J1 integral 
is identically 0. The asymmetry of the integrand about the 
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branch-cut faces the integral to vanish. The other 
two integrals take the form 
·~ 
~ 1,) ~ e. 'Do ( (J- J, ) ·-
ISo {'"'-
~~f 
~ e )~.,. f2.. o;l. ( n- 'to) 
which are second order lateral and/or inhomogeneous 
waves tied to the interfaces. 
The above solutions for the normal mode and branch 
line integrals are valid except for the case of !R12 1 = 1 
and Im K0 = Im K1 = 0. In this case, certain critical 
values of t 1 cause a pole to align itself with the 
branch-point. At the same time a pole in the lower 
Riemann surface also coalesces withYK0 • The result 
is a second order pole at the branch point. The 
integral in this very special case can be analysed by 
subtracting of the residue contribution which yields 
el 
a "guided" later or leaky wave which has the form 
'f' ~J 
f' J/'2.,. ()- 4\ 
as D gets large. Since this situation rarely occurs 
in real media, its role will not be dealt with in detail. 
One other point which should be briefly mentioned 
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is the pole associated with the Sommerfeld "surface" 
wave. For a dielectric layer which is very thin over 
a perfect reflector. This pole can appear on the 
upper Riemann surface. As a result, the TM energy 
will be channeled into a guided wave for smaller 
values of t 1 than will TE energy. Since the real 
environments of interest are quite lossy, the 
details of this case are primarily of academic interest. 
13-3 (iv) Summary 
The preceding discussions demonstrate the 
development of the normal mode solution. In table 
13-2, the A: ~ . D0 and D2 amplitudes for the various 
field components listed in Table 10-4 are summarized. 
Ta.\ole.. 11-2. (cl) 
TE 
. il e. t e~ . A ~,.£ (J\"\ J - ":>l111u J...- e 
;;? 71. 
j(_, • fl<) .. 
- ') tM(J) 
.:£::= &,.t( 1\) J e 
;l 
~~ 5i""~ j .L'::...:t. 0-"t£( J\) j 'floe 2.11~ e 
I'"' 
Pt:r c,. "t "-(") 
J\)ot-
coJ<.fl L\.. e 
.2 
c., 
-) ~- (J.. """ (f)_) 
j 'i)o ~ 
coJCI e 
2 
- .t\.. "t v-'~ ( J\..) j Po~ t:~ e (O}'f 
··-;2. 
2J 7e ,).I\ (Jt , -.J... - -L) ::. 
-p llo 1\ .. 
I 
'/)'I"' ::::. ~ ,t\... ( 1.(. I( I 
-t 1(, ~~ -1- jt) 
--
'DoC\(bL<, -c~.+'<,)X~ i'z. (t<l)(.t-(l(t+\1\~ ).X"?) I Tl, 
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14 N-Lpyered Earth Response ~ ~ The Fast Hankel Transform (FHT) 
In the preceding sections, the analysis particular 
earth models was carried out by the use of approximate 
integration methods. While these results provide a 
useful basis to start from, the need for a more 
generalized model to simulate the presence of several 
subsurface interfaces or to model at gradational change 
in material properties becomes important when one must 
attempt to interpret real data. The next simplest model 
for SEP purposes is to consider N-plane layers. The 
most interesting models which are virtually intractable 
to analysis in a general way are models which exhibit 
both vertical and lateral variations in material 
properties. 
The N-layered model is just an extension of the half-
space and 2-layer model. The spectral forms of the fields 
are readily obtained and the main obstacle to determining 
the field strengths as a function of spatial position is 
the evaluation of the Hankel transform. While t he 
approximate methods of earlier sections may be applied, 
it becomes very difficult to handle the approxima tions 
r equired at e ach ste p. As a resul t, a fast nume r i c a l 
method of determining the Hankel transform directly on 
a computer was sought. The result is an algorithm which 
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combines the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method and 
a Gaussian quadrature based on Chebychev polynominals 
to directly evaluate the Hankel transform. This 
section is devoted to the mathematical niceties 
required to reduce the infinite integral to an 
approximate form which facilitates evaluation with 
the afore-mentioned numerical quadrature schemes. 
The general Hankel transform pair are expressed by 
(\tt-- I) 
The expressions 14-1 and -2 are identical in form, so 
that the evaluation of one by some numerical method 
assumes the evaluation of the inverse transform. 
The first step in the analysis is to replace the 
Bessel function by its integral representation. 
J b (.05~ 
CO) II\ <f e ef~ 
Now the transformation of integration variables 
(tq.- q) 
is applied to 14-3 with the result 
(J r~ 
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Noting now that the Chebychev polynomial of the first 
kind and of nth degree is given by 
and defining 
equation 14-5 becomes 
\ 
-
..1tT 
0 1~\ '>1. 
\ ')(\ ~ 1. 
which is readily identified as a Fourier integral transform. 
The inverse transform integral associate with 14-6 is 
therefore 
acj)-"' T""Cu.) 'B(M) 
( l- A..\."t.)''z.. 
~ - ~ ~.-(.\ 
) J"' ( ~) e.- .J. ~ ( I 't- 1 o) 
-oc 
With this development complete, 14-1 can nm1 be 
rewritten in a more useful form. First, 14-5 is used to 
replace J~ (Ar) in 14-1. 
_ .... I ( jAV',JJ.. ( J ) J T"' .u) e of.u. d A ~ • - , ~ 
lr - 1 ( t- I.A.') 11 1. 
The integration roles are now interchanged with the result 
that 
-8.5"-
Using the symmetry properties of the Bessel function 
(I 4- l'l J 
14-9 finally becomes 
where 
A>o 
"" :: (-,) lA\ F(rt\l) >..< o (i4-1S") 
and 
~ : )A<' 
The interior integral in 14-11 is readily identified 
as a Fourier integral transform 
( l 4-11) 
and 14-11 becomes 
~I 
PC<):. Si_? j I r ... c ... ) Jlj (p.r) .~ ..... 
2TT" _, (t--v.~)''"\, 
At this stage, the transform has been reduced to the form 
amenable for numerical analysis. The two integration steps 
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14-14 and 14-15 essentially take the spectral function, 
it into its two dimensional equivalent and finally 
do an azimuthal quadrature to obtain the three dimensional 
response. 
In the FHT algorithm, 14-14 is evaluated by the 
FFT method. Under the assumption that~(~) can be 
written or reformatted in a manner that 
~N ~/\(S 
) &Cl\} ~ d 1\ 
"-W.v 
where ~N is a limit chosen such that G()\) may be 
assumed 0 for all )\ > ~N. As an example of how 
G can be taylored if it does not go to 0 as """' 4110 is the 
case where 
Defining G- -c 
+ 
In other words the limiting behaviour as 
can be analysed and usually an exact evaluation of the 
(1~-1~) 
( l ~-;to) 
(r ~- ..11 ) 
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behaviour at high wavenumber can be derived.With the 
integration limit to a finite interval, the next step 
is to digitize G ( /\} at equispaced intervals. Thus 
the discrete form of G ( 1\} is 
1'-l 
D 2.. 6-(~A) ~()\-"\A) 
\1\ ,_...., ., 
Thus 14-17 becomes 
t..) 
J}(~J : A Z 
\.1. .:: -t.J-\- I 
If it is then decided to evaluateJ&(~) at a discrete 
set of 2N points equalispaced at interval J 
Noting now that chosing one has 
( I #.f -~::.-) 
which is the conventional form of an FFT with 2N points. 
If one now redistributes Gn and the subscript notation 
by defining 
One finally obtains 
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The second integral is reduced to a numerical quadrature 
by use of the general Gaussian quadrature method with 
weighting function (1- u 2) -l/2 • Without delving into 
the details, the result (Abramowitz and Stegun (1965)) is 
( I j .r(K) 
- ' (_r- ", )''~ 
Q_4f- -ao) 
where 
(t~-"31) 
(.O~ 
The only remaining problem is to bolt these two quadratures 
together. The main difficulty is that lJ is available 
only at discrete points ~~ W'M ~ while it is required at 
points xir. In order to complete the quadrature some 
form of interpolation scheme is required to map from 
If one uses linear interp o I ation, one can write the 
piece-wise continuous function 
~ r (oi) 
where 
s::.. ol. 
-& 
Combining all the pieces one has 
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The basic assumptions built into this development are 
summarized as follows: 
1. Band limiting of G()\) to limits - L,)tJ to u.)tJ 
The u.J N are determined by considering the 
function q, 
2. The next step is the digitization of G at 
interval L.l • The interval b mus t be chosen 
in order that it will adequately resolve the 
r 
spectrum (~ • 
3. With the spatial interval determined by 1~ 
and N, an interpolation routine must be set up 
to generate )J at any arbitrary value of the 
argument. 
4. The second quadrature requires picking of the 
sampling density of the quadra ture . This step is 
determined by the M for the Chebychev quadrature. 
The sampling occurs at the roots of the Chebychev 
polynomial of degree M. 
With the above algorithm it is a strictly 
computational problem for determining the approximate 
fie ld strengths over an N-layered earth f o r any spatial 
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position. There are practical limitations, however, 
since letting, M, N become large which is occasionally 
required by some awkward models makes the computational 
expensive far too high for routine operation. 
Section 15 Summary 
The development of all relevant mathematical 
forms required for the SEP plane-layered model is 
complete at this point. The application of the 
theoretical development appears in various papers and 
SEP documentation. It is hoped that a record report 
similar to this which would present the numerical 
tricks and program listings as well as sample computations 
which parallel the theory presented here will be completed 
in the future. 
The preceding book contains most of the relevant 
mathematical tricks for analysis of geophysical 
electromagnetic problems. The asymptotic expansion 
methods and the FHT quadrature method are more amenable 
to conductive earth problems since all spectral 
singularities are smoothed out and the numerical 
computations are easier. 
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Appendix 1 
Numerical Evaluation of Saddle Point Contour 
The saddle point method of evaluating some of the Hankel 
and Fourier transform integrals is exploited to varying 
degrees in the body of this work. In this appendix, a 
brief summary of the numerical determination of the saddle 
point contour is considered. 
The saddle point is defined by examining the kernel 
function 
In the case at hand, f(A) has the form 
+("-)~ jf_{e+-f~) 
~~ ( \t 't_ )l.'t) 'h .. 
The objective of the saddle point method is to find 
where f has a saddle point and thence to deform the 
integration contour into a contour of steepest desce nt 
through the saddle point. 
A-I 
The saddle point of f in the above discussion occurs 
at the point where 
A-'3 
with the result that 
A-<t 
The physical interpretation of this result should be obvious; 
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the maximum result a given spatial position will be 
received from those elements of the wavenumber spectrum 
which propagate in that spatial direction. Hence the 
saddle point can be determined directly from the geometry. 
With the saddle point defined, the next step is the 
definition of the steepest descent contour. Along this 
contour 
~-7 
where U is a real variable which is identically 0 at 
A = Ap. The problem now is to define a contour in the 
complex A plane such that f has the functional form ~7) 
Since the path in the A plane corresponds to the real axis 
of the complex ~ plane, one is attempting to find the 
mapping of the real ~ axis in the complex A plane. 
In the vicinity of the saddle point, it is not di fficult 
to ascertain the contour behaviour. Defining 
A.-a 
Then 
Comparing ( - ~) wi th ( 7> yields 
~ -ro 
Since 
A-I\ 
Then 
+ 
Pictorially one has 
the contours of f(A)-f(Ap) 
sketched at the right. 
The steepest descent path 
passes through the saddle 
point as shown. 
If k is real, the 
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(- j 
saddle point lies on the real 
x axis and the steepest descent 
contour passes through the 
saddle point at a 135° and -45° angle. 
For some numerical computations, 
-~ . . 
c~"' .... "''", .t nc. fc") e , •• , •• 
(o""~•'-''"> ~~ 1-tC\):r ... a\, 
( c:...sc. of '« ~ea\. 
S +-ee,e-,+ cle,ce~t 
c:o""+-"'" 'Y\ea." 
the exact position of the steepes t descent contour is important. 
The remainder of this section is related to determining the 
exact position of the steepest descent contour numerically. 
The most useful starting point in analysing the behaviour 
of the steepest descent path is to look at its asymptotic 
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limits since the behaviour near the saddle point is well 
defined. This is done by taking 
"~ f1e.)~ 
where A'>?k, kR etc. (similarly for J.l). In this instance 
Now 
thus 
. ~ ((!~ "''") r- j lS) 
.t ( ~) ~ j A ( e e + ..... 
Since J.l is real and negative the limiting angle ~ must 
be such that 
-
-
0 ~- 11 
• ,_ ( . ::!.. _ j (~ ± rr 1'-) J. 11 ) ~ Ci........ t- fe ,-
Breaking the bracketed part of ~£)into real and imaginary 
components and taking the +n/2 factor yields 
Now, by 
A-;t.t:. 
and 
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If the -n/2 factor is chosen (20) would become 
and (24) would become 
The sign choice depends on the particular choice of the 
branch cuts for the radical (kz- A2) 112 . Example,of the form 
of the saddle point contour are shown in Fig. 1. 
The asymptotic limits are defined by 
A FORTRAN program was written to map the saddle point 
contour in the complex A plane as a function of the 
parameters f, z, and tan 0 (k2 = (1 + j tan o). 
The numerical procedure is a 2 step process. For a 
given value of ~' an estimate of the corresponding value 
of A is obtained by using a weighted combination of the 
small ~ and asymptotic form for large ~· The estimate 
of A is Ae 
where 
-Figure 1 
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From the initial guess Ae, a Newton iterative scheme 
is used to zero in on the correct value of A. On the 
saddle point contour 
For Ae- one has 
where e is the error from the fact that Ae is not the 
correct value of A. On the assumption that Ae is 
reasonably close to the correct value At, one expands f 
about Ae in a Taylor series. (f assumed analytic; in this 
example f is not analytic at the branch cut so a few minor 
computational tricks have to be used) 
The next estimate of At is obtained by setting 
t ,, 
;1. 
and solving for A yields 
where , ., f::l ~ - .r I t ( t' ~ -~~lie,) 1.. 
f" 
In the limit as f"/f' -+ 0, 33 becomes 
f:)-:. _e 
-f' 
AwlJ 
A-n. 
A-ll 
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Near the saddle point, the expression for .l~ given in 
equation 40 is used since f' = 0 at Ap· The choice of 
sign for the radical in 40 is the one which makes the 
1~1 smallest. Far from the saddle point 41 can be used 
since f" /f' becomes small as 1~1 -+ oo. 
j\tr 
e. 
-
'(" 
.l. 
r 
d(j) 
~I (f) 
J... 
fl. 
J. 
'V 
e. 
r'l 
J.. 
f3 
..f. 
'("'l 
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Appendix 2 
Table of Useful Hankel Transforms 
00 
-::: L. A s 0 (A f) c{i\ 
qo 
:. - Ji) ')...') J, ()..f)~}, 
':. )~ )\ v\()..f) t;(A, 
00 
- )..(~ l 
~ ~0 e., :roCAr) d~ 
00 -A IC"I 
- -~~c;\1\<-e-) \. ~ e Jo(Af)d!'l -
-: 
- ..l j~ 'A-z. J, / CAf)cl 1\ ;L 
)~ - >..I i: I - )\'l. e. J\()l.f) ell\ 
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ABSTRACT 
The Surface Electrical Properties (SEP) Experiment was 
performed as part of the Apollo 17 Mission. This report 
describes measurements made with a scale-model simulation 
of the experiment. Included is an extensive set of traverse 
patterns taken with a dielectric fluid overlying metal and 
dielectric plates both with and without the addition of 
various structures designed to simulate various features such 
as crevasses, craters, and buried objects. Horizontal-
interface traverses are shown to generally agree with theo-
retical calculations. Various experimental techniques used 
are discussed and an index to traverses recorded on magnetic 
tape is given. 
ix 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This is the final report dealing with modeling activities 
carried out in support of the Apollo 17 Surface Electrical 
Properties Experiment 1 . The modeling activities consisted 
of operation of a scale model of the SEP experiment, which 
utilized a technique known as radio-interferometry depth 
sounding 2 ' 3 to study the electrical properties of the upper 
layers of the moon's surface. Figures 1-1 and 1-2 illustrate 
the SEP experiment and the model respectively. 
Previous reports 4 ' 5 have discussed in detail the general 
design and operation of the model and have included detailed 
work concerning antenna patterns and traverse patterns 
(recordings of signal strength vs. transmitter-receiver 
separation) taken without a dielectric medium present. In 
addition, the last report contained a preliminary set of 
curves taken using dielectric fluid and the metal plate. 
The purpose of this final report is to exhibit the 
extensive set of traverse patterns which the model was 
designed to produce. Section 2.1 describes traverses made 
with a low-loss dielectric fluid over a metal plate at 
various depths and inclinations. Section 2.2 describes 
similar data collected using a lossy dielectric slab in 
place of the metal plate, with the addition of traverses 
taken using objects simulating craters, crevasses, spheres, 
and irregular blocks positioned in the dielectric fluid. 
Both the above sections contain comparisons of the experi-
mental horizontal-interface traverses with theory; general 
agreement is apparent. 
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Section 2.3 discusses traverses made using the dielectric 
fluid with its loss tangent adjusted to various values. 
This group includes traverses taken both with and without 
the metal plate using objects simulating craters, crevasses, 
mountain-sides, and submerged steps and ridges. Section 2.4 
describes data collected using spheres positioned in the 
low-loss fluid both with and without the metal plate. 
Section 2.5 details traverses collected using flat circular 
metal plates simulating a buried waste dump at the DYE-3 
site in Greenland. Figures 1-3, 4, 5 illustrate the various 
complex structures used. 
Section 3 describes antenna results obtained since the 
last report and Section 4 discusses various experimental 
details. Section 5 contains an index to data which has been 
recorded on digital tape. 
1-2 
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2.0 TRAVERSE RECORDINGS 
All data discussed in this report were obtained with 
half-wave dipoles as transmitter and receiver. Transmission 
power was in the range 1 milliwatt to 1 watt at a fixed 
frequency of 5.9 GHz (corresponding to a freespace wavelength 
(wl) of 5.08 em). Signal detection was performed with a 
1N23 microwave diode. 
The receiving antenna was driven at .127 wl/sec down 
the center of a 30 wl long x 15 wl wide x 15 wl deep fiber-
glass tank (see Figure 1-2) lined with microwave absorber 
(Eccosorb CV-3). The tank was filled with Shell Diala 
transformer oil having dielectric constant 2.16 and loss 
tangent .002. 
Except for a few curves in Section 2.3 all traverses 
measure the E-Phi broadside component, i.e. both the trans-
mitter and receiver were horizontal and perpendicular to 
the traverse direction. Toward the final stages of the model 
work it was discovered that agreement between model and theory 
could be greatly improved in the .6 wl depth-range for a 
horizontal metal plate by switching from simple half-wave 
dipole antennas to more sopthisticated and better balanced 
slot-fed half-wave dipoles 6 . These new dipoles were used to 
collect all data in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 except 2.1.3. All 
other data were collected with simple dipoles. 
In order to minimize unwanted background signal, in some 
cases in Section 2.1 and 2.2 a sheet of microwave absorber 
was positioned vertically in front of the transmitter at 
1.5 wl range. This "baffle" (see Figure 1-5) extended down-
ward to .5 wl above the oil's surface. Traverses for which 
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the baffle was in place can be identified by the fact that 
the recording begins at approximately 3.25 w1 range. Documen-
tation of the small effect of the baffle can be obtained by 
comparison of the following pairs of redundant traverses: 
1, 32; 2, 18; 87, 91; 88, 98; 89, 107; 90, 115. 
The traverses included in Section 2.1 through 2.3 are 
plots of digitally processed data which were originally 
recorded on magnetic tape. The purpose of the tape is to 
permit future convenient access to model data for manipula-
tion and interpretation. The digitization process introduced 
high-frequency noise into the data which was removed by 
filtering. In some cases additional filtering was used to 
attenuate undesirable background signal. The digitization 
process also introduced small range errors which seem to be 
reflected generally in a shift of the traverses to the right 
of about .1 wl. In cases where extremely high range resolu-
tion is needed the original X-Y recorder plots of the raw 
data should be referred to. See Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 5 
for details on recording and processing and an index to 
digitized traverses. 
Each traverse in Sections 2.1 through 2.3 is labeled to 
the right with a run number and other special information. 
In addition each traverse has a reference mark on the 
vertical axis which corresponds to a fixed received power-
level of nominally -25 dBm. Since the transmitter power-
level is given for each group of traverses a comparison of 
absolute signal levels between any two given curves is 
possible. A convenient way to do this is to adjust each 
reference mark upwards at the rate of 1" for each 15 dBm of 
transmitter power; each adjusted reference mark then repre-
sents a signal power-level 25 dB below the transmitter power. 
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The threshold power-level of roughly -62 dBm corresponds to 
approximately 2.5" below the -25 dBm reference mark. 
2.1 TRAVERSES OVER A METAL PLATE 
In order to simulate a buried perfectly reflecting layer, 
an aluminum plate of dimensions 30 wl x 15 wl was designed 
for positioning in the metal tank at various depths and 
inclinations. The traverses taken accordingly are grouped 
in Appendix A. Each curve is labeled with plate depth (D) 
and inclination (8). All experimental curves in Appendix A 
were digitally filtered to remove unwanted signal of period 
approximately .5 wl apparently associated with undesired 
reflections off the tank wall at the opposite end from the 
transmitter. These reflections interfere with the direct 
transmitter energy to set up a standing wave pattern through 
which the receiver moves. The filtering has attenuated by 
roughly 50 percent the close-range oscillations present for 
the greater plate depths (see Section 4.2). 
2.1.1 Horizontal Metal Plate 
Figures A-1 - A-3 contain plots of digitized data taken 
over the full range of metal plate depths used. Fi gures A-4 
- A-10 are similar plots for small depth increments at shallow 
depths taken using the baffle. The dashed-line curves are 
theoretical plots of the power associated with the H field 
z 
component calculated using normal-mode theory developed by 
Dr. A. P. Annan. Where the depth used for theoretical cal -
culations is different from the value given in column "D", 
the correct depth is indicated near the end of the theory 
plot. 
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Generally good agreement between experimental and 
theoretical data is apparent. Some disagreement at short-
range is apparent, especially near .7 wl and 1.18 wl depths 
and at 3 wl and 4 wl depths. There disagreements are probably 
associated with inaccuracies in the mode-theory calculations 
near certain critical depths. These depths are characterized 
by a normal mode propagating at or near the critical angle for 
the oil-air interface and are given by 
d = (2m- l)[A/4(K' - 1) 1 1 2 ] 
rn 
m 1,2,3 ••• 
Where for K' = 2.16 the bracketed quantity equals .2321 wl. 
Thus .696 wl, 1.16 wl, 3.02 wl, and 3.95 wl are critical depths 
possibly connected wi th the above cited disagreements; indeed 
recent numerically calculated normal - mode theory (see dotted 
curves in Figures AZ, A6, A7, and AlO) disagrees in each of 
these cases with regular normal-mode theory. While the dis-
agreement between model and theory is i n no case completely 
eliminated by the introduction of this l atest i mprovement in 
the theory, these discrepancies between the results of dif-
ferent methods of computing the theory at least serve to 
indicate the difficulty of theoretical calcu l ations near the 
critical depths. In complete contrast to model results the 
normal-mode theory shows an absence of oscillations in a range 
extremely near the critical depths (the dashed lines at . 69 
and 3 wl depths give partial evidence of this); the numeric-
ally calculated theory at least gives no hint of these null s . 
It should be pointed out that these regions of disagreement 
associated with the critical depths are quite small and are 
consequently probably more of academic than practical concern. 
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The apparent poor fits at the shallowest depths are 
probably due to the low signal-levels being dominated by 
background signal. A smooth, horizontal line indicates that 
the total signal is below system response. 
Depth accuracy for these horizontal-plate traverses is on 
the order of .01 wl except for both 1 wl curves where a sharp 
object with a length of 1 wl was used to locate the oil's 
surface very precisely. At many of the depths shallower 
than 1.5 wl the fits could doubtlessly be improved by trying 
different theory depths near the approximate experimental 
depth. 
2.1.2 Metal Plate-Lateral Slopes 
Figures A-ll - A-13 contain traverses in which the metal 
plate was tilted laterally (see Figure 1-4) at various depths. 
Each curve is labeled by the approximate plate depth (D) under 
the traverse path and by the approximate lateral inclination 
(e). Analysis of these curves and comparison with correspon-
ding horizontal cases indicate a general rule-of-thumb that 
lateral inclinations not greater than about 2° per wavelength 
depth do not substantially affect the traverse pattern. Run 
47 for 1 wl depth and Run 44 for 2 wl depth exceed this rough 
limit and are distorted relative to more nearly horizontal runs. 
2.1.3 Metal Plate Forward Slopes 
Figures A-14 - A-22 contain traverses in which the metal 
plate was tilted along the forward direction (see Figure 1-3). 
Each traverse is labeled with the depth of the plate under the 
transmitter (D) and the angle of inclination (e) of the plate. 
These numbers are both approximate; the depth figures are too 
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small by about .02 x 0 and 0 is 1-2 percent too large. 
Positive angles of inclination are those for which the plate 
is deepest at the transmitter end of the tank. It might be 
noted that the depth of the far end of the plate is roughly 
D - 0/2. 
A general tendency is apparent for the broad peak 
associated with the angle of the transmitter pattern lobe to 
shift to longer range as inclination decreases. The expected 
range of the peak is given by 2d cos0 sin(B-0)/cos(B-2 0). 
These ranges have been plotted in Figures A-14 - A-22 as 
circles and crosses respectively for 8 chosen first as 
the critical angle 42.9° and second as the experimentally 
measured lobe-angle of 57°. The peak seems to usually lie 
between these two values. 
Associated with the shift of the broad peak to greater 
range there is a typical increase in the period of the 
far-field oscillations. 
Other than these general observations the traverse 
recordings are quite sensitive to forward slopes, in contrast 
to the case for lateral slopes discussed in Section 2.2. 
Even at a 6 wl depth a change of ±1 ° from the horizontal 
produces a sizeable effect at far-field. Consequen tl y, it 
appears that if one wishes to analyze in detail peaks and 
nulls in field data where even slight slopes arc possible, 
theoretical plots for the non-horizontal case will be an 
absolute necessity. 
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2.2 TRAVERSES OVER A DIELECTRIC SLAB 
In order to model a dielectric interface, a epoxy slab 
measured (see Section 4.4) to have dielectric constant 6.75 
and loss tangent .11 was poured from a 10 percent carbon blend 
obtained by mixing the following epoxy materials sold by 
Hysol (Olean, New York): DP-8-5193 ( 15 percent carbon con-
centrate), R9-2039 (resin), and H2-3404 (hardener). The 
relatively high loss tangent was chosen in order to minimize 
unwanted reflections of f the oil-air interface on the bottom 
side of the slab. The slab was positioned in tl1c s ame manner 
as the metal plate. Its dimensions were 30 wl long x 6 wl 
wide x approximately 2 wl thick. 
It will be noted that the noise level of the dielectric 
slab traverses (Appendix B) is worse than for the metal plate 
traverses (Appendix A). This is probably due to the fact that 
unwanted reflections off the walls and superstructure of the 
tank remain constant while the amount of desired reflection 
off the slab is less than for the metal plate. In contrast 
to the case for the oil-metal interface (100 percent reflec-
tion with 180° phase shift), energy incident normally on the 
oil-slab interface is only 28 percent reflected and is shifted 
roughly 175° in phase upon reflection. For this ca se the 
complex normal reflection coefficient is given in polar coor-
dinates by the approximation: 
1/2 
1/2 
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The traverses discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 
were filtered to remove the half-wavelength background while 
those in Sections 2.2.3- 2.2.7 (except Figures B40 and B41) 
were filtered only enough to remove the noise introduced by 
digitization (see Section 4.2). 
2.2.1 Horizontal Dielectric Slab 
Figures B-1 - B-3 and B-4 - B-10 contain large depth 
increment and small depth i ncrement curves (taken us ing t he 
baffle), respectively, for the dielectric slab horizontally 
positioned. Theoretical plots are superimposed as dashed 
lines; a value of 6.25 rather than 6.75 was used f or the 
lower medium's dielectric constant, but the difference is 
insignificant. The fits are comparable to those for the metal 
plate, except for a better consistency probably because of 
lessening critical -depth theory problems due to the slab being 
a poorer re f lector. Low signal - levels are again a pparent at 
the shallower depths. Some disagreement is possibl e due to 
reflections off the bottom side of the slab. In Figure B-1 
a fairly good agreement is obtained wi th a theoret i cal 
curve for the case of alA thick s l ab over oil (dotted line ). 
2.2.2 Dielectric Sl a b - - Fowa rd Slopes 
Figures B-11 - B-18 contain traverse s f or wh ich the 
slab was tilted along the f orward d irection (see figure 1-3) . 
The curves are analogous to Figu r es A-14 - A-22 d is cussed i n 
Section 2.1; the same comments made there apply here and each 
recording is marked with the identical expected peak positions. 
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2.2.3 Crater Over Dielectric Slab 
Since the crater Camelot was situated adjacent to the 
Apollo 17 EVA 2 it was dec ided to use a model simulation 
of Camelot to briefly investigate its possible effect. 
Figures B-19- B-22 contain the results; they strongly indi-
cate that Camelot has no significant effect. 
Camelot has approximate dimensions of 600 m diameter x 
100 m depth. It was centered approximately 1200 m from the 
SEP transmitter and its nearest edge was approximately 100 m 
from the EVA 2 traverse-line. Estimates are that at the 
Apollo 17 site a K' = 3.54 dielectric medium of depth 20m 
overlies a K' = 6 medium. Our use of the K' = 2. 16 oil 
as the upper layer is a significant weakness of our modeling 
in this case. 
Figure 2-1 illustrates with open circles how Camelot 
would look relative to the model tank at the different SEP 
frequencies. The corresponding scaled interface depth (20 m) 
is also given. The cross-hatched circles indicate the 
positions of the simulated craters (made from polyethylene 
foam) used in conjunction with the dielectric slah for 
Figures B-19 - B- 22. Actual slab depths used are indicated. 
Each run is labeled with the slab depth (D) and range 
(R) to the center of the simulation craters. The notation 
"REF." denotes reference traverses without craters . 
Runs 143 and 146 for craters centered on the traverse -
line for slab depth 1 wl both show modest deviations from 
the reference Run 145; however, moving the crater s off-center 
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until their edges are 1/4 wl away from the traverse-line 
(i.e. just out from under the 1/2 wl receiver) partially 
removes the deviation in both cases. The same crater centered 
for slab-depth .5 wl (Figure B-21) also shows no deviation. 
Run 150 was taken with one-quarter (see Figure 2-1) of 
a 3.5 wl crater positioned with its edge 1 wl distant from 
the traverse-line for a 3 wl deep slab. The same null 
results are present as for the other off-center traverses 
above. Since Camelot itself was decidedly off center we 
must therefore conclude that Camelot did not affect the 
Apollo 17 SEP traverses. 
2.2.4 Crevasses Over Dielectric Slab 
Figures B-23 - B-26 contain traverses taken using 
polethylene-foam simulated crevasses over the slab (Figure 1-5). 
Section 2.3.4 will contain a discussion of a more extensive 
study done using the metal plate. This brief study with 
the slab was undertaken to extend the validity of this other 
study to the case of dielectric interfaces, and indeed the 
results in both cases are quite similar. 
In the present case single crevasses of widths approxi-
mately .3 wl, .15 wl, and .1 wl were positioned across the 
traverse path. These crevasses had square cross-sections 
of approximately 3 wl, 1.5 wl, and .75 wl dimensions, 
respectively. Each traverse is labeled with slab depth and 
range of the crevasses. 
Runs 152 - 158 (Run 154 is their common reference) 
illustrate results for each of the three sizes positioned 
2-10 
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at 5 wl and 15 wl range over a 4 wl deep slab. At the 
longer range all three sizes produced the characteristic 
.4 wl ripples ending abruptly at the crevasse. At the 
closer range the crevasses (particularly the largest one) 
seemed to act to jumble up the near-in oscillations. 
The smallest crevasse was used again (Figure B-26) for 
a 1 wl slab depth and this time the preceding ripples are 
visible at both near and far range. 
Clearly, crevasses may be expected to be as easily 
visible for dielectric interfaces as for a perfectly 
reflecting interface. 
2.2.5 Spheres Over Dielectric Slab 
This is an abbreviated version of a more complete study 
(see Section 2.4) of the effect of spherical scattering 
objects. Here again we can conclude that results f or the 
metal plate and dielectric slab are similar. 
Figures B-27 - B-29 illustrate the effect o f varying 
sizes and composition (metal and dielectric constant K' 6) 
of spheres centered 4 wl deep at 5 wl range, with the slab 
positioned 6 wl deep. The .5 wl diameter spheres seem to 
produce minimal effects, especially at longer range. At 
1 wl diameter the effect of the spheres becomes dominant 
and at 2 wl diameter the traverse is totally changed from 
the reference. 
Figures B-30 and B-31 illustrate the effect of varying 
range for the 1 wl diameter, K' = 6 sphere positioned 4 wl 
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deep over the 6 wl deep slab (the reference traverse would 
still be run 162 in Figure B-27). There is little effect 
for 0 wl but considerable effect at 5 wl. At 10 wl and 
greater range there is a characteristic sequence of about 
three following peaks of period approximately 1 wl which 
begin directly above the sphere. At 15 wl and greater range 
small rapid crevasse-type echoes preceding the sphere appear. 
Figures B-32 - B-33 feature the same 1 wl diameter, 
K' = 6 sphere now sitting directly atop the dielectric slab 
positioned at 2 wl depth. Here again, at 0 wl range the 
sphere has little effect. At 5 wl and especially at 10 wl 
range the sphere's presence causes large distortions in the 
traverse recording. Interestingly, for positions greater 
than 10 wl range the total distortion becomes less, even 
for the parts of traverses lying beyond the sphere range. 
For all non-zero sphere ranges the crevasse-echo type ripples 
are present, especially for the 10 wl range sphere. 
Figure B-34 illustrates the lessening of the amplitude 
of these ripples as the sphere is moved to one side of the 
traverse path. Moving the 5 wl range sphere 1 wl to the 
side practically eliminates its effect. However, the 10 wl 
range sphere had to be moved to 1.5 wl off-center to achieve 
the same effect, perhaps only because the ripples were much 
larger to begin with. 
2.2.6 Simulated Crevasse in Dielectric Slab 
To obtain some sort of idea about the effect of a 
crevasse located in the buried dielectric layer without 
actually cutting into the dielectric slab, a rectangular 
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strip of polyethylene foam was attached to the top of the 
slab (Figure 1-5). This was done partly under the assumption 
that the effects of such a crevasse would be associated with 
reflections off its top rather than off its vertical inter-
faces. In position the two strips used had a vertical dimen-
sion of .5 wl and were 4 wl long; their dimensions along the 
range-axis ("width") were .25 wl and .5 wl. 
Figures B-35 illustrates the effect of the .5 wl wide 
simulated crevasse at ranges of 5 wl and 15 wl over the 2 wl 
deep slab. At the 5 wl pos ition, this crevasse produces 
gross distortions out to 15-20 wl while contribut ing near-in 
oscillations of approximately .75 wl. At the 15 wl position, 
this crevasse contributes gross distortions at ranges beyond 
its position while also producing preceding echo-type ripples 
which drop dramatically in frequency as the receiver passes 
over the crevasse. The .25 wl wide crevasse in Figure B-36 
contributes the same type disturbances substantially reduced. 
In Figure B-37 the .25 wl simulated crevasse is 
positioned at 5 wl and 15 wl ranges over the 1 wl deep slab. 
Its effect at both positions is seen to be small. 
2.2.7 Random Blocks on Dielectric Slab 
To get some idea of the distorting effect o f small 
irregular "blocks", thirteen scraps of the same (K' = 6 . 75, 
loss tangent = .11) material as the slab were arranged on 
the slab in an area 3 wl wide extending out to 13 wl range. 
The arrangement is indicated in Figure B-38 to scale. Each 
block is labeled L ("large" -- approximate cubes of ahout 
.6 wl dimensions), M ("medium"), and S ("small" -- dimen -
sions about .15 wl). 
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Traverses were recorded at integer horizontal depths 
from 1 wl - 6 wl. The results (Figures B-38 -- B41) (see 
Section 4.2 for filtering details) are disappointing. Only 
at one depth (4 wl) is there even a remote resemblance to 
corresponding traverses taken without the blocks (Figures B- 1 
B-3). Although this is admittedly a small sample, certainly 
indications are that buried blocks must be a small fraction 
of a wavelength before their effects can be treated as 
perturbations and hopefully filtered out. A very crude 
quantitative estimate can be obtained as follows. A .6 wl 
block is about .9 "wavelengths-in-the-medium" for the oil. 
If we arbitrarily choose .5 wavelengths-in-the -medium as our 
maximum-size standard, then for a K' = 4 upper layer, 
buried blocks would necessarily be .25 free-space wavelengths 
or under before one could hope to obtain useful SEP data. 
2.3 VARIABLE-LOSS DATA 
A variety of data was collected both with the pure oil 
and with the oil doped to various loss - tangent values with 
benzonitrile obtained from Velsicol Chemical Corporation 
(Chicago). Unfortunately, the high loss-tangents contributed 
to low-signal levels and consequently much of this data 
suffers from high noise levels. The curves di scussed be low 
were plotted from digitized data. The traverses i ncluded in 
Sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, and 2.3.6 were filtered to remove half-
wavelength background; all other curves were filtered only to 
remove digitization noise (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). The 
original curves were incorporated in a memo entitled ''SEP 
Simulation Model V" 7 . The approximate measured values of loss 
tangent/dielectric constant are as follows: .002/2.16, 
.012/2.17, .025/2.21, .042/2.21, .073/2.30, .142/ 2 .48 
(benzonitrile 3 percent by volume). 
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2.3.1 Half-Space at Various Loss-Tangents 
Figures C-1 and C-2 include traverses recorded at each 
loss-tangent used, with the tank empty of objects. These 
traverses were intended to simulate half-spaces but obviously 
they do not, apparently because unwanted reflections off 
the tank wall and superstructure were too large. Therefore, 
these traverses can more reasonably be taken as measurements 
of the background signal level for the oil-tank. Two 
traverses are recorded at .002 loss-tangent -- Run 199 with 
the transmitter-receiver pair identically oriented and 
Run 200 with the receiver rotated 180°. The odometer signa l 
for Run 201 was artifically introduced during digitization, 
since it was inadvertently left out during recording of the 
FM data. 
2.3.2 Horizontal Metal Plate at Various Loss-Tangents 
Figures C-3 - C-17 contain suites of large-increment 
depth curves for each of the six loss-tangents used. As 
loss-tangent increases the effect of the plate diminishes 
to the point that at longer range the traverse recording 
is independent of plate depth, i.e. the signal associated 
with the plate becomes buried in the high background signal 
level. Insofar as comparisons can be made, the traverse 
pattern changes little with loss-tangent. The odometer 
signals for Runs 216-222 were introduced artifically as in 
Section 2.3.1. Comparison of plots of the digitized and 
original data showed that no significant error was introduced 
by this. 
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2.3.3 Crevasses in Half-Space 
Figures C-18 - C-22 contain half-space traverses taken 
with single crevasses (Figure 1-5) simulated by a wedge of 
lossless, non-porous polyethylene foam of estimated dielectric 
constant 1.1. It was desired to simulate a crevasse of 
length 30 m, depth 30 m, and width 3 m at the top tapering 
downward to zero width. At 32 MHz this corresponds to a 
crevasse of dimensions approximately .3 wl top width x 3 wl 
length x 3 wl depth, at 16 MHz .15 wl x 1.5 wl x 1.5 wl, 
and at 8 MHz .1 wl x .75 wl x .75 wl. The crevasses were 
oriented at 0°, 45°, and 90° angles (0 in the figures) 
relative to the traverse path, with 0° corresponding to the 
width dimension lying along the traverse line. All the 
single crevasses were centered at 5 wl range (R). 
Two field components were measured: broadside E-Phi 
(both dipoles horizontal and oriented perpendicularly to the 
t raverse-line) and E-Rho (same as E-Phi broadside except 
the receiver is oriented parallel to the traverse-line). 
All crevasse recordings have been filtered to remove only 
high frequency digitization noise. However, this is not 
true of the reference traverses in Figure C-18 from which 
most of the half-wavelength signal has been removed. The 
lowest loss tangent of .002 was used for all curves in this 
section. 
Analyzing Figures C-18 - C-22 it is apparent that only 
Runs 257 and 263, both E-Phi components with crevasse 
cutting perpendicularly across the traverse-line, contain 
even barely visible perturbations due to the single crevasses. 
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Figures C-23 and C-24 contain traverses taken with a 
set of six .15 wl x 1.5 wl x 1.5 wl (16 MHz) crevasses all 
parallel and spaced 1.5 wl apart. The crevasse set was 
rotated about its center, which was positioned at 9 wl range 
(R). At the 0° position the array extends from 5 wl to 13 wl. 
As in the singel crevasse case, the only significant distor-
tions are for the E-Phi perpendicular-crevasse case. 
2.3.4 Crevasses Over Metal Plate 
Figures C-25 - C-37 contain traverses taken with 
simulated crevasses positioned over the metal plate which 
was held at a constant 4 wl depth. The crevasses were 
positioned in an identical fashion to that of the previous 
section and the same terminology is used for labeling the 
curves. In addition to traverses analogous to the low-loss 
traverses in the previous section, data was collected at 
three higher losses for the E-Phi component only. Note 
here also that the E-Phi reference curve has been filtered 
to remove .5 wl signal; all other curves have been filtered 
as in the preceding section. 
Figures C-26- C-29 illustrate the sensitivity of the 
size of the distortion produced to the size of a single 
crevasse placed at 5 wl range. The .3 wl wide (32 MHz) 
crevasse produces sizeable distortions for all components 
and orientations while the smaller .15 wl wide (16 MHz) 
crevasse causes significant distortion only for the E-Phi 
perpendicular crevasse case. Note in Runs 276 and 282 that 
the period of the disturbances associated with the near-in 
(5 wl range) position is about .6 wl in contrast to the 
characteristic .4 wl echo-ripple produced by more distant 
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crevasses (see below and Section 2.2.4). Figures C-30 and 
C-31 show again the smallness of the perturbation produced 
by small crevasses (see Runs 226 and 236 for reference 
traverses). 
Figures C-32 and C-33 illustrate t he effect of the set 
of six 16 MHz crevasses. In contrast to the half-space 
case, distortions are produced for all components and 
orientations. Note the shift downward of the period of the 
oscillations in Run 294 as range increases. Figures C-34 
C-37 contain recordings at higher loss-tangents of the 
E-Phi component at 0° and 90° orientations of multiple-
crevasses. Comparing Figures C-35 and C-36 it seems apparent 
that there is a sharp drop-off in crevasse visibility 
between 16 and 8 MHz. 
2.3.5 Crater 
During the SEP Juneau Ice-Field Expedition a small 
crater was formed by use of explosives. Rather unsuccessful 
efforts were made to model this feature. The crater has 
approximate dimensions of 11-14 m diameter x 3.5 m depth, 
and was located at a range of 263 m at an offset from the 
traverse line of 10 m. These dimensions were modeled at 
32 and 15 MHz with polyethylene foam objects. 
Figures C-38 - C-40 illustr ate the effects of the 
simulated crater at various loss-tangents for the hal f-s pace 
case and for one arrangement over th e 4 wl deep plate . 
Without exception, comparison of these curves with the 
corresponding reference curves in Figures C-1, C-2, and C-14 
reveals only very minor perturbations associated with the 
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crater simulants. Undoubtedly this is partially due to the 
high loss-tangents and consequent large background signal. 
It seems quite likely that for optimum conditions crevasse-
like ripples should precede a crater which is placed quite 
near the traverse-line; however, this study indicates that 
these ripples would be small in absolute amplitude. 
2.3.6 Mountain, Step, and Ridge Simulations 
This last group of dig i tized curves (all E-Phi broad-
side) was concerned with studying the possible effect of the 
Juneau Ice-Field Data of the valley side and of submerged 
bottom irregularities (Figure 1-5). Since these f eatures 
would have been most visible at the lower frequencies where 
the loss-tangent of ice is greatest, modeling was done at 
high loss-tangents where previously noted high background 
signal levels existed. The longer range portions of the 
recordings should be ignored due to high background signal 
levels, since traverses at the low- frequencies simulated are 
typically short in terms of wavelengths, and s ince in some 
cases the simulated objects did not extend the whole length 
of the tank. 
Figures C-41 - C-45 contain traverses taken us i ng f l at 
me tal plates to simul ate the presence o f a ref l ective 
mountain-side which is submerged and inclined at 30° from 
the horizontal. The actual d i stance in the model o f the 
transmitter from the base-line of the mounta i n-s i de wa s 
var i ed to ma i ntain the scaled d is t ance corres pond i ng to 
173ft. (approximately 1.4 wl, .7 wl, and .35 wl at 8, 4, 
and 2 MHz, respectively). Traverses were run in three 
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directions relative to the base-line; 0 is the angle be-
tween the traverse-line and base-line (e.g., 90° corresponds 
to a traverse made perpendicularly away from the mountain-
side). The modeled frequency in MHz is given for each 
curve. It can be seen from the effect of orientation changes 
that the simulated mountain-side has a large effect; 
comparison of Figures C-42 and C-43 at short range indicates 
that changes in orientation are dominant over changes in 
transmitter to base-line distance. 
Figures C-46- C-51 illustrate the effect of an 
irregularity in a submerged horizontal reflective layer in 
the shape of a 200 ft. rise or step in the depth of the 
bottom layer. The connection between the 490 and 290 ft. 
deep portions was a 45° ramp. This feature was modeled with 
metal shapes at 8, 4, and 2 MHz at loss-tangents of .042, 
.073, and .142, respectively. The 490 ft. deep lowest 
portion of the bottom was 4 wl, 2 wl, and 1 wl deep at these 
respective frequencies (see traverses labeled as references). 
The transmitter position and traverse directjon are 
indicated for each traverse by a two digit number in the 
column labeled "TR" ("transmitter-receiver''). The first 
number (1 equals "top", 2 equals "bottom") indicates whether 
the transmitter was positioned over the top of the ramp or 
the bottom. The second number (1 equals "toward", 2 equals 
"away", 3 equals "along") indicates whether the traverse-
path was toward the raised portion of the bottom, away from 
it, or along the 45° connecting ramp. Figures SO and 51 
contain small sketches indicating the step's position and 
size relative to the oil-depth at 2 MHz. At the 4 and R MHz 
frequencies the step is twice and four ~imes larger, 
respectively. 
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For a given loss tangent, runs having the same second 
digit differ only in that the step was moved slightly rela-
tive to the transmitter. The differences in these recordings 
are therefore a useful measure of the effect of the ramp 
itself. Comparisons of the traverses in which the ramp does 
not lie under the recorded portion of the traverse (those 
labeled 22, 12, and 23) with the corresponding reference 
traverses also indicate the visible effect of the ramp. 
Both these comparisons indicate that the dominant nature of 
the presence of the steps tends to diminish as the modeled 
frequency decreases and the loss tangent correspondingly 
increases. For medium ranges the curves labeled 21 and 11 
are almost certainly control l ed by the 290ft. depth, i.e., 
they would resemble simple horizontal plate traverses modeling 
a 290 ft. reflector depth. 
Figures C-52 - C-54 contain traverses simulating a 
reflective 200 ft-high ridge having 45° sides and positioned 
on a horizontal reflecting bottom located at a depth of 
490 ft. These traverses are analogous to the step traverse s 
discussed immediately above and are notated similarly. 
Figure C-54 indicates the ridge size and position at 2 MHz. 
Reference curves for Figures C-52, C-53, and C-54 are Runs 
335, 341, and 347 respectively. 
As might be expected, the six ridge traverses labeled 
"22" and "23" are identical to the corres pond ing six step 
traverses similarly labeled. Comparison of the remaining 
three traverses (labeled "21") to the corresponding reference 
curves listed above graphically exhibits the effect of the 
ridge in the case when it is placed just in front of the 
transmitter. 
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2.4 SPHERICAL SCATTERING OBJECTS 
In order to get a preliminary idea of the effect on 
traverse data of the presence of buried scattering objects, 
spherical objects of varying size and composition were posi-
tioned in the oil tank both with and without the metal 
reflecting plate. 
Three different sphere compositions were used: solid 
teflon (K' = 2.1), thin-walled hollow fiberglass spheres 
loaded with low-loss K' = 6 material, and aluminum foil 
covered spheres (at 6 GHz the foil used is 20 penetration 
depths thick, therefore the spheres are effectively solid 
metal). Sphere diameters ranged from 3 wl to .5 wl (wl = 2"). 
For the most part, three basic positions were used, all 
located in the vertical plane containing the traverse path: 
(1) 16 wl out and 2 wl deep (far out and shallow), (2) 5 wl 
out and 4 wl deep (in the transmitter beam), (3) 4 wl deep 
under the transmitter. 
Figures D-1 - D-17 contain reduced reproductions of the 
original recordings. As indicated in small sketches in each 
Figure, d is the plate depth (d = oo implies the half-space 
case without the plate), D is the sphere diameter, and 
d' andy the depth and range, respectively, at which the 
sphere is centered. Short horizontal marks to the left of 
each curve indicate a received power level of approximately 
-37 dB relative to the transmitter power. The received power 
scale of 15 dB/inch is indicated in Figure D-1. The deep, 
almost vertical minimas in Figures D-6, D-10, and D-14-17 
are due to an instrumentational problem and should be 
treated as ordinary minimas. 
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The data generated can be thought of as providing 
insight to the following question: "Given a specific loca-
tion, what is the effect of the presence of a buried object 
at that location as a function of the object's size and 
composition?" 
In general the effects noted were quite complex but some 
features did stand out. Understandably, the effect of the 
scatters was more apparent in the half-space (Figures D-6 
D-17) than in the two-layer case (Figures D-1- D-5), 
since power levels are generally l arger in the two - l aye r 
environment. In all cases the teflon spheres were part1ca lly 
"invisible", which was to be expected due to the low diel ectric 
constant contrast between teflon and our oil (2.1 vs. 2.16). 
The metal spheres were, somewhat surprisingly, only slightly 
more "visible" than the K' = 6 spheres; however, K' = 6 
material was in fact used because its K' being approxi -
mately 3 times K' for the oil supposedly makes i t a good 
reflector. 
Of the three basic scatterer positions listed above, 
the one at which the most prominent effects were noticed 
was predictably the position in the transmitter beam 
(Figures D-3 and D-10 - D-13). Only i n thi s posi t i on wer e 
the 1 wl and .5 wl diameter metal and K' = 6 sphe res signi -
ficant; at the other position even the 2 wl sphere s were not 
expecially prominent. Other e ffects noted for thi s "be am" 
position were broad peaks caused by the 3 wl d i ame t er 
spheres at approximately 15 wl , and s i zeable i nc r eas es i n 
the half-space power levels. 
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At the "under transmitter" position (Figures D-1 - D-2 
and D-6 - D-9) the 2 wl and larger spheres caused changes in 
the near-in region and increased half-space power levels. 
For the "far-out" positions (Figures D-4 - D-5 and D-14 - D-17) 
two features are apparent: disruption of the usual pattern 
at ranges beyond the scatterer position (little distruption 
of near-in signals by retro-reflection from far-out objects 
was noted), and the addition of small but quite visible 
short-period oscillations having periods in the .4 wl - .8 wl 
range (the standing wave pattern in the region between a 
point-source and a plane-reflector is .5 wl) which disappear 
beyond the scatterer. In the half-space case these 
short-period oscillations decrease in period from roughly 
.8 wl to .5 wl as the receiver nears and passes over the 
scatterer, but in the two-layer case (both for plate depths 
of 6 wl and 2 wl) the oscillations increase somewhat from 
.5 wl as the receiver nears and passes over the scatterer. 
Both features listed above are readily apparent in a suite 
of two-layer curves with a scattering sphere placed at 
various ranges (see Figure D-4). 
2.5 DYE-3 SIMULATION 
Figures E-1 - E-2 contain a single set of traverses 
simulating the effect of a buried waste water pit at the 
DYE-3 site in Greenland. The pit for our purposes consists 
of a discus-shaped region of contaminated snow which 
supposedly would be reflective. The top of the pit is 
approximately 100 ft. deep and the pit's diameter is approxi-
mately 120 ft. These dimensions were modeled at the six 
SEP frequencies using a set of thin, flat metal discs 
(Figure 1-5) having the appropriate diameters and positioned 
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at the appropriate depth. All six discs were positioned at 
the same range of 5 wl. One hundred feet corresponds to 
approximately .1, .2, .41, .81, 1.63, and 3.25 wl for 
frequencies 1 through 32 MHz, respectively. 
The range and diameter of each disc and the corresponding 
frequency of each traverse are indicated on each curve. 
Also indicated is the "disc's image" which is the portion of 
the traverse-line where the receiver receives direct energy 
reflected specularly from the disc. 
The disc's presence begins to affect the pattern at 
2 and 4 MHz in very narrow regions just above each disc's 
position. AT 8 MHz the distortion is evident out to 15 wl 
range. At 16 and 32 MHz the disc's effect is totally 
predominant over the full traverse and at 32 MHz there is 
a very strong peak in the image area. Observationally, it 
appears that the waste dump would be come noticeable at 
8 MHz as a large maxima located just beyond its location. 
Interestingly, there are half-wavelength ripples preceding 
the disc at 8 and 16 MHz. 
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4.0 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
4.1 TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM 
The system designed for recording model data is illus -
trated in Figure 4-1. It essentially consists of a mechanism 
for conversion of the analog signal strength voltage to a 
frequency modulated signal suitable for magnetic tape 
recording. The dependence of frequency on signal (in this 
case 72.6 Hz/dB) is determined (see Figure 4-1) by the triple 
product of the log-amplifier output factor (.02 volt/dB), the 
amplification factor (6.05), and the VCO conversion factor 
(600Hz/volt). 
The system was initialized so that a 30 mV receiver-
diode signal (corresponding to the received power-level of 
about -25 dBm above which the 1N23 diode began to be 
noticeably non-linear) was recorded as 3000 Hz signal. In 
the VCO (left) channel each traverse was begun with a short 
voice annotation followed by a 3500 Hz start-tone and ended 
with a 4000 Hz stop-tone. 
In the right channel the 5200 Hz reference signal (used 
to compensate for tape speed irregularities) was superimposed 
on a pulsed 420Hz odometer signal. The odometer pulse-rate 
was nominally .0642 wl/pulse. 
4.2 DIGITAL CONVERSION AND PROCESSING 
To perm i t computer processing of the frequency-
modulated model data (discussed in the previous sectjon), 
use was made of the Data Acquisition System (DAS) built to 
process SEP field and lunar data. The digitized data was 
recorded on 7-track incremental tape in BCD format. 
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The frequency modulated-to-digital conversion process 
basically worked as follows. The frequency modulated tapes 
were played-back at original speed into the DAS and every 
67.5 msec the number of cycles of the VCO signal (containing 
the signal power information) was counted for a period of 
approximately 53 msec. During this same period the number 
of cycles of the 5200 Hz reference signal (electronically 
separated from the 420 Hz odometer pulses) was also counted. 
Each pair of 5200 Hz/VCO readings was then recorded on 
the incremental tape as one six-digit word with the first 
three digits for the 5200 Hz reading and the rema i ning three 
digits for the VCO reading. One-hundred forty-three words 
constituted one "record" and the roughly 23 records needed 
for each traverse constituted a single "file". 
To obtain range information, the 420 Hz odometer signal 
pulses were accumulated by the DAS during the playback. The 
accumulated number of pulses was read onto the digital tape 
(substituting for a 5200 Hz/VCO word) every 3.24 sec as the 
middle four digits of the 46th, 94th, and 142nd words of each 
record. In addition, words 47, 48, 95, 96, and 143 were 
occupied by a combination of the run number assigned to each 
traverse (first three digits) and synchronization pulse 
intended for a Wang calculator (remaining three d i gits). 
As the digital tape was processed each 5200 Hz/VCO sample 
was converted back into a power reading by the following 
formula: 
power (dB) = 72.6 Hz/dB x number 5200 Hz cycles 
5200 Hz x number VCO cycles 
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Maximum and minimum power limits were established at approxi-
mately -19.5 and -62 dBm received power-levels, corresponding 
to VCO signals of 3000 and 300 Hz, respectively. 
The odometer readings were converted into range readings 
according to the formula: 
range (wl) = .0642 wl x odometer count number. 
Next, each power reading was assigned a range value by inter-
polating between the ranges of the two nearest odometer 
readings. 
For purposes of plotting, the data stream of power 
readings and assigned ranges was sampled at 0.1 wl increments. 
For the usual case of no data point having the desired range 
the two neighboring points were used for interpolation. 
Since all model recordings started at some non-zero range, 
the proper starting range was added before plotting. 
Figure 4-2 illustrates a particular traverse plotted 
after the above interpolation without filtering. Also 
shown is the original X-Y plot of the traverse. It is 
apparent that somewhere in the recording and digitization 
process approximately 1 dB of high-frequency noise has 
been added. At the bottom of Figure 4-2 is the traverse in 
final form after being filtered with an 11-point filter 
designed to remove both the high-frequency noise and the 
unwanted ripples of approximately .5 wl wavelength. This 
filter operated by replacing the power readings at a given 
point with a weighted average of the origina l point plus 
the five nearest points (spaced at .1 wl increments) on 
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each side. The weights were .2441 for the central point and 
.2078, .1239, .0445, .0041 and -.0023 respectively for the 
receding points. The ideal length of the filter was 1.25 
cycles/wavelength. 
The filters used were designed using a program written 
by Mr. James Rossiter following the technique of Gold and 
Rader 9 . The program generates filter-weights from a given 
ideal band-pass filter and a given desired number of weights. 
The program operates by Fourier transforming the ideal band-
pass filter, making an approximation to that transform subject 
to the imposed limitation on number of weights, and Fourier 
integrating the approximation to generate the final filter 
and the corresponding desired weights. Figure 4-3 illustrates 
the ideal and generated filters for a 15-point filter designed 
and used to reject only high-frequency digitization noise. 
The weights for this filter are as follows: .5782, .2972, 
-.0642, -.0546, .0333, .0067, -.0078, and .0003. 
The 15-point filter used in Figures B40 and B41 had ideal 
length .3125 cycles/wavelength and used weights as follows: 
.1286, .1231, .1081, .0862, .0609, .0365, .0167, .0042. 
4.3 POWER MEASUREMENT 
To be able to express received signal power relative 
to transmitter power, it is of course necessary to meas ure 
the actual power being transmitted. The most straight 
forward method would be to place a dual -directional coupl e r 
in the transmitter feed line and to simply measure the 
forward and reflected power levels, the difference between 
the two being the power d i ssipated (and assumed transmitted) 
at the transmitter. Another method would be to use a s ingle 
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directional coupler to measure the forward power and a 
slotted-line to measure the ratio between the forward and 
reflected power, thus yielding by calcul ation the reflected 
power and the transmitted power. The actual method used 
was to calibrate the slotted-line in terms of power and use 
it to measure the transmitted power. This technique uses 
the relation that the net power transmitted forward through 
a slotted-line is equal to the product of the square roots 
of the minimum and maximum power level of the standing wave 
pattern in the slotted-line, symbolica l ly 
= (P . )1/2 ( P )1/2 . M~n Max 
This can be shown as follows. The transmitted power is 
equal to the difference between the forward power P and 
0 
the reflected power P 
r 
= p p 
0 r 
Since power is proportional to the square of the associated 
electric field, 
= = K (E + E ) (E - E ) o r o r · 
But E + E and E - E are the maximum and minimum 
o r o r 
fields so 
= KE E . 
max rn1n = 
(P ) l /2 (P . )1/2 . 
Max M1n 
Which was to be shown. 
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Actually the power levels are measured as a voltage propor-
tioned to power by a detector element so we rewrite PTR as 
= C (V ) 1/2 (V . ) 1/2 Max M~n 
where C is a factor dependent on the detector sensitivity 
and insertion depth of the detector probe. Calibrat i on may 
be accomplished quite easily by substituting a power meter 
for the transmitter to measure directl y the dissipated 
(in this case absorbed) power. In pract i ce one chooses a 
desirable power level and detector voltage, say 1 mW and 
5 mV, respectively; adjusts the power source for a 1 mW 
power meter reading; and inserts the detector by trial-and-
error until its (VM ) 1 / 2 (VM . ) 1 / 2 equals 5 mV to within 
ax ~n 
the desired accuracy. For high accuracies, any nonlinearity 
of the detector can be compensated for by noting the 
(V ) 11 2 (V . ) 11 2 detector reading for other desired power Max M~n 
levels. 
After calibration the transmitter is reconnected and 
the power source adjusted until (VM ) 1 / 2 (V . ) 1 / 2 reaches 
ax M~n 
the desired value. 
4.4 DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES TEST-CELL 
It was necessary to have the capability to measure the 
dielectric constant and loss-tangents of various solid and 
liquid materials used in conjunction with the model. 
Consequently, a test-cell was assembled from the following 
General Radio Type 900 precision coaxial components: a 
reference air-line, a short-circuit termination, and a 
coaxial adaptor compatible with the slotted-line. The short 
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and air-line formed a liquid-tight seal, permitting the cell 
to be operated with its axis vertical for liquids. 
Readers are referred elsewhere for the complete theory 
10 of standing-wave dielectric measurements . In this special 
case for which samples of a special length are placed flush 
against the shorted end of a coaxial cell the theory is 
greatly simplified. The essential point (see Figure 4-4) 
is as follows: if a sample is adjusted (usually by 
trial-and-error) in length until the nearest minima in the 
standing wave pattern is located exactly 1/4 wl (1/2 wl ) 
from the sample then the sample itself must "contain" 
1/4 (1/2) wavelengths. But of course a wavelength inside 
the sample is not the same length as in air; it is shorter 
by a factor (K 1 ) 11 2 equal to the square root of the relative 
m 
dielectric constant of the sample material. Restating all 
this mathematically we have: 
1/4 A -case 
m 
A 
= 
m 
4 d 
1/2 A -case 
m 
A 
d = m r 
where d equals the sample length and A denotes a wave -
m 
length in the sample. Above it was stated tha t 
A = A/ (K') 11 2 • Substituting this we get 
m m 
4 (K')l/2 
m 
d = d = 
2 (K ' )l/2 
m 
4 - 7 
Finally, solving for K' we see that we have solved for 
rn 
K' in terms of the sample length: 
rn 
K' = (A/4d) 2 
rn 
K' = (A/2d) 2 
rn 
For these special cases the loss-tangent of the sample 
material is given by 
tan 6 = ~x/dK' 
rn rn 
tan 6 = ~x/d 
m 
where we have introduced a new experimental quantity 6x, 
the distance between two points in the slotted - line standing-
wave pattern where the power-level is twice that at the 
minimum-point between them. So we can find both the dielec-
tric constant and loss tangent for a material simply by 
knowing d and measuring 6x when the above special condi -
tion is achieved. We can tell when this special condition 
occurs by keeping track of the sample length (as the length 
is adjusted) and noting when the slotted-line standing - wave 
pattern shifts from its empty-cell position a distance 
A/4 - d (A/2 - d for a half-wavelength sample) toward the 
sample. 
There are various limitations in the technique. The 
simple formulae above begin to become significantly 
inaccurate when the loss tangent of the material exceeds 
.1. On the other hand there is a minimum loss-tangent 
(approximately .002) that can be measured since there is 
a finite 6x (partially nonrepeatable) due to losses in the 
slotted-line and the various connections. Another difficulty 
is estimating accurately the length of liquids samples 
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and allowing for the amount of liquid sample flowing into 
small voids associated with the center coaxial contact; 
these difficulties probably contributed about 1.5 percent 
and 3 percent errors respectively to measurements of loss 
tangent and dielectric constant of liquid samples. 
4.5 ANTENNA-PATTERN MEASUREMENTS 
To study the patterns of various antennas both in a1r 
and at an oil-air interface, a system (F i gure 4 - 5) was 
designed to automatically record antenna patterns. To 
record a pattern the transmitter was first pos itioned near 
the center of the tank and a motor-driven fixture wl1ich 
rotated the receiving antenna about the transmitter was 
mounted on the side of the tank. A potentiometer coupled 
to the motor-shaft was used to produce a de voltage 
proportional to the angular position of the rece i ver. This 
analog voltage together with the receiver signal were 
processed through a polar - to-rectangular coord i nate converte r 
which allowed the antenna patterns to be plotted in pola r 
form on an X-Y recorder. 
Figure 4-6 diagrams the circuit used. Si nce the 
converter had only a 180° coverage it was nece s sary to do 
each pattern in two halves, revers i ng both DPDT switche s 
shown between halves. The potentiometer was initially 
centered (thus setting the e - input voltage to ze ro) f or 
the rece i ver pos i tioned d i rectly underneath the t ransmi tter. 
The converter was suf f i c i ently accur ate that a n e ssent ially 
perfect circle could be drawn using a constant r - input. 
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LEFT RIGHT 
TWO-CHANNEL 
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Figure 4-1.- Tape recording system. 
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EMPTY 
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Figure 4-4. -Dielectric properties measurement. 
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B - VOLTAGE 
r - VOLTAGE 
I 
POTENTIOMETER 
'• 
I 
Figure 4-5. -Antenna rotating fixture (simplified). 
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Rx 
• 
POTENTIOMETER 
..------.~ ><=~·31 v ~ ; -11.31 v 
'"-------~ 
a - INPUT 
r - INPUT 
AMPLIFIER 
(x170) 
.,__ ___ _, 
r cos a I 
+ 
+ 
-
CONVERTER 
'---+15 v 
l 
~-----15 v 
r sin a 
X-V 
PLOTTER ~ (all grounds strapped) 
Figure 4-6. -Antenna measurement. circuit. 
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5.0 INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES 
Following is an index to all traverses recorded and 
digitized as discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. The first 
column gives the run number assigned to each traverse and 
included on the digitized recording at the locations 
specified in the fourth paragraph of Section 4.2. 
The second column gives the file number of each run 
on both the original digitized tapes (denoted SEPM 1 through 
SEPM 8). The series of numbers is read "original digital tape 
number/file number." The third column gives each run's loca-
tion on the original FM magnetic tapes. Further to the 
right is g i ven general information about each run. R is 
0 
the starting range. 
Thus for example the entry: 
"116 3/27 9-012" 
means that Run 116 was recorded beginning at position 012 
on FM tape number 9; when digitized it was recorded as the 
27th file on tape SEPM 3. 
Runs marked wi th an asterisk (*) were di gitized twice 
due to a defect in the or i ginal digi tization or to s ome 
difficulty in plotting a particular run thought possibly 
to be related to a defect in digitization. If any dif f iculty 
is experienced in ut i lizing the d ig ital record i ng of a run 
marked wi th an asterisk, the supp l emental i ndex at the end of 
the main index should be consulted for the location of a 
duplicate digitization. Should the difficulty remain the 
defect is probably in the original FM recording. 
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Both the original FM tapes and a master digital tape are 
on file with the Johnson Space Center Records Management Office 
under the classification: Apollo 17 Surface Electrical 
Properties Experiment (S-204) Simulation Model. 
The master digital tape contains a condensed record of 
the original digital tapes. On this tape the 356 digitized 
traverses are ordered consecutively by run number (for dupli-
cate digitizations the last digitization only is used) with 
one traverse/record and 10 records/file, e.g. run number 13 
becomes the third record of the second file and run 348 the 
eighth record of the thirty-fifth file. Each record (run) 
contains 300 8-character words (format: xxx.xxxx) giving the 
power-level in db from 0 - 30 wl range in .1 wl increments. 
The range corresponding to each word is to be inferred from 
that word's position. For example, a run for which the power -
level was recorded from .5 to 27 wl occupies words 5 through 
270. The power-level is set to zero for ranges not actually 
recorded. In each record the 300 data-words are preceded by 
the following: four 4-character words giving in order the 
run number, file number, number of real data-words, and 
position of first real data-word (starting range multiplied 
by ten) followed by 16 characters carrying the legend 
"Scale Model 1973." 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES 
HORIZONTAL METAL PLATE 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location Depth (wl) R (w1) 
~ 
001 1/1 4-010 . 5 . 5 
002 1/2 4-095 1 II 
003 1/3 4-174 1.5 II 
004 1/4 4-234 2 II 
005 1/5 4-292 2.5 II 
006 1/6 4-345 3 II 
007 1/7 4-395 4 II 
008 1/8 4-441 5 II 
009 1/9 3-156 6 II 
010 1/10 3-222 7 II 
011 1/11 1-015 1. 2 5 3.25 
012 1/12 1-097 1. 22 II 
013 1/13 1-168 1.18 II 
014 1/14 1-233 1.15 II 
015 1/15 1-29 3 1.11 II 
016 1/16 1-351 1.08 " 
017 1/17 1-404 1. 04 II 
018 1/18 1-454 1. 00 II 
019 1/19 1-502 . 9 7 II 
020 1/20 1-547 .93 II 
021 1/21 1-591 .90 II 
022 1/22 1-633 . 86 II 
023 1/23 1-673 . 83 II 
024 1/25 2-006 . 79 II 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
HORIZONTAL METAL PLATE (Concluded) 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location Depth (wl) R (wl) 
-o 
025 1/26 2-089 . 76 3.25 
026 1/27 2-161 .72 " 
027 1/28 2-226 .69 " 
028 1/29 2-286 . 6 5 " 
029 1/30 2-343 .62 " 
0 30 1/31 2-396 .58 " 
031 1/32 2-447 . 5 5 " 
032 1/33 2-496 .48 " 
033 1/34 2-541 . 41 " 
034 1/35 2-584 .34 II 
035 1/36 2-625 . 2 7 " 
036 1/37 2-665 .20 II 
03 7* 1/38 3-005 .13 " 
038* 1/39 3- 0 87 .06 " 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
METAL PLATE - LATERAL SLOPES (R = .5 wl) 
0 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location De2th (wl) SloEe Angle 
0 39 1/40 5-015 6 3.8° 
040 1/41 5-105 II 7.6° 
041 1/42 5-183 4 3.8° 
042 1/43 5-254 4 7.6° 
043 1/44 5-319 2 3.5° 
044 1/45 5-380 2 7.5° 
045 1/46 5-437 2 1. 4 0 
046 1/47 5-490 1 1.4° 
047 1/48 5-541 1 3.9° 
048* 1/49 5-592 . 5 1. 4 0 
s-s 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
METAL PLATE - FORWARD SLOPES (R = .5 wl) 
0 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location De)2th (wl) Inclination 
04g 1/50 5-641 1. 04 20 
oso 2/1 I-02S 1 10 
OS1 2/2 I-111 " oo 
052* 2/3 I-184 " -10 
OS3 2/4 I-247 " -30 
OS4 2/5 I-3og " -so 
05S 2/6 I- 36 2 " -70 
056 2/7 I-411 " _go 
OS7* 2/8 II-014 2 30 
OS8 2/g II-103 " 10 
osg 2/10 II-183 " oo 
060 2/11 II-253 " -10 
061* 2/12 II-318 " - 3 0 
062 2/13 II-37g II -so 
063 2/14 I I- 4 36 " -70 
064 2/15 II -48g " _go 
065 2/16 III-007 4 70 
066 2/17 III-Og8 II so 
067 2/18 III-176 " 30 
068 2/1g III-247 II 10 
06g 2/20 III-311 " oo 
070 2/21 III-371 II -10 
071 2/22 III-428 " -30 
072 2/23 III-481 II -so 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
METAL PLATE- FORWARD SLOPES (R = .5 wl) (Concluded) 
0 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location DeEth (wl) Inclination 
073* 2/24 IV-008 6 go 
074 2/25 IV-095 " 70 
075 2/26 IV-168 " so 
076 2/27 IV- 2 34 II 30 
077 2/28 IV- 29 3 " 10 
078 2/29 IV-348 " oo 
079 2/30 IV-399 " -1 0 
080 2/31 IV- 5 34 II -zo 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
HORIZONTAL DIELECTRIC SLAB 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location Depth (wl) R (wl) 
-o 
081 2/32 6-009 6 . 5 
082 2/33 6-098 5 II 
083 2/34 6-177 4 II 
084 2/35 6-248 3 II 
085 2/36 6-314 2. 5 II 
086* 2/37 6-376 2 II 
087 2/38 6-432 1.5 II 
088 2/39 6-485 1 II 
089 2/40 6-5 36 . 5 II 
090 2/41 6-628 0 II 
091 3/1 7-012 1.5 3.25 
092 3/2 7-092 1. 43 II 
093 3/3 7-164 1. 36 II 
094 3/4 7-230 1. 29 II 
095 3/5 7-290 1. 22 II 
096 3/6 7-346 1.16 II 
097 3/7 7-399 1. 09 II 
098 3/8 7-450 1. 00 II 
099 3/10 7-498 .93 II 
100 3/11 7-544 .86 " 
101 3/12 7-588 . 79 " 
102 3/13 7-6 31 .76 II 
103 3/14 8-008 .72 II 
104* 3/15 8-088 .696 II 
105 3/16 8-161 .66 II 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
HORIZONTAL DIELECTRIC SLAB (Concluded) 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location Depth (w/1) R (wl) 
~ 
106* 3/17 8-227 .59 3.25 
107 3/18 8-287 .so " 
108 3/19 8-344 .43 " 
109 3/20 8-398 . 36 " 
110* 3/21 8-448 .29 " 
111* 3/22 8-496 . 22 " 
112* 3/23 8-542 .14 " 
113 3/24 8-586 .07 " 
114 3/25 8-628 .035 " 
115 3/26 6-586 0 " 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
DIELECTRIC SLAB - FORWARD SLOPES (R = . 5 wl) 
0 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location DeEth (wl) lnc1ination 
116 3/27 9-012 1 1 0 
117 3/28 9-101 " oo 
118 3/29 9-179 II -10 
119 3/30 9 - 2SO " - 3 0 
120 3/31 9-314 II -so 
121 3/32 9-37S II -70 
122 3/33 9-432 II _go 
123 3/34 10-006 2 -70 
124 3/35 10-096 II -so 
125 3/36 10-17S II -3 0 
126 3/37 10-247 II - 10 
127 3/38 10-312 II oo 
128 3/39 10-373 II 10 
129 3/40 10-431 II 30 
130 3/41 11 - 009 4 70 
131 3/42 11-099 II so 
132 3/43 11 - 177 II 30 
133 3/44 11-248 " 10 
134 3/45 11-314 II oo 
135 3/46 11 -3 74 II - 30 
136 3/47 11-430 II - 30 
137 3/48 12-099 6 oo 
138 3/49 12-008 " 10 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
DIELECTRIC SLAB- FORWARD SLOPES (R = .5 wl) (Concluded) 
0 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Plate 
No. Location Location DeEth (w1) I nclination 
139 3/50 12-179 6 30 
140 3/51 12-250 11 so 
141 3/52 12-315 11 70 
142 3/53 12-376 11 go 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
CRATER OVER DIELECTRIC SLAB (R = 3.25 w1) 
0 
Digital Slab Crater Crater 
Run Tape FM Tape Depth Diameter Range 
No. Location Location {wl) (w12 (w12 
143 3/54 13-018 1 2. 5 ] 8 
144 3/55 13-096 1 " " 
(off- set .25 w1 from traverse-
line) 
145 3/56 13-164 1 (reference for 
runs 143-147 ) 
146 3/57 13-228 1 2 . 5 ]1 
147 3/58 13-282 1 " " 
(off-set .25 w1 from traverse -
line) 
148 3/59 13-334 . 5 2. 5 11 
149 3/60 13-382 II (reference for 
run 148) 
150 3/61 14-017 3 ( 3. 5) 22 
(one-quarter crater, off-set 
1 w1) 
151 3/62 14-099 3 (reference for 
run lSO) 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
CREVASSES OVER DIELECTRIC SLAB 
Digital Slab Crevasse Crevasse R Run Tape FM Tape Depth Dimensions Range 0 
No. Location Location (w1) (w1) (w1) ~ 
152 3/63 15-017 4 . 3x 3x 3 5 . 5 
153 3/64 15-104 II " 15 II 
154 3/65 15-178 II (reference for runs 152-158 ) 
155 3/66 15-245 II .15xl. 5xl. 5 5 II 
156 3/67 15-305 II II 15 II 
157 3/68 15-361 II .lx.75x.75 s II 
158 3/69 15-412 II II 15 II 
159* 3/70 16-013 1 " 15 3.25 
160 3/71 16-093 II " 5 II 
161 3/72 16-161 II (reference for runs 159-160) 
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Run 
No. 
16 2 
163 
164 
165 
166 
16 7 
168 
169 
170* 
171 
172 
173 
174 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
SPHERES OVER DIELECTRIC SLAB (R = .5 wl) 
0 
(Slab Depth 6 wl. Spheres Centered At 4 wl Depth.) 
Digital 
Tape 
Location 
3/73 
3/76 
3/77 
3/78 
3/79 
3/80 
3/81 
3/82 
3/83 
3/84 
3/85 
3/86 
3/87 
FM Tape 
Location 
17-189 
17-018 
17-109 
17-258 
17-324 
17-386 
17-444 
17-502 
17-553 
17-601 
17-648 
18-006 
18-095 
Sphere 
Diameter Sphere 
(w1) Material 
Sphere 
Range 
(wl) 
(reference for runs 163-174) 
1 metal 5 
1 
2 
II 
1 
" 
II 
II 
II 
II 
5-14 
• 5 
II 
K' = 6 
metal 
K' = 6 
metal 
K' = 6 
K'= 6 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
" 
II 
" 
" 
II 
0 
5 
10 
1 5 
20 
25 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
SPHERES ON DIELECTRIC SLAB (R = .5 wl) 
0 
(Slab Depth 2 wl.) 
Digital Sphere Sphere 
Run Tape FM Tape Diameter Sphere Range 
No. Location Location (wl) Material (wl) 
175 3/88 18-539 (reference for runs 176-184) 
176 3/89 18-178 1 K' == 6 0 
177 3/90 18-249 " " 5 
178 3/91 18-315 II II 10 
179 3/92 18-375 II " 15 
180 3/93 18-432 " II 20 
181 3/94 18-487 II II 25 
182 3/95 18-590 II " 5 
(off-set 1 wl from traverse-line) 
183 3/96 18-639 II II 10 
(off-set 1 wl from traverse-line) 
184* 3/97 18-682 II II 10 
(off-set 1.5 wl from traverse-line) 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
SIMULATED CREVASSE IN DI ELECTRIC SLAB (R = .5 w1) 
0 
Digital 
Run Tape 
No. Location 
185 4/1 
186 4/2 
187 4/3 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
4/4 
4/5 
4/6 
4/7 
4/8 
FM Tape 
Location 
19 -0 17 
19-105 
19-178 
19-242 
19-307 
19-361 
19-411 
19-457 
Slab 
Depth 
(wl) 
2 
" 
" 
" 
" 
1 
" 
" 
5-16 
Crevasse 
Dimens]ons 
(wl) 
wxhxl 
Crevasse 
Range 
(wl) 
.S x . Sx4 
.25 x ,5 x4 
" 
5 
5 
15 
.S x .S x4 15 
(reference for 
runs 185-189) 
.2S x .S x4 
" 
(reference for 
runs 190 - 191) 
5 
1 5 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
BLOCKS ON DIELECTRIC SLAB (R = . s wl) 
0 
(Thirteen Blocks Scattered Inside 15 wl Range) 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape 
No. Location Location Slab ncrth (wl) 
193 4/9 20-024 1 
194 4/10 20-107 2 
195 4/11 20-177 3 
196 4/12 20-240 4 
197 4/13 20-297 s 
198 4/14 20-353 6 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued ) 
HALF-SPACE AT VARIOUS LOSS-TANGENTS 
Digital 
Run Tape FM Tape Loss-
No . Location Location Tangent R (wl) 
-o--
199 4/ 15 A-006 .002 . 5 (receiver reversed) 
200 4/16 D- 442 .002 II 
201 4/ 18 A-097 .012 II (odometer 
artificial) 
20 2 4/1 9 A-172 . 025 1. 25 
203 4/ 20 A- 238 .042 II 
204 4/21 A-298 . 073 II 
205 4/22 A-353 .142 " 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
HORIZONTAL METAL PLATE AT VARIOUS LOSS-TANGENTS 
Digital Plate 
Run Tape FM Tape Depth Loss-
No. Location Location (wl) Tangent R (wl) 
-o 
206 4/23 M-Oll . 5 .00 2 . 5 
207 4/24 M-103 1 " " 
208 4/25 M-181 1.5 " " 
209 4/26 M-251 2 " " 
210 4/27 M-316 2. 5 " " 
211 4/28 M-376 3 " " 
212 4/29 M-433 4 " " 
213 4/30 M-486 5 " " 
214 4/31 M- 536 6 " " 
215 4/32 M-586 7 " " 
216 4/33 N-Oll 1 .012 II (odometer 
artificial) 
217 4/34 N-103 2 " " II 
218 4/35 N-185 3 " II " 
219 4/36 N-257 4 " II " 
220 4/37 N-322 s " " II 
221 4/38 N-38 2 6 " " " 
222 4/39 N-440 7 " " II 
223 5/1 S-011 1 .025 1 . 2 s 
224 5/2 S-100 2 " II 
225 5/3 S-177 3 " II 
226 5/4 S- 247 4 " II 
227 5/5 s- 311 5 " " 
228 5/6 S-371 6 " " 
229 5/8 S-427 7 II II 
230 5/9 Y- 010 . 5 .04 2 I. 2 s 
231 5/10 Y-097 1 II II 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
HORIZONTAL METAL PLATE AT VARIOUS LOSS - TANGENTS (ConcJuded) 
Digital Plate 
Run Tape FM Tape Depth Loss-
No. Location Location (wl) Tangent R (w1) 
-o 
232 5/11 Y-173 1.5 .042 1. 25 
233 5/12 Y-243 2 " " 
234 5/13 Y- 307 2. 5 " II 
235 5/14 Y-366 3 " II 
236 5/15 Y-423 4 " II 
237 5/16 Y-475 5 II II 
238 5/17 Y-525 6 " II 
239* 5/18 Y-574 7 " " 
240 5/19 Z-008 . 5 .073 1. 25 
241 5/20 Z-095 1 " II 
242 5/21 Z-174 1.5 " " 
243 5/22 Z-244 2 " II 
244 5/23 Z-310 2.5 " II 
245 5/24 Z-370 3 " II 
246* 5/25 Z-426 4 " " 
247* 5/26 Z-480 5 " " 
248* 5/27 Z-532 6 " " 
249 5/28 Z-584 7 " " 
250 5/29 CC-009 . 5 .142 1. 25 
251 5/30 CC-097 1 " II 
252 5/31 CC-175 1.5 " " 
253 5/32 CC-246 2 " II 
254 5/33 CC-3U 2.5 " " 
255 5/34 CC- 3 71 3 " " 
256 5/35 CC-428 4 " " 
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INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
SINGLE CREVASSES IN HALF-SPACE (R = .5 wl) 
0 
(Crevasse Range 5 wl. Loss-Tangent .002.) 
Crevasse 
Digital Dimensions 
Run Tape FM Tape (wl) Crevasse Field 
No. Location Location wxlxh Orientation Com:2onent 
257 5/36 C-006 .3x3x3 oo E-Phi 
258 5/37 C-102 II oo E-Rho 
259 5/38 C-179 " 45° E-Rho 
260 5/39 C-243 " 45° E-Phi 
261 5/40 C-304 " goo E-Phi 
262 5/41 C- 358 " goo E-Rho 
263 5/42 D-008 .15xl. 5xl. 5 oo E-Phi 
264* 5/43 D-097 " ao E-Rho 
265 5/44 D-271 " 45° E-Phi 
266 5/45 D-237 " 45° E-Rho 
267 5/46 D-296 " goo E-Phi 
268 5/47 D-348 " go" E-Rho 
26g 5/48 0-3g7 (reference for runs 257-275, 
E-Rho component) 
199 4/15 A-006 (reference for run 257) 
200 4/16 D-442 (reference for runs 258-275, 
E-Phi component) 
5-21 
Run 
No. 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
MULTIPLE CREVASSES IN HALF-SPACE (R = .5 wl) 
0 
(Set of Six Crevasses Centered at g wl Range, 
Loss-Tangent = .002) 
Crevasse 
Digital Dimensions 
Tape FM Tape (wl) Crevasse Field 
Location Location wxlxh Orientation Com2onent 
5/4g E-010 .15xl. Sxl. 5 oo E-Phi 
5/50 E- Og8 " oo E-Rho 
5/51 E-171 " goo E-Rho 
5/52 E-238 " goo E-Phi 
5/53 E-2g6 " 45° E-Phi 
5/54 E-350 " 45° E-Rho 
5-22 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
SINGLE CREVASSE OVER METAL PLATE 
(Plate Depth 4 wl. Crevasse Range 5 ~) 
Crevasse 
Dimensions 
Run (wl) Crevasse Field 
No. Location Location wxlxh Orientation Component R (wl) 
-o--
276 5/55 I-011 .3x3x3 oo E-Phi . 5 
277 5/56 I-097 " oo E-Rho It 
278 5/57 I -172 " 45° E-Rho II 
27g 5/58 I- 2 36 " 45° E-Phi II 
280 5/5g I-2g4 " 90° E-Phi " 
281 5/60 I-349 " 90° E-Rho II 
282* 8/18 H-011 .15x1.5x1.5 oo E-Phi II 
283 5/62 H-Og8 II oo E-Rho II 
284 5/63 H-172 II 45° E-Rho II 
285 5/64 H-239 II 45° E-Phi II 
286 5/65 H-302 " goo E-Phi II 
287 5/66 H-356 " goo E-Rho II 
288 5/67 V-014 " oo E-Phi 1. 25 
289 5/68 V-105 " 45° E-Phi II 
2go 5/6g V-184 " goo E-Phi II 
2gl 5/70 V-256 .lx.75x.75 oo E-Phi II 
292* 5/71 V-321 II 45° E-Phi II 
2g3 5/72 V-383 II goo E-Phi. " 
5-23 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
MULTIPLE CREVASSES OVER METAL PLATE 
[Plate Depth 4 wl. Set of Six (five for runs 305-308) 
Crevasses Centered at g wl Range.] 
Crevasse 
Digital Dimensions Ro Run Tape FM Tape (wl) Crevasse Field Loss-
No. Location Location wxlxh Orientation ComEonent ~ Tangent 
2g4* 5/73 G-010 .15x 1. 5xl. 5 oo E-Phi . 5 .002 
2g5 5/74 G-ogg II oo E-Rho II If 
2g6 S/75 G-174 
" 
45° E-Rho If If 
2g7 5/76 G-23g II 45° E-Phi " " 
2g8 5/77 G-2g8 
" 
goo E-Phi II If 
2gg 5/78 G-353 If goo E-Rho " If 
300 5/79 G-403 (reference for runs 276-299, E-Rho) 
212 4/29 M-433 (reference for runs 276-2g9, E- Phi) 
301 S/80 U-013 .15xl.5x1.5 oo E-Phi 1. 25 .025 
302 5/81 U-107 " goo E-Phi " " 
303 5/82 U-18g II oo E-Phi II .042 
304 5/83 U-258 II goo E-Phi II II 
305 5/84 U-326 .lx.75x.75 oo E-Phi II II 
306 5/85 U-387 II goo E-Phi It It 
307 5/86 U-448 II oo E-Phi " . 073 
308 5/87 U-501 II goo E-Phi It " 
5-24 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
JUNEAU CRATER 
(11-14 m Diameter x 3.5 m Deep. Range 263m. 
Digital 
Run Tape 
No. Location 
309 5/88 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
5/89 
5/90 
5/91 
5/92 
5/93 
FM Tape 
Location 
U-554 
0-010 
0-101 
0-180 
0-254 
0-320 
Off-set 10 m.) 
Frequency 
Modeled 
(MHz) 
(32 MHz crater 
at 16 MHz range 
over metal plate 
4 wl deep) 
Half-space 
" 
II 
" 
" 
5-25 
32 
32 
16 
16 
32 
Loss 
Tangent 
.073 
.012 
.025 
.025 
.042 
.042 
• 5 
1. 25 
1. 2 5 
1. 25 
1. 25 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
30° MOUNTAIN-SIDE (R = 0 1. 25 w1) 
(Transmitter 173 ft from Baseline) 
Digital Frequency 
Run Tape FM Tape Modeled Traverse Loss-
No. Location Location (MHz~ Direction Tangent 
315 5/95 W-011 8 away .042 
316 5/96 W-112 8 45° .042 
317 5/97 W-182 8 along .042 
318 5/98 W-252 8 away .073 
319 5/99 W-310 4 away .073 
320 5/100 W-364 8 45° .073 
321 5/101 W-416 4 45° .073 
322 5/102 W-467 8 along .073 
323 5/103 W-514 4 along .073 
324 5/104 DD-011 4 away .142 
325 5/105 DD-093 2 away .142 
326* 5/106 DD-166 4 45° .142 
327 5/107 DD-231 2 45° .142 
328 5/108 DD-291 4 along .142 
329 5/109 DD-348 2 along .142 
5-26 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
STEP (R0 = 1.25 wl) 
(45° Ramp Connecting Horizontal Plates 200 and 490 ft deep) 
Digital Frequency 
Run Tape FM Tape Modeled TX RX Loss -
No. Location Location {MHz2 Position Position Tangent 
330 5/110 X-012 8 bottom away .042 
331 5/111 X-092 II top away " 
332 5/112 X-165 II bottom along " 
333 5/113 X-232 II bottom toward " 
334 5/114 X-292 II top toward II 
335 5/115 X-352 (reference for 8 MHz) 
336* 6/1 T-014 4 bottom away .073 
337 5/2 T-094 II top away II 
338 6/3 T-166 II bottom along It 
339 6/4 T-232 II bottom toward II 
340 6/5 T-293 II top toward II 
341 6/6 T-350 (reference for 4 MHz) 
342 6/7 P-012 2 bottom away .142 
343 6/8 P-094 II top away II 
344 6/9 P-166 II bottom along II 
345 6/10 P-232 II bottom toward 
" 
346 6/11 P-293 " top toward " 
34 7 6/12 P-351 (reference for 2 MHz) 
5-27 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Continued) 
RIDGE (R0 = 1. 25 wl) 
( 45°' 200 ft High Ridge on 490 ft Deep Plate) 
Digital Frequency 
Run Tape FM Tape Modeled TX RX Loss-
No. Location Location (MHz2 Position Position Tangent 
348 6/13 X-406 8 bottom away .042 
349 6/14 X-456 8 bottom toward .042 
350 6/15 X-505 8 bottom along .042 
351 6/17 T-404 4 bottom away .073 
352 6/18 T-454 4 bottom toward .073 
353 6/19 T-502 4 bottom along .073 
354 6/20 P-406 2 bottom away .142 
355 6/21 P-457 2 bottom toward .142 
356 6/22 P-506 2 bottom along .142 
5-28 
INDEX TO DIGITIZED TRAVERSES (Concluded) 
SUPPLEMENTAL INDEX TO DUPLICATED DIGITIZATIONS 
Indexed Duplicate 
Run No. Digitization Digitization 
037 1/38 7/1 
038 1/39 8/1 
048 1/49 7/2 
052 2/3 6/23 
057 2/8 6/24 
061 2/12 6/25 
073 2/24 8/2 
086 2/37 8/3 
104 3/15 8/4 
106 3/17 8/5 
110 3/21 8/6 
111 3/22 8/7 
112 3/23 8/8 
159 3/70 8/9 
170 3/83 8/10 
184 3/97 8/11 
239 5/18 8/12 
246 5/25 8/13 
247 5/26 8/14 
248 5/27 8/15 
264 5/43 7/3 
282 8/18 5/61 
292 5/71 7/4 
294 5/73 8/16 
326 5/106 8/17 
336 6/1 7/5 
5- 29 
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THE SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT 
GENE SIMMONS 
D~pt. of Earth and P/QII~tary Scf~nces, MIT, Cambridg~. Mass. 02119. U.S.A. 
DAVID W. STRANGWAY 
G~ophysks BrQIIch, NASA-Mann~d Spacecraft C~nlt-1', HoMSton, Tex. 77058, U.S.A . 
L. BANNISTER and R. BAKER 
Laboratory for Spau E:cpt-rim~nts, Ctnl~r for Spact &starch, MIT, Cambridgt. Mass. 01119, U.S.A. 
D.CUBLEY 
EngiMtring and ~vtlopmt-nt Dirtt:torat~. NASA-MaMtd Spacecraft C~nur, 
Houston, Tex. 770$8, U.S.A. 
G. LATORRACA 
Dtpt. of Earth and PlantttNy Scimus, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 01/19, U.S.A . 
and 
R.WATTS 
Dept. of Physlu, Unil'er.sily of Toro111o, Toronto, CQJUU/Q. and LufiQT Scit-nu Institute, 
Houston, Tt.\:. 770$8, U.S.A. 
AbAract. The surface electrical properties experiment is pr~tly planned for Apollo 17. It uses two 
onhoaonal, electric dipole antennas laid on the surface, each 70 m lona (tip-to-tip), to transmit at 
frequencies of I. 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16 and 32.1 MHz. The siena Is are received by three mutually perpendicular 
coils mounted on the lunar Rover which traverses away from the transmitter. Information from the 
Rover navigation system is also recorded so that it will be pos~ible to construct profiles at each 
frequency as a function of distance from the transmitter and for each transmitter and each receivin& 
coil. Interferences between waves propagatinajust above and just below the surface will give a measure 
or the dielectric constant and loss tangent o( the upper layer. Reflections from either layers or lateral 
inhomogeneities can also be detected and studied. 
One version of the system has been constructed and tested on the Athabasca glacier. Analysis or 
the results shows that at 32 MHz, J6 MHz and 8 MHz scattering dominates the result5 suagestina that 
scattering bodies of 35 m or Jess in size are numerous. At 4 M Hz, the ice was found to have a dielectric 
constant of about 3.3 and a loss tangent of 0.10, both values typical for ice. The depth of the ice was 
found to be around 265m, a value typical for this glacier. At 2 Mf{z and l MHz the losses are much 
higher but the dielectric constant is still clearly determined as 3.3. 
1. Introduc:tion 
In this paper we describe the general nature of the Surface Electrical Properties 
experiment now planned for the Apollo 17 mission. This experiment has been designed 
specifically to operate in the lunar environment where there is believed to be essentially 
no moisture present. Electromagnetic experiments on the: Earth have a long history in 
the exploration for minerals. but because of the presence of moisture in the pore 
spaces in rocks resistivities greater than about 5 x 104 Q-m are rare. The net result is 
that almost all work on the Earth has concentrated on using audio frequencies to get 
significant depths of penetration. The response parameter for electromagnetic waves 
is given as (eJ.J.w 2 + iaJWJ)112 where 
c_ 1 
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e - dielectric constant - far:id~/m. 
p. - magnetic permeability -· hcnries/m. 
w - rotational frequency ( == 2ttf- frequency in Hz) 
u- conductivity - mhos/m. 
For most Earth applications up.w"t>-epw1 so that the problem becomes en tirely one of 
diffusion and no propagation tales place. In environments where the resistivity is very 
high, however, epw1 •upw and the problem becomes one of propagation with all the 
attendant phenomena of diffraction, interference, etc. Early attempts to penetra te the 
Earth at radio frequencies met with little success simply because the penetra tion 
depth (given by J(2/upm) for the diffusive case and(J x 108)/(n/J K tan b) for the pro-
pagation case where K= relative dielectric constant and tan~= loss tangent) was too 
small. In recent years, experiments on glagers have shown that it is possible to get 
radio-frequency reflections from very great depths (Rinker and Mock, 1967; Harrison, 
1970) and radar bas ~n used to map the outline of salt domes (Unterberger et al., 
1970; Holster eta/., 1970}. The reason for success in peTtetrating significant distances 
in these two media is that they both have very high resistivities, on the order of I o+ 6 U-rn 
or more. Lunar soils and rocks have been shown to have very !Ugh values of 
resistivity and accordingly it would appear that the lunar environment is particularly 
suited to depth sounding using radio frequencies (Strangway, 1969; St. Amant and 
Strangway, 1970; Katsube and Collet, 1971; Chung eta/., 1971). 
The properties of typical dielectrics have been reviewed by many workers but for 
those of interest to us, the dielectric constant ranges from about 3 for powders to 
about 10 for solids. Equally important is the general phenomenon that the loss tangent 
is nearly independent of frequency provided t~re are no relaxations. This was indeed 
found to be the case for the lunar samples (Katsube and Collet, 1971; Chung, 1972) so 
that the lunar materials behave precisely like those earth rocks which have no hydrous 
minerals (St. Amant and Strangway, 1970). The loss tangent may be converted to a 
variety of equivalent parameters. Since it is a measure of the imaginary part of 
the dielectric constant it is also a measure of the real part of the conductivity 
(tan D s: Kw O"app). If there is a finite conductivity, however, this can be converted to an 
equivalent penetration depth (J(2/u•PP· p.(J) )). For a frequency-independent loss tang-
ent this relation is illustrated in Figure I. Typically, the lunar rocks have values of 
J(K tan c5)of about0.05 toabout0.2and the soils have values less by a factor of about 
4 or 5 (see Table 1). At I MHz the penetration depth in lunar materials is typically a 
few kilometers while at 30 MHz it is typically a few hundred meters. 
The experimental results to be discussed in this paper were measured on glaciers 
which is almost the only environment on Earth in which a suitable analogue experiment 
can be conducted. The analogy is not perfect, since ice has a relaxation loss that occurs 
in the audio frequency part of the spectrum. The tail of this relaxation spectrum still 
affects the loss tangent in the range of frequencies of importance in the Surface Electri-
cal Properties experiment with the result that the loss tangent decreases from I M Hz to 
32 MHz (Evans. 1965) in such a way that the product f- tanl5 is approximately constant. 
The rrecise value is temperature-depenJe,lt but typically it has values of arou nd 0.2 to 
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FiJ. I. Attenuation distance as a function of frequency from lunar samples and from 
remote lunar sensing. 
Straight lines show theoretical values for typicai dielectrics which ha\'C a loss tangent which is 
independent of frequency. 
(I) W~ver (196S) - thermal emis$ion and radar observations: (2) Tyler (1968) - bistatic radar: 
(3) Chung d al. (1971)- lunar igneous sample 12002; (4) Collett and Katsubc (1971) - lunar breccia 
sample 1006S; (S) Collett and J<atsubc (1971)- lunar fines sample 10084; (6) Gold <'I a/. (1971) -
lunar fines. 
0.5. if the frequency,/, is given in MHz. This effect is illustrate4 schematically in Figure 
l : the attenuation depth in ice is essentially frequenC)'-independent with a value of a 
few hundred meters. Ice therefore, is not an optimum analogue for what we expect in 
the lunar case, but at least it is fairly transparent over part of the frequency range. 
2. Experiment CODCtpt 
The concept of the SEP experiment is illustrated in Figure 2. An electric dipole trans-
mitter js laid on the surface and transmits at six frequencies from I MHz to 32 MHz. 
Energy is propagated in three ways: (a) above the surface with the speed of light in 
vacuum, (b) below the surface along the interface with the velocity of light in the 
medium and (c) by reflection from layering or other inhomogeneities in the surfa'-'~ . 
These various wav~;s interfere with each other as a function of position along the 
surface. Interference between the surface and subsurface wave gives a measure o f tLc· 
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TABLE I 
Dielectric properties of Junar samples and of ioe 
-- -------·-- -·----- - ~ --------·· 
Roch Soil 
10017 10065 12002 12002 10084 12070 Joe 
(oa.rOoC) 
Dielectric 1 MHz 8.8 7.3 8.3 7.8 3.8 3.0 3.2 
cor.stJlnt 10 Mliz 9.3 7.3 8.3 u 3.8 3.0 3.2 
30MHz 
-
3.2 
loss I MHz 0.07S 0.063 O.OSI O.OS6 0.011S 0.025 0.3 
tan~t IOMHz 0.021 0.019 O.OISI 0.0114 0.0089 0.0053 0.03 
30MHz 
-
0.01 
··----- -~-·-·~- -~---~----
0 SUISUIFAC£ WAVI' E. 
u ~LICTEDS?viE E. 
Fia. 2. Sketch illustratina operation of surface dcctrical ptopatiel experimcat and various waYCS 
expected to be tnaosmittcd tbrouab and abcM: lunar sutfaoe. 
dieleetric oonatant accordins to the formula a- (I + .dKf where .dK. is the i.nterlerence 
mqucocy. The rate of decay of tbc intc:rfc:nac:es gives a mcuure of the loss tangent. 
11le receiver is lllOWltCd oa tbc Rcm:r aDd mt:aillltS tbc field streqth u a fQocdon of 
range so that tbc interfcrcncc frcqucucy can be mcasorcd. In addition. reflections from 
subsurface features can be detected as they interfere with tbc other waves. Transmi&-
sioa is doac aequealiaUy from a pair of orthofpDal dipoles and tbe remver cons:is1s of 
thrcc-orthogona.lloopl to measure the field JtreDath of three independent compoaents.. 
Detailed descriptions of the experiment luu'd:waw= are planned for future papers so we 
will give only a brief description of the bard~ in this ICdion. 
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Tbc transmitter is powered by sc .ar cells and transmits sequentially at ! . 2. J. 1 ~. I. 
16 and 32.1 MHz, each transmission at each frequen.;y from one antenna la~v:g !~,r 
101.25 ms. The pair of orthogonal dipoles, each of which is 70 m long (tip-to-tip), are 
powered alternately. Tbesedipolesarebalf-wavedipolc:sat21,4,8:1.16and32.1 MHz. 
A pair of wires is used for the experiment and a set of traps and supressors are built 
into the wires such that the transmitter 'sees· a half-wave resonaut dipole at each of the 
frequencies. At I MHz the antenna is not a half-wave dipole but loading is used to 
compensate this. Precise matching of the antenna impedance with that of the Moon is 
difficult because of our ignorance of the exact value of the dieJectric constant but we 
have designed the antenna for a value of 3.3 which is consistent with the bistatic radar 
results of Howard and Tyler (1972). On the icc, the antenna can be adjusted to make the 
antenna optimum at each frequency. The power radiated is 3.75 W at I MHz 4nd 
2.0 W at ~ other frequencies.. Tbc transmission sequence is shown in Figure 3 and 
provides about 10 samples per wavelength per component at 2.1. 4. 8.1. 16 and 32.1 
MHz and 20 samples per wavelength pcr component at 1 MHz at a vehicle speed of 
Skmh- 1• 
Fia. 3. Fonnat: two f.raJD£S marbd OFF ..,-c used to roooitor tbe back&round extunaJ noise at 
all frequencies and to measure tbe internal noise. The frame rnarkedf cal. is used for 5yndlronjr.ing 
transmitter and ru:c:Mr and to record tbe internal temperature of the nlCeiw:r. 
1be rec::civiDa antenna consists of three ottbosooal coila which arc mounted on the 
Ro"WII'. 1'he reception of ada coil is eumined for 33 ms and in aequenoe. Tbc Jipals 
arc dcmodu1atcd in the rec:eiWI' and are frcque.ncy-<:Oded by a voftasc controlkd 
08C'iJiator. This oscillator operates O'Yef the frequency taJI8C of 300 to 3000 Hz, corrc-
sponditlz to a dynamic I"IJI8C in the instrument of - 3S dbm to - 13S dbm. This large 
dynamic ·raJI8C allows accurate field strength rec:ordiDg over a broad distance range 
from the uanamitta'. Tbc output of the vo1tage.<:Qntrollcd oscillator is m:ordcd on a 
rcc::ownhletapem:onkr. WithsixtransmiAionfrcqucocies,twoaltematetransmitting 
antennas and tbtte receiving antennas we record a totJll of 36 separate pieces of infor-
mation. 
In the lunar system. navigation data will be m:orded in two dift'CRDt ways. On each 
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wheel there is a r ulse generated every 0.245 m. \\:e will record ey::ry second pulse from 
two separate wl eels, for redundancy and as a check on wheel slippage. This means 
that the traverse can be reconstructed in increments of about 0.5 m. These same wheel 
pulses and a gyro-stabilized compass provide tbe basic input to the Rover navigation 
computer which displays range, bearing, heading, and distance travelled. The bearing 
and heading are computed in increments of I o and the range and distance travelled 
are computed in increments of 100 meters. We will record the bearing every time 
it changes by ± 1 o (except in the immediate vicinity of the LM) and as a redundant 
check we will record the range in 100 m increments. The range is computed using 
the third slowest wheel, so we will have a separate measure of the wheel slip and 
an internal range check at 100m increments. Finally, since there may be errors that 
will accumulate in both the range and bearing measurements we will use the known 
stop points to correct the traverse. Since these stops are likely to be in increments of 
one or two kilometers, we will have frequent updates to our traverse map. On the 
basis of this information we expect to be able to reconstruct the traverse to an accuracy 
of about I% of the range and to reconstruct range differences over a few hundred 
meters to about I m or better. 
For the glacier tests, we have used a simple odometer circuit connected to one of the 
drive-wheels which generates signals every 1.5 m. These signals are recorded independ-
ently on the tape recorder. These pulses have been used to determine the horizontal 
scale so that all the data discussed in this report have been plotted as field strength 
versus range. 
4. Theoretical Work 
We are reporting elsewhere the theory behind this experiment (AoQan, 1972; Cooper, 
I 972, Sinha, 1972a, b, c) and have published a paper on some of the most preliminary 
glacier results, (Rossiter eta/., 1972). We will not, therefore, review all these results 'in 
the present paper. Rather we will only summarize a few points which are pertinent to 
the data analysis. 
The transmitting antennas are crossed dipoles; in the simplest case the traverses are 
run broadside to one dipole and off the end of the other. The geometry is shown in 
Figure 2. The fields Hz and H, from the broadside antenna are both maximum-coupled 
and can be expected to show the interference patterns which are the basis of the 
experiment. Studies of the antenna patterns for these components show that the power 
above the surface is comparable to tbe power just below the surface so that significant 
interference between these two waves can be expected. In the case of the "• compo-
nen~ off the end of the transmitter, however, power is transmitted above the surface 
but very little power is transmitted just below the surface. There is little interference, so 
this component is not as useful for determining the dielectric constant and loss tangent. 
The other components (H• and H0 broadside and Hz endfire) are minimum-coupled 
to the respective transm itters. These components are consequently useful in looking 
for energy scattered by either surface irregularities or subsurface inhomogeneities. 
The radiation pattern of a electric field dipole at the interface between free space and 
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a semi-infinite dielectric medium contains a single lobe broadside of the ~. 1ttnn.1 a;. ,; 
two lobes endfire ofth.! antenna as shown by Cooper (1972). The bro<tdsi,i '" or Trai L 
verse Electric (TE) radiation pattern and the endfire or Transverse Magnet ic (TMJ 
radiation pattern are illustrated in Figure 4 for a dipole over ice. The dipole is co linea ; 
with the X-axis in Cartesian coordinates. The angle between the vertical and the pe;; k 
of the lobe is given by sin P=J (e0/e1) where e0 is the dielectric constant of free space 
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Fig. 4. Radiation pattern or horizontal electric dipole over ice. The dipole extends along the .r·a~is. 
and e1 is the dielectric constant of the medium. In the case of ice where the ratio e0fe~ 
is given by 1/3.2 this ang)e is about 34°. The energy radiated downwards into the 
medium does not appear at the surface unless there is a reflecting horizon at depth. 
The presence of a horizontal reflector at depth d causes energy to appear at the surface 
at a distance r::::2d tan p. For ice the depth to a reflector is given as d=0.8 r. In princi-
ple it is therefore possible to determine the dielectric constant and the loss tangent 
from the near-field interferences of the H11 and H% components from the broadside 
antenna. Reflections can be studied by the H11 and H: components from the broadside 
antenna and by the H~ component from the endfire antenna. 
S. Atha~ Glacier Data 
Most of our work to data has been concentrated on the Athabasca glacier in westne:r 
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Canada {Figure 5a). It is a well-studied glacier and is very accessible. Previous studies 
based on gravity (Kanasewich, 1963), seismology and drilling (Paterson and Savage, 
1963), and electrical sounding (Keller and Frischknecht, 1961) have been made and a 
map of approximate ice thickness is shown in Figure Sb. We have reported on earlier 
prelimin~ry results (Rossiter eta/., 1972) and in this paper restrict ourselves to one set 
of data taken in the summer of 1971 with the evaluation model of the flight equipment 
which was described in this report. The profile discussed is shown in Figure Sb and is 
marked by the transmitter at the southern end. The ice thickness is approximately 
U.S. A. 
• ~e detail map 
GENERAL LOCATION MAP 
Figs. Sa- b. (a) Location 1114P of the Athabasca glacier. (b) Skeleh map of the Athabasca glacier, 
showing the location of the profile discussed in this report. Contolll'$ are the aeneralizcd thicknc:ss4:$ 
as determined from previous drill i~ and seismic studies. 
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300m. The line was run from north to south and then repeated south to north wi: h 
identical results. 
The field strength data for all components at 4 MHz are shown in Figure 6 plotte<i 
as a logarithm of tbe power versus the distance in wavelengths. The length of the ! ra-
verse was about seven wavelengths. Of particular interest and typical of all Ot!r n 111s 
at 4, 2 and 1 MHz is the fact that Hr and H" from the broadside antenna and H., 
from the endfire antenna are large and fairly smoothey varying functions. In particular 
the H• endfire component is quite smooth showing no surface and subsurfa..:e 
wave interference. H, broadside, however, shows sharp nulls at about I~-!)., 2- !J, 
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Fig. 6. Complete set of data at 4 MHz showing Hf, H., and H. from both the E-W (broadsidc t 
and the N-S (endfire) antenna. {a) E-W transmitter, H,; (b) E-W tran.~mitter, He: (c) E-W transrr•nt<·! . 
Ho: (d) N-S transmitter. H, , (e) N-S transmitter; He; (f) N-S transmitter, H, .. 
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and 3-V. These nulls are the interferences generated from the surface and sub-
surface waves as shown in Figure 7. Using the 4 M Hz data, comparison with theoretical 
curves leads to a dielectric constant of about 3.3 and a loss tangent of 0. 10. 
Evidence in this particular subset of the data for reflected energy is not very strong 
but the simple curve is clearly disturbed at a distance of about 5 wavelengths from the 
source. We have compared this curve to a variety of theoretical curves and it appears 
that a depth of about 3.5 wavelengths for a reflector is indicated as shown in Figure 7b. 
This fact suggests a depth to the bottom of the ice of around 265 m. This depth is some-
what less than the predicted depth of about 300m but the agreement is relatively good 
and it is possible that the ice thickness varies locally. 
The other components are generally weaker and show very little character. This 
relation is to be expected for the minimum-<X>upled components and suggests that 
scattering at 4MHz (75 m) is minimal. At higher frequencies scattering becomes more 
significant and at 32 MHz and at 16 MHz the main structure is that due to scattering. 
d = 3,\ ) 
~ d=3.5,\ {;; L~=-==~l; 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
DISTANCE - (WAVHENGTHS) 
Figs. 7a-·b. H., component from E-W antenna. (a) theoreti~l curves showing effect of varying depth 
to the n:l1ector and dielectric constant with a constan t loss tangent ofO.IO. (b) field data and theoret i-
cal cm.-es showing effect of varying Joss tangent and dielectric constant for a cons~nt depth of 3.S 
wavelengths. 
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In Figure 8 a set of data for all three components from the B-W transmitting antenna at 
16 MHz is shown. The features to note in this plot are twofold. First, all components 
are about equal suggesting that as much energy is scattered into the minimum-coupled 
H~ component as is present in the maximum-coupled H41 and H% components. Second 
is the erratic behaviour of the field components, which show a wide range of rapid 
variations on a scale that is smaller than a wavelength. We conclude therefore that 
scattering is~ dominant process at l() MHl, important at 8 MHz and relatively un im-
portant at 4 MHz. This observation suggests that the size of scatterers is typically 
about equal to the wavelength at 8 MHz which is abo~t 35m. 
This result seems reasonable because this valley glacier is heavily crevassed and the 
typical size for the vertical and lateral extent of crevasses could be typically 30 m. 
These results are comparable to those of Gudrnandsen and Christensen (1968) who 
had trouble doing airborne radio sounding at 35 MHz over valley glaciers in West 
Greenland. They attribute at least part of their difficulties to the presence of crevasses in 
the valley glaciers. 
6. Coaclasfoas 
The radio frequency interference technique developed for the Apollo lunar program 
will be useful for measuring the dielectric constant and Joss tangent of the upper layers 
of the moon in the frequency range from l MHz to 32 MHz. It will also be useful for 
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detecting layering in the range from a few tens of rn- Lers to a few kilometers depending 
on the nature of the layers and of the electrical p1 )perties. In addition, it is likely to 
yield information on the presence of scattering bodies. This experiment has been 
tested on the Athabasca glacier. Here it was possible to measure the. dielectric 
constant of ice as 3.3 and the loss tangent at 4 MHz as 0.10 giving a value of 0.4 for 
f· tan~- The depth of the ice was estinated to be about 265m, a value in rough agree-
ment witb other determinations. 
We would like to acknowledge permission from the Jasper National Park authorities 
to work on the Athabasca glacier. 
This work was conducted under NASA Contract No. NAS 9-11540 at MIT and 
under a subcontract at the University of Toronto. 
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RADIO INTERFEROMETRY DEPTH SOUNDING: 
PART I-THEORETICAL DISCUSSION t 
A . P. ANNAN* 
Radio interferometry is a technique for mea-
suring in-situ electrical properties and for detect-
ing subsurface changl's in electrical properties of 
geologic regions with very low electrical conduc-
tivity. Icc-covered terrestrial regions and the 
lunar surface arc typical environments where this 
method can be applied. The fidei strengths about 
a transmitting antenna placed on the surface of 
such an environment exhibit interference maxima 
and minima which arc characteristic of the sub-
surface electrical properties. 
This paper (Part I) examines the theoretical 
wa\'e nature of the electromagnetic fields about 
Yarious types of dipole sources placed on the sur-
iace of a low-loss dielectric half-space and two-
INTRODUCTION 
The stimulus for this work was the intere,\ in 
the measurement of lunar electrical properties in 
situ and the detection of subsurface layering, if 
any, by electromagnetic methods. Unlike most 
regions of the earth's surface, which arc conduc-
tive largely due to the presence of water, the lunar 
surface is believed to be very dry and, therefore, 
to have a very low electrical conductivity (Strang-
way, 1969; Ward and Dey, 1971). Extensive ex-
perimental work on the electrical properties of 
dry geologic materials by Saint-Amant and 
Strangway (1970) indicates that these materials 
are low-loss dielectrics having dielectric constants 
in the range 3 to 15 and loss tangents considerably 
less than 1, in the Mhz frequency range. Analysis 
of the electrical properties of lunar samples by 
Katsube and Collett (1971) indicates that the 
layer earth. Approximat(' exprt'ssion,; fo r I Ill' tidd,; 
have been found using both nor111almodl' ana l ., · ~i" 
and the saddlt·-point nw\hod of intt·gration . 'J'h,· 
solutions yiclu a number of i111portant results fur 
the radio interferometry depth-sounding method . 
The half-space solu lions show 1 hat I he in tcrf ace 
modifies the directionalit y of tlw antenna. In 
addition, a regular interfer<'JlCC pattern is prcstnt. 
in the surface fi<:lds a bout th e sourct'. Thl' intro-
duction of a subsu rface boundary nwdili•·s the 
surface fields with the interfcrt' nCt' pallcrn show-
ing a widt• range of pnssibll' behaviors. Tht•st: t lw -
oretical results provide a basis for int<·rpn·l i 11g 
the expnimcntal results dl'scrilH·d in Part II . 
lunar su rface material has similar t·l<·ctrical prop -
erties. 
Since electromagnetic nw\.hods t:olllJnonly usl'd 
in geophysics arc dt signed for condud iv<: t·arth 
problems, a method of depth sounding in a dom-
inantly dielectric earth presented a very diffnt'u\ 
problem. One possible method of ddect.in:~ the 
presence of a bou.ndary at depth in a d icledric is 
the radio interferometry technique, lirst suggested 
by Stern in 1927 (reportPd by l•:vans, I w,:{) as a 
method to measure the thickness of ~-:laciers. The 
only reporte<l application of the technique is the 
work of El-Said ( 1956), who attempted to sound 
the dtpth of the water table in the Egyptian des-
ert. Although he successfully measured some in-
terference maxima and minima, his method of 
interpretation of the data is open to que,tion in 
light of the present work. 
t Presented _at the 39Ih Annual SEG lnternational Meeting, Sepicmhcr I R, I'J69. Manuscript rcccivt·d h.v Ihl' 
Editor April 6, 1 <)i2; revised manuscript received Scptcmhcr 22, 1972. 
• University of Toronto, Toronto 1!11 , Ontario, Canada. 
© 1973 Society of Exploration Geophysicists. All right rc,crved. 
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The radio interferometry technique is concep-
tually quite simple. The essential features of the 
method arc illustrated in Figure I. A radio-fre-
quency source placed on the surface of ll dielectric 
earth radiates energy both into the air (or free 
space) above the earth and downward into the 
earth. Any subsurface contrast in electrical prop-
erties at depth will result in some energy being 
reflected back to the surface. As a result, there 
will be interference maxima and minima in the 
field strengths about the source due to waves 
traveling different paths. The spatial positions of 
the maxima and minima arc characteristic of the 
Transmitter 
• 
electrical properties of the earth and c:tn be us!'d 
as a method of inferring the !'art h 's eh:ctrical 
properties at depth. 
The problem chosen for study in th(' tht·orctical 
work was that of th e wavt' nature of th<: fields 
about various point-dipole sources placed on the 
surface of a two-layer earth. 'l'h(· mathematical 
solution to this type of boundary-value problem 
is found in numerous rderenct·s. The gen(·ral 
problem of electromagnetic wav1·s in strat ifil'd 
media is extensively covered by Wait ( J<J70) , 
Brckhovskikh (1960), Budden ( l<)(lJ ), Norton 
(1937), and Ott (1941, 1!)43) . Although tin· solu-
Receiver 
• 
Air 
Dielectric 
~~~"-~~~"-"-~"-~"-~~~~~~'\.~Reflector 
(a) 
Transmitter-receiver separation 
(b) 
FIG. 1. (a) Transmitter-receiver configuration for radio interferometry, showing a direct wave and a reflected 
wave. (b) Schematic sketch of typical field-st rength mal!:ima and minima as the transmitter-receiver scparati1m 
increases. 
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tion to the boundary-value problem can be found 
analytically, the integral expressions for fields 
cannot be evaluated exactly. In the radiation 
zone, approximate solutions to the integrals can 
be obtained by use of the theory of complex vari-
ables and special method~ of contour integration. 
The preceding rcfert:nces, plus numerous others, 
discuss these techniques in detail. Since much of 
the detai led work in the mathematical develop-
ment of these solutions is contained in the above 
rd,·rcnccs, the discussion of the solutions that fol-
l,,w will be primarily aimed at the radio inter-
it•r,,mctry application rather than the mathemati-
cal manipulations required to obtain them. 
THEOJU:T JC AI. BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEM 
Although the various solutions of the boundary-
value problem for horizontal and vertical electric 
and magnetic dipole sources over a two-layer 
earth appear in the literature, a complete and 
consistent tabulation of the solutions does not. 
Therefore, the boundary-value problem is out-
lined here, and a unified notation is used to ex-
press the solutions. This consistent notation is of 
considerable help in later di~cussions of t.h~ ~oln­
tions. 
The geometry and coordinate systems used in 
the boundary-value probl~m arc shown in Figure 
2. A point-dipole source is located at a height h 
on the t-axis above a two-layer earth, where the 
earth's surface is in the x-y-plane at z = 0, and tht: 
subsurface boundary is at z= -d. The region 
z ~0 is taken as air or free space. The region 
-d :9 <0 is a low-loss dielectric slab, and the 
region z <-dis a half-space of arbitrary ckctrical 
properties. These rcgions arc denoted 0, I, and 2, 
respectively. K; and M, a rc the complex dielectric 
constant and relative permeability of each region, 
respectively. For consideration of vertical dipole 
sources, the dipole moments arc taken aligned 
with the z-axis; for the hori:wntal dipole sources, 
the dipole moments are tal-en aligned parallel to 
the x-axis. 
The solutions are most conveniently written 
and discussed using the electric and magnetic 
Hertz vector potentia! notation. On the assump-
tion of a time dependence e-;.,c and linear consti-
tutive equations in Maxwell's equations, one ob-
tains the following expressions for the electric and 
magnetic nelds in terms of the Hertz vectors. For 
electric dipole sources, the electric Hertz vector 
satisfies the Helmholtz equation, 
Region 0 
Ko = Mo = 1 
FIG. 2. Geometry of the boundary-value problem for a two-layer earth, showing notation used. 
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p 
- -· , 
Kto 
(1) 
with the electric and magnetic fic·lds defined by 
E = k2Il + VV ·II, (2) 
and 
H = - iw KtoV X II (3) 
where k is the propagation constant. w.y'l(JJ"E--;p.~ 
and to, p.o denote the permittivity and permeabil-
ity of free space throughout . P is the electric di-
pole moment density distribution. Similarly, for 
magnetic dipole sources, the results for the mag-
netic Hertz vector arc 
V2fl + k211 = - M , (4) 
and 
H = k211 + VV ·II, (5) 
E = iwMp.~'V X 11, (6) 
where M is the ma~-:net ic dipole monwnt density 
distribution. 
Till' dipole sources arc taken as "unit" point 
dipole sou rn ·s located in th e region z ~ 0. The 
l'lectric dipole monwnt density dist ribution IS 
(7) 
where e i is a unit vector in the z-direction for 
a vertical electric dipole source and in the 
.r-direction for the horizontal dipole source. !J (R) 
is the threl·-d imensional delta function, and 
R = [x 2+ y~+ (z-h)'!] !1 2• Similarly fo r the mag-
netic dipole sources, 
(8) 
In the following discussions, no distinction be-
t ween tlw electric and magnetic Hertz vectors is 
made. When we rder to electric dipole sources, 
the Plectric Hertz vector is implied; for magnetic 
dipok sources, the magnetic Hertz vector is im-
plied. In additinn, the free-space wavelength is 
taken as the scal ing parameh-r for all length mea-
sun·m cnts. In other words, a distauce, denoted p, 
is in frcl· -~pace wavelengths, a nd the true length 
is W p, where IV is the free-space wavelength: 
271' 
W=-- - - . 
w(toP.o) l/Z 
(9) 
This choice of scaling parametc'r makes all the 
following integral solutions dimensionless. 
As shown Ly Sommerfeld (1 1)0()) for a half-
space earth, and cxtenckd t.o a multilayered earth 
by Wait ( I '>70 ), the Hertz vt·dors for th e vertical 
tlipole sources havl' only a z-componcnt, while for 
the horizontal dipole sourcl's, the 1-il'rtz vectors 
have both .r- and z-compom·nts. The vertical di -
pole sources havl· solutions of thl' form 
O ciAuH 
Hz= - -
. R 
+ _ l J "' -'. ao( ,\)t' l'utZ 1 hl !J~ (.\p )d.\ , ( to) 
21tV ·- oo Po 
1 f "' ,\ n~ = - - lai(A)e'' oZ + ll:!( A) c /'aZ I 
2W . 00 Pu 
. e- 1'o" 11~(,\p)d-\ , ( 11) 
and 
( 12) 
X is the separation constant of tire diiTl'rential 
equation, and Pi= (A2-k7) '12, with the sign of the 
root being chosen such that the solution satisfies 
the radiation condition. In the above form, after 
scaling hy W, A is a dimensionless parameter, and 
ki=27r(J\jMj) 112 is the relative propagation con . 
stant of each region . Th!' <'j(A) arc unknown func-
tions of A wh ich are found hy satisfying the 
boundary conditions that tanl-{ential E and H be 
continuous a t z = 0 and z = -d. 
For horizontal dipole sources, tlte solutions for 
the Hertz vector t;\kc the form 
0 eikuR Hr.= . -- - · 
WR (13) 
+ 2:i;f: ,\ l - · bo( A)r"- l'u <z 1 " 1// o(Ap)rlA J> 0 , 
and 
0 cos 1/> f "' ,\2 liz = --.. --- · - Co(A) 
' 2 W - oo Po (14) 
• e- Po <Z + h) Hf!:f)rt;--
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for region 0; 
1 f "" n~ = 2ri· _"" 
and 
( 16) 
for region I ; and 
. , 1 j' "" A 11: = --- -- · b;1(t.) 
2J·V - oo Pu ( 17) 
• 1.J•, Y. H /'; · / '1 l d · l'uh!J~(Ap)dA, 
and 
for region 2. 
The paramt'lcr~ A and 1', are the same as fur the 
vertical dipole solutions, and the coellicicnts bj(A) 
and Cj(A) arc found by sa tisfying the condition 
that tangential E and H he continuous at the 
boundaries. 
The boundary conditions for tht• BertY. vectors 
and the resulting cxpres~ions fo r <lj(A), bj(A), and 
Cj(A) arc tabulated in Appendix A. The expres-
sions for a1 (A), bj(X), and r 1(;\) arc written in terms 
of the TE and TM Fresnel plane-wave rellection 
and transmission cocflicients. Using this notation, 
the similarity of all the solutions is clearly empha-
sized and makes general discussion of the solu -
t ions possible rather th an dealing wi th each source 
separately. 
In discussing the approximate evaluation of the 
above integral expressions, extensive usc is made 
of the plane-wave spectrum concept, since the 
wave nature of the problem is most clearly under-
stood using this approach. A brief outline of the 
plane-wave spectrum notation used and approxi -
mate evaluation of integrals by the saddle-point 
method is given in Appendix ll. 
For radio interferometry applications, the 
fields at the earth's surface for the source placed 
at the earth's surface are of primary interest; this 
corresponds to selling hot h ;; and It equal to 0 in 
the preceding cxpn·ssions for the· ller t.z vectors. 
In the following discussic>ns, iJ is always sd equal 
to 0, and, in mos t instances, z is assumed to be 
close to 0. T he solutions are discussed in two 
parts; the half-space solutions and the two-layer 
earth solutions. The half-space solut ions for the 
Hertz vectors are obtained by sdting-· K 1 = K ~ and 
M, = M" in expressions (10) through ( IX). The 
half-space solution is of consideral,lc inl.t-rc·st since· 
the fields about tlw source· show intcrfen·nce 
maxima and minima without a subsurface re-
flector present. lt also provides a base level for 
cldcction of reflections from depth . 
AI'PROXIMATJ: SOLUTIONS 
/lul(-.l·pc!Ct' f<lrliJ 
The solution of I Ia~ half-space problem is t rt·ated 
by numerous authors, and the wave nature of t.lw 
liclds is wl'll ddined . In the following- discussions, 
the resu lts of Ot t (1'141) and Bn·khovskikh ( 1%0) 
arc followed qu ite dost·ly, and detailed discussions 
of various a sp<-cts of the so lut ions can l>c found in 
these rl'fercnces. The· wave nature of the· lields 
about the source is illustratc·d in Figure 3 . The 
ll'avdronts cit-noted : l :wd P, are spherical waves 
in the air and earth regions ; wave C in the air is 
an inhumog-em'otici wave, and wave f) in the earth 
has numerous names, the most common being 
head, flank, or lateral wave. Waves C and f) exist 
only in a limited spatial rcginn, which is dclinl"d 
as those points whose position vectors make an 
angle greater than a r. with the z-axis. The angle a' 
is related to the critiml ang-11' of the boundary and 
is dcllned in Appendix H. 
All the dipole sou rce' exhibit the sam!" wave 
nature. To demonstrate how the waves a rc de-
rived from the inlegral <·xpressions, the vertical 
magnetic dipole source is used for illustration . In 
the air, the Hcrt 7. vector is ~-: i ven hy 
o cikull il~o f 
IIY. = -· + -- sin 0.,1<.,1(00) H'R 2~V. • ( lQ) 
and in the cart h by 
(20) 
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FIG. 3. Wavefronls about a dipole source nn the surface of a half·space earth. A and B are spherical wavl' ·· 
in the air and earth. respectively, wave Cis an inhomogeneous wave in air, and f) is the head wave in the earth. 
With the aid of the Ilankel transform identity and 
(Sommerfeld, 1949), 
eikoR iko J 
WR = 2W c sin Oo (21) 
·e•'koiZI • 0 • '•H~(k0p sin 00)d0o, 
and the relation R,i= T,i- l for the Fresnel coeffi-
cients, equation (19) becomes 
o iko J Hz = ·-- sin OoTot(Oo) 
21--V c (22) 
Usin~ the saddle-point method as discussed in 
Appendix B, the approximate solutions of the 
integral expres~ions (20) and (22) an· 
0 eikoR { liz = ·· - -· Tol(a) 
li 'R 
. (23) 
- ~- -- (T~:(a) + cot aT~I(a))} 
2koR ' 
(24) 
where R= (p2+-.Z 2)''Z, <tnd a=tan- • p/ J7.J . Ex-
pressions (2.)) and (24) correspond to the spheri-
cal waves A and B in Fi~ure 3. The !m~ckded 
terms on the right may be interpreted as the 
modification to th!' directionality of thl' source 
due to the presence of the boundary. 
The waves C and D arc generated hy c rossing 
the branch points of To1 and T,., tn obtain th!' 
sarldlc-point solutions (23) and (24 j for angles 
a >a'. As outlined in Appt'ndix U, the contribu-
tion of the brandt point can he approximat!'l)' 
evaluated hy thl' method nf steep1·st descent as 
long a~ a is not close to the hranch point. For 
a>a" the expressions 
2 2 1 
0 
In 
c )-3 / 2 ik 1p-(kt - 11J ) Z 2ik177ol ( 1 - cot a tan Bo1 e (25) 
and 
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.. . , I 
I 
In 
r -- 3/~ ckoP · i (kj - !·o) Z 
2iko'Y/JO( I - cot a tan 0111) e ( 26) 
must be addcci to (23) and (2-l) in order that th<' 
solut ions he correct. Expression {25) is readily 
identified as the inhomo~cneous wave C, and (:U1) 
corresponds to the la!l'ral wave IJ. 
The asymptotic solutions have the form of the 
geometrical optics solution plus second-order cot-
rection terms. For a perfectly dit-lcctric earth, 
expressions (24) and (26) become infinite as a 
approaches IX0 • The singu lar behavior arises from 
the second-order terms which depend on the 
derivatives of T,o(O,). The fi rst-order term which 
1s the geometrical optics solution remains 
bllUnded. In this particular case, the angle a•· 
is the critical angle of T 10(0,). As a result, the sad-
dle point and branch point coincide at a=«, and 
the approximate methods ust•d to evaluate the 
integrals arc no longer valid. The conical surface 
about the z-axis, defined by cx =a", is the region 
where the lateral and spherical waves merge to-
gether. In th is rc~ion the t wo waves cannot be 
considered st·paratcly; the combint>d effect of the 
saddle point and branch point must be evaluated. 
Detailed analysis of this region for integrals sim-
ilar to expression (20) is given by Brckhovskikh 
(1960), who obtains an asymptotic solution with 
the geomdrical optics solu tion, as the leading 
term plus a connection term which falls ofT as 
(k1R)- f>l 4 instead of (k1R)- 2• This result indicates 
that the geometrical optics solution still describes 
the fields acleqltatcly for a:-ar when (ktR)- 111« 1. 
The correctio11 terms given in (24) and (26), how-
ever, arc not valid when ex is close to a". 
The fields at the earth 's surface are of primary 
interest and are obtained by ~etting z = 0 and 
a = ?r/ 2 in (23), (24), (25), and (26). The solutions 
given are valid for t h is region provided the con-
trast in material properties is not extremely large. 
In the case of large contrasts, as occur in conduc-
t i\'e earth problems, the transmission and reflec-
tion coefficient!; have a pole ncar Oo = ?r/ 2. The 
pole is locatecl at Oo = ?r - Ou, where Ou is the Brew-
ster a ngl<:. The role of thi~ pole in radio \\'av<· 
propagation over a conductive earth has b<•en tlw 
subjec-t of a trenll'ndous amount of discussion 
~inn· Sommerfeld ( Je>oe>, 1'>-1'>) t•quatcd the coll-
tribution nf tlli,- pok to th.- /.e'IIIH'ck surface wave· . 
.'\umt·rous peopl<- ( .'\orion, leJ37 ; Ott, 11>-!3 ; \'an 
dcr Wacrden, JeJSl ; Bn·khovskikh , I'>W; ancl 
Wait , 1970) have consilkred t he problem since· 
then using the modified saddl(·-point tc·chniquc· to 
evaluate the integrals for a '-1f/ 2. Whilt- a trll(' 
surface wave is not excited, th(· pole cnhann·s tht· 
fields ncar the source in suc.h a llHlnm.·r that they 
fall off approJ~.imatcly as (kR)" '· A~ lar~e dis-
tances from the source, till' field~ an· thost' dett>r-
mined by the normal sadcllt--point mt•thod which 
have a (kR)-2 fall off. The transition ht·twecn the 
ranges is determined by t he proximity of 08 to 
7r/ 2. In the radio interferometry application, the 
earth properties of interest arc those of a low-loss 
rliclectric which is assumed to have only moderate 
cont rasts with the free-space properties. The pole 
in this case is well away from ?r/ 2 anrl docs not 
a!Tt·ct the preceding solutions. 
In the particular situat ion of an earth where 
M o= Mt, the Hertz vector for a vertical ma~netic 
dipole can be evaluated exactly for z = lz = O. Th(: 
result is 
{27) 
as shown hy Wait (!IJSI). This provid t·s a cla·ck 
on the approximate solu I iou . The approximate 
soll! tion, obtained by adding (2.;) all(! (2S) or (24) 
and (26) for a =?r/2, is 
which is the same as (27) if third-order !t•rms a rc 
neglected. 
The integral expressions for the Herb: vectors 
ior the other dipole sourc<·s can he treated in the 
same manner as for the vertical magnetic dipole. 
For Z"'-'0 , in the a ir, they have the form 
( -· iko ( ' OS 4> sin c~)" (,'1(<r) + -~ 
eikofl [ (;.(a)] 
w I< 2k"l< 
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The G;(a) for the various sourc<'s arc tabulated in 
Table 1. The electric and magnetic fields can be 
obtained by differentiation of the preceding solu-
tions; the particular form of the integrals encoun-
tered permits interchange of the integration and 
differentiation steps. 
The half-space solutions demonstrated that 
interference patterns will be observed in the field 
strengths even when there is no subsurface re-
flector. This is readily seen from equation (28). 
The fields at the earth's surface arc composed of 
two propagating components with one having the 
phase velocity of the air, and the other the veloc-
ity of the earth. Another important feature of the 
half-space solutions is that the fields ncar the 
boundary fall off as the inverse square of the radial 
distance from the source at distanct·s greater than 
two or three wavelengths from the source. 
A convenient method of interpreting the solu-
tions is to equate the radiation pattern of tlw 
source on the boundary to the first-order term in 
the preceding solutions. This technique demon-
strates how the boundary modifies the din·ct io nal -
ity of the source. The radiation pat tt·rn is sharply 
peaked in the direction of the critical angle in to 
the earth. A sketch of the radiation patlem for a 
vertical dipole source is slwwn in Figure ·l. This 
directionality of the source is important. wht·n re-
tlections from a subsu rface boundary are con . 
sidcred. 
Two-layer earth 
The analysis of the integral expressions for tht· 
two-hwcr earth problem is carried out in two dif-
ferent ways. The depth of the subsurface boun-
dary and the electromagnetic losses of the fir~! 
layer determine which approach is more ust·ful. 
The primary method of analysis is to treat th!' 
first layer of the earth as a leaky waveguide and 
usc normal mode analysis. Jn certain cast:s the 
mode analysis is cumbersome, and these cast·s 
Table 1. Coefficients G;(a) for half-space earth solutions for various dipole sources. 
Source 
Vertical 
Magnetic 
Dipole 
Vertical 
Electric 
Dipole 
Horiwnlal 
Magnetic 
Dipole 
llorizon tal 
Electric 
Dipole 
Definition: 
Hertz 
Vector 
Magnetic 
11~ 
Magnetic 
0 
lfx 
Ma~:netic 
TJ~ 
El<'clric 
() 
llx 
Electric 
0 
llz 
0 
0 
() 
() 
G, 
Tot(a) 
bo1 - l) To,(a)So,(a) 
2Po(vt) 
I 
(:01_ - 1)1',>t(,,)S,11 (a) 
21'o!r<) 
G{(a) = dG,(~-~ 
d8o 8 0- a 
- i(G;' (a) + c;(a) cot a) 
-i(G;' (a) + G~ (a) cot a) 
- i(G{'(a) + c; (a) cot a) 
-i(G;' (a) + 3G: (a) cot" -- 2G 1!a)) 
Gi' = d2G_~(!_o)__ l 
dO~ o,..., 
2ikrTJut 
ki -- k~ 
2ili,J;,, 
k;- ki, 
2ik, ~o l 
k; - ~~ ~ 
lik~(~"' !- 'Ito) 
h''i( k~ -- kf ) 1/2 
lit.-,,,.,, 
k; !.·" 
' 2i/~o(1/IO + ~IO) 
/(f( k (; - !~;> 11, 
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la) 
, ...... ,, ... -, 
--------------'~>~· ~'·~·~,~/-----------------·· -
,,, 'I c .... 
,' ', 
, ' 
I "'-+•, \ ,__ ...... I ..... __ ,
I 
I 
(h) 
11 
Ftc. 4. Sketch showinJ,: how a dicll'clric boundary modifies the directinnality of a vertical dipolt· sourco· plaro·d" 
the boundary. (a) No boundary prc~cnt . (h) Boundary at Z=O. 
yield more useful results wlll'n the integrals arc 
solved approximately using the saddk·-point 
method of inte)<ration. 
The various dipole sources may all be treated 
in the same manner. For the purpose pf illustrat-
ing the method of analysis, the horizontal cl~ctric 
dipole source solutions arc us<'d as an example. 
The x- and z-componcnts of the electric Hertz 
vector in the air for this source are given by equa-
tions (13) and (14) where the coefficients b0 and 
co are listed in Table A-2. 
For normal mode analysis, equation (13) is re-
written using the integral identity [equation (21) ). 
The components of the Hertz vector are given by 
o ikx J II., = - sin 81m.0(fh) [ 1 + bo(81)] 
2W • (30) 
. eiko7. ""• BoJI~(/ltP sin 8J)d81 1 
and 
0 iki 
Tlz =cos q, .... ·J sin 2 Otmlfl(01)c.,(81) 2W , (.q) 
· eiko cua 60z l/~(k1P sin 81)d8h 
where the integration variable is 01, as defilll·d in 
Appendix B . The singularities of tht.: codlic icnb 
bo and Co determine the nature of the ~olutio11s to 
eq1..1ations (30) and (31). 
The expressions 
mio(1 + bo) 
and 
1 
ml1Jco= - -
2po 
(32) 
. [('Yc~ -1!.~•oTiu(l i"_~2~)_S~o1~l +:~~~fj)_ 
(1 - x .ox 12~) (1- R10RI2t3) 
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bave branch points at the two critical anl{lt·s oi 
the two boundarit•s in question. In addition, 
equation (32) has an infinite set of simple poles, 
and (33) has a doubly infinite set oi J.>Oics on each 
Riemann surface. These poles arc dt'termincd hy 
the normal modt• equation~, 
0, (34) 
and 
(35) 
Equations (34) and (35} arc the TE and TA1 nor-
mal mode equations, respectively. Hoth arc trans-
cendental equations with infinite sets of roots. The 
relation between the normal modes :uHJ rnultipk 
rellections is reaciily obtained by t·xpandin,:: llw 
denominators of equations (32} and (.B) int<l 
infinite gt.-onwtric serit·s. For I'X:tmpil', 
-n/2 
I C' 
lm e1 
I c 
I 
I 
I 
,,. 0 
The posit ions of IIH' poles and branl'h points in 
the complex plane delt'rmint· t ht• wave nat un· of 
the solut ions to equations (30) and (3 1 ). Tht· nor · 
mal mode solutions art· obtained by deforming tlu· 
cont our of int egra tion C to('', as scht·matical ll' 
illustrated in Figure .'i. The integral frorn -(7r 2) 
-f-ioo to~/2-f-ioo,and from1r 121 ioo to7r / 2 - i </J 
is itlcntically zero. Along the first part of ( ., t Itt· 
intt.:gral is zero sinct· the integrand is zt·ro. :\long 
the st·cund part of the contour C' the inll'gral is 
zero dut· t<> the asyllllll(!try of tlw iutq~rand ahou l 
81= 1r1 2. This re:;u lt is common in mudt· analysis 
and has a wick ran~e of applical ions as discu:;sl'd 
in detail by Brekhovsk ikh ( l!JI,O). The inll'gral 
alonp; (·is equal to the rcsiduvs of IIH' poles crosst·d 
in ddormin~ the ('Onlour to('', plus the inll'grals 
along contours(', and ('~which run from ·I icr.> 
around t he branch points :wd h:Lc k to ··I i ·r-. Tht· 
components of tlu· IIntz l't•t·tor an· givt·n l1y 
n/2 
--.' 
' I 
u 
I cl 'I 
I O;b C' \1 ~ I 'I I \1 I @ I c 
Re 9 
I (; 
I ~ I I I I. I l\ • t r· I I \c. I c 
l,.w, S. Cmnplcx 01 plant! showing how intl·g ralion contour(' is rnodilit·d to('' in onkr lo obtain nonnal IIH>d<· 
<nlutivns. Hranch points <krwlt'd b,l' ~·lid t·ircle< :t11d the poles b.v square<. 
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Table 2. Residues of poles foe normal mode analysis for hori:zontal electric dipole. 
11.~ 
TEModt' 
Residue 
• liz 
I I ' 
II o(kop sin Oo ) 
I / ' 
-· -·-- --· · -· -·- -~- . - · - - · II o(kof> sin Oo) 
T!~ Mode 
Residue 
1· I' I ' J ( 1• .J In f<ou (Oo ) R,.(Oo)) I 2W[I - Yo u(Oo )Y.,(O, )13(0,) i2k,d cosO, - -- - · ·..:. " 
i'}{J• '•-Itt 
n~ I I ' 
. . -
T.l! ~lode 
Rt'~idue 
1• 1• 1· ] ( / ' D In .\' oo(O,) .\' ,.,((J,)) I 2W[ 1 -Rou(O,)RdOo)P(Oo) i2k,dcos0,- - · ,. 
iJO. ,, _, , 
// 1(/< 1p sin 0,) 
wh~rc 
0 
ITr 2-Iri L (TE pole residues) 
+It+ 1~, 
and 
n~ = 2-Ir£ .L ( TR pole residues) 
where 
+ 27Ti L (TM pole residues) 
+13+14, 
I 1 = !_!1 J sin 8tmlll(8t) [1 + bo(Bt) J 
2W ,., 
• eikoZ """ 6"H<~(IltP sin 81)d81, 
(37) 
(38) 
(~9) 
The solutions (37) and (3/l) arc complctdy gen-
eral and valicl provided a branch point and a pole, 
or a TR and T M pule, do not coincidt·. In the first 
situation, I he pole a nd branch -point contributions 
must be considered together rather than sepa-
rately, as indicated. In the other situation, 138) 
must includt' the residue of a sectmd-orclt-r pok 
rather than the residues of I wo simplt• poll-s, as 
indicated . Since these situations rarl'ly occur, tlwy 
are not discussed further here. 
The expressions for the n·sidues in (37) and 
(3R) an• 1:abu lated in Table 2. Approximate solu-
tions tn the branch (:ul integrals n1ay be obtained 
by steepest-descent integration as discussed in 
Append ix H. The solulions arc the second-order 
latrral and inhomol{cneous waves generated at the 
boundaries. The approximate solutions are listed 
in Table 3. 
The behavior of the fields at tht· t'arth's su rface 
is very dependent on the position of the singular 
points in the complex 8, plane, which points arc, 
in turn, determined l;y the material properties of 
the earth and the layer thickness d. The important 
featu res of th e solutions arc the radial depen -
dences and the initial amplitu<.les of the various 
terms in the solutions. All the residut·s contain 
Hankel functions, which , for radial distances 
greater than one or two wavelengths, have the 
form 
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Table 3. Approximate steepest-descent solutions to branch-cut integrals foe 
normal mode analysis of the horizontal electric dipole. 
2ikr'l;u(1 + N,(O~o)tJ(O~o))'e'k"" 
~ .. 
(ki- 1.-~)(1 - l< ,(tJ;,J,'HO;,))'Wr' 
1 :.: 1/ :.! 
2ik:'1,.,1';u!0;, )( 1 - cot ,.,,Lan 0~,, -'",,'k,p~ '" '''' k,l 
H k;- k~)( l - N, .(O;,)f1(/Y, ,JJ'Wp2 
1.:'' k-: t/2 I - (k~ ~-;~)1 1 2:1. 
cos <{'l·,( I - cot "·I tan o,',) 312( ·,(0~2) /'•- ( ., . . , ) ,, 
-·- - - . 
2(k; ·- ki) 112 ll'p2 
4i·no( l - y.,Jyo ,.\·, , r ,,f'lol(l + x,,(:J)( I - N ,.(:J) + t o,(l -· .\',f:l)( l + R,fJ) I 
---·----- -------~-- - --- -- -
k11( I - -yo,)(! - X ,.(:1)2(1 - R, ,(:J)' 
2i'I"'7'"So, v'~;;· (h oo - I)J~~e,'lto( l + 1-."fJ - /? ",jj') + >!,T,.,(I + So,fl - X,.,{:l')j 
·- 2( 1 - 1',.)-y.,-y"J€, ,(1 + .\' 111/3)(! - R,.,fl) + '7,(1 - .\' ,,f1J( l I t<,,mJJ 
/~.,( ! - -y,") 1121l - ,.,) 11' 11 ·- X111fl)2(l - R,(:J)' 
. (' ku 
Sill 0111 = - · k, 
• k, 
sino, = -k, 
__ , l2d I ,.~ = lan P 
(43) with K~< A', in case (c). ln all cases Mo = M, = Mt 
where er is a pole defined by equations (3-l-) and 
(35) . The branch cut cont·ribu tions, !, a nd Ia, 
fall off as p- 2 with no exponential a ttenuation, 
while / , and /4 fall off asp- ' and arc exponentially 
a ttenuated when the earth is lossy. The a mpli-
tudes of the modes a rc largest for those poles in 
the vicini~y of 6{0 . T his effect is rela ted to the 
modified <iirectionality of the source as discu ~sed 
for the half-space fiel ds. Wh en the earth has a 
finite loss all t erms in the solution except /, and 
the first term of f a have amplitudes which decay 
exponentially with increasin~ loss or increasing d. 
is assumed since permeabilit ies of bu lk earth ma-
terials vary litt le from the free-space va hw. The: 
poles lie on the lines I R wR1fi l = I a nd I X,oX,fll 
= I, with the density of distribution of tlw poles 
on these lines controlled by tiH' slab thicknl'ss d. 
Ford small, the poles a rc widely spaced with most 
of them ly ing high up the lines nea r the imaginary 
6, axis. For increasing d, th e poles move clown the 
lines towa rd 01 = 7r/ 2 and are more closely packed . 
Un:1ttenuated modes occur only when the 6l' lie 
on or close to the rcal6, axis. In case (a), the pole 
contours lie on the real axis for 6';0 ~8, ~ 7r/2; unat-
tenuated modes can he excited when 8, exceeds 
th e critical angle of th e free-space~earth int erface. 
ln case (c) , th e slab forms a dielect ric waveguide 
when O, is gn~atcr than the critical a ngl<·s of both 
boundaries. For both (a ) ;llld (c), t he ntod<·s with 
rcal6f less than the larg.es t critkal angle an ·ltighly 
dampt·d d ue to energy !<·a kin:( ou t. o f th e s l ; ~b. In 
The positions of the poles in th e complex (J, 
plane for three idealil.{'d models a rc illu~tratcd 
schema tica lly in Figure (> . The earth consists of a 
perfect dielectric slab over a half-space, wh ich is 
a perfect conductor in case: (a), a p('rfl'ct di .. l!'ctric 
with A'"> A·, in case (h) , and :1 p<'rf{·ct diel!'ctric 
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FREE SPACE 
PERFECT DIELECTRIC 
PERFECT CONDUCTOR 
(a) 
K0 • 1 FREE SPACE 
K1 PERFECT DIEL ECTRIC 
K2 > K1 PERFECT DIELECTRIC 
(b) 
Ko . 1 FREE SPACE 
Re eJ Kl PERFECT 
DIELECTRIC 
K2 < K . l PERFECT DIELECTRIC 
(c) 
FIG. 6. Sketches of complex 111-plane showing positions of branch points a nd pole lines fo r .) ~imple two layer ear th 
cases; case (a), dielectric slab over a P~'rfcct conductor; case (b) , dielectric slab over di<•lcctric half-space wit h 
K,>K, ; case (c) dielectric sial> over a dielect ric hal f-space with K 2 <K 1• The dashed li nes arc con tours whnt' 
fRuR12f:l ! = 1; the dolled lines a rc contours where fX, 0.Y 1fi ! = 1; t he branch points arc dcnotl'd by solid cird .. s . 
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case (b), no unattenuat ed ll1<Hk can exist, since 
energy is continually Jlowing out of the slab into 
the lower half-space. TIH' c!Teet of a finite loss in 
the slab mov1•s the pole contours up away from 
the real axis, and all modt•s have a finite attenua-
tion. These models demonstrate the general po~i­
tion and behavior oi the !:<ingular points in the 
complex plane. More detailed studies are given 
by Wait ( llJ70), llrekhovskikh (1960), and Bud-
den ( 1%1 ). 
The normal mode approach is most useful ll'hen 
the distance from the source is greater than the 
depth of the boundary d and when the earth has 
a very low Joss. In a lossy diell'ctric, tht· complex 
dielcct ric com;tant is A'' (I+ i tan li), where K' is 
the real dit·lectric constant. and tan o is the loss 
tangent; and the attenuation distance in free-
space ll'a\·clengths for a plane wave is 
(44) 
\\'hen tan li«l. \Vhen d approaches the attenua-
tion distance, the solutions begin to approach 
those of a lossy dit·lect ric half-space. An alternate 
approach to e\'aluating the fields when the dis-
tance from the source is less than d, or when d;::: D, 
is desirable, since the normal mode approach is 
cumbersome in these cases. 
The integrals can be approximately evaluated 
by the saddle-point method of integration when 
multiple reflection~ are not strong. The fields can 
then be expressed as the balf-space so lution plt:s 
a contribution from the subsurface boundary. B~· 
regrouping lhl' cot'llicients bo anc! t:o in th e form 
I 
bu = Rot+ bu{:J, (45) 
1 .'i'u1'l'o1 · 1 
Co = -- ('Yol- 1) - -· + Co/3 (46) 
2 l'o ' 
and 
The Ht•rtz vector compotwnts can then he writ-
ten as 
" II ; /.J + /.,., ( 4'>) 
and 
(l 
nx = '·3 + /. 1, (50) 
\\'here L, and L :: arc the half-spaCl' earth solutions 
discussed earlier, and /.2 and 1. 4, given hy 
(.'it) 
and 
(S2) 
describe the effect of tht· subsu rface boundary. 
l.t and /.4 can be approximately l'valuated hy 
the saddle-point method, which results in the gl'-
oml'tric optics solu lion. Since z is assunwd close to 
zrro throughout, the exprl'ssion 
(53) 
in the integrands may be regrouped using the 
asymptotic expansion of the Hankel funct.ion In 
the manner discussed in Appendix B. /.2 and /. 4 
then contain .the expressi<Jil 
in the integrand, wlwre 1<,1 = (p2 -j- 4d 2) tit and 
a,,= tan-' (p/ 2d) . Jn this form <~.t is thl' saddle 
point of th e integrand and is the geometric optics 
direction of a ray retlectcd from the suhsurface 
boundar). The saddle-point solutions of Lt and 
I .• , ou tlined in Appendix B, arc 
I 
i'n _I [~'Yot 
2l'u 
_l~'u.t'l~d 'f'~ttf_?_t~ __ +_~~u·~~~ ~-~ (5!~.± _!_'o_t_ - _ ,\~2 t1'ut)X t:! Rt.J:JJ 
( 1 - R1oRI ~{:J)(l - X,uXIt/:3) 
_ ~ 'Y~!_ _-: __ 1 ~! ~~~\\u .. 'i' 1.21nut_'J'ut'Y_I t T 1 t] 
(1 - RIUR1'!{3)(1 - '<tuXtt/3) 
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L2 ""' ------ P(a") - · -- · ( P" (a,t) eiktRa [ i 
WR,1 2fttR., 
+ P'(a.,) cot a.,) l 
and 
eik,Rd 
/ .4 = cos !/1 sin ad ·--·· -- -
H'Rd 
_j 
· [Q(ad) - -.)· i · ((J" (a<~) 
-fl1R., 
+ 3 cot ad(>' (l~d) - 2Q(a.,)) J 
where 
P = 111tu(a.,)b,: ( ,~.t) t · '""7.(I - 1 '" ,; .. " "•11 '1', 
and 
Q = 11ltu(a.,)t:,~(<¥J)ciko7.(1 - ~·o siu ' "'" ' ' ' ' 
D 0 
D 0 
• 
DO 
DO 
Do 
Do 
D 
0 
(55) 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
Expre~sions (S.'i) and (S<>) can he interprdt·d as 
havin).( replaced the suhsurfac<' houJul;~ry hy an 
image source at twice t ht· depth. TIH· ima).(<' sourc•· 
has a radiation pattern which dqw nd s on t ht· rc-
Jlection and transmission col'i'lici•·nts oft he !H>un-
daries and the layer thicknt·ss. 
In obtaining the saddil' -point solution, the ef-
fect of the poles and branch points has been 
neglected; such ne).(lect is j nslili ed when the 
boundary is (jeep and the ea rth has a si ).{nilicant 
loss. This is illustrated in Figure 7. To obtain the 
saddle-point contribution , thl' integration contour 
C mu~ t he deformed into the saddle point contour 
1' . The position of I' in the comp!t-x 01 plane is 
determined by ad, which, in turn , is determined by 
the ratio of the radial distance to t ill' depth of the 
boundary, p/ 2d. In ort!t-r that a given pole or 
branch point be crossed when Cis deformed to 1', 
a.t must exn·cd a certain. value which is deter -
mined by equation (B-11), which dcJines the con -
tour 1'. Since p = 2d tan a.-, the radial d istance 
from the source at which the sinl-(ular poin t. is 
n/2 
FIG. 7. Complex 01-planc showinl( deformation of contour C to saddle-point contour I' . Solid ci rcles= branch points' 
sq uares = T/( poles, and open circles= TM poles. 
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crosscct in obtaining f' is dcfitwd. \\"hen the singu-
lar point i~ a poll', thl' contribution to tiH· in.legral 
aftt'r crossing the pok is a residut• of a form similar 
to thost· in T a ble 2. Wht·n t he pok is not on the 
real 01 axis, tiH· residue is exponential ly attenuated 
with incrt·a sing rad ia l distance. The value of pat 
which tlw pok must bt• ronsidcrt:d in dd crmining 
the integral is also dl'linnl, and is usually much 
greater than tht• a ttenu a tiun distantT of t he modl' . 
:\sa result, till' n·~.idu, · of the pole is <·xtn·mcl.' · 
small and is negligihll' compared to th e saddk-
point contrilm titm . For cases when sonll· poles lie 
on or nt·a r the real 01 axis, a lixcd rad ial distance 
from th e sourn· must be <'xn·e<kd before their d -
fcct needs to bl' considered. Beyond this distance, 
I he norma 1 nwdc approach i ~ more convt·nient for 
expressing the solut ions. 
The hranrh-pnint contributions yi l'id inlwnw-
getu•ous and lateml waves gL'IH'f<tll"d at or rel]cctcd 
from the subsur face boundary. :\ s in the case 
of t he poll's, a linite distance from the sour<T must 
be l'XCt'l'd ed before these contributions need to he 
considered . For the earth modds 11·herc the sadd!l'-
point method is usdul, th ese contributions, which 
arc second-or<il'r eiTects, are negligible. \\"h<'n 
tiH',;e ~econd-onkr wal' l'S an· si!-:niJicant in the 
determination of the licld stn·n!-:ths at the earth 's 
surface, I he normal nwde approach b I he hl'l te r 
mctltod for computing t h<· lidds. 
The t ll'o-layer earl h solutions COI'<·r a 11·i de 
range of possibk respono<t's . The importan t resu lts 
are a~ follow•: 
1. \Vhcn the tirst layer of the earth is very 
th in and th e :<l'l'OJHI layLT is a loll' - loss m e-
dium, the Jirst layer is undel.t'Ct;dlll'. The n ·-
sponse of I he earth is th e same ;ts (ha t of a 
half-space compost'd of the ~econd lai"<T of 
the earth. 
2. When the lirs t la yvr of th e earth is on 
the order of one waveil'ngth thick, the sur-
face fields ht·comt· t•xtrenwly complt·x. The 
ftddscxhib it ap •I' fa ll-off out totht'att t•ntt:L-
t ion distance of th e lea st attenuated mode 
ll'hich i:< strongly <'xrited. Beyond this dis-
tance, the contribution of the mod<·s bt·conH·s 
negligible and the st·cond -order la teral a nd 
inh ontogt·ttt'< Hts ll'aVl's, with no rad ial t•x-
porwntial a tknuation , dell' rm ita • th<' lil'ld 
st reng ths which then fall otT as p-· ;. \\'hen 
nwdes ll' ith loll' attenuation a rc excited, th ey 
an· generally few in number. Sine<· <·ach 
propagates radially with a diiTcrcnt phase 
vl'iocity, the fields will show :t rq,:ular JH' · 
riod ic beat in).( a s the various nwdt"s move in 
:tnd ou t -of-phase. 
3. \\'hen th e lirst layt·r of till · earth is loss_v 
and several wavelengths det·p, till' gt·onwt rir 
optics solution is more useful than the normal 
nw<k approach. The expn·ssio11 for t IH· field s 
is thv half·space solution plus a contribution 
from t he rell ec t ing boundary. This is tiH· ty pe 
o f solution used by El-Said ( JIJSh) . In J.:l . 
Sa id 's analys is, the wav<'s propagating :tlo11 g 
till' su rfa ce ll'l'f(' not correctl .v t•xprcs:<,·d, and 
the nwdi licat iun in d ir l'ctionalit y of th1· 
sourn· due to tit<· a ir-earth inlt·rfact· was not 
co nsidered . This fornt of solution is particu -
larly useful for a quirk computation o f the 
strength o f rdkctiotb from subs nrfa<T 
hnundaries and of I hl' ciTn:t on surface lit ·lds 
of changes in electrical propl'rtit-s. 
.Jc . Thl' saddle-poi nt solution is usdul fo r 
determining th e radial d is tanr t· from tht· 
sou rc<· at which the various contributions of 
lhl' s ingularities of till' int<·gra nd bt·mm•: im -
portant. Since th e saddle-point contour is 
posi tioned in the compln plan t· by tIll" ratio 
p, 2<1, a ratio p/ 2d can he dl'lill<'d for <·ach 
singularity . For nnrmal ll lU<ks, I he radi:d 
d is tance d l'lined by this ratio may -lw inltT · 
prl'tl'd as the distance fron t the source r,._ 
quired for a given mode to dev1 ·lop. For the 
branch points, this ratio ddines lht· critical 
distancl's from till' sourct·, where lalt-ral 
wavt•s and inhomogen<·ous waves from the 
suiJsurfac<· houqdary reach tht· surfan·. 
DISC!JSSION 
The radio interferometry technique provi des a 
method pf <kll'rmining <·l(•ct rica I pro1 n-rt i1 ·s in 
s itu and of detcc l illg su!Jsurfan· stratific;tt io11 of 
tlw <·kctrical proptTi il's in envirounwnts which 
are moderately transpareut to l'icct rotnagrwt ic 
waves. The theoretical analysis of the two-layt·r 
earth problem dclines the behavior of till' lil'lds at 
t he earth's surface and provides a hasis for un<i<-r-
standin~-: t·xperimental results rl'porlt·d l>y Ros-
sitt-r l'l al ( 11J73 ) in Par t 11. The variou s so lutions 
d erived hen· a rl' a lso useful for computill !-: rough 
estin ta t< ·s o f lite in tt-rfcn·!HT pa ttern s in tl11· fields 
a t the car t h 's surface, provided ti ll· asy mplol ic 
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nature of the l'Xprcssions ts 1-{ivcn due respt:ct. 
Examples of these arc ~ivcn in Part I I. 
The half-space solu lions provide a tl\Cl hod of 
determining the electrical properties for a half-
space. Any stron~ departures from the half-space 
wave nature (i.e. , a regula r interference pat tern 
and a p-~ distance dependence) indicate that re-
tlections from depth arc important. When the 
reflections from <lq>th arc dut· to a horizontal 
boundary in electrical proper! ics, the behavior of 
the fields varies considerably. For l"xamplc, when 
normal modes a re exci ted, the fie lds fall otT as 
p- •h with regular heating in t he field strengths 
with distance fro m the source. 
The treat mcnt of a t IV<>-Iayt;r cart h wit It plane 
boundaries, homogt•ncous med ia, and point 
sources is a considcru.hlc simplification of most 
real environments. These simple nwdcls and the 
approximate solutions obtained do, holl·n·t-r, pro-
vide insigh t into the field behavior in th e radio 
intcrferonlt'try application. M et hods to accurately 
compute lit'ld ~tn·n).{ths for these models arc cu r-
rently under investigati11n. The eiTn·t of rough 
and dipping boundaries on th e solut ions is ex-
tremely important. Also, tlw presence of scat ll'r-
ing by inhomo~t·nei tics in the earth can drasti · 
cally alter the fields at tlw earth 's surfa~.:c . Thc~e 
problem~ arc virtually impossible to treat in a 
genera l tnanncr ·theoretically. Scak modd expni-
ments seem to he the most feasible met h od of 
studying t hcse problem~. This work is present 1.1· 
in progress. 
The frce-~pace wavclen).{th provides the most 
useful unit of length when discussing a nd plot ti n){ 
radio intcrfcromdry data. Scale morkl construc-
tion is based on keepin~ all dimensions !he same 
on the wavclen~th ::;calt and havinl' tht· s<LIIIl" loss 
tangent. 1n the analysis of fie ld data, plotting 
d ista nces on a wavelength scale makes compar i·· 
son of data lakcn at diiTl·rent frcqul"ncics st raight-
forward . If the electrit:al propert ies are not fre-
qtll' llCy dependent, runrting tht· t"XJH·rimr·nt using 
several di iTcrent frequPncil's can dfcclivt·ly vary 
the dep th of a subsurface in tl·rfact· fro m a fraction 
of a wavclPngth to many wavt·l t·ngt hs. 
APPENDIX A: COHI'ICIENTS ANI> PAICAMETJ::I\S 
The coefficients in t he integral .-xprr·s~ions for 
the Hert:t vectors for I he various dipole soun:.-~ 
arc obta itwd hy satisfyin).{ tht· hourulary condi-
tions at z = O a nd z = - d . \Vilhout a con, i.>tenl 
notation, the codlicicn ts a rc l'Xt renH·Iy compli . 
catcd expressions, which lose t ill" sy mmetry o( 
equations (I) through (fl) and are rli llicult to 
in terpret physically. ]n this section , the ~olu t ions 
(or the cocllicients arc t.ahu lat t·d, anrllh t· notation 
used throughout t.ht' body of the lt·xt is defined . 
In Ta.ble A- I, t lw roundary cond itions fo r tl11' 
liertz vectors a rc listed . In T a hk A-!., t he l'Xprt·s-
sions for the llj(A), /!1(>-.), and r/,\ J a rt: listt·d for 
each d ipok: source. Examinat io n of t lll"st· solu tions 
~hows !Ill~ symnH:try Let ween tht· elect ric and 
magnl'l ic d ipole sourcl'S. 1n terchanging !Ill· rolt-s 
of A", and lt·l;, one can readily ohlain tilt· solution 
for a ma~nl"t ic d ipole source from t hat of an 
eq uiva! t·lll l'iedric dipole sourc<", and vtn· versa 
Table A-1. Boundary conditions for Hertz vectors for various dipole sources. 
Vcnical Magnctit~ Pipolc 
(Vl\ID) 
Vertical Elec!ric Dipole 
(VED) 
ll orizonlall\lagnl't ic llipok 
( 1!1\1 ])) 
Horizontal Electric Dipole 
(HED) 
~lagqctic .1 / ,li z = .II ,.,1 1~+1 
Electric A', IJ ~ = /\1 1 1 11~'' 
l\1 agnc! ic 
1 i 2 i t I k, ll s = k,. , tllx 
Electric 
ill !; i11 ill lx 
M~ il.% 
ill I~ i + l i!ll z 
iJ/. il.% 
/\ , 11~ = 11" ; 11 11~11 
i i tl ill I ,. illl 
A", · . = A·,,, 
il.% il.% 
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Table A-2(a). Coefficients tt,(X), h,(X), and c;(l\) 
for vertical dipole source. 
Two-la\Tr llalf-spacc 
earth 
R,, + Ro,JJ 
Ro, ao 
- R coR .,(;l 
Vertical 
1/noToo 
7111t'fltl .,, 
- R,0R,:ft 
Magnetic 
Dipole 
1/UI T .. ,R .. /3 0 d '! 
I - NwRo.tJ 
1]oc'l'u1f]12T1'!. 
7]111 7'111 0 :! 
I R 1oRo,P -
.\" .,, + Xo2ff x., a., -
-- X ouY , ,1 
Vertical 
~ .. ,s.,, 
~utSot a., 
X oo.Y .,f:j -
Electric 
Dipole 
~ ... s,.,x,,p () tit 
I - x, .. x,.,p 
~o,.\·o , ~ ~~~s,:l 
~(t .. ~·~~· a, x,,y, .,~:~ 
- · 
The various paranwtl·rs used in the solutions arc 
listed in Tabll' A-3. 
The cxpres~ions .\;h ,<.;ih R,h and Tu arc the 
Fresnel plane-wave reflection and transmis~ion 
coefficients. The subscript notation ij has the fol -
lowing meaning: subscript i dt•notcs the medium 
from which the pl:uw wave is ilJcident on the plane 
boundary between media i and). For example, the 
subscripts 01 mean a pi<u~t•- wa\T incident from 
the air on the boundary bet wet•n the air and the 
first layer of I ht· t•art h. The Y ii and ,'·l;j arc the 
reflection and I ransrnission codlicients respec-
tively for a TM plane wave; the R;J and .'-i;i an· 
the reflect ion and tran,.;missi on coellicit:nl.s for a 
TJ·: plane wavt· . 
i\I'I'ENI>IX 11: PJ. ,\NE-WAVE SI'ECTRIIM ANI> 
EVAUJATJOrl 01' IN TEG RAI.S 
The physical meaning of the inlt'gral expn·s· 
sions ior the various Jler tz \"Cctor ~olutions is 
much nwn· apparent ll'ht·n t itt' plane-wa\T 
~pectrum notation is ust'd . Tlw fonn oft ht• planc·-
wave spectrum ust·d throughout is oiJta inl'd J..,. 
ddining thrt'e complex anglt·s, 011 , 01,0", and t rans 
forming the inlt'gration var iabl r.· hy sdt ing 
The a nglt' 00 is used in I lu· rl'gion /. > o, 01 .in I ht· 
n•gion-d :5,/. SO,andO" in tlo<' n ;gion /. :::; - d. Thl' 
abnve t ransformation is just all t•xpn·ssion of 
Snell's law. A plane-wavt· inci dl'nl from t ht· rq.;ioll 
Z>Oon tht•earth's sudan· at a n angil' flu to the 
z-axis is rcfructed into mn lium 1 at an anglt: 0,. 
and to the z-axis aud into lllt'dium 2 at an angk 
0-1, as illustra ted in Figure B-1. Tht· reader is 
referred to Clrmmow ( !lJ(Jh) for tkl aik 
The l'Xprcssions for tht· llt·rtz Vl'clors in l'fJUa-
tions (10) through (IX) trans form as follows, 
where I he II~ for a vnt ical dipolt · has IJt:t' ll chost·n 
as an example : 
0 
Tlx 
ik ., j. + sin Oullo(O,) 
WR UV • ( B-2) 
The intq~ration contour C runs fron1 -n-1:~ · ! - ioo 
to -n'/2 aloug the real 00 axis to 1r/ 2 and t hell to 
7f/ 2-ioo, as illustrated in Figutoe B-2. For tin· 
angles 0;, tht' contour C is obtaitwd from l'quat ion 
(B-1) . The I' ; tran sform to -it.·, cosO;, whne the 
negative sign is chose11 in order to satisfy the radi -
ation condition. Substituting for P, in the Fresnel 
coeflicicnts of Table /\-3 results in the more fa-
miliar form 
where the TM rdkct ion codlicient is show n as 
an exampk. 
The integr:d expressions can be approximatt-ly 
l'Valuall·d hy 111anipulating lhl' inlt'gralion con -
tour(' in the compln {) planl' . Tlw approach is to 
rt:plar.e lhl' llankel function by its a symptotic 
cxpan~ion, ll'hich is val id ll'h!'n tla· argument Is 
considerably greatl'r than unity. 
Table A-2(b). Coefficients a ;(X), h,(X), and c,(A) fvr horizontal d ipole ~oun:cs . 
b, 
I 
I 
1/: 
H~l () b, 
cl 
I ,, 
c, 
b, 
I 
li ED I b, 
co 
( ·' 
I 
1~3 
T wo layer t'art h 
X o .-1- X ,p 
1- x,.x,,# 
/ '01So1 
1- .r, .x, ,f1 
)'u1So,X , ,fj 
1- .\10X,p 
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Tahle A-3. Parameters used and 
Fresnel coefficients. 
k7 
} ' l j = l·'l 
i 
1' ; 
IJii} = 
I'; 
.II ; 
'Iii= .II, · 
Para me I ers 
/\; 
~ ii = A .. 
} 
ff = ,. · 2 / ' l ./ 
T .IJ Fresnel Cocllicients 
Reflection : 
Transmission : s., = 
2K, I' ; 
A·, / ', + K ;l', 
Relations: X ,,= S ,; - 1 
Rellcction : 
Transmission : 
Relations: 
. \ ·,, = t - s,, 
Tl·: Frc~ncl Coclr!cicnts 
.tl, l'; - M;l'; 
R;1 = · -· --
.II;P; + M 1! '; 
2.11,/'; 
T.-; = . ·-- - -- -
M;P ; + M,.P; 
R1; = I - T,-1 
" €;. , . 
• > l j = - o..J jl 
lltji 
R ;; = 1';;- I 
Annan 
Ill G I ON I 
i<i (;J UN ? 
Fu;. 1!- I. Illust rat ion of int c).(mlion \':trialolt·s (}.,, o,, 
and o., a nd Sndl's law. 
( 2) ,, . //,~(/) = /(1 -( r / 1 )) · .,., " 
I 
+ -+ 
i~t 
<B--l ) 
and 
+ i~t ... )· 
( B-S) 
Ftc. H-2. Complex 11-plam: showing contour C, saddle point contours I' and 1'' , a nd the positions of t he branch point 
0' and branch cut (chain line). 
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Substitution into the integrals, such as that in 
~~quation (H-2), results in an expression of the 
form 
(R -6) 
in the integrand, which can be wr itten as 
eikR co• ( 8- a) 
' 
(B-7) 
where R = (p2+ Z2) ''2, and R and 01 are just the 
length and direction of the geometric-optics ray-
path. An integral with exponential of the form 
(B-7) is amenable to the saddle-point method 
integration, where 8=01 is the saddle point. By 
deforming C.: to the contour of most rapid descent 
away from the saddle point I' one obtains an 
asymptotic series in the parameter (kR)- t for the 
integral. The leading term in the series is the 
geometric-optics solution to the problem. 
The saddle-point contour I' is defined from the 
argument of the exponential in expression (B-7). 
.'\!on)! the contour 1', 
ikR ros (0 - 01) 
where 
- sin (0' - 01) sinh O", ( B -9) 
anti 
0 = 0' + iO" . (H -10) 
Thl' contour J' is tlwn given by the l'quation 
cos (0' - 1.~) si nh O" = 1 (B-11) 
and is illustrated in Figure ll-2. 
An excellent evaluation of the particular types 
of integrals that appear in the text is given l.Jy 
ll rekhovskikh (1960), and the reader is referred 
to this r eference for more detailed discussion. In 
the rest of the discussion, solutions to th e integrals 
valid to the second order in 1< R- t arc used. This 
involves using the second-order terms in the 
Hankel-function expansion and then taking the 
asymptotic solution to the integrals to the second 
order. The integrals in the text have two forms : 
and 
ik 
/1 = --·J sin 0..1(0) 21V ,. (R -12) 
ik
2 f r~= . . sin 2 0.1(0) 
2W r (B -U) 
I 
• cik?. , .... 811 1 (/lp sin 0) dO. 
The solutions to Lhe second onkr an· ).(ivc·n hy 
2kR 
(B -14) 
-[.l"(a)+ .·l'(rr) cot~~]} 
and 
. • fikR J 
I~~ - 1 k SJn a - · · A ( 01) -
J.l.' R l 2/d? 
( B-1 S) 
{ A"(01)+.hot a.I 1 (01) -- 2A(a) ]}· . 
Solutions ( B- 14) and (Il - lS) ;m· valid as long as 
A(O) is a slowly vary ing futtct ion cof 0 twar Jh1· 
saddle point 01. This assumption is valid providc·d 
A (0) docs not have· a singular point Jll'ar IX . In the· 
expressions fur the variou~ , 1 ({}) appe·ari ng in thc· 
text, branch points and poles of , J (0) an· of the 
utmost importance in the solutions. Tlu· branch 
points of :I (0) are the critical :lttJ.(Ic-s of the 
boundaries in tlw probh·tn . The: nit ical angles 
enter all the A (0) through tlw rdatiott 
in all the Fn·snd codlicicnts suhscriptl'd ii · 
The radical splits the comple-x 0-platH· int" two 
R iemann shc~ets with branch points at 
( B -17) 
For the two-layer earth there arc two bounda ries 
which give two critical angles and result in a four-
sheeted 0-plane. In the half-space earth problem, 
the complex 0-plane is two-sheeted . The conven-
tion followed throughout is tha t of taking th e 
positive square root. The surface ddined in this 
man ner is referred to as th e uppl'r Rie·nmnn sur-
face. For onl' to !'valu;lte the integrals, t lw branch 
cuts from the branch point s must he dciine·d. The 
convention used here· is 1 ht· same as that of Ott. 
ancl Brckhovskikh , who ddine th e branch lines as 
thos!' contours along which the itnaJ.(i nary part of 
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equation (il-lh) i:; lCro. The branch line is the 
chain lin ~ in Figure B·2. 
The branch pninb 11111 :;! he takt•n into account 
ltlr ;;ac:dk· point angll',; grl'aler than d ·. :\ ~ illus·· 
trat ed in Fign n· H-1, for,~ > a" , in ordcr to dvform 
contour ( · into 1', the: branch pnint 6" must he 
t:ro~~n l. :\ mndiJi ,·d int egra tion cotltour lu take 
o·· into account i,: ' hown in Figurl' B·3. :\ ,; long a~ 
nand (j" a re w:-11 sepa rall'd, !hl' saddlc·point and 
hr;tnch -puint contril>uti<HlS r a n ht· L'\·a luatnl 
~cpara!t ly. ' ('he contribution of I he branch point 
i ~ a st-comi-onk r t !Tt-c! (<ltt, J<J-11 ) as long as 
a r~o·· and an a pproximat t· c\·a luation of the 
branch-point contrilnt! ion can he nbtained using 
the methnd of sl l'q w,; t descent. In genl'ral, a'. is 
obtained hy sul>~titutingO = O< in equation (B - 11) . 
In the pa r ticular ra:'t' of two perfect didectric 
materials, i andj , fo rming th e bounda ry , 
,. . l ('(;) 
a,,= :> Ill · , 
kj 
and 
I ("j), sin 
k; 
The s tt·t·pcst-desn:n t evaluation of the branch-
point contribution i~ summarized as follows: The 
bra nch cut integral has thl' form 
lm e 
'' • 
1.,,<"+1) J 
f u= · - sin " 1 1 0;.1(8,) 
21-1' ,, ( B-20) 
• e•k, 7. ''"" 0 • 1/ ,:(/~ ;p s in O,)dO,, 
where the contour /$ runs from i <Y) to 0' on till' 
left of !.lw branch cut and from 0' hack to i <Y) 
:dong the right of til(• branch cut. For approxi · 
mate cvaluatinn, 1 Jt is rnvrit len 
ln......, - ( 
? ) 1 /~ 
i' d '! n I I )K / 4 -
11' A' ;p 2W 
f (B -21 ) . sin" I l l/ t) o;j ..t I (0;) .. _ .·l ( fJ ,) I II' 
where the Hankel function has been replaced hy 
the first term of its a~ymptot.ic expansion. 'J'hl' 
superscripts + and - on .-1 (0;) denote the sign of 
the radical in equation ( B-H•) taken in A (8, ), and 
the contour B' run:; from 0~1 to icY). The contou r 
W is deformed into the s tecpt·st -clesc(•nt contour, 
H", away irom 0';1. The path of ~t<:cpest descent 
is deftned by 
Im ik;R cos (0;- a) = constant ( B-22) 
and is illustrated by the dotted line in Figurl' B-.1. 
On the assump tion that k ;N» I , so . lltat only 
F 1<: . B J . Cnnlpln II plam· shnwin~; nwclitication of sa ddle point <~ontour I' to contour U in order lo a<Tounl for 
branch point cont ribution, and pa t h uf ~ lccpl'St descent (dottl'<liinc) . 
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angles very close to ~j contribute significantly to 
the integral, fJ; can be set equal to ef, in all expres-
Sions m the integrand except for the radi<:al. Jn 
general , 
and the integral is approximately 
- ik~+l 
1 ll = ___ . - e - i!2r.-t l )r/ 4 
2W 
(B-24) 
For low-loss media, (Jf, is close to the real axis for 
ki<k; or close to the Tr/ 2 line for k;<ki in the 
complex (J, p lane. The method of solution of the 
integral in equation ( B -2~) is sl i~-:htly diff,·rtn t in 
the two si tuat inns, lilt tlw n •st!lts are idmtical. 
llcrc, thefJ~, will be assunwd rlose to the real ax is. 
The approximate solution is Yalid for {}f1 near the 
1r/ 2 lint. 
Along the s i<Tpt·st-descen t contmtr ncar ff;,, 
(J . ~ (}< . + itt I 1] l (B -25) 
where u. is much less than unity. Then, 
cos (Jj ~ (ll-26) 
and 
(B-27) 
-k,Rsin (a-o:i)tt. 
The integral in equation (B-24) becomes 
(k~- k 2) " 4 _ ie- irt•.yz ·-· -~ e'k'/1 """ <e.';- a> k2 t 
' (B -2X) 
Now, the integral 
1 / 7r 
= ? AI •3 
- r o 
( B :2<J) 
Rcarran~-:i ng equations ( B-2-1) a nd ( B-21-1 ), <IIH' 
finally obtains 
I n 
i11 (IT j "!) I' 
r: F (O,) 
which must be added to <·quation-; ( B - 1 · ~) and 
(B-15) wht'n a>ac. 
The assumption in the sadd It--poi nl and s tt:q>· 
est-descent techniques I hal /.: N .•/ I is rt·a~onably 
valid when R is gn·atcr than I 1\'o wavt·lt·ngth s, 
since k>21r and /.:R> 10 wht'n N>'l. . 
:• The poles of the intt·gnnd~ art· also of im-
portance in thl' solutions. J>iscussion of LIH·ir rolt-
in till' sillutions is ~ivt·n in t ht It·.~ L 
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RADIO INTERFEROMETRY DEPTH SOUNDING: 
PART II-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS t 
J A M E S R . R 0 S S I T E R • , G E R A J, U A . J. A T 0 R R A C A :t: , .\ . J> E T E R A N N .'\ N • , 
D A VI D W . S T RANG W A\' •§ , AND GENE <; I M M 0 N S :t: 
In ~uch highly resistive geologic environments 
as icc sheets, salt layers, and the moon's surface, 
radio wa\'es penetrate with little attenuation. 
The field strengths about a tran,;mitting antenna 
placed on the surface of such an environment ex-
hibit interference maxima and minima which arc 
indicative of the in-situ electrical properties and 
the presence of subsurface layering. 
Experimental resu lts from an analog scale 
INTRODUCTION 
The attenuation of electromagnetic waves prop-
agating through terrestrial rocks is extremely 
high due to the moisture content; as a result, EM 
methods in the radio-frettucncy range have not 
found general usc in exploring the earth . A few 
highly resist ive geologic cnvironnwnts, such as 
icc sheets (Evans, I<Jo3, l<JoS, 1967; Jiracck, 1%7) 
and dry salt layers (Unterberger cl al, 1970; 
Holser et a!, l\J72), are sutliciently dry to be 
transparent to radio waves. The uppermost lay-
ers of the moon are also very resistive (St rang-
way, 1969; Saint-Amant and Strangway, I<J70), 
and typical attenuation distances (or skin depths) 
for lunar 111aterial arc shown in Figure I. 
In these mater ials, EM waves propagate with 
little attenuation and arc useful, in theory, for 
depth sounding. The Surface Electrical Proper-
ties Experiment, which was developed for Apollo 
17, uses such a method to measure the electrical 
properties of the moon and to search for layering. 
The method is based on the interference pattern 
generated between various radio waves. 
model and from field tests on two ~lacier,; are 
interpreted on the basis of the theordical result s 
of Part J. If the upper la_vc r is thick , the pall ern 
is very simple and the dielectric constant of the 
layer can be easi ly determ ined. An upper hound 
on the loss tangent can be estimated. For thin 
layers, the depth can be determined if the loss 
tangent is less than about O.I!J, and a crude esti-
mate of scattering can be made. 
Theoretical hack).( round to the met hod and a 
general introduction to this series <A pap<'r~ is 
presmll'd in Part I by Annan (I'J73, p . SS7). In 
preparation for interpretation of lunar data, we 
have tested the method both in thl' laboratory 
with analog scale models using wavelengths in th e 
cen timl'lcr range and in the lield on glaciers using 
wavclen:,:t hs about the same as will he used on t lu· 
moon. These results arc presented hen·. 
INTE~FEROMETRY TECHNIQllll 
Radio-frequency int.erf<!romctry (RFI) is de-
scribed simply as follows: A transmit tcr and asso-
ciated antenna oti the dielectric surface ).(cnerat.e 
RF waves which arc received and amplified at 
some distance. Several waves reach the receiver 
-e.g., A, B, and C shown in Figure 2. Because 
the various waves travel different. distances and/ 
or at different velocities, they interfere with each 
other. The interference pattern can be generated 
in one of two different ways. Either frequency or 
distance can be varied, holding th e other constant. 
Frequencies of .'iOO khz to SO Mhz and distances 
t Prcsente<l at th<: -l-Oth Annual Tnt crn;ttional SEC: 1\lcetinl(, November 9, 11170, N(·w Orleans, Louisiana. Manu · 
script received hy the Editor April6, I'J72; revised manuscript received Nnvcml>er 22, 1'172. 
• University of Toronto, Toronto lilt, Ontatio, Canada. 
t Massachusetts [nstitutc of Tcchnolol(y, Camhritll(e, Massachusetts 02139. 
§Presently on leave to NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas 77058. 
© 1973 Society of Exploration Geophysicists. All rights reserved. 
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FIG. 1. Attenu:uion dist;tnce in luna r surface material : 1. Weaver ( 1965) --thcwml emission; 2. Tyler (l W>X) -
histatic radar; 3. Chung ct al (19i 1)-igncous sample 12002,58; 4. Katsuhe and Colldt (1971) breccia sam:>k 
10065; 5. Katsuhc and Colle t t (197 1) -· fi nes sample 10084 ; 6. Gold et a l (1971 )- fi nes, various den sities. The fre-
quency range to he used in the Surface Electrical Properties l•:xpcrim(·nt on Apollo 17 is marked 'S.J·:.J>.' 
oi a few meters to a few kilometers an· charac-
teristic. However, it is not feasible now to build a 
tuned s11·eep- fn·quency antenna that gives inter-
pretable results over our frequency band of in-
terest; thus, we restrict ou rselves to the variation 
of distance of a few fixed frequencies. 
Two criteria must be met for the RFI method to 
effectively detect and determine depth of a sub-
surface boundary. First, the dielectric medium 
must have a loss tang(·nt less than about 0.1, or 
the amplitude of the waves that t ravel in the 
mediu m will be too low to interfe re well with the 
direct wave- i.e ., th e medium probed must be 
transparent at the freq uency used . Second, there 
must exist a contrast in electrical or magnetic 
p roper ties below the surface in order to reflect 
energy. 
Several waves are generated which a re im-
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AIR OR VACUUM 
X miller RCVR 
REFLECTOR 
Flt:. 2. The lmsic inll·rf<.romclry concept. Tht· intnfcrcnce of the di rect waves A and II 
and the rellcctcd waves Cis measured at the receiver. 
portanl near the sourn·. Tht·ir gt·onwtric relations 
an· illuslrall'd in Figure 3. Two split-rica! waves, 
.-\ a 11d (', tran·l di rl'ctly hl'twt·t·n the t ransmitter 
and till· n·reivt·r. \\' an· (' tra\'t· ls in the upper 
medium tair or vacu um), a nd wa\T c\ , in lh•· 
t•arth. Since these waves IHtv•· di !Tt·n ·nt n·locities, 
they wil l inll'rfere wi th t·ach otht•r. This inll'r -
fen·nn· gives a nH·asurt• of the diekctric constan t 
of the lower medium, since the greater th e dif-
ference in the velocities of thcst.> two waves, tht· 
greater will he the interference frequency. 
The tlank, head, or l:ilnal wave B and the 
sp herical wave .-\ gin· the transmit l ing antenna 
a high ly directional radiation pattern. Tile lateral 
wave satisfit·s the boundary conditions imposed 
by wave Cat the interface, since the horizontal 
p hase velocity of U in the earl h is the same as I hat 
F11: . 3. \\"avdrunl s al tht•air di .. lt-ctric (·.= 0) l,ound 
;,ry. p is the radial di rection lrooniiH· souret·. iV!t·dinn• l 
is ai r o r vacuum lr.,. w ) , and nll'diuo•o II is a dickc:ric 
(•,. 1 . ,) .. I is a s•Jht-rical wa vc pro" :tgatinJ! radially in 
medium I I ; U is a head wav<: prnpa,~atin~ down\\'arcl at 
the cri t ical an.l(lc; C is a ~pherical wav•· propagating 
radially in medium I ; and /)i s a n inhomogcneou~ wave 
propa:.!a l in~ radia ll_,. in n1edium I. but attcnuatin~ t:X · 
poncn tia 11 y with heigh 1 . 
of wave C in tlH' upper medium. To have tin· same 
horizontal phase velocity, wave B p ropa)!;alt•s 
downward a t an an)!; le {:J as show n in F i)!;un· .l. 
T h is ang lt- is the angle of t.otal in ternal re lkrtion 
hd ween t lw t " '" nH·dia fam iliar to st·ismologists, 
defi ned h_v 
sin (:J (I) 
where till' critical a ngle {j is tlw anglt- hl'l\\'t•cn the 
negative z-axis and the dir<'ction of propagation 
of wave B , and Eo and to arc the diekc! ric con-
stants of the upper and low<·r media , rcspt·c t ively 
(assuming nonm;tgnctic media) . Tht· ampli tudes 
of i\ and B arc largest in the din-ction {:J . 'I his fea-
t ure is importan t. in R F I depth SIIUndin)!; s ince 
energy is p referen tial ly transmilled downward 
at an ang le {3. 
The spherical wave ;\, travelin)!; in the lower 
nwdium, also has a complemen tary wave which 
matcht·s the hcnnu lar) condi t ions. An inholnoge-
neous wave J) is p roduced at the s urface; this 
wave pr11pa)!;ates radial ly from the soun·<· with 
the v<:l11city of .-\ , hut decays t'XJHIIH'nti:dly with 
IH!ig ht ahm·c Jlw sur face. This wavl' is signif1cant 
ncar t he bm\\ldary , hut its effect decreast·s as !Itt· 
n·cl' ivn moves away from t l11· surfan· . 
. \ "critical dis tance" r,. is ddin t·d as 
r,. = 2d tan (3, (2) 
wlwn· d is the dl'plh to a plane lu>rizont;d re 
ll cr to r . Three general rq ,:ions t·xist : I lw nt·ar -lidd, 
wiH·rc the l ransmit I n -rccciver distance is much 
less than r,.; the rcl-(ion ncar the critical dis tance, 
where the bulk of the reflected energy arrives; 
and the far-f1eld , well beyond rc. In the ncar-field 
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the interaction between the two ~pherical waves 
:\ and (' dom inatt·s and t:an he used to rneasun· 
t lrt· diekt:t ric constant o f llu· uppt-r layt·r. As I he 
lransmitll'r-rece ivt·r distance approaches r,., sn · 
era! diiTerenl. waves with ronglrly comparahlt· 
magnitudes arri,·e and prndun· a ver~· confusing 
inlerkn·nce paltnll . In the far -fit·ld, rnultiplt-
rdkcl ions an· impor t ant , ant I 11111_,. the normal 
modt·s of tire systt•nr propagatt· with low a llt·nua -
tinn. 
From data obtained in th e three regions , t h ree 
pieces of information can he det• ·rmined . The 
dirlatri( wns/11111 is relalt'd simply to the spatial 
frequency in the nt•ar-freld. Tht· drpt/1 to an inter-
face can be roughly estimated from the diekctr ic 
constant and tlw rriticd distance. Third the 
shape of the curve and till' number of far -field 
peaks are indicatin· of tht· loss fllllgml 11f the 
upper layer . 
Two difTcrenl Cllnfigurations of equipnwnt have 
been used in our tests; nanH·ly, horizontal electric 
dipole sources with magnl'l ic dipole receivns for 
fie ld work, and a \·ert ica l magne tic d ipole source 
with a n electric dipok rcceinT for carl_,. analog 
sca le-nwdcl s tudies . Both horizontal ~·leclric and 
verlit:al lllal-(ndic dip11ks produce horizontally 
polarizt·d waves. Since I he E-til'ld polarizal ion is 
then perpendicular to the plant• o f incide nct•, the 
reflection CtH't'licient dot·s not go thr<ntgh the 
Brewster an~lc null, wh ich is associated only with 
waves polarizt'd in the plane of incidence on the 
a~sump(ion of nonmagnt·tic materials. 
The general con fi gural ion and notal ion u~t·d 
arc shown in Figun· -l for thl' eh-ctric clipok. TIH· 
dipole is on the surface, extends along the .r-axis, 
and traverses are run orthogonal to it. For this 
configuration , approximate theoretical solutions 
for components 11, (vertical mag net ic til'ld ) , 11" 
(radial mag netic field ) , and 1!'4- (tangentia lelt.:ctric 
field) have been found. The other components 
arc negl igible for the case of intinit e horizonta l 
plant· boundaries. Nonmagnetic materials have 
been assumed th roughout so that J.L n= p., = p., . 
Three cases involving infinite plane horizontal 
layers have hct·n studied theorl'licall_\· : 
(a) the half-space ; 
(b) the two-layer earth with a per fect rcllector 
a t some depth ; i.e ., either E~--·><>o or La n fJ ., ·• oo so 
that the reflection coefficient of the !own boun-
dary is always unity; 
(c) t he general two-la~·cr earth in which E1 ;tt , 
and tan o{'"tan 02. For the experimental results, 
the mall'rial propertit·s an· snrh tktt on ly ca~cs 
(a) and (h) need to he ronsidt·red. Tlwnrl'lical 
computations arc compared with IHrllr , c:dt· 
modt·l and glacier field data . First, h01n·vn, :1 
hrid de~cripl ion of the · ..,calt· ntotkl and the· fit·ld 
tt·s ts will Ill' given . 
ANAI.O(; SCAI.E MOI>t:J. 
Seal i 11g of a11 ekc t romagnl'l ie moe kl i.., p:~ r! icu · 
larl~ · si mple when till' cnl!dnctiv ily i' nq.~ligihk· 
Tht· wavelength is in versely proportional to t lw 
frequency used , and all other relations r<'main 
invariant. f nour scalt· mock! , \\'t' usedmicruwa\T 
frequencies with free-span· wavdcng th, of 3 tn S 
em. By scaling all data in lnms of \\':1\'t'kngths, 
model, field, and theorl'lical resul t ~ ran r<·adily 
be compared. 
The tirst scale model consis tl'd of a klystron 
source at 10 Crhz kl'ding a vt·rt ical magnetic slo t 
antenna, a small diode receiver, a travt·rsing 
sysll·m, and an automatic recording arrangl'lllt:ll l. 
Tht· dil'l ectric used was dry , pttrl' quartz sand 
(lhO mesh), and thl' rl'lll'clor was an aluminum 
plat t·. Tht· plate and sand were contained in a 
plnvood hox with sid<·s that slopt·d o ut at about 
-l.'i cll'grl'es . The box was approximal.l·ly .lO wav;·-
knglhs long and l.'i wavelengths wick , at tht· hot -
tom . The sl'lup is shown sclwmat iw lly in Figun· 
z 
Z=h·····-------------· 
FrG. 4. General con(,guration of a horizontal clcclric 
dipolt: over a two-layt>r c;.trlh . ti is the real d ielectric 
constant , 1-'• is the permeability, and tan o, is the loss 
tangent of t he ith layer. 
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F11; . 5. The analo): :~ealc model. The transmittt·r was compe~st·cl of a klystron tuht· r:l<liatill): at 10 (;flz into;, 1..-c-
tan~ular wave;.:uiclt• . . \ verticalmagnrtic ~lot antl'nna was fornH:rl hy a slit at the t·JHI of I he wavq,:uirle. The I ran~mit 
tcr could hl' rai~cd or lmn·r<:tl . Si):nals w..rc 1 cct:i vcd hy a small r!indl' which cnuirlt ra vcrsr for about 20 wa vt'lt·ngt h~ 
at any heigh!. The cliclect ric used was q ua1t z !<1llld and tlw n ·tlector was a flat aluminum plait·. l<<·n·ivt·d ~ignal 
strength versus receiver position was recorded directly nn an X \' rercml~:r. 
5. A later version of tht· scale mocklusing trans 
former oil as a liquid didect ric has also proved 
very successful. Tht· transmitter and receiver 
Wt·rc small eh-clric dipoks, operated at (• (;h .~. , 
and the model was contained in a tank lined with 
microwave ab~orhing matt·rial. 
The validity of our expcrinwntal arrangt·nwnt 
was initially tested by comparing model results 
with thcordical predictions for a \Try simp!.. 
case. The transmitter and rcet·iver . wt·n· both 
placed at height It above the aluminum plate 
without the sand . 
From !'art I, the EM radiation from a vertical 
magnetic dipole at !wight It over a magn<'tically 
u niform half-~pace is clt•,.:cribed complt·lt'ly by the 
vertical magnetic Hert z vector, givt·n b~ · 
R 
t{iko ll ' 
+ R ol 
R' 
(3) 
where ~·0 i~ the wan·number, lint i ~ thl' n·fl<Ttion 
coellicit·nt at tht· boundary (::= 0 ), li i~ the dirtTt 
d istancl' to till' n·cein:r, and N' is the cli~tarH · • · 
travdl'cl hy the relleckd wan•. If the lmundar~ i-
a ywrfect rl'!h-ctor, lint = - I . For till' n·t;ein·r at 
height It: 
r, (4) 
and 
N' = lr~ + (z + hFjl = lr~ + .Jh~ j ! . (S) 
Tht· tangt·ntial dt·clric field/~·~· is then 
IWJ.l 
ilr 
(o) 
Then, 
I [' · '~'" (; : ) /<:( r' I!) vr~ + ·1/t :' 
· v',~ ~~~~1 C './r t ( 7) 
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where A= -iwp. (47r2/ X2) and is an arbit rary scal-
ing factor for a unit magnetic dipole, r is the trans-
mitter-receiver separation in wavelengths, II is 
the transmitter-receiver height above the rl'lkct-
·ing plate in wavelengths, and A is the wavelength 
in free-space . 
Typical comparisons between theory and ex-
periment arc shown in Figure h. The agreement. in 
the position of the peaks is Vl'ry good . Although 
the amplitudes are on an arbi trary scale and arc 
therefore not direc t ly comparable, the ratio be-
tween each theoretical and experimental peak is 
approximately constant. Experimental deviations 
from theoretical solutions arc not large and are 
primarily due to reflections between the trans-
mitter and either the receiver or the sides of the 
box. The good agreement between calculaterl and 
measured curves was 1takcn as the main proof 
that the cxperimt·ntal arrangement was satis-
factory to measure inter ference between various 
waves. 
GLACIER FIEI.D TESTS 
I ntroductionJ 
Icc is one of the few terrestrial rocks with uni-
formly high resistivity. Resistivities of 10:. to 107 
ohm-m have been measun·d consistt·ntly (t· .g., 
Rothlisberger, ((Jh7; Kdler and Frischknecht, 
J\l(ll }. 1\ few glaciers have !wen carefull y mapped 
and arc accessible for fteld t<·sts. Wt· selected I wo 
on which to test the RFI technique. 
The dielectric properties of ice and snow havt· 
been reviewed by Evans (I(Jh.'i). The dielectric 
properties of glacial icc and snow have ht'l:n 
studied in situ hy \Vatt and Maxwell (I<J(,O) and 
by Walford ( l<J6X) . Two paramctns an· important. 
--- the dielectric constant and th e loss tangen t. 
Icc has a relaxation in the audio-fn•qul·ncy range, 
but unlike many dielectric materials has none 
ncar the radio frcquencit•s. Hence, while the value 
of its dielectric constant is frequency independent 
in the radio frequencies , the value of its Jogs tan-
gent is roughly inversely proportional to fn·-
q uency and is strongly temperatu re dept~ndent. 
From 1 to 30 Mh;,, the valu e of th e dielectric 
constant is 3.20 ± 0.05 and is fairly independent of 
frequency, impurities, or temperature. Over t he 
same frequencies, f· tan ll ::=0.2S at 0°C, but 
j · tan /l""O.IO at -l0°C, whcref is th e frequency 
in Mh;, . Although the effects of impurities, cracks, 
air bubbles, and free water on the loss tangent arc 
not wdl understood, the values for losses in gla 
E~ E<,& 
I I I 
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FIG. 6. Typical theoretical and cxpl·rimcn tal curves for calibration of the scale model. Dashed lin e is thcorc.tical 
and solid line is scale model. Curves for a depth of 3 wavelength$ are on the left , and for 5 wavcl(; ngths, on the n ght. 
No dielectri( is present. Scalin ~ is diffcr<>nt for each of the four curves. 
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FIG. 7. Cross-section of the Gomer Glacier, from Swiss seismic data. 
cier ice arc not appreciably different from those in 
p ure ice. 
The inverse-frequency dependence of the loss 
tangent in ice implies that the attenuation of an 
EM wave in icc is directly proportional to the 
absolute distance, not to the number of wave-
lengths that the wave travels. Therefore, the 
maximum sounding depth in ice free of scattering 
bodies is virtually independent of the frequency 
used by any radio or radar technique in the fre-
quency range from 0.1 to nearly 1000 M hz. 
The Corner Glac-ier 
The Gorner Glacier, located in southern Swit-
zerland, has been extensivrly drilled and mapped 
seismically for the Swiss Hydroelectric System, 
and a longitudinal section of the glacier is shown 
in Figure 7. It is a deep glacier; the depth in the 
test area to the postulated water-table is about 
400 m and the depth to bedrock is 500 m. It is 
effectively a half-space for the interferometry 
technique. 
Equipment used on the tests, run in Septe111ber, 
1969, was both simple and portable. The trans-
mitter was a General Radio LBOA bridge oscil-
lator, which fed the transmitting antenna through 
a ferrite core 1 to 1 balun. Two types of t rans-
mitting antennas were used: an untuned hori-
zontal electric dipole and a small (X/10 diameter) 
loop as a vertical magnetic dipole. Output power 
was less than ! watt. The receiver was fed by 
either a 5-m electric dipole or a Singer single-turn 
1-m diameter loop, with simple broad-band 
matching to the SO-ohm input impedance of a 
Galaxy R530 communications receiver. The re-
ceiver output was read from a Hewlett-Packard 
427A portable voltmeter and recorded manually. 
Field procedure consisted of recording field 
strength about every l wavelength along tra-
verses away from the t ransmitter. Frequencies of 
1, 2 4, 7, and 10 Mhz were used. Eq,, ll,, and lip 
components were measured for both horizontal 
electric and vertical magnetic t ransmitting an-
tennas. 
The A tltabasca Glacier 
The Athabasca Glacier, located in Alberta, 
Canada, has also been studied extensively: a grav-
ity survey has been conducted by Kanasewich 
(1 963), seismic and drilling studies have been made 
by Paterson and Savage (1963), and EM and 
resistivity soundings have been run by Keller and 
Frischknecht (1961). A depth contour map, re-
constructed from Paterson and Savage and show-
ing our traverse line, is given in Figure 8. T he 
thickness of the icc along the traverse varies from 
about 130 m to 280 m. 
The Athabasca Glacier tests, run in March, 
1970 used a crystal-controlled transmitter that 
was operated at frequencies of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24 
Mhz. Output power was about one watt. I t fc·d a 
ribpon-wire tuned horizontal electric dipole an-
tenna through a balun feed network. The an-
tenna consisted of several numhcr-22 wires, each 
cut to the resonant length for a single frequency, 
lying beside each other on the ice surface. Each 
wire was cut to the resonant length of one of the 
frequencies in free space a nd connected in parallel 
to the balun feed. Each wire had to then be cut to 
between 75 and 90 percent of its length in order 
to reflect minimum power back to the trans-
mitter. 
This antenna was experimental, and several 
problems may have been associated with its use. 
The amount of clipping needed to retune the 
wires after they had been placed on the ice was 
insufficient to account for the dielectric contrast 
between ice and air. We feel that each wire was 
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FIG. 8. Contour man of the Athahasca Glacier, drawn from the seismic and . d rilling data of Paterson and 
Savage (1963). Boreholes, with dl'pths in nu·t!'J's, are shown. Ou r intl'rfcrnmctry traverse line is nuuk,•d 000 Ill to 
l.'iOOm. 
reactively coupled to the o ther wires, which then 
radiated energy. Therefore, the longer wires were 
effectively long a ntennas (greater than a ha lf 
wavelength) for the higher frequencies and could 
have radiated significantly otT the orthogonal 
direction. The antenna was probably not well 
coupled either to t he subsurface or to the traverse 
direction, and spurious retlt•clions could have been 
received from the sides of the glacier . 
The n-ceiver and t.hc 1it·ld procedure were sim-
ilar to those used on the Corner (;lacier with the 
following differences: :\smaller -~-m-diameter loop 
was used for H1 and 32 M h ~. Readings \\'l'rt• taken 
every ~ wavelength, to a dist:wn· of 20 wave-
lengths or unt il the signal was too low to dctect . 
Most traverses were run from NE to SW , a l-
though a few were run from SW toNE with the 
lransmitll'r di ;plac<'d to tiH· S\V l'lld of the t r; :-
verse litH'. Both II: and II, , con lJH>IH'Ills were 
taken , as well as onc /\4, travt·rst·. 
RESULTS 
The half-space 
If the boundary between the first and second 
layers is not important, the only waves which 
reach the receiver are the direct wa,·es through 
the air (or vacuum) and the dielect ric. Th is case 
is simple to solve theoretically, and suites of 
curves have been compiled for the R q, , lip, and /I , 
components (sec, for example, Figure 9) . There is 
very good agreement between theory and experi -
mental results from the Gorner Glacier. Figure 10 
shows a typical experimental curve and R series of 
I heoret ical curves for various dielectric constants. 
The interference peaks and troughs align best 
with those calculated for t1 '= 3.2. lly comparison 
with curves lik e those in Fi~ure <J, we have es ti -
mated tb :· hss tan~en t to be less than 0.07 at 
to Mhz. 
One interesting feature of both the th eoretical 
and experimental half-space curves is that re~: ults 
for the 11, and Eo~, components an: identical, hut 
the peaks a nd trou~hs of t h~ II,, component a rc 
sh iftl'd ~X away from the translllitter (set· Fi).!;un· 
ll). This rl'lation h<:tW<'l'n tiH: int nft·n ·nct• pat -
Inns in II, ,~~~. , and 111, pro vides a basi s "" which 
to dl'!ect departures of tht· Jit·lds from the half .. 
space response which could b :.: due to su hsurfac<· 
reflections or scattering from surface or subsur-
face irregularities . 
Therefore, in a half-space, RFl can easily be 
used to determine the dielectric constan t of the 
upper layer if we know the positions of the peaks 
and troughs. Theoretical results indicate that the 
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F1G. 9. Theoretical half-space curves for a dielectric constant of 3.2 and various loss tangents. Peaks and nulls, 
are less distinct for higher loss tangmls, but their positions do not change. 
loss of the lay('r docs not change the position of 
the peaks, but as the loss d('crt·ases, both the 
sharpness of the nulls and the number of ob-
servable peaks increases. By measuring several 
components it may bt• possible to determine if the 
measurements have been affected by random scat-
tering. 
Two-layer earth: Pufect rcjlfctor 
Calculations for the two-layer model arc more 
complex. Exact th corct ica l ~ol ut ions havt~ not been 
obtained , hut after pcrformin~ the mat]H·rnatical 
manipulations discussed in I' art T, approxintatc 
numerical aolutions have been compiled and 
plot ted . T y pical suites of curves arc show n in 
Fi~urc 12 to illustrate the dTcct of chan~t·s in 
dielectric con~tan t, thicktH·ss, and loss t:utgt·nt, 
of the ftrs t layer. Although th e cfTn:ts of t hese 
pa rameters arc not fully separable, in gerwral, th e 
frequency of the initial peaks and troughs is indi-
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Fw. 10. Several theoretical half-space curves and an 
experimental curve from the Gomer Glacier at 10 Mh1. 
(H, component). The experimental curve has peaks and 
troughs that correspond to the theoretical curve for a 
dielectric constant of 3.2. 
cativc of the dielectric con~ t ant; the position of 
the main energy peak is determined by the thick-
ness and the dielectric constant; anti the sharp-
ness of the pattern changes with the loss tangent. 
For this example, the dependence on los~ tangent 
is particularly noticeable for loss tangents in the 
range .01 to .05. 
A suite of analog scale-model patterns and the 
corresponding theoretical curves are shown in 
Figure 13. The dielectric oil had a measured di-
electric constant of 2.16 and a loss tangent of 
0.0022. In general, for thicknesses greater than 2 
or 3 wavelengths th e agreement in both position 
and amplitude of the peaks and nulls is good. For 
thinner layers the agreement is poorer, probably 
because the theoretical solutions become less ac-
curate (sec Part l). J)iflcrenccs het.wc<·n ex1wri-
mental and theoretical results in the ncar-fidd 
may also he caused by the thcordical approxima-
tions. They might a lso be e<tus<·d hy spurious 
r('flections in the exrl<'rimental tank frun1 wires 
connecting the transmitting antenna to its ;:ourc•·. 
The other major discrepancy lwt ween the two 
solutions is at the critical anglt· where the ap-
proximations made in tlw theory an· mo,;t sig-ni fi -
cant. However, th e good ar:r<·cnwnt lH'I II'lTn tlil'-
orctical and ~-calc - model re,;u lts ha~ giv<·n u,; con -
ficlenci' in hoth . 
The result,; from the Athaha-;ca t:lacil'r an· 
complicated by the fact that th<' thickn e:<s of the 
glacier i ncrca ,;es along t II <: t ra Vl·rs<· wit II a ,;lope 
of approximately I : 10. Sine<' th<· g<·nt-ral theory 
ftlr this geometry is extn:mt·ly diflicu lt , and has 
no t h<'en worked out in detai l, W<' u ,;<·d thcord iral 
curves for s<·veral thickn<'SS('S 1war tht· mean tra-
verse thickness for comparison . Such a compari 
son is no t altogl'l her accurate, sine<' the .-ITt·cts of 
a thicken ing layer cit-pend on both the thicklws-; 
and the rate of change of thicknes:<. 
Comparisons were made between data mi'a-
sured on the Athabasca Glacier and many suitL'S 
of theoretical curves. ft was found that the family 
of theoretical curves for the known parameters 
of the glacier, when compared with the experi-
mental data as a whole, fitted better than any 
other set , although then· was some ambiguity. 
Several examples arc shown in Figure 14. The 
<'xperimental data were run through a simple 
I , I, 1 running average lilll'r before plotting. This 
fi ltering enhanced the main features of the curves 
by reducing small random variations. The agrcc:-
ment between theoretical and experimental data 
is far from JH'rfect. However, if it is recogni:r.cd 
that because the t hickness of thL· iCl' is increasing 
along the traverse, some moveoul of th e nll'asurecl 
peaks is to be expected, and a consi;;tent p icture 
emerges. 
Figure 14 shows data ohtainccl at 2, ·1, X, and 
24 Mh:r. o n the Atha lmsc:t (ilacier, along with 
three theoretical curves with depths !Jrackctinl-( 
those along the traverse. As the fn·quency in -
creases, the thickness of the icc, measured in 
wavelengths, also increases, so that quite ditTerent 
curves are found for each frequency . At 2 Mhll 
the curves arc smooth and regular and the agree-
ment between theory and experiment is q uite 
good. At -l Mhz the patterns arc more complex, 
and a lthough these arc similar features, the the-
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FIG. ll. Theoretical half-space curves and results from the Corner Glacier. Source is a horizontal electric dipole 
at 10 Mhz. Theoretical curves are for diell~ctric constant of 3.2 and a loss tan)(cnl of O.OJ. Peaks and troughs for the 
Hp component a re shifted away from the transmitter one-half wavelen)(lh. 
oretical curves do not correspond exactly to the 
experimental. At R Mh?. the curve'S arc complex, 
hut the agreement is bdta, especially the large 
peak at about 7 wavelengths distance. At 2-J. Mhz 
there are many peaks and troughs in both curves. 
We feel the lack of correlation between theory 
and experiment is largely due to many randomly 
scattered retlcctions in the experimental curve. 
At 2-l Mhz the wavelength of 12.5 m is the same 
size as many crevasses and surface roughness 
features. 
In summary, as the thickness of the dielectric 
layer increases, the interference patterns change 
from curves with a few well-defined peaks to 
curves with high spatial frequencies and no large 
peaks. These features arc seen in both theoretical 
and experimental results. T he fact that both liP 
and H, components are basically similar, although 
they differ in th eir line structure, increases our 
confidence in the match between theory and ex-
periment. 
INTERPRETATION 
Dielectric constant 
This parameter is e"sy to obtain directly from 
the data, since, as shown above, the ·direct air 
and subsurface waves interact near the source 
to give a pattern dependent only on this pa-
rameter. If the air wa \'e has a wavenumber k0 , 
27r 
l~o = --· ' 
Au 
(8) 
where Ao is the free-space wavelength; and if the 
subsurface wave has wavenumber {,,, 
(IJ) 
then the beat frequency wavenumber I< is 
T he spatial interference wavelength X1, is then 
(11) 
Therefore, 
( Xo )
2 
E) = Ah + 1 (12) 
and can be obtained directly from the data. For 
ice, Ab ,..._, l.27Ao. 
Loss tan)!,cnl 
The loss tangent can be estimated in a qtmlita-
tive way from the sharpness of the patterns in the 
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near field. In the ncar field the two direct waves 
add to form peaks and subtract to form nulls. If 
the waves are about the same size, the peaks and 
nulls will be sharp, but if one wave is much larger 
than the other, there will be little interferenC<'. 
As the amplitude of the subsurface wave de-
creases below the amplitude of the a ir wave, the 
pattern becomes less sharp. An envelope formed 
by joining the peaks and hy joining the nu lls of 
t he interference pattern becomes thinner at a 
rate determined by the loss tangent of the me-
dium. 
ln the Cornl'r Claci<·r data, tlw loss ta ngent 
was estimated to be less than 0 .7/ f (M hz) , well 
598 Rossiter et a l 
within the published value for icc. In the Atha-
basca data, reflections appear to distu rb the two 
direct waves too greatly to be able to usc this 
simplified approach . 
Depth 
An estimate of the dielectric constant and the 
critical distance from the field data can be used to 
estimate the depth. However, an assumption 
about the dip of the reflector must be made. The 
method fails if either the dielectric consta nt or the 
critical distance cannot be estimated accurately. 
Scattering 
One of the major unknowns in the application 
of the RFI techniqut· is the effect of irregularities 
in the medium . It is reasonable to believe that the 
effects of irregular surfaces, inhomogenei ties 
within the dielectric, and objects near the an-
tennas could all perturb the measured data . One 
possible way to remove small random effects is to 
appropriately filt er the data, and a simple run-
ning-average filter was used to enhance the perti-
nent features of the A thabasca Glacier data. 
An estimate of scattering is important to under-
stand geologic structure. During the Athabasca 
trials the 1!4> component, which should thcorl'ti -
cally be null for plane horizontal layers, was ob-
served to be significant (though weaker' than the 
other components). Th erefore, Jiq, prnvided a 
measurement of the scattering, which was consid -
erable at the higher frequenci es. The similarity of 
a ll the components mcasurl'<l on the Gorner Gla-
cier on the other hand implied that scattering was 
not significant up to 10 Mhz. 
CONCJ,.USIONS 
1. The RFI technique is a practical method 
with which to study layering in lo\1' -lnss di electrics 
(tan 8 <0.1) . 
2. Three parameters of the upper layer can be 
estimated from the data: th e dielectric constant, 
the loss tangen t, and an estimate of the thickness 
to a reflector. Measurements of ~=.3.2 and 
;·tan o=0.7 (j in Mhz) for ice arc in agreement 
with known results. 
.3. The method is an inexpensive way to sound 
ice sheets less than a few hundred meters thick, 
and could be used to study low-loss layers on the 
moon. 
4. Further work is required to reline and quan-
tify the interpretational procedure, to extend it to 
more complex geomet rics , a nd Ill LIIHh-rstand 
better the cff ccts of random scat! crers. 
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ABSTRACT. A new method of electromagnetic sounding in resistive electrical c-,nvironments has been 
developed for use in lunar exploration. It is applicable to the study of terrestrial glaciers and icc sh<·ets. I\ 
horizontal electric dipole antenna on the ground is used to transmit power at frequencies oft, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 
32 MHz. A set of orthogonal receiving coils is mounted on a vehicle which traverses away from tht• trans-
mitter. Field strength is recorded as a function of distance. Waves which travel above the surface interfere 
with waves from the subsurface, generating interference patterns which can be used to determine the dielectric 
constant, the los.~ tangent, and depth to reflecting horizons. 
The technique was tested on the Athabasca Glacier in western Canada. At 1, 2 and 4 MHz the icc was 
found to have a dielectric constant of about ::1·3• a loss tangent (tan I>) which is roughly inversely proportional 
to frequency giving values of/tan I) in the range ofo.25 to 0 .35 (where/is in MHz). These values correspond 
well with the known properties of ice near 0 ° C, which is a temperature typical of temperate glaciers. It has 
been possible to determine the depth of the ice but results are not a lways consistent with previous seismic and 
gravity surveys and with drilling. 1\.t frequencies of 16 and 32 MHz, scattering is the dominant fc:atun: of the 
results. At 8 MHz there is a transition from clear-cut interference patterns to the scattering pattems. From 
these findings, we suggest tha t the /\thabasca Glacier has a large number of dielrctric scattcrers with dimen-
sions less than about 35 m, probably due in large part to c revasses. 
REsUME. Interferometrie dr fritttencr.r radio - ·- une nouvelle lechnique pour l'!l11de des glaciers. Unc nouv<:l lc 
methode de sondages elt'ctromagnt' tique a travers des milieux electriqucs resistants, a etc imagine a !'usage 
des explorations lunaires. Ellc presentc des possibilites d 'application dans !'etude des glaciers tcrrestn:s l'l 
des calottcs glaciaircs. Unc antennc t'lcctriq ue dipolairt• horizontale sur lc sol est utilisec pour transrnt:ttrc 
de l'encrgie sur des frequ<-nces de 1, ,z, 4, 8, 16 et 32 MHz. Un ensemble de hobines reccptriccs disposC.-s 
orthogonalement est monte sur un vchicule qui circule a distance de l'emetteur. L'intensitc du chanrp est 
mcsurce en fonction de Ia distance. l.t·s ondt•s q ui s~: propagcnt au-dessus de Ia surface sc combi11t·nt avt·c 
celles venues de dessous Ia surfat·e, t·ngendrant des intcrfcrcnc<-s dnnt on peut se snvir pour .:akult·r Ia 
constante diclcctriquc, Ia pcrtc t:n tangcntc et Ia profondeur des horizons reilectcurs. 
On a essayc cettc technique dans It- glaci.:r de I' Athabasca dans !'Ouest Canadien. A 1, 2 •·t 4 M liz, "" 
a trouve pour Ia glace unc constant" diekctrique de 3,:J, une perle de tangentc (tg I>) qui •·st grossierc·Jnt·llt 
inversement proportionnelle a Ia frcqw·nc<-, donnant dt·s valeurs deftg I> de l'ordre de o,25 a o,:J5 {oi•.fcst 
en MHz). Ces valcurs correspondent bien avec les proprictcs connues de Ia glace au vnisinagc de n" C, 
temperature typique des glaciers temperes. On a pu determiner l'epaisseur d e Ia glace rnais le~ resultats 
ne concordent pas toujours avec les ancir.nncs rnesures sismique.s et gravitaires, ni avec les fc>rdagt:s. Pour 
les frequences de 16 et 32 MHz, Ia dispersion est le trait dominant d~-s resultats. A 8 MHz, il y a un.: transi-
tion entre un net phenomene d'interference et Ia dispersion. A partir de ces constations, nous suggcro11s 
que le glacier l'Athabasca possede un grand nombre de dispersants dielectriques mesurant moins d 'environ 
35 m, probablement en raison, pour unc large part, de Ia presence de crevasses. 
• Present addri"SS : Department of Geology, Univc·rsity of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Carr ada. 
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ZuSAMMENFASSUNG. Hoclifrequenz-lnterferenzmessung - eine neue Methode fur Glet.rcherunter.•·uchungm. Fur drn 
Gebrauch bei der Erforschung des M;ondes wurde cine neue M;ethode dcr dektromagnctischen Lotung durrh 
widerstandsfahige Oberflachenschichten entwickelt. Es bcstcht die Moglichkeit, dam it terrcstrische Gletscher 
und Eisschilde zu untersuchen. Eine horizon tale elektrische Dipolantenne am Boden wird dazu benutzt, um 
Energie in den Frequenzen von 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 und 32 MHz auszusenden. Ein Satz von orthogonalcn Emp-
fangsspulen ist auf einem sich vom Sender wegbewegcnden Fahrzeug befestigt. Die Feldstarkc wid als 
Funktion der Entfernung aufgezeichnet. Die Wellen, die sich auf dcr Oberflachc- und in den darunH,r 
liegenden Schichten ausbreitet, erzeugt Interferenzmustcr, die zur Bestimmung der Didcktrizitiitskonstantt·, 
dcr Verlusttangente und der Tiefe beliebiger Reflexionshorizonte verwendet wcrden konncn. 
Die Methode wurde am Athabasca Glacier in Wcstkanada crprobt. Bci 1, 2 und 4 MHz wurde fur das 
Eis cine Dielektrizitlitskonstante von c. 3,3 und cine Verlusttangentc gcfunden, die angcniihcrt umgekchrt 
proportional zur Frequcnz ist und WcrW von/tan .S im Bereich von 0,25 bis o,35 (wobeifin MHz angegcb<'n 
ist) ergibt. Dicsc Werle stimmen gut mit den bekannten Eigenschaften von Eis nahr o'' C, der charaktrristi-
schcn Temperatur tt>mpericrtcr Gletschcr, uberein. Es ist moglich, die Eisdicke :w bestinnnen, ab<'r die 
Ergebnisse stehen nicht immrr in Einklang mit fruherrn Bohrungen sowie srismischen und gravinwtrisdwn 
Messungen. Bci Frequenzen von t6 und 32 MHz sind Streuungen das Hauptcharakteristikum d<"r ErgdJ-
nisse ; bei 8 MHz liegt ein Obergang von wohldelinil'rtt·n lnterferenzrnustern zu .Stn·uu•usttTn. Auf(;rund 
dieser Ergebnisse schliessen wir darauf, class im Athabasca Glacier cine grosse Anzahl von Strt'uohjekt<·n 
vorhandcn ist, deren Dimcnsionen unter c. 35m liegen und die vermutlich zurn grnssen Teil Glctsdwrspaltcn 
zuzuschreiben sind. 
INTRODUCTION 
The physical basis of the radio interferometry technique was described in detail by Annan 
(I 973). The practical application was discussed by Rossiter and others ( I 973). The planned 
use of the technique in the exploration of the moon was described by Simmons and others 
( I972). Only a brief introduction to the experiment is given here; the reader interested in 
further description should consult the references above. 
A horizontal electric dipole is laid on the surface and used to transmit electromagnetic 
energy at frequencies of I, 2, 4, 6, I8 and 32 MHz in sequence. A coil mounted on a vehicle 
is used with the receiver. The vehicle is moved away from the transmitting antenna a:1d the 
field strength at each frequency is detected and recorded on magnetic tape and on a strip 
chart recorder. One axis on the chart recorder is driven by an odometer, producin3 plots of 
field strength as a function of distance from the transmitter. 
Energy is propagated from the transmitter to the receiver in three important waves (FiK. 
I a). The first is the wave above the surface of the ice. Its velocity is the speed of light in 
vacuum. The second wave travels just below t.Le surface of the ice. Its velocity is controlled 
by t'he dielectric constant of the icc. The interference between these two waves is used to 
determine the dielectric constant. The third w<...ve travels through the body of the icc and is 
reflected from the glacier bottom. Its interlere1.cc with the other waves causes modifications 
to the interference pattern which are indicative of the glacier depth. It should he noted that 
this wave is reflected from the bottom at different places depending on the separation between 
source and receiver. Since interpretation depends on characteristics of the whole curve, and 
since glacier depth may not be constant over the whole traverse, the measurement represents 
some sort of mean depth along the traverse line. 
r /"TRANSMITTER 
1/ SURFACE WAVE /,.- -
SUBSURFACE WAVE 
Fig. 1. (a) The three waves used in radio-frequmcy interferometry. The surface wave travels above the surface qf the dielectric, 
the subsurface wave travels immediately below the surface in the dielectric. These two waves travel at differmt velocities and 
the·ir beat frequency is afimction of the dielectric constant. The third wave, designated reflected wave here, travels downward 
and into the dielectric and is reflected/rom some horizon at dej1th. 
TRANSMITTER 
t 
BROADS! DE 
ANTENNA tBI 
ENDFI RE 
ANTENNA tEl 
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RECEIVER 
TRAVERSE 
Fig. r. (b) &latio11 of receiver components to trammit1i11g antenna. The superJcript 8 on the field component.r desi11nate.•· that 
measurements are takm broadside to the dipole. The superscript E indicnlts that the field comfJonent.r are measured with 
respect to the endfire antenna. The subscripts p, ¢> atld z are those used in a righl-hatlded cylindrical coordinate ·!YStem. The 
transmitting antennas are actually coincidmt and there is on{v one set of receivin.11 antenna.<. Each antenna is activatnl ~Y the 
transmitter/receiver in the sequence shown in Figure 2. 
In the present instrumentation, two orthogonal transmtttmg antennas arc employed. 
Three orthogonal receiving coils are mounted on the traverse vehicle. By transmitting and 
receiving each of the possible combinations in sequence, six separate pieces of information are 
recorded at each frequency (Fig. 2). With six frequencies, 36 separate records are obtained 
as a function of distance from the transmitter. If the traverse is run orthogonal to one of the 
transmitting antennas, then three of the six components are maximum coupled and carry the 
interference patterns. The other three components are minimum-coupled. Ideally these 
components show near-zero amplitudes; in practice their amplitudes prove to be useful 
indicators of scattering from the subsurface or of reflections from lateral inhomogeneities such 
as valley walls. 
One way of interpreting a set of field data is by matching theoretical curves with the 
observations (Annan, 1973). Families of theoretical curves for various dielectric constants, loss 
tangents and depths to reflector have been computed. To date our theory is adequate only 
for a single horizontal reflector in the subsurface, It may be a dielectric interface or· a perfect 
(conducting) reflector. 
We chose glaciers as the test area for our lunar experiment beca11sc the high dcctrical 
resistivity of ice is nearly unparalleled in other geological materials on earth. lkcaus1~ lunar 
rocks are exposed to a vacuum and are exceedingly dry, their resistivity should be simi lar to 
that of glacier ice, and quite unlike that of terrestrial rocks. 
TRANSMITTER 32iHZ 16iHZ BMtZ 4MHZ 2M HZ IM~Z or s 
N E N E N E N I E PI I E N E c c 
RECEIVER xjvlzjxjv lz x jvlzlxlvlz xlv lzlxlvjz xjv jzJxjvjz xJvJzJxjvjz xjvjzlx lvlz ql+l9lnl!! R 
-ll- -l l- -1 1-
67ms 200ms 400 m1 
- ----------- -- 3 ·2 secon~s - - ----------- --1 
Fig. 2. Timing diagram showing sequence of trammitted signals and calibratio11 data . .Nand E refer to alternate transmitting 
antennas; x, y, z refer to alternate receiving antennas; C refers to calibration with g referring to noise background with no 
transmitter on, and n and !! referring to noise from two known diode sources at the receiver input; S refers to transmitted 
synchronization signal and R to received synchronization signal. 
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THE GLACIER 
There have been several previous studies of the Athabasca Glacier. Most important fi ·orn 
our viewpoint are the results reported by Paterson and Savage (I 96:-3 ), Keller and Frischknecht 
(I96I), and Kanasewich ( I963). These studies include the results of drilling, seismic and 
electrical soundings, and gravity surveys. Their results arc illustrated in Figure 3, which 
specificially shows the depths determined by drilling. There are uncertainties in t fu~ precise 
values of the thickness, except in the immediate vicinity of drill holes and seismic sounding 
points. In particular, note that Keller and Frischknecht (1961), on the basis of an electrical 
sounding in the south-eastern part of the glacier, suggested a fairly shallow depth. This 
sounding is in the general vicinity of our sites 2, 3, 4 and 5· Paterson and Sa vag<~ ( 1963) point 
out "that there is some evidence that a bedrock shelf may exist on the right (southeast) edge 
of the glacier ... ; the seismic evidence, however, is not suflicient to establish its existence. 
Such a shelf has been indicated by the resistivity surveys of Keller and Frischknecht ( 1961 ) 
but not by the gravity surveys of Kanasewich ( I963)". We will assume therefore that the 
drilling, seismic and gravity results are the most definitive. 
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Watt and Maxwell (1g6o) measured the electrical properties of the glacier ic<~ in .l'itu on 
the Athabasca Glacier using frequencies from 20 liz to Ioo kHz. At the hil-{h-Ji·cqucncy limit 
they showed that the ice had a dielectric constant of about 3.2 . This value is typical for 
pure ice, and in general the value is frequency and temperature independent fr·orn 100kHz 
to I ooo MHz (Evans, Ig6s; Gudmandsen, I971 ). Also the depths of glacier icc as measured 
by radar-sounding field studies agree well with drilling results, if a dielectric constant of 3.2 
is assumed (Gudmandsen, I97I ). 
The loss tangent of ice is controlled in this frequency range by the tail of the well-known 
relaxation which occurs in the audio-frequency range. In the range of our experiment( 1- 32 
MHz) the loss tangent is inversely proportional to frequency J, so that (ftan S) is nearly a 
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constant (Evans, 1965; Gudmandsen, 197 r). However, this constant is strongly dependent on 
temperature; its value is about 0.30 at 0° C, a typical temperature for a temperate glacier, 
and about o. 10 at -20° C, a typical temperature for polar ice sheets (where f is in MHz). 
These values correspond to attenuation rates of o.o48 dBfm at 0° C and o.or6 dB/m at 
-20° C. This latter value is similar to the values estimated by Gudmandsen for the Greenland 
ice sheet. 
The attenuation distance of electromagnetic energy in a dielectric is: 
c 
11}Ei tanS 
where E is the dielectric constant and c the velocity of light in vacuum. 
The interferometry technique requires waves which are of similar amplitude. If a wave 
reflected from the glacier bottom is minute in comparison to the other waves, then it is 
unobservable. Increasing the power of the transmitter is of no benefit, for the relative power 
of the waves remains unaltered. The attenuation of waves in the icc consequently limits the 
detection of the bottom reflector to depths of a few hundred meters in temperature glaciers 
and a kilometer or two in polar ice sheets. Because jtan S is nearly constant, the depth 
penetration is not frequency-dependent; rather it is temperature dependent. 
GLACIER DATA 
Data were collected at seven major sites on the glacier (stations 2·-8 on Fig. 3). Interpreta-
tion was based on data from the transmitting antenna normal to the traverse line. Both radial 
(HpB) and vertical (HzB) components were examined (Fig. rb). The tangential component 
(H 9B) would be zero if no lateral reflections were received. The true amplitude of this com-
ponent is indicative of departures from these ideal conditions. The components from the 
antenna parallel to the traverse line (H,E, H9 E, HzE, .Hg. rb) were also recorded but wcr·e not 
specifically used in the interpretation. More sophisticated future interpretations will probably 
use all the data. 
Figure 4 shows the HPB and HzB components from one traverse (Run 26). Figure 5 
illustrates the process of interpreting a profile for one component. A set of theqretical master 
curves is compared with the data. Our best fit in this case is for the dielectric constant of 3.3, 
loss tangent of o.og, and depth of 2.425 wavelengths ( 182 m); a perfectly reflecting bottom is 
assumed. 
Such an interpretation is not always unambiguous. There may be several different 
combinations of parameters which appear to fit the data equally well. In such cases the 
redundancy of several components and several frequencies comes into play. The criterion of 
consistency is applied to select the correct determination from the various possibilities. 
The most consistent set of interpretations for Run 26 is tabulated in Table I. There is 
somewhat greater error in the interpreted depths for the low frequencies (I and 2 MHz) 
because the curves have fewer features and generally less definitive character. It should be 
noted that the depth estimate discrepancy between curves exceeds the error of the individual 
depth estimates (Table II). This is probably because of the non-ideal glacier geometry; the 
non-planar and non-parallel bottom affects the various profiles in different ways. 
If there is a single great difficulty in the interpretation of interferometry data, it is the 
sensitivity of curve shape to small changes in geometrical and electrical parameters. It is this 
sensitivity which causes the error estimate for the interpretation of a single profile to be small, 
while the incopsistency between curves may indicate considerably higher error. Present 
studies are aimed at finding ways to pre-process the data to reduce their sensitivity to small 
parameter changes. 
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At 8 MHz the field curves contain many more fluctuations than the theoretical curves. 
This is an indication of the influence of inhomogeneities within the glacier or of the surface 
roughness. Scatterers considerably smaller than a wavelength will influence wave propagation 
very little, while those exceeding a wavelength in size will modify the fields considerably. 
The appearance of wavelength-size disturbances at 8 MHz (..\ = 37·5 m) indicates that 
internal -inhomogeneities in the Athabasca Glacier are seldom larger than several t<·ns of 
meters. The strong disturbance in :1.1l Athabasca data at 16 and 32 MH:r. (,\ _.,. 1fl.7 111 ancl 
9·4 m) indicates that scattcrers of this size or less are common throughout the glacier. 
4 MHz ~· MHz Hp p Hp ~ ~ 
Ill 
-o 
2 MHz MHz oc 
~· Hz ... ~ 0 0.. l ... > ;:: c( Y:: lSdB 1¥ 0 
0 10 
RANGE -(WAVELENGTHS) 
Fig. 4· Typical set of data for maximum-amplitude components lf~D and H,D from the broadside antenna. Frequencies 1, 2 
and 4 MHz are shown. Upper curves are theoretical furvesfor the parameters given in Table I [Run :di] . 
TABLE I. INTERPRETATION OF 1/pD AND H.n !lATA. S.rTE 3S: RUN 26 
Dielectric constant for aU fits = :{·3 
Frequency Component Loss tangent Depth 
MHz ,\ 
lip 0.26 o.65 
I Hz 0.26 0
·55 
2 II,, 0.14 I <i 
2 H. ().15 '·'75 
4 fip lUI!) 2 .• ~2!i 
4 II, 0.0!) 2 •• p:, 
Avem~:e 
TABLE II. PRECISION OF INDIVIDUAL FIT 
Dielectric constant 
Loss tangent 
Depth m 
rMHz 
-!: 0.02 
± 0.01 
±8 
2 MHz 
± 0 .1 
±0.01 
±8 
4MHz 
± 0.1 
± 0.005 
±4 
Depth 
n• 
'95 
r6:1 
1!)5 
'76 
rU2 
r!I•J 
rB:.1 111 
I;Q 
~ 
a.: 
... 
~ 
0 
Q. 
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> ;:: 
< 
.... 
... 
a.: 
15dB 
0 
0 
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THEORETICAL PROFILES 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT = 3.3 
LOSS TANGENT = .09 
DEPTH 
(WAVELENGTHS) 
2 .400 
2.425 
2.450 
FIELD PROFILE 
RUN 26 
4 MHz 
Hz 
5 10 15 
RANGE (WAVELENGTHS) 
129 
Fig . .'5· Typical set f!fdata at 4 MHzfor the H, 13 component, with theoretical curvu.for three dijjcrent defJths. The lhemetical 
curves are offset for clarity of fJTesentalion . The best jit is at 2.425 wavflengths (182m) [Run 26']. 
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Fig. 6. Interference curve from crevasse in scale model. When scaled to 8 MHz, crevasse is 30m XJO m xs·m-in size, 5 
wavelengths from the transmitter. High interference frequency is apparent on the transmitter side of the crevasse and slight 
field-strength diminution on the opposite side. 
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MonEL RESULTs 
One particular type of scatterer has been investigated using a high-frequency analog 
scale model. The modeling medium was dielectric oil with a dielectric constant of 2.2 and 
loss tangent of 0.002. Because these properties differ somewhat from those of icc, the results 
must be taken as qualitative indications only. The modeling wavelength was ~ 5 em. 
A crevasse was simulated with a styrofoam wedge (Fig. 6) (the dielectric constant of low-
density styrofoam is approximately I). The field-strength profile shows a high-frequency 
interference on the side of the crevasse nearer to the transmitter, and a minor diminution of 
field strength on the far side. Similar features are present on the curve from fidd data shown 
in Figure 7, although positive identification of the particular· crevasse responsible fiw this 
pattern was not made in the field . 
DISCUSSION 
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Fig. 7• Possible location of crevasse in field data. 
The best fits to all data were obtained for dielectric constant values of 3·3 ±o. 1. The loss 
tangents for the best-fit curves were from o. I 8 to 0.26 at I MHz, o. I I to o. I 8 at 2 MHz, and 
o.o6 to o. 12 at 4 MHz. The mean value for f tan 8 is approximately 0.3. 
Depth determinations have been made using the average values of the most consistent set 
of fits at the various stations. These are tabulated in Table III and are located on the map of 
Figure 3· Except for stations 6 and 8, deeper depth determinations are obtained at stations 
higher on the glacier. Stations 3, 4 and 5 show particularly consistent results in comparison 
to drilling information. The apparently high depth gradient between station 2 and a nearby 
drill hole (depth 73 m) may be real, a result of extensions of the bedmck topography currently 
being exposed at the retreating terminus. 
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TAilLE III. DEPTH DETERMINATIONS 
( AVERAGE 1, 2, 4 MHz. Hp AND H,) 
Site Direction of traverse Depth 
m 
2 s 167 
3 s 182 
4 s 194 
5 s 210 g N 166 N 173 
7 N 251 
8 N 192 
The interferometric depth determination at station 7 is not entirely inconsistent with 
drilling results, although the indicated depth is probably too shallow. This determination 
was fairly ambiguous because reflections from the bottom are weak in such deep icc. 
A further complication was the short traverse length imposed by rough surface con-
ditions. 
The most inconsistent results occurred at stations 6 and 8. T hese stations were near the 
side of the glacier, so observed reflections might not have come from directly below the 
traverse line. A hanging tributary glacier enters Athabasca Glacier a short distance above 
these stations; morainal material within the glacier may therefore have adversely affected 
the observations. 
CoNcLusiONs 
Radio interferometry appears to give reasonable estimates of glacier depth under favorable 
conditions. Erroneous estimates can be obtained when internal structure affects the observa-
tions and possibly when the bottom slopes too much relative to the surface. The limit of 
detectability of the bottom is about 300m in temperate glaciers. 
At the same time, the radio interferometry method gives an in situ measurement of both the 
dielectric const~nt and the loss tangent of the glacier icc. Hence there is no need to assume a 
dielectric constan t in order to obtain a depth estimate, as is required by radar reflection 
techniques. 
Scattering signatures in the curves may indicate the position (and possibly the orientation, 
if proQles are made in several directions) of crevasses or other ncar-St\rface scatterers. This 
detection is probably possible through many meters of snow cover, although it was only tested 
on bare ice in the ablation zone of the Athabasca Glacier. 
As a field technique, radio interferometry is fast and simple. lt requires an instrumented 
vehicle, but data collection is rapid if the glacier surface allows for easy driving. Op1:ration 
on snow-covered portions of a glacier is probably easier than on the rough ke surfac<' of the 
ablation zone. · 
· Interpretation is fairly rapid. Collections of theoretical curves with appropriate para-
meters can be made up before the field trip. Daily comparison of the field data with these 
curves allows constant monitoring of results. Sophisticated analysis and processing must, of 
course, wait until a computer is available. 
Methods are being investigated for making the data less sensitive to small variations of 
parameters. This will require computer processing of the data. Current theory is being 
extended to investigate the effects of sloping bottoms and other more complex geometries. 
The ultimate aim of the data analysis program is to use the full complement of redundant data 
to minimize the ambiguity of interpretation. 
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Abstract 
The use of the radio interferometry method requires a 
detailed understanding of the nature of electromagnetic 
wave propagation in structures composed of materials with low 
electrical loss. This paper presents the results of a 
detailed experimental and theoretical study into t he re-
sponse of a 2-layer, plane-stratified, low-loss diele ctric 
earth. The technique used to construct a scale model with 
microwave equipment to exper i mentally simulate the 2-la yer 
structure response is discussed. The wave nature of the 
response derived from the theoretical investigations is 
used to interpret the features of the experimental results. 
The experimental results in turn are useful in demonstrating 
the reliability of approximate theoretical solutions for the 
electromagnetic fields about the dipole obtained by the normal 
mode and geometrical optic methods. Such features as the 
modification of the dipole radiation pattern when the an-
tenna is placed at the interface between media of differing 
electrical properties and development of guided and leaky 
modes in the layered structure are examined in detail. 
Introduction 
The radio interferometry method, previously summarized 
by Annan (1973} and Rossiter et al. (1973}, is a useful 
geophysical method in geologic regions exhibiting extremely 
high electrical resistivities. In this context, high 
resistivity implies that displacement currents in the media 
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must be considerably greater than the conduction currents. 
In terrestrial materials, this situation is encountered in 
ice-covered regions (glaciers, polar ice caps) for radio 
frequencies of the order of 1 Mhz and higher. Lunar 
materials also behave as low-loss dielectric materials in 
the Mhz frequency range (Olhoeft et al., (1973). Katsube and 
Collett, (1971). 
The original papers, mentioned above, presented much of 
the preliminary work conducted to study the feasibility of 
the radio interferometry method. Subsequent to this work, 
a lunar experiment was designed, constructed and carried on 
Apollo 17 (Simmons et al., (1972). In order to be able to 
make a coherent interpretation of data from glaciers and the 
Moon, a much more detailed understanding of the basic features 
of the radio interferometry method was required. An in-depth 
computational analysis of the theoretical response of ideal-
ized models was made and these responses were simulated with 
a scale model experiment to check their validity. In addition, 
full scale experiments were conducted on glaciers in Alberta 
(Strangway et al, (1974) and in Alaska (Rossiter et al., see 
companion paper). 
In this paper, a subset of the theoretical and scale 
model studies are analysed. The purpose is to present a 
detailed, documented study of the response of a 2-layer, 
low-loss dielectric earth for excitation by an electric 
dipole antenna laid on the surface. Some preliminary results 
of the scale model and theoretical analysis are given by 
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Rossiter et al, (1973). In the course of this study, the 
theoretical and experimental work were carried out together 
in order that each could be used to confirm the other. The 
end product was an in-depth understanding of the intuitively 
simple, but complex in detail, physical phenomena involved. 
Idealized 2-Layer Earth 
The idealized model studied is shown in Figure 1. The 
2-layer earth is characterized by the dielectric constants 
K. and the loss tangents o .. Variations in magnetic prop-
1 1 
erties are not considered; all regions have free space 
permeability. The cartesian coordinates (x1 , x 2 , x 3 ), the 
associated unit vectors (el, e2, e3) and the cylindrical 
coordinates (,,., z) are shown in the diagram. For the 
computational analysis, the earth is excited by a point 
electric dipole located at the origin of the coordinate 
system with its moment aligned with the e 1 axis. In actual 
experiments, the source is a half wavelength electric dipole 
antenna. The time variation of the dipole moment is of the 
-jwt form e and in all subsequent mathematical expressions 
the time dependence is suppressed. 
In applying the radio interferometry method, the field 
strength about the transmitter primarily along profiles which 
run radially outward from the dipole. The profiles commonly 
used are denoted the broadside, (B), and the endfire, (E), 
profiles. The B profile is run radially out from the dipole 
normal to the direction of the dipole moment. In Figure 1, 
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the B profile is along the e2 axis while the E profile is 
along the e1 axis. In field applications, the 3 components 
of magnetic field are measured. In the scale model measure-
ments, electric fields, primarily Ef and E~ are measured 
due to the difficulty in constructing satisfactory magnetic 
field antennas. The field strength along these profiles 
exhibits maxima and minima at various spatial positions due 
to interference of waves propagating with different hor-
izontal phase velocities. The position of these maxima 
and minima and the rate of decay of the fields with distance 
are indicators which can be used to infer the electrical 
properties of the earth and layer thickness. 
In the following discussions, all spatial dimensions 
are normalized in terms of the free space wavelength W. 
All propagation constants and wavenumbers are normalized 
in terms of the free space propagation constant k = 2n/W. 
0 
Mathematical Formalism 
The mathematical formulation of the electromagnetic 
response of a plane layered earth is well known since it 
is a standard boundary value problem (Wait (1970), Brekhovskikh 
(1960)). The difficult part of the analysis occurs when 
actual numerical computations of the response are required. 
The fields are expressed as Hankel transforms (or 2 dimensional 
Fourier transforms) which cannot be evaluated analytically. 
In all but the simplest case of a whole-space, approximate 
methods of integration must be used to extra ct useable 
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results. The most straight forward method of obtaining 
numerical results is to numerically integrate the Hankel 
transforms. Other methods involve limiting material prop-
erties to special values in order to reduce the integrand 
to a sufficiently simple form that an analytical evaluation 
can be made. The other alternative is to look at the physical 
nature of the response by use of approximate solutions which 
can be obtained by manipulation of the integration countour 
in the complex plane. Two solutions in this class are known 
as the geometrical optics and the normal mode solutions. 
The details of the applications of these techniques to 
low-loss dielectric earth models is discussed by Annan(l970, 
1973), Tsang et al (1973) for various dipolar excitations. 
In the following discussions, the geometrical optics and the 
normal mode solutions are used. The reason for this is that 
sufficiently accurate results can be obtained in a very 
economical manner. The computation cost of numerical 
integration rules our this method for all be very particular 
cases under consideration. Of the two solutions obtained by 
normal countour integration, the normal mode solution is the 
more correct solution. The only approximations involved in 
the normal mode solutions are in the analysis of the branch-
line contributions which yield lateral and inhomogeneous 
waves associated with the boundaries. The actual "normal 
mode" part of the solution is exact within the computational 
error of evaluating its contribution. The geometrical optics 
solution involves as~mptotic expansions for each multiple 
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reflection and has built in approximations from the first 
step of analysis. The main advantage of the geometrical 
optics solution is that the response has a simple physical 
interpretation and is economically computed. As pointed 
out by Annan (1973), this solution can only be used when 
spatial dimensions are on the order of the wavelength, or 
attenuation distances in the media involved. In a low-loss 
dielectric medium, the attenuation distance (distance for 
a field to drop to 1/e of its value) is given by W/nJK1tan o. 
The theoretical solutions for the electric and magnetic 
fields on the surface of the 2-layer earth are summarized in 
Table 1; the fields are expressed in terms of electric and 
magnetic Hertz vectors which have only vertical (e 3 ) com-
ponents. The complex radial wavenumber plane and integration 
contours are shown in Figure 2. For the expressions in 
Table 1, the geometrical optics solution if obtained by 
expanding the expression in the denominators 
(1) 
whereas the mode solution is obtained by solving the 
transcendental equation 
( 2) 
which yields the TE and TM normal mode horizontal wavenumbers 
of the layered earth. The contour of the integration i~ 
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deformed into a steepest descent contour through a saddle 
point for each term in the (geometrical series) expansion. 
Each term in the geometrical series can be expressed in 
an asymptotic series. The geometrical optics solution to 
final order is obtained by retaining only the first term 
in each asymptotic series. For the normal mode analysis, 
the contour is deformed to yield a sum over the normal modes 
of the system plus integrals along the branch lines. 
Scale Model Description 
For electromagnetic systems to be similar, the spatial 
dimensions in free space wavelengths and the loss tangents 
must be the same. In order to simulate the radio inter-
ferometry method in a reasonably sized laboratory, wavelengths 
in the centimeter range are necessary; this corresponds to 
radio frequencies in the GHz range. The 2-layer earth 
model and associated electronics are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
The transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) antennas are 
tuned half-wavelength electric dipoles. The excitation 
frequency is 5.9 GHz. which corresponds to a free space 
wavelength W = 5.08 em. The 2-layer earth is simulated by 
a tank of oil with very low electrical loss(tano<<l) with a 
plane reflector suspended at a depth d in the oil. The 
effects of the finite size of the tank (30W long x 15W wide 
x 15W deep at 5.9 GHz) are minimized by lining the inside 
with a microwave absorbing materials (Eccosorb). This 
reduces undesired spurious reflections from the walls of 
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the tank. The TX and TX antennas are mounted on a track 
suspended over the tank; the RX antenna is mounted on a 
mechanized carriage so that profiles of field strength 
versus TX-RX separation can be made automatically. The 
track and associated supports are also covered with micro-
wave absorbing material. 
Three sets of electrical properties of the 2-layer 
models were used in the model. The first set was an o i 
with dielectric constant K1 = 2. 1 6 and tan 61 = 0.0022, and 
an aluminum sheet, tan 62 =oo , acting as a perfectly reflect-
ing substratum. A second set of electrical properties were 
obtained by doping the oil with benzonitrile to increase its 
loss tangent. The third consisted of oil (undoped) underlain 
by a dielectric slab K2 = 6.75 and tan 62 = 0.11. The slab 
was made of epoxy doped with carbon to increase its loss 
tangent. The slab was 2W thick and had a sufficiently high 
loss that it eliminated the possibility of spurious reflections 
from the bottom of the slab returning to the s urface. The 
thickness of the oil layer was varied from 0.2W up to lOW 
and profiles of log10 IE~! versus TX-RX separation along 
the B profile are presented here. 
The automatic traverse equipment and associated r e-
cording apparatus are sketched in Figure 4 (Waller (1973)). 
The field strength versus the distance is displayed on an 
X-Y recorder and at the same time can be recorded on a 
two-channel analog tape recorder. The recorded data was 
later digitized in order that data enhancement and automatic 
interpretation schemes could be test ed. 
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Theoretical and Experimental Results 
~a) Half-Space Earth: Radiation Pattern Directionality 
Before discussing the 2-layer earth in detail the 
half-space response is briefly reviewed. The interaction 
of the dipole source with the air-earth interface drast-
ically modifies the directionality of the antenna. This re-
esult is important when analysing 2-layer models with the 
geometrical optics solution. This effect has been discussed 
by Tsang et al (1973), Annan (1970, 1973), Cooper (1 97 1 ). 
The TE radiation from the horizontal electric dipole is 
considered in the following analysis. The radiation patter n 
f or TE energy is the same as that f or the electric field 
component E 'f Since E If varies as sin I(J Ln the x1 -x2 and 
this variation is independent of the layered structure, the 
variation of E~ i n the x2 -x3 plane at a fixed d i stance 
f rom the source yields the pe rtine nt rad i ati on pat t e rn 
information. E in the x2 -X3 (sin =1) plane for whole-
space is simply given by 
E - j. C.U Ll0 ..L d L (f - .r-
while for the hal f space, as R 
· a ITo 
J "' 
e.. 
oo , 
(3) 
(4) 
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where 
: ,1 .1 
2o/ 
The modified pattern is highly directional with a strong peak 
into the earth at the critical angle of the interface as 
illustrated in Figure 5. The patterns show radiated power 
versus direction in the x2 -x3 plane. The whole-space 
pattern is used to normalize the patterns for varying 
dielectric constants of the half-space. Similar analyses 
can be carried out for other field components; all show 
highly directional patterns. 
Experimental measurements of the radiation pattern 
obtained with the scale model with no subsurface reflector 
confirm the directionality of the source in the presence of 
an interface. The radiation patterns were measured by 
mounting the receiving antenna on a specially constructed 
boom which moved the antenna in a circle of constant radius 
about the transmitted antenna. The amplitude of the received 
- ll -
signal and the angular position of the boom were fed to an 
X-Y recorder which produced directly plots of field intensity 
versus position in the x2 -x3 plane. The results of 
measurements of IE~I are shown in Figure 6. The pattern for 
E~ was measured on circles with radii of 3 W, 4.5 W, and 6 W. 
The ''theoretical" pattern for the air-oil-dipole configuration 
computed by Cooper (1971) is shown with the experimental 
results. It should be noted that the experimental results 
are not normalized and that the shape of the patterns, not 
the magnitudes, should be considered. 
The discrepancy between the theoretical response and 
observed response are primarily explained by the fact that 
the experimental measurements were made at a finite distance 
from the source. The theoretical pattern shown is valid 
only infinitely far from the source be definition. As the 
TX-RX separation is increased, the experimental pattern 
changes shape and becomes more like the theoretically 
predicted pattern. 
The preceding solution for the theoretical response 
is obtained from the first term in an asymptotic expansion 
for the field. At finite source-receiver distances, higher 
order terms in the expansion become important. At the peak 
of the pattern, however, alternate solutions must be used 
since the higher terms of the asymptotic expansion are 
infinite. Brekhovskikh (1960) has studied the fields in 
the region of the peak of the pattern in detail and obtained 
a modified expansion with the first correction term decreasing 
- 12 -
5/4 
as (1/r) . A rough calculation shows that this term is 
significant out to distances of tens of wavelengths. 
The physical rationale for the lobate pattern is quite 
simple. The explanation can be seen most easily if the waves 
radiated by the antenna are examined from the ray theory 
point of view. In a whole space the source radiates the 
waves uniformly in all directions in the x2· -x3 plane. The 
presence of the half-space modifies this, since rays which 
propagate horizontally are continually refracted downward at 
the critical angle of the interface. Combining the whole-space 
pattern of the antenna with the directional selectivity of 
the interface yields a complex radiation pattern with high 
directionality. 
To first order, the fields along the interface are zero. 
If higher terms of the asymptotic expansions are retained, 
the fields fall off as (l/r) 2 . There are two components in 
this second order effect; one which propagates with the phase 
velocity of the earth and one which travels with the phase 
velocity of the air. As a result the fields at the surface 
of the half-space exhibit a regular beating as a f unct i on 
of spatial distance from the antenna. This is discussed by 
Annan (1970, 1973). 
(b) 2-Layer Earth: Perfectly Reflecting Substratum 
The 2-layer earth can exhibit a wide variety of 
responses depending upon the range of electrical properties 
and layer thickness. In early analysis, the case of a 
- 13 -
perfectly reflecting substratum was considered as a starting 
point. In order to demonstrate the general character of 
the 2-layer earth, a suite of responses for various values of 
d and a perfectly reflecting substratum obtained with the 
scale model and computed theoretically using both the normal 
mode and geometrical optics solution are shown in Figure 7. 
The layer thickness ranges from 0.5 W to 7 W. The E~ field 
strengths in decibels are plotted versus transmitter receiver 
separation in free-space wavelengths along the B profile. 
The scale model response is shown along with the mode and 
geometrical optics solution. The geometrical optics curve 
is shifted upward from the experimental curve while the mode 
solution is shifted downward. This offset of the curves is 
used to minimize the overlap of the various responses which 
tends to confuse the visual presentation of the data. 
The results in Figure 7 span most of the important 
depth ranges and demonstrate most of the features of the 
2-layer response. For the shallow depths of 0.5 W, 1.0 W, 
and 1.5 W, the fields are expressible in terms of one, two, 
or three guided modes (see Appendix) plus the lateral and 
inhomogeneous waves given by branch-line contributions. The 
fields decay with distance as (1/r)~ and exhibit a regular 
beating as the modes move in and out of phase. For d = 0.5 W, 
only one mode is guided and the only interference occurs 
near the source where the branch line and modal contributions 
are comparable in magnitude. The remainder of the infinite 
sequences of modes are either not excited or are leaky modes 
which decay exponentially with distance from the transmitter. 
- 14 -
As the layer thickness increases more and more modes move into 
the guided regime and the field strength versus distance 
becomes more complicated as the various modes move in and out 
of phase. 
Examination of the theoretical responses show that the 
geometrical optics solution and the model response are in 
good agreement for layer thicknesses greater than 3.0 w. 
For shallower depths, the experimental and theoretical 
responses diverge from one another. The breakdown in the 
geometrical optics solution is to be expected from its 
asymptotic nature. The normal mode solution, however, 
shows excellent agreement at the shallow depths and becomes 
the same as the geometrical optics solution at the larger 
depths. 
(c) Thin Layers and Critical Depths 
The preceding discussion of the 2-layer earth with a 
perfectly reflecting substratum illustrates the general 
nature of the response. At very shallow depths and at 
various critical depths, the response changes quite 
drastically with layer thickness. The suite of curves for 
depths d = o.l3 W to 0.88 W given in Figure 8 show this 
behavious clearly. The critical depths (de} in wavelengtps 
for the model electrical properties are given by d = 0.23 
c 
(2N + 1} TE modes} and d = 0.46n (TM modes), n = 0, 1, 2 •.. 
c 
(see Appendix}. Ford< o.23, (E~ is composed of TE modes 
only on B profile}, no normal modes are excited since the 
- 15 -
layer is too thin. As a result, the variation of the fields 
with distance is dependent on the branch-line integrals 
which describe the secondary waves associated with the 
interfaces and which fall off as (l/r) 2 . As d increases past 
0.23 W the first normal mode moves into the guided regime and 
k 
the field strength falls off with distance as (1/r) 2 • The 
plot of field strength versus distance varies only slightly 
with depth changes for 0.23<d <0.69. 
As d ~ 0.69, the field strength versus distance plot 
begins to show a weak beating. For d just greater than 0.69, 
the fields show very deep interference nulls at regular 
spacing . Two guided modes (TE) are now propagating in the 
layer for 0.69 < d < 0.88, the profiles exhibit regular 
beating; however, the maxima and minima locations are very 
sensitive to the layer thickness. Although not presented 
here, data collected as d ~ 1.16 shows the same behaviour 
as d ~ 0.69. At d = 1.16, a third mode moves from the 
leaky to guided regime (see Appendix). 
The theoretical responses computed by the normal mode 
method are shown along with experimental results. The mode 
solutions match the experiment results very well except at 
the critical depths. At the critical depths, two poles and 
a branch point merge together in the mathematical solution. 
The branch line contribution is evaluated approximately by 
steepest descent integration; the approximate solution 
fails at the critical depths. The results of evaluating 
the branch line contribution by numerical integration are 
also shown on the profile for d = 0.69. The agreement 
- 16 -
between experiment and theory is much better at the critical 
depths with this improvement. {It should be noted that the 
depth of experimental signal nulls may not match those of 
the theoretical nulls due to the present of spurious 
background signals and the low level characteristics of 
the log amplifier.) 
(d) 2-Layer Earth: Dielectric Substratum 
The response of a dielectric substratum is not greatly 
different from the previous responses for a perfectly 
reflecting substratum. The major difference is that there 
are no longer any unattenuated guided modes; all the modes 
are leaky since energy can always leak out of the layer 
into the substratum. As a result, the field shows the same 
basic behaviour but all responses have a strong attenuation 
with distance from the TX. 
The data collected with the scale model experiment are 
shown in Figure 9. The experimental results are presented 
along with the theoretically (norma l mode) computed responses. 
The results compare extremely well. The normal modes no 
longer have a sharp onset as they do for a perfectly 
reflecting substratum. The modes now move from a very 
leaky regime to a much less leaky regime with no sharp 
dividing line present. The accuracy of the theoretical 
solution is better than for the perfectly reflecting 
substratum case since there are no true critical depths and 
the mathematical approximations in evaluating branch-line 
contributions are greatly improved. 
- 17 -
Summary and Conclusions 
The results of theoretical and experimental work have 
led to a clear understanding of the physical mechanisms of 
wave propagation in a 2-layer dielectric earth. This 
detailed understanding of the waves propagations in such a 
s ystem is necessary for the interpretation of radio inter-
ferometry data from geologic environments which can be sim-
ulated by a 2-layer model. 
The practical aspects and limitations of constructing 
scale model experiments at GHz. frequencies are well 
understood and the rel i ability of the model makes it an 
ideal method of examining problems which are not tractable 
from a theoretical point of view. With such excellent 
agreement between theory and experiments, the model can be 
applied to the analysis more complex problems with confidence. 
The scale model has proved to be invaluable in checking 
out the computer programmes which generate the theoretical 
responses. The mathematical formalism is very complex and 
its translation into a computational formalt is difficult; 
particularly when approximations are made in certain parts 
of the analysis. 
The normal mode approach to analysing moderately to 
very thin layers has greatly improved the ability to interpret 
layered structures. The initial analysis of responses was 
made using the geometrical optics solutions which is invalid 
for thin layers. The model study confirming the mode analysis 
has already led to successful interpretation of radio 
interferometry data obtained in thin layer environments 
- 18 -
Rossiter et al. (see accompanying paper). 
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Appendix 
TE and TM Mode Critical Depths for a 2-Layer Earth 
The radial wave numbers of the normal modes of a plane 
stratified 2-layer earth are obtained by solving the 
transcendental equations (Annan (1973)) 
TE Mode.. \- .::. 0 
(A-z) 
When A-1 or A-2 are satisfied, the TE or TM reflection 
coefficient for the 2-layer structure (see Table 1) is 
singular having a resonance (simple pole) at that particular 
1'E 'I'M 
value of horizontal wavenumber denoted by Ap or ~p . The 
wave nature of the problem is sketched in Figure A (a). 
A plane o r cylindrical wave propagating with horizontal 
wavenumber bounces b3ck and forth between the two interfaces. 
In one transit back and forth acr oss the layer the wave 
suffers an amplitude and phase change g i ven by R10 R12 
due to reflection at the interfaces plus an amplitude and 
phase change of ~~ while propagating across the layer in one 
direction. Equations A-1 and A-2 just e xpre s s the 
requirement that the wave comples one transi t of the layer 
with no change in amplitude and a phase change of N2n, 
n = 0,1,2 ...• In general the ATE TM p and Ap are complex and 
A-1 
real 
a nd A-2 have no purely r eal s o l utions . Only t o tally 
AT~ yield modes which are unattenuated radially. p 
True guided modes exist only when !R10 1 = !R12 1 = 1 which 
physically occurs only when the media are loss free and region 
1 is a low velocity region (l.e. K
1 
> K0 and K2 ) or the 
lower interface is a perfect reflection (i.e. tanot ~oo). In 
addition d must exceed a minimum critical thickness. Analysis 
of equations A-1 and A-2 in the complex A plane show that the 
iFM A must lie along a line which intertwines the various p 
Riemann surfaces defined by the branch lines of the 
(K~ - A2 ) 1/ 2 functions. The case of a perfectly dielectric J. 
slab (tan o2 = 00 ) substratum is sketched in Figure A(b). 
The roots of the transcendental equation lie on the line 
indicated in A(b). The solid circles denote roots on the 
upper Riemann surface which are excited modes and the open 
circles indicate roots on the lower Riemann surfaces. 
The poles on the real axis between ~ d J----K* 'd d Jno an 1 are guJ. e 
unattenuated modes while the poles Ap < JIK: are leaky modes 
and have a positive imaginary component. The branch-lines 
are chosen as indicated in Figure A(b) and run fromJIK~ 
to JG<i + joo. The upper Riemann surface for the radical 
(Kj - A 2 )~ where K is real is defined as the one where 
(K;- A 2 )~ = 6 for A <~and (Ki- A 2 )~ = jo where 0 is 
a real positive number and A is on the real axis. On the 
lower Riemann surface 6 must be replaced by -6 in the 
preceding expressions. For complex K the Riemann surface 
definitions consistent with the real K definitions are 
obtained by examining the case of Im Ki ~ 0. 
The behaviour of the J~~ 'th . t. A . . WJ. varJ.a J.ons in d is p 
twofold; the poles A::f£1 p move down the contours and are 
more closely packed as d increases and the contour, on which 
the poles l~;swings towards the imaginary axis. As the 
depth varies, a pair of the poles coincide with the Ji<-* branch 
0 
point at regular depth spacings. These depths are the 
critical depths for the modes and mark the depth where a mode 
moves from the leaky to the unattenuated or guided regime. 
The critical depths for the case of the perfectly 
reflecting substratum are obtained by noting that 
(A -l) 
and that for A = J K01, 
T6. R, ::. 1 
Substituting into A-1 and 2 yields. 
T£ 
J"' ~ V\+1 -:. w 
''2. c.. 4 (Ki- 1) 
~ ~ 0 1 I 1 Z 1 • • • (A-~) 
1't\ 
c:l"' V\ w ';::, 
2 (l(i- 1) ~~~ c.. 
For finite loss tangents, and a dielectric bottom, the 
contours on which AP lies still pass through .Ji<~- but are 
displaced away from the real A q.xis between .JK~- and Ji<1-
so that all modes have a finite imaginary component which 
corresponds to attenuation with distance. 
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Sketch of a 2-layer earth geometry and the 
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Geometrical optics path through saddle 
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Schematic drawing of scale model 2-layer earth. 
Schematic diagram of scale model electronics, 
display and recording system. 
TE (E ) radiation patterns for the horizontal 
electric dipole on the surface of a dielectric 
half-space for K1 = 1. (whole-space pattern), 
2. t 3.2. 1 10. 
Scale model experimental measurements of (E~) 
pattern in x2-x3 plane compared with the theoretical 
pattern computed by Cooper (1971). 
Fig. 7 Suite of 2-layer earth responses where the 
substratum is a perfect reflector; scale 
model response, ----- normal mode theoretical 
response, •..•.•. geometrical optics theoretical 
response. 
Fig. 8 Suite of 2-layer earth responses for a perfectly 
reflecting substratum and shallow reflector depths: 
---- scale model response; ------ normal mode 
theoretical response; ' ~ ' normal mode with 
numerical integration of branch-line contributions. 
Fig. 9 Suite of 2-layer earth responses for a dielectric 
substratum:---- scale model response; ----- normal 
mode theoretical response. 
Fig. A (a) Sketch of multiple reflections in thin layer. 
(b) Illustration of pole positions in complex A 
plane as a function of d. 
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Table 1: Cylindrical components of the E and H fields 
about a Horizontal Electric Dipole (HED) on the 
surface of a 2-layer earth. The fields are 
expressed in terms of (electric and magnetic) 
Hertz (vector) potentials (~e and nm) which 
have only a vertical (e 3 ) component. 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent theoretical work on the radio interferometry 
technique for dielectric layers of less than one free 
space wavelength thick, has indicated that there is a 
thickness for whichno interference is observed. This 
thickness is about 0.2 free space wavelengths f or ice, 
and it lies between the thickness that allows one single 
mode to propagate in the layer (> 0.2 wavelengths) and a 
thickness that is essentially transparent to the wavelength 
being used (< 0.2 wavelengths). 
Field work was done on the Juneau Icefield using 
frequencies from 1 to 32 MHz. At 1 and 2 MHz, an 
interference pattern typical of a half space of ice with 
a dielectric constant of 3.3 was observed, while at 
4 MHz essentially no interference was seen. At higher 
frequencies, the interference observed is typical of that 
of a layer overlying a half space. The upper layer can 
be interprete d to have a depth of 15 or 20 m (0.2 wavelengths 
at 4 MHz) with a dielectric constant of 2.4. This is the 
result of a layer of snow over a half space of ice. The 
technique is therefore of potential interest in interpreting 
the nature of the snow layer overlying a glacier. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Radio frequency interferometry depth sounding was 
originally developed to measure the dielectric properties and 
structure of highly resistive geological regions (Annan,l970, 
1973). It has been used successfully for sounding glaciers 
(Rossiter et al., 1973; Strangway et al., 1974), and on the 
moon (Simmons et al., 1972, 1974). The technique consists 
of setting a radio transmitter on the surface to be sounded, 
and measuring the fie l d strength as a funcion of distance 
from the transmitter. Several waves propagate from the 
transmitter to the receiver, generating an interference 
pattern that is indicative of both the dielectric properties 
and the structure of the medium. 
Theoretical studies have determined the fields to be 
expected over dielectric layers (Annan, 1973; Kong, 1972; 
Tsang et al., 1973). Early work used geometrical optics 
dpproximations in order to evaluate the integral expressions, 
Lut it can be shown that the method is highly inaccurate for 
layers less than about three free space wavelengths 
(abbreviated "W" throughout) thick. In more recent work, a 
normal mode approximation has been used that is particularly 
suitable for calculating the fields in the presence of a thin 
layer. 
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In a companion paper (Annan et al., 1974), theoretical 
and experimental data from an analogue scale model are 
compared. In the present paper, we will examine the 
particular case of a thin die l ectric layer (0 to 1 W thick) 
overlying a thick dielectric layer (see Figure 1), using mode 
theory, and compare these results with field data collected 
on the Juneau Icefields, Alaska. 
THEORY OF THIN LAYERS 
Radio interferometry data show three distinct types of 
behaviour as the upper layer increases from being very thin 
and transparent, through a critical thickness, to being thick 
enough to allow propagating modes. We will examine each of 
these three cases. 
(a) Vetythin transparent upper layer 
When the upper layer is very thin (less than about 
0.2 W thick in ice), it is essentially transparent. Therefore, 
the observed interference pattern is independent of the 
properties of the upper layer, and looks like that of a half 
space with the properties of the lower layer (see Figures 2 
and 3). 
(b) Transition thickness - decoupled layer 
As the upper layer becomes approximately 0.2 W thick 
- 3-
(the exact value is dependent on the dielectric constant) , 
it effectively decouples any signal from the lower layer. 
However , if it is still too thin to allow free propagation 
within itself, the observed patterns will show no interference 
at all (see Figure 4) • Since this transition band is narrow 
(and may be non-existent for very low losses), it is extreme l y 
diagnostic of upper layer thickness. 
(c) Modal propagation in the upper layer 
As the upper layer becomes thick enough to support f reely 
propagating modes, the interference patterns again show 
clear beating (see Figures 5 and 6). Since the interference is 
generated by modes propagating along the thin layer guide, the 
spatial frequency of the beats is relatively low, and dependent 
on the properties of the upper layer (although occasionally a 
higher spatial frequency ripple, due to the lower layer, can 
be seen) . 
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF ICE AND SNOW 
The dielectric properties of ice and snow have been 
revieweq by Evans (1965) . I ce has a s t rong relaxation at about 
10 4 Hz at 0°C, but f or freq ue ncie s we ll above t h i s, the 
dielectric constant is 3.2, and is fairly independent of 
temperature. Since radio f requencies are on the high 
- 4 
frequency tail of the relaxation spectrum, the product 
f·tan o is approximately constant. It has a value of about 
0.2 MHz at 0°C, decreasing to 0.1 MHz at -l0°C. 
Snow is essentially a mixture of two dielectrics - ice 
and air. As such, it has dielectric properties that are 
between those of its constituents, and which depend primarily 
on its density. Thus snow of density 0.5 g/cm3has a 
dielectric constant of about 1.9 and a loss tangent about 
half that of ice. 
The effect of impurities is not well understood, although 
impurites tend to increase the loss tangent. The addition of 
a few percent water by volume to snow would increase the 
dielectric constant to perhaps 2.5 and increase the loss 
tangent perhaps several times. Few accurate studies have 
been done on this problem. 
JUNEAU ICEFIELD DATA 
During the summer of 1972, measurements were made at 
various locations on the Juneau Icefields (see Figure 7). We 
will examine two runs - Run 36 made from Site 6 on the Taku 
Glacier, and Run 92 made from Site 25, in the accumulation 
zone of the Matthes Glacier. At Site 6, the thickness of ice 
- 5 -
has been determined seismically to be approximately 350 m. 
(Miller, 1952). The thickness of the ice at Site 25 is 
uncertain, but it is probably about 200 m. 
Measurements were made at six frequencies - 1, 2, 4, 8, 
16, and 32 MHz, so that the free space wavelength varied from 
300 m ' to about 10m. Six components of the magnetic field 
were measured - three from each of two transmitting ant~nna 
orientations. Of these components, we presently have 
theoretical solutions for two of them - the vertical (H ) 
z 
and radial (H?) magnetic fields from a broadside transmitting 
antenna. These two components were compared to suites of 
theoretical curves and a best fit that gave consistent results 
for all frequencies was found. 
For both runs, the data at 32 MHZ were so scattered that 
interpretation in terms of layered structures was not possible. 
Some scattering is present at 16 and 8 MHz. This seems typical 
of temperate glaciers (Strangway et al., 1974; Davis, 1973). 
We attribute this scattering to random reflections from 
crevasses and other irregularities in the ice with typical 
sizes of about 10 m. 
The parameters deduced from each frequency for the two runs 
are listed in Table 1. Theoretical curves for the best single 
set of parameters for each run are shown with the field data in 
- 6 -
Figures 8 and 9 (i.e. one set of parameters was chosen 
for each run, although for any given frequency better fits 
might .have been found with slightly different parameters). 
In each case, the two components (HJP and Hz) gave similar 
results. From the 1 and 2 MHz data, the dielectric constant 
and loss tangent of the lower layer can be estimated. From the 
4 MHz curves, very tight limits can be put on the thickness of 
the upper layer. From 8 MHz and to some extent 16 ~rnz data, 
the properties of the upper layer can be determined. 
Runs 36 and 92 differ in two basic respects. For Run 36, 
the loss tangents are typical for ice- 0.2 ± 0.1/f, where f 
is frequency in MHz (Evans, 1965). The values obtained for the 
thickness of upper layer are consistent from frequency to 
frequency. For Run 92, it was not possible to obtain a 
consistent thickness without letting the loss tangent drop 
to at least 0.1/f. Even then, the depths obtained at the 
lower frequencies (especially 4 MHz) were less than 15 m while 
for 8 and 16 MHz a depth of about 20 m was required. 
DISCUSSION 
We interpret the thin upper layer at both sites as being 
snow about 15 to 20 m thick, with a dielectric constant of 2.4 
± 0.2, overlying thick glacial ice, with a dielectric constant 
- 7 -
of 3.3 ± 0.1. The loss tangent at Site 6 (Run 36) is about 
0.2 ± 0.1/f, while at Site 25 (Run 92), it is somewhat lower. 
These dielectric properties are typical for glacial ice and 
for snow of density 0.65 ± 0.15 (Evans, 1965). We attribute 
the lower loss tangent at Site 25 to the lower mean temperature 
at the higher site which reduces both the relaxation frequency 
and the amount of free water present. It is interesting that 
although the measurements were made in summer with runoff water 
abundant on the surface, these losses are not particularly 
high. Presumably, any free water is in too thin a layer or is 
too well disseminated to be noticeable at the frequencies used. 
Inconsistency of the depth determinations from frequency 
to frequency (especially true at Site 25) is possibly due to 
the gradation of the snow-ice boundary. Examination of a 
crater pit some 5 m deep blasted on the Taku Glacier (see 
Figure 7(a)) confirmed the gradational nature of snow density 
(and hence dielectric constant) with depth. Since Site 25 is 
in the accumulation zone of the glacier, snow may be compacting 
even more gradually in that area. 
CONCLUSION 
Using radio-frequency interferometry, a thin layer can be 
detected and estimates of the thickness of the layer to within 
a few meters can be made. By using a range of frequencies, the 
dielectric parameters of both the upper and the lower layer can 
be obtained. 
- 8 -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Configuration of a thin dielectric layer overlying an 
infinite dielectric half space. By varying the frequency, 
the thickness of the upper layer in wavelengths can be 
changed. 
Theoretical curves of field strength (db) vs. range in 
wavelengths (,t) for a very thin upper layer, with the 
dielectric constant of the lower layer varying. The 
spatial frequency of the pattern increases with 
increasing k 2 • (a) ~ broadside component, 
broadside component. 
(b) H 
z 
Theoretical curves for a very thin upper layer with the 
loss tangent of the lower layer varying. The sharpness of 
the interference drops off with increasing tan o2 . (a) 
Hf broadside component, (b) Hz broadside component. 
Theoretical curves for the region of no interference 
showing the transition from a transparent upper layer to 
an upper layer that propagates freely. (a) Hf broadside 
component, (b) H broadside component. 
z 
Theoretical curves for a propagating upper layer, with 
the dielectric constant of the upper layer varying. 
(a) ~, broadside component, (b) Hz broadside component. 
Theoretical curves for a propagating upper layer, with 
the loss tangent of the upper layer varying. (a) H~ 
Fig. 7 
Fig. 8 
Fig. 9 
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broadside component, (b) H broadside component. 
z 
Maps of the Juneau Icefield (a) near Camp 10 and (b) 
near Camp 18. There is a gap of 2 km between the top 
of (a) and the bottom of (b). Radio interferometry was 
conducted at "R.F.I Sites". Seismic depths (from 
Miller, 1952) are indicated where known. Run 36 was 
made at Site 6 at an elevation of 1050 m. ASL on the 
Taku Glacier; Run 92, was made at Site 25 a t an 
elevation of 1770 m. ASL, on the Matthes Glacier. 
The crater site is also shown in (a). 
Radio interferometry data, ~ and Hz broadside components, 
1 to 16 MHz for Run 36, Site 6 (solid lines). At 16 MHz 
scattering is significant (see text). Theoretical curves 
are also shown (dashed lines) for the following parameters: 
d 1 = 19m., k 1 = 2.4, tan o1 = 0.2/f, k 2 = 3.3 and 
tan o2 = 0.2/f. 
Radio interferometry data, Hy and Hz broadside components, 
1 to 16 MHz, for Run 92, Site 25 (solid lines). At 
16 MHz scattering is signi f icant (see text). Theoretical 
curves are also shown (dashed lines) for the following 
parameters: d 1 =18m., k 1 = 2.4, tan o1 = 0.2/f, 
k 2 = 3.3 and tan o2 = 0.1/f. 
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Introduction 
The Surface Electrical Properties (SEP) Experiment 
was flown to the Taurus-Littrow region of t he moon on 
Apollo 17. The experiment used megahertz radio frequencies 
in order to determine (i) electrical layering at the land-
ing site, (ii) the dielectric properties of the surface 
material in situ, and (iii) the presence of scattering 
bodies. 
In order to sound into the surface layers a relatively 
new technique, called radio interferometry, was employed. 
A transmitter was set out on the lunar surface and a 
receiver was carried on the Lunar Roving Vehicle. As the 
Rover moved along its traverse, the recei ved magnetic field 
strength and the Rover's position with respect to the 
transmitter were recorded. 
At any point on the traverse several waves reach the 
receiver, and these waves interfere , as shown in Figure 1. 
A plot of field strength as a f unction of transmitter-
receiver separation therefore gives an interference pattern 
that is diagnostic both of the physical properties and of 
the structure of the upper layers. Field strength data 
for six frequencies and six combinations of receiving and 
transmitting antenna orientation, along with position, 
calibration, and temperature information , were recorded on 
2 
a magnetic tape which was returned to earth. 
The basis for the interferometry concept and details 
of the SEP Experiment have been given elsewhere (Annan, 
1973; Rossiter et al., 1973; Simmons et al., 1972; The SEP 
Team, 1974) • In the present paper we wi ll outline briefly 
the basis for our interpretation, present the lunar SEP 
data, and describe our most recent evaluation of the 
results. 
Background Material 
Because radio interferometry is a relatively new 
technique, most of our background experience with it was 
built up explicitly for the lunar experiment. This study 
had three main facets: (i) theoretical evaluation of the 
EM fields surrounding a dipole over a dielectric; (ii) 
experimental work using an analogue scale model; and, 
(iii) field trips to different glacier sites for full scale 
experiments in a real environment. 
Although the integral expressions for the EM fields 
surrounding a dipole over a layered earth have been known 
for some time (e.g. Banos, 1966}, their evaluation for 
low-loss layers is far from trivial. Straight numerical 
integration is prohibitively expensive. Therefore two 
complementary approximate methods were used - a geometric 
3 
optics approach and the theory of normal modes (Annan, 
1970, 1973; Kong, 1972; Tsang et al., 1973). The former 
is most accurate for thick layers, and becomes invalid 
for distances less than about a wavelength. The latter is 
most easily calculated for thin layers in which only a 
few modes propagate. 
In order to check these calculations, and to be able 
to study cases too complex f or theoretical treatment, a 
scale model was constructed using microwave frequencies 
(Waller, 1973; Annan et al., 1974). The model used a layer 
of dielectric oil in which a reflecting plate could be set 
up in many different orientations. A typical suite of 
model curves for the layered case of a dielectric over a 
perfect reflector is shown in Figure 2, along with the 
corresponding theoretical curves. The inaccuracy of the 
geometric optics solution for thin layers is readily 
apparent. 
Field experience with the interferometry technique 
was gained on trips to the Gorner and Athabasca Glaciers 
(Ross iter et al., 1973; Strangway et al., 1974), and to 
the Juneau Icefields (Rossiter et al., 1974 ), using proto-
type lunar hardware at various stages of development. 
Since most of the glacial sites were known, from independent 
work, to be close to a plane layered situation, we were 
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faced with the problem of finding the set (or sets) of para-
meters that best characterized the data collected. This was 
done by trial-and-error comparison of s u ites of theoretical 
curves with field data (although attempts at formal inversion 
are currently underway by Watts (1974)). 
A typical set of field profiles and their corresponding 
"best-fit" theoretical curves is shown in Figure 3. Although 
no single frequency or component was uniquely indicative of 
the parameters (dielectric constant, loss tangent, and depth 
to reflector) , by accepting only parameter sets that gave 
consistent, good fits for all f r equencies, and for both of 
the maximum-coupled components for which we have theoretical 
solutions, an acceptable interpretation was always found. 
SEP Operational History 
The SEP experiment was carried out at the Taurus-Littrow 
landing site during EVA-II and III. The transmitting dipole 
antennas were deployed by the astronaut about 150 meters 
east of the Lunar Module in a north-south and in an east-
west direction (see Figure 4) • During EVA-II SEP data 
was recorded as the Rover moved in a we sterly direction away 
from the SEP transmitter out to station #2. The traverse 
as reconstructed from the SEP-LRV navigation data is given 
in Figure 5. 
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From the SEP transmitter out to a range of 1.7 km the 
receiver operated normally. Between the range of 1.7 km 
and 4.3 km the receiver operated in an acquisition modeJ 
attempting to acquire a synchronization signal from the 
transmitter. In this mode only partial data is collected. 
At a range of 4.3 k~ because of the low received field 
strength, the receiver obtained a false resynchronizing 
pulse, causing an incorrect realignment of the receiver 
and transmitter timing, and a subsequent loss of f ield 
strength data from that point. At s tation #2 the receiver 
was turned off to aid in cooling . The receiver was operat-
ing again between stations #4 and #5; however, the signal 
levels were too low to allow a resynchronization with the 
transmitter. At the beginning of the station #5 stop the 
receiver was turned off,and,although the receiver was turned 
on again at the end of the station stop,because the internal 
receiver temperature was above a safe limit a therrnal switch 
prevented it from operating for the remainder of EVA-II. 
Data was to have been recorded during EVA-III from 
the SEP transmitter to station #6 but the astronauts failed 
to turn on the receiver. Therefore, the data which are 
used as a basis for this discussion are those taken from 
the SEP transmitter west to a range of 4.3 km. 
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SEP Data and Discussion 
The configuration of the SEP transmitting and receiving 
antennas is shown in Figure 6. The six frequencies, 1, 2, 
4, 8, 16 and 32 MHz, are transmitted sequentially by two 
orthogonal horizontal dipole antennas and received by three 
orthogonal loop antennas , resulting in 36 readings of the 
field strength during each measurement cycle. 
Positional information from the Rover navigation system 
is recorded as increments and decrements of 1 ° in bearing, 
and 100 m in range) and as odometer pulses, each equivalen t 
to a .49 meter change in position for the r i gh t -front and 
left-rear wheels of the Rover. 
The Rover traverse derived from SEP data h a s b e en 
compared in Table 1 with traverse data produced by the 
U.S.G.S. (ALGIT, 1974) and with the traverse reconstruction 
created from the Goddard Very Long Basel i n e Interf erometry 
Data (I. Salzberg, personal communi cation, J anua ry 1974). 
The VLBI data has absolute accuracy of approximately 40 m. 
The U.S.G.S. traverse is taken from photographic pans made 
at station stops, and are accurate to a pproximately 10 m 
for EP-4, LRV-1, and station 2, and to about 50 m for 
LRV-2 and 3. 
The three trave r ses a re plotted in Figure 7. The 
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maximum differences are about 500 m at stops LRV-2 and 3. 
The differences between USGS and VLBI traverses are larger 
than expected, and later data might be in better agreement. 
For the first 2 km, all three reconstructions are in good 
agreement. 
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF EVA-II TRAVERSE STOPS FROM USGS, 
VLBI AND SEP-LRV NAVIGATION DATA {See Figure 7) . 
STATION RANGE {Km) BEARING 
SEP-LRV SEP-LRV 
VLBI USGS NAV DATA VLBI USGS NAV DATA 
EP-4 .500 .538 .508 80.4 80 83 
LRV-1 2.603 2.603 2.645 80.9 78 82 
LRV-2 3.750 3.729 3.811 81.4 86 83 
LRV-3 4.248 4.253 4.325 80.2 87 82 
HOLE IN 
THE WALL 5.638 5.683 79.5 81 
STN. #2 7.46 7.6 68 71 
A set of SEP field strength data is shown in Figure 8. 
Each plot contains either the endfire or the broadside 
components for one frequency, plotted as a function of range, 
in free-space wavelengths . The data are plotted to either 
1 .7 krn or t o 20 wavelengths. 
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For each frequency, six components are measured. Th~ee 
,.,4> . . 
components - ... endf1re, and Hf and Hz broadside are maximum-
coupled for a plane layered geometry, while the other three 
are minimum-coupled to the transmitted signal. For all six 
frequencies the maximum-coupled components have an average 
level from 5 to 15 dB greater than the minimum-coupled 
components. These results are in direct contrast to our 
glacial studies. In all our glacier runs the max a nd min 
components were approximately equal in level at 16 and 32 
MHz (Strangway, et al., 1974). We attribu ted this to random 
scatterers (e.g. crevasses) in the ice of the order of a 
wavelength in size. We therefore conclude that there are 
few scattering bodies near the lunar SEP site with typical 
sizes of from 10 to 300 m. Scattering experiments both in 
the scale model and on glaciers support this conc l usion. 
Further confirmation is obtained, by an examination 
of the H~-endfire component. This component has a near-
surface wave so large that it effectively masks any inter-
ference. However, if near-surface scattering is important, 
this component becomes erratic. As can be seen f rom Figure 8, 
this component is relatively smooth at all SEP frequencies. 
The residual peaks and nulls correlate well with those in 
the Hf-broadside component. Therefore we feel that these 
two components are slightly mixed because the traverse was 
not completely east-west (i.e. not directly off the end of 
the endfire antenna}. 
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The other two maximum-coupled components (Hy and Hz 
broadside) have been the most important for interpretation 
(see Figure 9). At 16 and 32 MHz the number of peaks and 
troughs per free space wavelength of range is fairly low, 
indicating a dielectric constant of about 2 to 5. However, 
the lower frequencies show somewhat higher beating rates, 
indicating a dielectric constant of about 6 to 8, and 
certainly less than 9 or 10. These observations imply that 
the dielectric constant of the near-surface material is 
lower than that of deeper material. These results are 
consistent with the dielectric properties of a soil layer 
over solid rock, as measured on returned samples (e.g. 
Olhoeft et al., 1973). 
The loss tangent is estimated from the sharpness of 
the peaks and nulls in the two major components. This 
analysis indicates that the average loss tangent of the 
surface layers to a depth of several hundred meters is less 
than about 0.05. The fact that the higher frequencies have 
strong signal levels for many tens of wavelengths from the 
transmitter, while the lower frequencies die out relat i vely 
quickly, indicates that the near surface material may have 
losses in the order of 0.01 or less. These low loss values 
confirm that there is no moisture in any form in the upper 
layers of the moon. 
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Structure is more difficult to determine unambiguously. 
By comparing the two major components to suites of theore-
tical curves for a plane two-layer geometry (i.e. dielectric 
layer over a dielectric half-space) , no single set of para-
meters has been found that gives theoretical curves in good 
agreement with the data at all frequencies. Several per-
turbations from the two-layer model have therefore been 
suggested. 
One possible variation is sketched in Figure lO(a), 
showing a thinning layer of soil over rock. The inferred 
parameters are a layer 20 m thick near the SEP site, with 
dielectric constant of about 3 or 4, thinning to 15 m thick 
a few hundred meters to the west. The lower material would 
have a dielectric constant of about 6 or 7. Results from 
the Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment, conducted over the 
same region, show good agreement with this model (Watkins 
and Kovach, 1973). The basis for this interpretation is 
the curve for 2 MHz broadside (Figure 9(b)), which shows 
little interference out to about 4 wavelengths range, but 
then has several dramatic peaks. This behaviour suggests 
that the layer is just thick enough near the transmitter 
that little energy is transmitted either through the layer 
or through the subsurface. However, further from the trans-
mitter the layer becomes so thin that it is essentially 
transparent. Although we have no rigorous proof that this 
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happens for sloping interfaces, we have seen similar 
behaviour for plane layers of different thicknesses. 
Table 2 lists the parameters of a three-layer model, 
sketched in Figure lO(b). This model assumes, (i) that 
layer 1 is so thin that it is essentially transparent to 
all frequencies but 16 and 32 MHz; and, (ii) that the 
boundary between layers 2 and 3 is too deep to have much 
effect on 16 and 32 MHz. Theoretical curves for this model 
are shown for comparison to the data in Figure 9. Although 
the major features of the data are also in the theoretical 
curves, the details are not always in good agreement. This 
may be due to slight adjustments in loss tangent (the 
particular features in most curves are very dependent on 
the loss tangent) , or due to slight dipping of the inter-
faces (as mentioned above). However, this model has provided 
the best fit to all the data. 
TABLE 2. PARAMETERS FOR BEST-FIT 3-LAYER MODEL 
(See Figures 9 and lO(b)). 
Depth (m) Dielectric constant Loss tangent 
Layer 1 7 + 1 3.8 + 0.2 0.008 + 0.004 
-
Layer 2 100 + 10 7.5 + 0.5 0.035 + 0.025 
- -
Layer 3 ()() 9 ? ? 
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A third model which has been suggested (SEP Team, 1974) 
is that the dielectric constant increases gradationally 
with depth. This model is not at all supported by the 
LSPE seismic data (Watkins and Kovach, 1973); however, this 
type of phenomenon may be important, especially n e ar t he 
surface. 
Conclusions 
Although it is not yet possible to definitively outline 
the Taurus-Littrow structure from SEP data, the following 
conclusions can be made: 
(1) The low loss tangents required for interference indi-
cate {less than 0.05) indicate th a t water in any form is 
not pre sent in the Taurus-Littrow area to a de pth of at 
least several hundred meters. 
(2) Scattering is not important at any of the SEP frequencies. 
This impl i es that there are not large numbe rs o f scattering 
bodies with typical sizes from 10 to 300 meters in the area. 
(3) The dielectric constant is about 2 - 5 near the surface, 
becoming 6 - 9 at depth. This is consiste n t wi th soil ove r-
lying rock. 
(4) No plane two-layer theoretical model has been able to 
fit t he data accurately. A thinning layer, a three-layer 
mode l o r g rad i ng d ielectri c propert ies may e xpl ain t h e data 
better. 
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(5) The Rover navigation data recorded on EVA II to 
Station 2 is in good agreement with VLBI and USGS traverse 
reconstructions. 
14 
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1. The three main waves used in radio interferometry. 
The surface wave travels above the surface of the dielectric 
and the subsurface wave travels just below it. Because these 
two waves travel at different velocities, their beat frequency 
is a function of the dielectric constant. Any reflected waves 
from a subsurface horizon also influence the interference 
pattern {after Strangway, et al., 1974). 
Fig. 2. Theoretical solutions and scale model data for a 
dielectric over a perfect reflector. The inaccuracy of the 
geometric optics approach for thin layers is readily apparent. 
This type of comparison confirms that the theoretical solutions 
are correct {after Annan, et al., 1974). 
Fig. 3. Interpretation of radio interferometry data from 
the Athabasca Glacier by comparison to theoretical curves. 
Although any single component may have many good matches 
to theory, by demanding good fits for all frequencies and 
both maximum coupled components, a unique interpretation 
could be made (after Strangway, et al., 1974). 
Fig. 4. Map of the Taurus-Littrow site, showing the Apollo 
17 Lunar Roving Vehicle traverses {marked I, II, and III), 
the major station stops, the SEP transmitter site, and the 
locations of the EP-4 deployment. SEP data were collected 
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along the first portion of traverse II {from NASA Apollo 17 
traverse planning documents). 
Fig. 5. Sketch of t he EVA-II traverse recovered from LRV 
navigation data, from the SEP site to Station 2. The Rover 
stops are indicated. 
Fig. 6. Orientation of the SEP antennas. Three orthogonal 
magnetic field components are measured from a transmitting 
antenna approximately broadside to the traverse, and three 
from an antenna endfire to the traverse. The two trans-
mitting antennas were laid out on the surface in the form of 
a cross and activated alternately {after Strangway, et al., 
1974). 
Fig. 7a,b,c. EVA-II traverse reconstruction as compiled from 
{i) LRV navigation data recorded by SEP; {ii) Goddard Very 
Long Baseline Interferometry; and {iii) U.S.G.S. traverse 
reconstruction from photographic information. The three 
independent reconstructions are in good agreement out to 
2 or 3 km, although they disagree more than expected near 
LRV-2 and 3 (see Table 1) . 
Fig. 8 (a-1). The surface Electrical Properties Experiment 
data for all 36 components. Each component has been plotted 
as a function of free space wavelength, out to 1.7 km or 
19 
20 wavelengths (whichever is smaller) • The vertical scale 
is in dB, with a reference at -90 dBm, as shown. The 
component is labelled at the end of the curve; H~ endfire, 
Hp and Hz broadside are maximum coupled; the others, minimum 
coupled. The position of the EP-4 deployment is indicated. 
Since a 360° turn was made at that point, the values during 
the turn have been removed. Note that since a standard x-y 
plot format has been used, west is to the right in these 
plots. 
Fig. 9 (a-f). The two components used for interpretation -
Hp and Hz broadside (solid lines). The theoretical curves 
for the parameters given in Table 2 and Figure lO(b) are 
also shown (dashed lines). 
Fig. 10. Two possible deviations from a two-layer model: 
(a) a thinning layer that de-couples the subsurface near 
the SEP site, but is transparent further west; {b) a three-
layer model (Table 2) • 
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15. Surface Electrical Properties Experiment 
Gene Simmons, at David Strangway, b + Peter Annan, c Richard Baker, a 
Lawrence Bannister, a Raymon Brown, a William Cooper, a Dean Cub ley, b 
Joseph deBettencourt, d Anthony W. England, e :t John Groener, a Jin-A u Kong, a 
Gerald LaTo"aca, a James Meyer, a Ved Nanda, a David Redman, c 
James Rossiter, c Leung Tsang, a Joseph Umer, d and Raymond Wattsc 
The surface electrical properties (SEP) experiment 
was used to explore the subsurface material of the 
Apollo 17 landing site by means of electromagnetic 
radiation. The experiment was designed to detect 
electrical layering, discrete scattering bodies, and the 
possible presence of water. From the analysis of the 
data, it was expected that values of the electrical 
properties (dielectric constant and loss tangent) of 
lunar material in situ would be obtained . 
The SEP experiment is important for several 
reasons. First, the values of the electrical properties 
of the outer few kilometers of rock and soil of the 
Moon, measured in situ for the first time, may help 
others interpret many observations already made with 
both Earth-based and lunar orbital bistatic radar. 
Second, the SEP experiment will provide data that 
are needed to interpret the observations made with 
the lunar sounder, an Apollo 17 orbital experiment. 
In the Apollo lunar sounder experiment, the time 
intervals required for electromagnetic waves to pene-
trate the Moon, be reflected, and return to the 
surface of the Moon were measured. Of more interest 
than times, however, are depths, which can be 
obtained from the lunar sounder delay times and the 
dielectric constant that is measured in the SEP 
experiment. 1hird, the results of the SEP experiment 
are expected to help define the stratigraphy of the 
Apollo 17 landing site. Visual observations made by 
the crewmen and recorded with cameras are restricted 
a Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
bNASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. 
cuniversity of Toronto. 
dRaytheon Company. 
eu.s. Geological Survey. 
tPrincipallnvestigator. 
:!:coinvestigator. 
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to the surface of the Moon. The SEP experiment will 
extend to depth those visual observations made at the 
surface and perhaps reveal features at depth that do 
not reach the surface. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 
The basic principle of the SEP experiment is 
interferometry. This principle involves only the inter-
ference of two or more waves to produce an 
interference pattern. The inversion of the interference 
pattern in terms of the spatial distribution of the 
electrical properties is the basic aim of the experi-
ment (fig. 15-1). The experiment is most easily 
understood in terms of a single dipole antenna for 
radiating electromagnetic energy and a loop receiver 
for measuring the magnitudes of the fields . In the 
------------------------ -----
Receiver 
/Transmitter Receiving antenna, ____ ~
~-Transmitting antenna ..... 
Lunar surface Path 1 
FIGURE 15-1. - Simplified schematic diagram of the SEP 
experiment. Electromagnetic radiation from the trans-
mitting dipole antenna travels along path I (above the 
surface), along path 2 (below the surface), and, if 
reflectors are present, along path 3. 
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early developmental stages of this experiment, ex-
actly this configuration was used (ref. 15-1). 
The electromagnetic energy radiated from the 
transmitting antenna travels along various paths. In 
the "half-space" case, one wave travels above the 
interface through "free" space and another travels 
below the interface through subsurface material. 
Because the velocity of electromagnetic waves in a 
solid medium is different from that in free space, the 
two waves interfere and produce a distinctive interfer-
ence pattern. This case has been studied extensively 
from both experimental and theoretical viewpoints 
since 1909 (ref. 15-2). The correct mathematical 
solutions, although somewhat complicated, are now 
well known (ref. 15-3). An example of a theoretical 
interference pattern for the half-space case is shown 
in figure 15-2. The spacing between successive maxi-
mums or successive minimums is related to the 
frequency of the wave and to the dielectric constant 
c: Max· ·5.585 
d. 0.0500~ 
Max· 10.826 
d. 0.2750~ 
------
Max· 10.539 
d. 0.3500~ 
o z 4 6 s w u ~ M ~ w n 
Distance, free-space wavelenqths 
FIGURE 15-2.-Theoretical interference pattern for a half· 
space case, in which medium 1 is solid and medium 2 is 
free space; where depth d = 0, medium l loss tangent p 1 = 
0.0300, medium 2 loss tangent p2 =; ""• medium 2 
dielectric constant e,
2 
= ""• and frequency[= 299.8 MHz. 
The symbol Hz represents the vertical component of the 
magnetic field. The points on the ordinate indicate the 
maximum (max) values of each wave pattern. 
of the medium, and the rate at which the field 
strength decreases with distance is related to the loss 
tangent of the medium. This type of pattern is 
present in some of the lunar data. 
If a reflecting horizon occurs at depth, such as the 
case shown schematically in figure 15-1, then a 
reflected wave will interfere at the surface of the 
medium with the other waves. Figure 15-3 is a 
theoretical curve showing the distinct interference 
pattern produced by a reflected wave. The presence 
of additional reflecting horizons in the subsurface 
would produce still more complicated interference 
patterns. 
In the Apollo 17 SEP experiment, two crossed 
dipole antennas that radiated sequentially were used. 
In addition, several frequencies - !, 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16, 
and 32.1 MHz- were used. Because each transmitting 
antenna radiates at each frequency for a sufficiently 
long time, the experiment results can be analyzed in 
terms of continuous waves. The shortest sampling 
time at the lowest frequency includes approximately 
33 000 cycles. 
THEORETICAL BASIS 
The SEP experiment is the first geophysical field 
technique to use the dielectric properties of rocks 
rather than the conductive properties. In that sense, 
the experiment is entirely new . Consequently, all the 
0.56 
.48 
.40 
CD .32 
"' 
:r.N 
.24 
. 16 
.08 
0 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00 12.50 15.00 17.50 20.00 
Distance, free-space wavelenqths 
FIGURE 15-3.- Theoretical curve for the case of a single 
layer over a reflector. The layer is four free-space 
wavelengths ( 4;>.. 0 ) thick (ref. 1 S-8). 
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experimental techniques and most of the theoretical 
basis have been developed specifically for the lunar 
experiment. Descriptions of the early versions (circa 
1968) of the technique are given in references 15-1, 
15-4, and 15-5. In this report, the physical and 
mathematical basis of the experiment is outlined and 
the discussions in references 15-6 to 15-8 are fol-
lowed. Theoretical work has been limited to the 
electric and magnetic fields that result from dipole 
antennas on plane, horizontal, layered media. For 
mathematical details, the reader is referred to the 
original sources. 
In the theoretical development, consideration is 
given first to electromagnetic propagation in an 
unbounded, homogeneous, isotropic dissipative med-
ium and next to propagation near the plane interface 
of two semi-infinite homogeneous media (specialized 
to a lossy dielectric below an empty (or free) space 
region, popularly called the half-space case). Then, 
the effects of inhomogeneous horizontal stratification 
are considered, specialized initially to a lossy dielec-
tric region of two layers, the first of depth d and the 
second of infinite depth and having electrical prop-
erties differing from the adjacent layer and the 
semi-infinite space above. 
UN BOUNDED, HOMOGENEOUS, LOSSY 
DIELECTRIC MEDIA 
Electromagnetic propagation in unbounded dissi-
pative media is treated adequately in references 15-3 
and 15-9 to 15-13. Variation of electric and magnetic 
fields with time t is usually expressed as exp(jwt) 
where the rotative operator j = A and the radian 
frequency w = 2rrf (where the frequency f is 
expressed in hertz); this exponential is hereafter 
suppressed. Meter-kilogram-second units are used 
where, in vacuo, the dielectric constant or permittiv-
ity e0 = 1 X 10-9 /36rr F/m and the permeability 
f..l.o = 4rr X 10-7 H/m. The phase velocity in vacuo is 
c = 1/Vf..l.o€0 = 3 X 108 m/sec. Mathematically, the 
field expressions are solutions to Maxwell's equations. 
The dissipative medium is characterized by its 
electrical constants, real relative dielectric constant e, 
and conductivity a (mho/m). (For a vacuum, e, = 1.) 
The media are customarily considered to be nonmag-
netic with permeability fJ. = fJ.o. The finite value of a 
gives rise to a complex relative dielectric constant e~ , 
a complex refractive index N, and a complex phase 
constant k = 13 - ja where 13 is the phase constant and 
a is the attenuation constant. A typical component of 
electric field E at a large distance R from the 
radiating source varies with R according to 
-J·kR -aR -J"BR E = E e = E e e 0 0 (15-1) 
where £ 0 is a reference value of E (independent of 
R). 
The complex relative dielectric constant is 
£' = £ (1 - jp) = E - jx 
r r r (15-2) 
where pis the loss tangent 
0 
p=~ 
o r 
(15-3) 
with A.0 the free-space wavelength in meters. 
The refractive index relative to vacuum is 
(154) 
The evaluation of the complex radical may be 
accomplished by the 50-yr-old method of G. W. 
Pierce (ref. 15-14), recently revived by King (ref. 
15-9), as follows. 
ll - jp = f(p) - jg(p) 
where 
f(p) cosh(t sinh- 1 
g(p) = sinh(t sinh- 1 
p) =[~(~ 
p) = [t("l + p2 
(15-5) 
Thus, the complex phase constant k may be 
written as 
k = 13 - ja a0..JE;. = B0N = B 0~[f(p) - jg(p l] 
(15-6) 
where the phase constant (real) in vacuo 130 = 2rr/'A0 = w~.Hence 
B = B 0~f(p), rad/m 
>. 3 X 108 (15-7) = f m 
a = 130~ g(p), Np/m 
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When the loss tangent p is small, say p < 0.5, then 
Jr.p) = 1 and g(p) = p/2; this is the case encountered in 
the lunar SEP experiment, so that 
- ,;-- 211 B B o"'trr = T"• rad/m 
(15-8) 
601TCJ 
a = .JE;.' Np/m 
a 
= 1.64 ~· dB/km 
and a is independent of frequency . If a and e, are 
constant with frequency, then p is proportional to f; 
if p is constant with[, then a/e, is proportional to f. 
Propagation in Layered Media 
For propagation in semi-infinite space near and 
above a semi-infinite, homogeneous (nonlayered) 
lossy dielectric, see references 15-3, 15-9, 15-10, and 
15-15 to 15-17. References 15-16 and 15-17 are 
especially useful for layered media. Earlier applica-
tion was to ground-wave propagation along the 
surface of the Earth, generally where the loss tangent 
of the Earth is large. The mathematical solutions are 
involved; they were solved initially by Sommerfeld in 
1909 (ref. 15-2) with later (1926) correction of the 
famous yCT sign error (ref. 15-18). A complete 
history, with proof of the existence of Sommerfeld's 
controversial surface wave, is given by Banos (ref. 
15-3). The resulting field equations (for electric field 
E and magnetic field H) depend on the nature of the 
source. In theory, there are four source dipoles: the 
horizontal electric dipole (HED) and vertical electric 
dipole (wires), the horizontal magnetic dipole, and 
the vertical magnetic dipole (VMD). In the SEP 
experiment, a tuned series of wire antenna radiators 
(thus extensions of the elemental HED) is used , and 
the cylindrical coordinate values of magnetic field 
HP, Hrp, and Hz are measured. 
The major difference in typical ground-wave prop-
agation from that on the Moon (or in earthbound 
glaciers and deserts) is in the low values of e, and p 
for the latter. For the case of a semi-infinite Moon 
below semi-infinite space, the solution is that for the 
so-called half-space case; the integral method of 
solution (ref. 1 S-3) involves general integrals of the 
type 
!.. -ya- y b I(a,b,r) = F(>.)e 1 2 H~(J..r)>. d>. (15-9) 
-"" 
where the function F(X) is devoid of exponential 
behavior, H~ is the zero-order Hankel function of the 
first kind, and 'Yi = (X 2 - kl )'11 may be called a 
complex propagation factor (i = I denoting the lunar 
soil and i = 2 the space above). The variable X used in 
equations ( 15-9) and (15-IO) is a complex separation 
(or eigen) variable of integration and should not be 
confused with the wavelength. 
In a cylindrical coordinate system with the source 
dipole at a height h above the origin of the 
coordinates (p, </>, z), two essential integrals U(a,b,r) 
and V(a,b,r) are required to determine the vector 
potential n from which the fields E and H are 
derived . The relationship of E and His derived from 
Maxwell's equations and continuity relations at the 
space-dielectric plane boundary (z = 0). The U and V 
integrals differ in the value of F('A.) used; thus, for the 
Vintegral 
where 
F(>.) 
k2 
k2:: __ 1_ 
o N2 + l 
(15-10) 
{15-11) 
In equation {15-11), the refractive index N (eq. 
{15-4)) is the reciprocal of n used by Banos (ref. 
15-3) and others. 
For evaluating a component of the magnetic field 
(e.g., Hz) in the SEP experiment, the U integral is 
required (actually the partial derivative of U). Here, 
a = 0, b = h + z, and the exponential involving a in 
equation (15-9) is unity ; thus, U is written as 
U(O,b,r). If h = 0, then U becomes U(O,z,r). 
The integral solution involves, generally, saddle-
SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT 15-5 
point or double-saddle-point approximation methods 
(ref. I 5-3). However, if h = z = 0, the solution for 
U(O,O,r) is exact, as found by Van der Pol. Thus, the 
expressions for Hz waves broadside to the horizontal 
wire (HED) are exact as are those for the tangential 
component of electric field E<l> (VMD) (first noted by 
Wait (ref. 15-I6)). If h or z (or both) are nonzero 
values, approximate methods must be used; these 
methods are very laborious because complex contour 
integration must be used with consequent studies of 
poles and branch cuts in the integrals l(a,b,r). 
The resulting field expression for the half-space 
case consists of two components, one a wave traveling 
above the surface with the phase velocity of space 
and the second a lateral wave; these two waves 
interfere. An example is shown in figure 15-2 for Hz 
lateral waves broadside to an HED for several values 
of e, 1 and p 1 = 0.03 . The lateral wave is that 
component of energy traveling in the dielectric but 
refracting across the boundary to reach the receiver 
at height h = z. 
For typical terrestrial soils, the loss tangent p of 
the ground is so high that the lateral wave is relatively 
too small to be observed. However, in glaciers, polar 
regions, and deserts, such interference patterns as 
those shown in figure I 5-3 may be observed. 
Horizontal Stratification 
Two Layers. - Wave propagation in stratified re-
gions has been treated generally by Brekhovskikh 
(ref. 15-17) and Wait (ref. 15-16); the properties of 
antennas in such regions have been discussed by 
Galejs (ref. 15-15). As specified for the SEP experi-
ment, the previously mentioned treatments in refer· 
ences 15-6 and 15-8 find useful application. The 
geometry is that of figure 1 54. The solutions are 
too 
z 
L=, Medium 1 • pl '1 
t 
Medium 2 • p2 d 
'2 
Medium 3 • p3 
'3 
~00 
FIGURE 15-4.-Geometry for the case of a single layer over a 
half space. Medium 1, a;. 0 (free space); medium 2,- h .;;; 
z .;;; 0 ; medium 3, a<- h. 
integrals , similar to equation (15·9). The theoretical 
problem is reduced to that o [ solving the integrals. 
Three techniques have been used : (I) numerical 
integration on a digital computer, (2) asymptotk 
expansions that lead to geometrical optics approxi-
mations, and (3) contour integration to yield a 
normal mode solution (mode). In the geometrical 
optics approximation (GOA) method, the resulting 
field at the receiver consists of the space and lateral 
wave components (the half-space case) plus those 
attributable to reflections from the houndary be-
tween the upper layer of thickness d and the lower 
semi-infinite layer. (Lateral waves at this boundary 
and their effects have been generally neglected.) The 
formulation of reflections is approximate , but the 
GOA solution is considered satisfactory if the depth d 
is greater than the wavelength >.. in the upper layer. 
An example is shown in figure 15-3 , where d = 4>..0 , 
for lateral waves broadside to an HED. In the mode 
approach, the contributions to the integrals arc 
identified in terms of the normal modes of wave 
propagation. 
Multiple Layers.-So)utions to the various integrals 
(eq. (15-9)) for multiple layers can also be obtained 
by numerical integration and by using normal mode 
theory. The numerical integration method (refs . 15-8 
and 15-19) provides quite exact solutions but requires 
much computer time; however, the method provides 
a check on other techniques and can be extended 
readily to large numbers of layers. In the GOA 
method, the problem is treated in terms or rays (thus, 
distances must be large compared with various wave-
lengths); therefore, solutions that are readily inter-
pretable against a background of physical optics are 
provided. Unfortunately, the GOA is invalid for 
"thin" layers, the case for both glaciers and the Moon 
for at least some of the SEP experiment frequencies. 
The formula tion and solutions for certain parameters 
are given in references 15-6 and 15-8. The theoretical 
curve for one set of parameters is shown in figure 
15-5. The lack of agreement between the GOA and 
the numerical integration at distances Jess than 7>.. is 
caused by the approximations in the GOA and 
indicates clearly that the proper solution must be 
chosen for a particular experimental situation. The 
normal mode solution, valid for thin layers such as 
appear to be present at the Apollo 17 site, was 
formulated by Tsang, Kong, and Simmons (ref. 15-8). 
We are ra ttler sure that our various formulations of 
the solution are correct. These formulations have 
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------Numerical integration 
8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 
Distance, wavelengths 
FIGURE 15-5.-Comparison of the geometrical optics ap-
proximation (dashed curve) with the Tsang exact solution 
(solid curve), obtained by numerical integration, for a 
single-layer case (ref. 15-8). Note the excellent agreement 
for all peaks except the ftrst. 
been tested against field data collected on glaciers for 
which the geometry was known from previous investi-
gations using such other techniques as seismic, grav-
ity, and drilling (refs. 15-1, 15-8, and 15-20). They 
have also been tested against laboratory data obtained 
with analog scale models. 
The antenna radiation patterns of both the receiv-
ing loops and the transmitting dipoles are important 
in the analysis of the lunar data. The theoretical 
patterns for the transmitting antenna have been 
calculated (ref. 15-21), and the results are shown in 
figure 15-6. It has not been possible to calculate, with 
equal confidence, the patterns for the receiving 
antennas because of the effects of the lunar roving 
vehicle (LRV). From the data obtained on the Moon, 
however, it is deduced that the influence on the Hz 
component is minimal; thus, our preliminary data 
analysis is based on that component. In order to 
interpret the HP and Hrp components, the effect of 
the radiation pattern of the receiving antenna must be 
removed. 
THE EQUIPMENT 
On the Moon, the crewmen deployed a small, 
low-power transmitter (fig. 13-7) and laid on the 
surface two crossed dipole antennas that were 70 m 
long tip to tip. The receiver and receiving antennas, 
shown in figure 15-8, were mounted on the LRV. 
Inside the receiver, there was a tape recorder which 
recorded the data on magnetic tape. The entire tape 
recorder, the data storage electronics assembly 
(DSEA), was returned to Earth. In addition to the 
Endfire pattern 
(a I 
....... , 
',, 
Broadside 
pattern 
Free space E, • l 
E1 • 3.2 
I Critical f-- angle 
I 
FIGURE 15-6. - Model of the theoretical radiation pattern 
for the SEP experiment transmitting antenna on the 
Moon (ref. 15-22). (a) Diagram. (b) Photograph. 
SEP experiment data , information on the location of 
the LRV, obtained from the LRV navigation system, 
was also recorded on the tape. 
Description 
The electromagnetic radiation at the six SEP 
experiment frequencies is transmitied and received 
according to the scheme shown in figure 15-9. One 
data frame, which is 18.4 sec in duration, consists of 
six 6.4-sec subframcs that arc idcn tical except for the 
receiver calibration :md synchronization process: In 
subframe I, for example, the receiver is calibrated al 
32.1 and 16 MHz and the synchronization signal is 
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·· ~t,. 
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f./ /1 
1.1-.1 
.. 
/. -( 
/ 
FIGURE 15-7.- The SEP experiment transmitter shown with 
the solar panel power source and <lipoic antennas de-
ployed. The transmitter electronics package is covered on 
the bottom five sides with a thermal blanket. Because the 
top of the unit is shaded by the solar panel, the uncovered 
surface needs only a coat of thermal paint to provide 
adequate cooling for the enclosed electronics. The balance 
between heat lost to cold space by radiation and that 
generated inside the unit by the electronics equipment is 
very delicate and requires careful thermal design. 
transmitted on the north-south (N-S) dipole antenna 
and received on the X antenna. In subframe 2, the 
receiver is calibrated at 8.1 and 4 MHz and the 
synchronization signal is transmitted on the east-west 
(E-W) antenna and received on the Y antenna. Each 
experiment frequency sequence is repeated exactly as 
shown in all six subframes. Each experiment fre-
quency is transmitted first on the N-S antenna for 
100 rnsec and then on the E-W antenna for 100 rnsec 
During each 100-msec transmission interval, the 
receiver "looks" at the transmitted signal for a period 
of 33 msec with each of the three orthogonal (X,Y,Z) 
receiving loops. In addition to the preceding opera-
tions, once each subframe, the receiver observes 
environmental noise and records its amplitude. 
.,. 
\ 
FIGURE 15-8. - The SEP experiment receiver and antennas. 
The receiver electronics, including l;jpc recorder and 
battery, arc contained in the box (23 crn 3 ), which usually 
is completely enclosed in a thermal blanket. The thermal 
blanket has been opened to show optical surface reflec-
tors. The th rel~·loop antenna assembly, fo lded during the 
journey to the Moon, is shown unfolded as it was used on 
the Moon. 
The receiver acquires the transmitter signal se-
quence automatically as long as the signal exceeds a 
given threshold. Synchronization of the receiver is 
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1----100 msec ----1----- 100 msec ---i 
Transmit Transmit 
N-S antenna, 16 MHz E-W antenna, 16 MHz 
Receive al· Receive 
1
1: Receive ~ antenna Y antenna Z antenna ReceiYe al' Receive al; Receive X antenna Y antenna Z antenna 
-! 33 msec 1-
...-
--
...-
--
200 ...-
- -:1 msec f:::_ ...- -
16 32.1 I 8.1 132.1 116MHZI32.1 I 4 I ~··b 
16 32.1 
I 
8.1 
I 
32.1 I 16 132.1 I Noise I Cal b 
16 32.1 I 8.1 I 32.1 I 16 I 4 I 32.1 b 
1---------1.6 sec--------t 
----------c~r~mffiames ______ __ 
SF-1 SF-2 SF-3 SF-4 SH SF-6 
Cal 32.1116 Cal 8.114 Cal 2.111 Cal 32.1116 Cal 8.1/4 Cal 2.111 
Sync N-S SyncE-W Sync N-S Sync E-W Sync N-S Sync E-W 
ReceiYe X Rece iYe Y Receive Z ReceiYe X ReceiYe Y Receive Z 
~6.4--: 
._.---____:::sec=------ Data frame --------i 
38.4 sec 
FIGURE 15-9.-The SEP experiment data format. The basic 
cycle, shown in the center of the diagram, starts with the 
16-MHz signal and ends with the synchronization (sync) 
frame in the lower right corner. The cycle is 6.4 sec long. 
(Values are frequencies in megahertz.) The upper part of 
the figure shows a typical "data" frame. However, the 
single calibration (cal) frame changes successively through 
the subframe (SF) sequence shown at the bottom of the 
diagram. 
accomplished when both (or either of) the 1- and 
2.1-MHz signals exceed a given threshold. A block 
diagram of the SEP experiment receiver is shown in 
figure 15-10. 
The loop antennas are connected sequentially to a 
low-noise amplifier section, which amplifies, converts 
(in frequency), and logarithmically compresses the 
amplitude of the received signal. A constant ampli-
tude, variable frequency signal (in the band 300 to 
3000 Hz) corresponding to the logarithm of the 
received signal amplitude was recorded on magnetic 
tape in the DSEA. The DSEA can record nearly I 0 hr 
of data. Upon completion of the experiment, the 
DSEA was removed from the receiver for return to 
Earth. 
Such functions as signal synchronization, fre-
quency mixing, and antenna switching are controlled 
by the timing section, which is, in turn, crystal 
controlled for stability. The entire receiver assembly 
is battery powered using primary cells and is en-
closed, except for the antenna assembly, in a thermal 
blanket. The thermal blanket has two flaps that may 
be opened to expose optical surface reflectors , which 
form a thermal radiator for internally produced heat 
while reflecting heat from the Sun, to control the 
internal temperature of the receiver. 
The SEP experiment transmitter (figs. 15-7 and 
15-11) is powered by solar cell panels that are 
designed to provide a minimum output of 10.0 W at 
15 V and 1.10 W at 5 V. Like the receiver, the 
transmitter timing sequence is crystal controlled for 
stability. Also, separate stable crystal oscillators 
generate the signals that are radiated by the dipole 
antennas placed on the lunar surface. Because the 
antennas are required to radiate energy at six differ-
ent frequencies, they are constructed in sections (fig. 
15-12), and each section is electrically separated by 
electrical filters (signal traps). Each section of the 
antenna is of the proper electrical length for optimum 
performance. The dipole antennas, each 70 m long 
(tip to tip), are made of insulated wire between signal 
traps and were stored on reels until deployed. 
Performance on the Lunar Surface 
The crewmen deployed the SEP experiment equip-
ment during the first period of extravehicular activity 
(EVA-I) . Photographs of the receiver and of the 
transmitter and the transmitting antenna are shown in 
figures 15-13 and 15-14, respectively. Stereographic 
photographs will be used to obtain the location of the 
starting point of the SEP experiment profiles to 
within 1 m. The LRV, with its navigation system, was 
used to mark straight, orthogonal lines to be used as 
guides for deploying the antenna. Especially impor-
tant for the analysis of the data was the fact that the 
arms of the transmitting antenna were laid out 
straight and at right angles to each other. The SEP 
experiment operations were nominal during EVA-I. 
During the rest period between EV A-1 and EV A-2, 
however, the temperature of the SEP experiment 
receiver increased; subsequent overheating hampered 
the SEP experiment operation until the DSEA re-
corder was removed in the middle of EV A-3 to 
prevent loss of data that had been recorded already 
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I I I 
r--- - --------, r-----, 
Driver amplifier module 1 1 Antenna 1 
464745 I 1 I 
I I I 
1 I I 
: I I 
I I I 
I I I 
I I 
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Driver N-S 
amplifier 1----•~i----. ~----~ I 
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t._ ___ j 
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(including 
regulator I 
+5V 
+15 v 
FIGURE 15-11. - Block diagram of the SEP experiment transmitter. 
on the magnetic tape. The receiver contained a 
thermometer that was monitored by the crewmen. 
Despite the efforts of the crewmen to control the 
temperature, the receiver became too hot and was 
turned off by a thermally operated switch. 
Data were obtained during EV A-2 on the traverses 
from the SEP experiment site toward station 2 and 
from station 4 toward the SEP experiment site. Data 
were not obtained during the early part of EV A-3 
because the receiver switch was in the "standby" po-
sition rather than "operate." Apparently, the trans-
mitter operated nominally throughout the mission. 
THE DATA 
Tiuee kinds of data were recorded in the SEP 
experiment: navigational data, electromagnetic field 
strengths, and the internal temperature of the re-
ceiver. The navigational data, obtained from the LRV 
navigation system, included odometer pulses at 0.5-m 
increments from two wheels, the computed range to 
the SEP experiment transmitter in 100-m increments, 
and the computed bearing to the SEP experiment 
transmitter in I o increments. The navigational data 
are approximate because of wheel slippage on the 
lunar surface and will be improved greatly by 
including additional data on the LRV location oh-
tained from photographs, crew comments, and long-
baseline interferometry . 
The second kind of data, the primary SEP experi-
ment data, consists of the three orthogonal magnetic 
components Hz, HP, and HI/>, recorded as a function 
of frequency a11d of transmitting antenna (N-S or 
E-W). An example of the field strength data is shown 
in figure 15-15 . 
The third kind of data, temperature of the SEP 
experiment receiver, was obtained for use in the 
postflight analysis of the experiment. Because of the 
sensitivity of all magnetic tape to temperature, the 
potential loss of data from excessive temperature in 
the SEP experiment receiver had been anticipated . 
Although protection against overheating had been 
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100 nH 
246 pF 
132MHzl 
200nH 
492 pF 
116r..\Hzl 
400 nH 
984 pF 
18 MHzl 
1. 6 1-'H 
0. 0039 f'F 
12 MHzl 
19m 
Multiplexing and 
impedance matching 
network 
~-----------------------------35mr-----------------
FIGURE 15-12.-Electrical schematic diagram of the SEP experiment transmitting antenna. Only 
one-half is shown because the antenna is symmetric about the midpoint (A', A). Total physical 
length (tip to tip) of each section of the antenna used for each SEP experiment frequency is 2, 4, 
8, 32, and 70 m. The symbol Z represents impedance, and the components labeled F, to F4 arc 
filters. 
FIGURE 15-13.-The SEP experiment receiver mounted on 
the LRV (AS17-141-21512). 
FIGURE 15-14.-The SEP experiment transmitter and an-
tenna deployed at the Apollo 17 site (AS17-141-21517). 
70 
_ ........ 
.---Theoretical data 
..,40 
'0 
N 
:I: 30 
20 
Lunar data------
10 
OL---~---L----L---~---L--~L-__ J 
l 2 3 4 5 6 8 
Distance, free-space wavelengths 
FIGURE 15-15.-Comparison of lunar data for 112 , 16-MIIz, 
N-S transmitting antenna with the theoretical curve 
calculated from mode theory. Parameters arc given in 
table 15-1. 
built in, it was desired to have data on the actual 
temperature. A portion of the temperature curve is 
shown in figure 15-16. 
PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 
The analysis of each individual component at each 
frequency for each of the transmitting antenna 
orientations is quite straightforward. However, a 
single model that fits all the data has not been found, 
perhaps because of the limitations of our present 
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FIGURE 15-16. - Intemal temperature profile of the SEP 
experiment receiver during the traverse from the SEP 
experiment site to station 2 on December 13, 1972. 
theoretical development. For rigorous solutions, we 
are limited to models with homogeneous layers 
bounded by plane, horizontal surfaces. However, even 
within the limitations of our present theory, values of 
the properties of the lunar material in situ have been 
estimated, and some interesting conclusions about the 
electrical structure of the Taurus-Littrow site have 
been obtained. 
The discussion in this report is based mainly on 
the analysis of Hz, the vertical component of the 
magnetic field, for two reasons. First, although the 
radiation patterns of the receiving antennas have not 
been measured, it is expected that the Hz data are less 
distorted than those of the other two components. 
Second, the appearance of the Hz data resembles 
more closely the glacier data, which comprise our 
background data . 
Two quite different structural models of the 
Apollo 17 site have been developed to account for 
the observations. Although neither is based on rigor-
ous theory, we believe that each is correct in the 
essential features . The first model , preferred by most 
members of the SEP experiment team, is one in 
which the dielectric constant increases with depth. 
Each of the lunar profiles can be matched quite well 
with the theoretical curves based on a single layer. 
The parameters for each of these six single.layer 
models are shown in table 15-1, and a typical example 
of the match between the theoretical and observed 
curves is shown in figure 15-15. The composite of 
these several models is shown in figure 15-17. We 
believe that the Hz data indicate that the dielectric 
constant increases with depth from a value of 2.5 to 3 
TABLE IS-I. - Preliminary Results for Hz, 
N-S Transmitting Antenna 
[p = 0.003] 
Transmitter Layer 
frequenc y, t" r ' l'r ' depth , 
MHz (a) (b) m 
32.1 2.7 3.0 5.7 
16 3.7 3.9 10 
8.1 4.1 4.2 18 
4 I 4.2 4.8 37 
2.1 I 6.3 6.4 57 1 6.1 6.3 122 
3 Dielectric constant of layer. 
bDielectric consta nt of semi-infini te half space beneath 
layer. 
near the surface to approximately 5 at a depth of 50 
to 60 m. A discontinuity is present at 50 to 60 m, 
where e, increases to a value of 6 to 6.5 . Because no 
reflection appears to be present in the 1-MHz data, 
we expect that e, does not increase between 60 m 
and at least 2.5 km. Compared to terrestrial values, 
the loss tangent is quite low (approximately 0.003) at 
all SEP experiment frequencies. On the basis of this 
low value of the loss tangent , we infer that water is 
probably not present at the Apollo 17 site. 
In the alternate structural model, the cause of the 
apparent change of dielectric constant with depth is 
assigned to a sloping interface between a thin upper 
layer with e, = 3 to e, = 4 and p < 0.04 and a thick 
lower layer with e, = 6.5 and p = 0.04. Rigorous 
theoretical expressions have not yet been obtained 
for this case either. However, we have confidence in 
the general effects attributed to a sloping interface 
because of the following limiting cases of horizontal 
interfaces. 
1. For a very thin layer (thickness < 0.1~). the 
interference pattern is equivalent to that of a half 
space in which e, and p have the values of the lower 
layer(fig. l5 -1 8, uppercurve). 
2. For a layer with thickness between 0. 1~ and 
0 . 3~. the individual "wiggles" of the interference 
pattern disappear (fig. 1 5-18 , intermediate curves). 
3. For a layer with thickness greater than approxi -
mately 0.3~. the usual "reflected" wave appears in 
the pattern. 
The sensitivity of the interference pattern of a thin 
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FIGURE 15-17.-Mode1 for Apollo 17 site in which the 
dielectric constant varies with depth. The values of e, for 
each frequency are shown in table 15-1. In this figure, the 
approximate continuous function of e7 is shown. Note 
that this interpretation is preliminary and, although the 
theoretical solution for each frequency is rigorous, the 
"solution" for the continuous variation of e, with depth 
is somewhat intuitive at present. 
layer to the exact thickness is shown clearly in figure 
15-18. The basis for this type of model is best seen in 
the 2.1-MHz profile, which resembles the intermedi-
ate theoretical curve of figure 15-18 near the SEP 
experiment site and resembles the upper theoretical 
curve of figure 15-18 farther away. The structure that 
best fits this analysis is shown in figure 15-19. The 
... 
::r 
0 2 4 6 
Range, wavelengths 
Max· -15.505 
Max· -19.504 
( ·60000 
'1 . 
20 22 
FIGURE 15-18.-Theoretical curves for thin layers, where 
p, = 0.0300, e7 1 = 3.000, p, = 0.0400, and Er, = 6.000. 
The points on the ordinate indicate th e maximum values 
of each wave pattern. These plots arc hascd on correct 
theory for horizontal layers, and they arc used to "guess" 
a solution for an inclined interface. 
p < 0.041?) ~«~,~·~3~w~(·~·~4~------~-=~~------------~15m 
20m p . 0.04 
E, • 6.5 
300 ml?l 
l ~ 1.5 km 
FIGURE 15-19.-The alternate model of tlte electrical 
structure at the Apollo 17 site. A layer of thickness 
between 0.2X and 0.3X is present at the SEP experiment 
site (left) and thins toward station 2 (right). The broken 
line at 300 m indicates a possible discontinuity in e, at 
that depth . 
layer is perhaps 20 m thick beneath the SEP 
experiment site and thins to IS m at station 2. In 
addition, there is a hint of a discontinuity in e7 at a 
depth of approximately 300m. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
1. The relative dielectric constant of the lunar 
material at Taurus-Uttrow, at frequen cies of I to 32 
MHz, is approximately 3 to 4 near the surface and 
increases to 6 to 7 at a depth of approximately 50 m. 
The loss tangent is less than 0.04 and possibly as low 
as 0.003. 
2. The electrical structure at Taurus-Littrow is not 
simple horizontal layering. 
3. No liquid water is present in the outer I to 2 
km. 
4. Scattering of electromagnetic waves at fre-
quencies of I to 32 MHz is insignificant. 
5. Continuing postflight analysis of navigational 
data, photographs, and other data will provide loca-
tion of the LRV on the EV A-2 traverse to an 
accuracy of a few meters. 
6. Additional theoretical and scale model work is 
being done to solve the problem of continuous 
variation with depth of the dielectric properties and 
the problem of dipping interface. 
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Line-Source Radiation over a Layered Dielectric: 
Inversion of Radio Interferometry Data 
by Raymond D. Watts1 
1Physi.cs Branch, Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas and 
Lunar Science Institute, Houston, Texas 
Abstract 
The radio interferometry technique described by Rossiter et.al, (1973) 
is used to study extremely resistive electrical structures. This paper 
describes an inversion procedure which can be applied to measurements of 
the fields radiated by a long-line current source. The measurements are 
the amplitude of one magnetic field component and the complex rati o of 
the two (vertical and horizontal) magnetic field components. Data can 
be directly inverted to the point of obtaining a plane-wave impedance 
spectrum. The Frechet kernels (used to obtain the dielectric structure 
from the impe·dance spectrum by the Backus-Gilbert method) are derived. 
Process i ng the data to obtain the impedance spectrum should speed up 
the inversion process. The procedure for deriving the impedance 
spectrum indicates whether the data i s inconsistent witt\ a layered 
model. If there are several spectra which are cons i stent with the 
observations, they are all retrieved. 
Introduction 
Traverse measurements of radio waves from a stationary transmitter 
can be used to study the depth variation of electrical parameters in a 
sufficiently t·esistive electri cal envi ronment . This type of study 
(called radio interferometry) has been performed on glaciers (Rossiter 
et. al., 1973, Strangway et. al ., 1973) and on the moon (Simmons et. al ., 1973). 
It is also probably applicable to permafrost areas. 
The principle feature of the data is the variation of signal strength 
with distance (Figure 2). The peak-and-null pattern is the result of 
interference of direct waves which have traveled through the air, with waves 
which have traveled through the dielectric. The distinct velocities create 
phase differences which lead to wave interference (Annan, 1973). 
The advantage of this method over higher-frequency'time-delay-
measurement sounding methods is that a direct measurement of the wave 
velocity in the dielectric is obtained, and no assumption needs to be 
made about this parameter. 
We assume a line-current source of radio energy. The source lies 
on the y-axis. The z-axis is vertical upward. Traverses are performed 
along the x-axis. Our model for the electrical structure of the earth 
is a generalized layered dielectric {Figure 1) withE= c(z)~ 
It would be highly desirable to measure the amplitude and phase of 
the various components as a function of distance from the transmitter. 
To optimize the effects of the structure on the data, however, frequencies 
are chosen such that the size of the structure and the wavelength are 
nearly the same. For glacier and lunar problems this dictates frequencies 
in the megahertz range (Rossiter et. al., 1973). At these frequencies, 
no phase reference is available which can be carried in a traverse 
vehicle and which maintains transmitt1~r phase for many minutes. 
It is not difficult, though, to measure relative phase between two 
or more EM components. For this reason, we assume that a measurement 
of •the ratio Hz/Hx is made along the traverse. This gives us an analytic 
function with which to work. It will be assumed that Hx 1 0 anywhere 
on the traverse. Conditions for total destructive interference are quite 
stringent, and experience with glacier and lunar data indicates that Hx 
is .unmeasurably small only on rare occasion. In such a case, the 
reciprocal ratio Hx/Hz can be used unless Hz is similarly ill-behaved. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how a ratio m~asurement such 
as Hz/Hx can be processed for application of the Backus-Gilbert inversion 
algorithm. Derivations ara carried to the point where the Backus-Gilbert 
theory may be applied, but the inversion process itself will not be 
discussed (see, for example, Wiggins, 1972, Gilbert, 197Z, or Parker, 1970). 
I. The Forward Problem 
To develop a consistent notation, we will first solve the forward 
problem. We temporarily assume that the general layered dielectric 
defined by 
£. = £. C'L) 
is in fact a piecewise constant function given by 
£(2.) = eo ~~ 0 
£.1 0 > ~ ~ - J, 
£,_ -d, > a ~ -61 
. 
• 
• 
The various di are the {positive) depths to the dielectric interfaces. 
Magnetic penneabil i ty is constant with fA::. ,lAo • 
The source current is given by 
This can be broken into component parts according to horizontal 
wavenumber: 
If we define Js by 
{l) 
{2) 
{3) 
{4) 
{5) 
then (4) becomes 
-of) 
The approach we take to the forward problem is to find the fields 
which result from each partial source js{x,z;kx), then integrate 
over kx as in {6) to find the fields from the total source Js(x,z). 
Working with a single partial s6urce J (x,z;k ) all fields will S X) 
vary as eikxX. This factor will be suppressed until the final 
(6) 
recomposition of the total fields. Time dependence is e-i~t. Maxwe11•s 
equations are 
H = E = E = 0 y X Z 
wr- U~ = k,. Ey 
)Ev 
twr- H)l. = - ~ 
~e 
~~~" 
- . ~~ 
Equations (8) and {9) can be substituted into (10) to give the wave 
equation 
)1. £.1 + (. w "\.r E - k~ ) £'1 = o 
~l.'l. 
(7} 
(8) 
(9) 
(1 0) 
( l1) 
There are two independent solutions to (11), representing up- and 
down-going waves. A we 11-known procedure assigns arbitrary amplitude 
and phase to the down-going wave at the bottom of the model, then 
matches boundary conditions at successi vely higher interfaces until the 
waves are known at the surface z = 0. Because the wave at the bottom 
was arbitrarily chosen, the ratio of the upgoing to the downgoing wave 
at z = 0 is what has really been determined. By appropriate application 
of equations (8) - (10}, this can be converted into a determination of 
the ratio EY/Hx just below z = 0. 
We define the impedance by 
The superscripts refer to values just above (+)or just below (-) the 
surface z = 0. The impedance will later be generalized as a function 
of depth. The value z- has been found and is dependent.only on the 
structure in the region"' z<O. + The value Z is found for upgoing waves 
fn z>O: 
1 + c.k)C.) -
The square root is chosen with the condition J,. kz > a. 
(12) 
( 13) 
We now apply boundary condi ti ons at z·= a. The el ectric field is 
continuous 
(14) 
The magnetic field is discontinuous due to the partial source current 
(15) 
We rewrite (14) using (12): 
+ This set of equations is solved for Hx : 
Application of {12) gives 
Application of (8) to {18) gives 
We have derived the fields resulting from a source element 
js(x,z;kx). To get the total fields due to the line source J5 {x,z), 
we reinstate the suppressed factor e1kxx and integrate over kx: 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
{ 19) 
+ soO i:- 'de~~ elk ~)( <. )(.) = ~'W z-- i.f e l( {2o) 
-CD 
~ 
lc. l ... 'k)t )C ak + ~~ J ~-H~ (X) )t ~+ ~ )t - ~---wr (21) 
-00 
00 l.+i.- ~k. )( )( d.k E.+ (X):. ~,. j y z.-- ~· e.. )( (22) 
-~ 
II. Converting Field Measurements to Impedances 
The next step in the inversion is to convert the measured ratio 
..... f-1 ~ (.X) 
M tx > = Hxt (x) 
into an impedance spectrum. Our goal is to retrieve z-(kx). This 
(23) 
step is analogous to the surface harmonic decomposition which is 
performed on geomagnetic data prior to inverting it into a mantle 
conductivity structure. The result is a set of independent measurements 
in the sense that each might have been made without the others. In 
our case, such an experiment would consist of an impedance measurement 
for a single plane-wave. It is trivial to independently model a 
structure which satisfies each measurement: a halfspace of constant 
e will do nicely. The difficult task, of course, is to find a model 
£ (z) which satisfies the entire spectrum of impedance measurements 
simultaneously. 
We apply (20) and (21) to (23): 
co 
j .u.. e. ""·,.. H; ck. > = M (Jc)l d.k. 
-~ - ()I) 
Since (24) must hold at each point x, it represents a cumbersome set 
of simultaneous integral equations for Hz+(kx). A more useful form 
can be obtained by Fourier trqnsforming both sides of (24): 
(24) 
(25) 
where 
e - "t ;!{ M <.x ) 
(26) 
is the Fourier transform of the measurements M{x). Equation 1'25) is 
a homogeneous polar Fredholm equation of the second kind. The integral 
appears to be singular at kx = 0, but Hz+(O} = 0, representing a 
+ vertically-propagating wave with no vertical fields. Since kx' Z , 
and Hz+ are all odd functions of kx' the integral can be changed to a 
semi-infinite one with kernel [m(lx - kx) ~ m(lx + kx)]. 
Since the kernel of equation {25} is observational and not 
mathematical, the solution will be a computational problem and (25) 
will become a matrix equation. The discrete approximation to (25) is 
= 
where m is a Toeplitz matrix whose rows are the function m{-kx) 
& c 
(27} 
shifted by lx; m is antisymmetric. The diagonal matrix d takes the 
values of ~r+ . 
k,c~ 
Two problems confront us: 1) is there a solution to {27), and 
2) is it unique? Since {27) is an eigenvalue form, the existence 
-question is equivalent to asking whether the matrix m • d has an 
eigenvalue of 1. If the answer is yes, the uniqueness question is 
equivalent to asking whethe~ the ei genvalue 1 is degenerate. 
Since the data or the dielectric structure will probably not be 
perfect, we should try to satisfy (27) as closely as possible. We 
introduce the error vector 
and try to minimize its amplitude. If (27) can be ·solved we wil'l get 
f = 0. If it can't, then we will get a non-zero but minimal f. 
The power contained in f is minimized: 
E. -= 1 . ;-~r 
f £. = 0 = ( £f• ) . f + {. . ( b i ) 
= 
let N = 
so -f : -~. t. 
then 
{*'·f -. c1tT ~ E - -::: I. . N . N· I. ~ 0 
let 
= -*T : :' p -:: N . N 
so P is Hermitian and positive semi-definite. 
Now 
if we let h : a+ ib, we have 
c~ - ~~"b) . P . I + Z ... P . c ~c;."" -"~b) - o 
(28) 
(29) 
{30) 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
{34) 
(35) 
(36) 
We independently but simultaneously set the coefficients of ~a and {b 
to zero: 
p. I.. + p~ . ~~ = 0 
= -P·~ (37) 
which implies that 
p. ~ - 0 {38) 
This equation may or may not have a solution. We do an eigenvalue 
-analysis of the matrix P. The eigenvalues are real and non-negative. 
If there are no eigenvalues considerably small than 1, then the observations 
are inconsistent with the mathematical model. If there is a single near-
zero eigenvalue, the solution (eigenvector) is unique and h has been 
obtained apart from a constant multiplicative factor. 
If there are several near-zero but distinct eigenvalues, then the 
corresponding eigenvectors are orthogonal. Several possible n vectors 
have been obtained which are consistent with the data. The disastrous 
case occurs when the near-zero eigenvalues are degenerate. The 
eigenvectors are not necessarily orthogonal, and h can be taken as any 
linear combination of them. There is a whole range of possible impedance 
spectra depending on the choice of constants of combination. 
The solution of equation (38), when it exists, gives the transform 
of the vertical magnetic field, Hz+{~), except for a multiplying factor. 
If the field-strength fHz(x)j has been measured in addition to the 
ratio M(x), then Parseval's theorem can be used to detenmine the 
amplitude of the missing factor. The power is forced to be equal in 
both domains. The phase of the factor cannot be recovered from the 
obsHrvations because it represents an absolute phase relative to the 
transmitter. However, when the receiver is practically coincident 
with the transmitter, the absolute phase of the magnetic fields is 
the same as the transmitter current phase (the fields are quasi-static 
for ranges x«~). This condition can be used to detennine the phase of 
the missing factor even though it does not come from the observations. 
From equation (19), 
H~ wr .... z-
-
.. H~ 
-~ k. ~ ... z-- z+ (39) 
1- ..r ... t:+ 
-
)C (40} 
, .....;;.:;:::.: H: -I 
Z+ is given by ( 13). 
We have recovered the impedance spectrum. 
III. Converting Z to E 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the actual process 
of inversion, but rather to set the problem up for application of the 
Backus-Gilbert inversion method (W1ggins, 1972, Gilbert, 1972, Parker, 1970). 
The development is nearly identical to that of Parker (1970) for inversion 
of geomagnetic data into mantle conductivity information. 
We return to equation (12), which is an expression of the wave 
impedance as it depends on of horizontal wavenumber and on the dielectric 
structure. We generalize Z(~ to include its variation with depth,writing 
the generalized variable as Z(z;~. We can substitute Maxwell's equations 
into (12) and obtain a non-linear differential equation for Z which can be 
solved numerically starting at the bottom of the model. This corresponds 
to the solution of the forward problem as discussed in'section I. 
It turns out to be algebraically advantageous, however, to introduce 
the wave admittance, 
Hx(z~~ 
= 
EY (z; k,) (41) 
The variable Y separates from the variable E(z) in the differential 
equation in a way which allows easy derivation of tile Freche;t kernels 
which are required in the inversion iteration. 
(42) 
(43) 
Once (43) has been solved for a given e (z), then a perturbation in £ 
will generate a perturbation in Y(z;k), particularly in the observable 
Y(O-;k). It is this property which allows iteration to a model for 
E. (z) which fits the observations. 
Taking perturbations on {43) 
l- ( SY ) - - \.w £ SE.) + 2.:"""JA' Y LSY) )'I 
Introducing the function 
so that 
we get 
so ~ 
S 
t (.z.') ~'( C:~)::. - i..w ~ fC.~) b' [ ~~ (~')] ~-
For z = 0, this is o 
(44) 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
{48) 
s'f<.·> = -i. .... el'tol Ja•[ssc.a•>Je-pc:ro') (49) 
and thus the Frechet kernel for the observations is 
F [ t. (.'i:) ] = (50) 
where 0 
f (..•) - r ("l;) "' .,l. ....... ~ d..1.' v c~.·) 
l 
It should be noted that the kernt~ls defined by (50) and (51) can 
be derived in analytic form for a postulated structure of constant-
dielectric layers. In this case the ratio of the analytic values for 
H and E defines Y, so the required integration in (51) can be 
performed exactly. Although a non-linear differential equation was 
used to derive the kernels, it is not necessary to continue treating 
them in that form. 
(51) 
If we regard the structure as a message which has to be transmitted 
through the kernels of (50) to become observable, we can see what 
structural information is found in what data. Let us assume a starting 
structure of a homogeneous halfspace, and investigate the observability 
of small perturbations to that structure. 
The Frechet kernels in this case are given by 
• - ~\.~ ..JI.A)~£.1 - /C.; I 
- ".., e Fhomogeneous = (52) 
k 2- ~ As long as " <. I.JJrE, the exponential has an absolute value of 1 
(assuming a lossless medium), and information content is uniform with 
depth. 2 ~ For k" .,. ul rE1 , the exponenti a 1 decreases with depth. The 
attenuation distance is 
.z./4.2..- w ~/ Therefore, the higher spatial 
frequencies yield information only for the uppermost part of the structure. 
IV. Discussion and Conclusions 
We have demonstrated that under ideal conditions it is possible 
to recover a single impedance spectrum from traverse observations of 
1) the ratio (including phase) of vertical to horizontal magnetic field, 
and 2) the amplitude of either the horizontal or vertical field. Non-
ideal conditions (data with errors, non-layered structures, and possibly 
some layered structures with unfortunate £(z) functions) lead either 
to no spectrum which is consistent with the data or to several spectra. 
We have derived the Frechet kernels which can be used to fteratively 
improve a model £(z) until it fits the observed impedance spectrum as 
closely as possible. We have considered the possibility that several 
distinct impedance spectra may explain one set of observations. It is 
also possible that several distinct models £(z) may explain one 
impedance spectrum. 
A major contribution of this study is the de.onstation of the 
usefulness of the phase measurement. Past applications of radio 
interferometry have used instrumentation which measured only the 
amplitude of the two components Hz and Hx. By making the phase 
measurement it is possible to work the data back to a quantity (the 
impedance) which is very closely tied to the structure. From a computa-
tional viewpoint, this is considerably more efficient (see Fig. 3) because 
we have eliminated a computational step in the iteration loop of the 
inversion procedure. The computer time investment in the eigenvector 
determination will pay off if many iterations are required to converge 
to the required structure. 
The results of this paper have been derived for an impractical 
and non-existent energy source. The corresponding analysis for a 
dipole 5ource is under way. In the meantime, inversion of synthetic 
line-source data is being attempted. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1 
The line current transmitter lies along they-axis on the surface 
of the dielectric halfspace. The receiver traverses in the x direction. 
Positive z is up. 
Figure 2 
The received magnetic field strength varies with range from the 
transmitter. The peak-and-null pattern is due to interference between 
waves of different velocity traveling in the vacuum and dielectric 
halfspaces. 
Figure 3a 
Block diagram of data interpretation for measuremen~s without 
relative phase between components. Fourier transforms are performed 
at each step of the inversion. There is no indication whether the 
data are consistent with a layered model. 
Figure 3b 
Data interpretation for measurements containing relative phase. 
Measurements are transformed one time rather than model parameters 
being transformed many times. Eigenvector analysis gives an indica-
tion of uniqueness and compatibility with a layered dielectric structure 
model. 
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